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PREFACE.

following record of my working life has the primary
i. virtue of being truthful ; but it has no pretension to the

character of a literary work. I was bred to bench work

not to literature
; therefore I respectfully invite the reader to

look at it from that point of view, and not to criticise my
humble efforts in a sense that might be applied to a professed

literary work.

In those things which I made the business of my life I

sought to attain the greatest possible degree of perfection of

which I was capable ; my other labours have been but a

sort of desultory gleaning, which, whilst affording me pleasure,

has been the means of yielding a general and gratifying

rudimentary knowledge of various matters which I had not

the opportunity of pursuing further than just gathering a few

outside crumbs.

In the text (page 193) reference is made to methods of

executing sculptures. It is well known that modern marble

sculpture is, in its early stages, mechanically pointed that is,

holes are drilled in the marble to the requisite depth to corres-

pond with the form of the model, which is placed in position

near the block of marble ; this method is not applicable to

sculpture in wood. My own practice was, after building up a

careful clay model, to.make a definite central line on the wood

to correspond with a similar line on the model, and to retain this

until the work was nearly complete. Then after marking
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IV. PREFACE.

various points on the model to form a series of triangles, I

wasted off the rough from the wood block, and left on the wood

corresponding stations, or slight projections ; so that the main

body of the work was determined, and its correctness to the

model insured, on the same principle as the Ordnance Surveyors
work the triangulation of any district for mapping purposes. In

carving with this method of triangulation and a movable

pointing gauge, used to insure the true quantity to be left for

the finish, then the details are worked out with as much care

and delicacy, and truthfulness to nature, as the human instru-

ment, with the dexterous use of handy tools, is capable of

producing.

It is my duty and pleasure to thank Mr. R. W. Goulding
for the assistance 1 have received from him in preparing the

work for publication, and in correcting the proofs during its

progress through the press ;
but notwithstanding a vigilant

inspection of the pages before printing, a few corrections have

to be made on the errata page.

The illustrations, reproduced by the half-tone process, are,

with few exceptions, from my own drawings or sculptured works

referred to in the text.

And now, after a life of nearly seventy years of work work
of great variety and some difficulty, I am still able, thank God,
to occupy my days of retirement without having a feeling of

ennui.

THOMAS W. WALLIS.

LOUTH, ist MAY, 1899.
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF

(5homas (Jlilkinson (Hallis.

CHAPTER I.

MY ANCESTORS.

I am in my seventy-fourth year when I commence to

write the incidents of a working-man's life. The record I have
to make will, I hope, be interesting to the public and instructive

to young men who will have their own life's battle to fight.

For more than fifty years I have interested myself in tracing

my family history, and have taken extracts from Parish Registers

relating thereto.

The Parish Register of Roos, where there is the earliest

account of my father's family, begins on the nth June, 1571.*
A tradition, (which was repeated to me in 1849 by my father's

cousin, Edward Wallis, of Roos), has been handed down to the

effect that our name was originally spelt Wallace, according to

the Scotch way, and that our ancestors, who were travelling

people, makers and sellers of lace, came from Scotland. The
first place in which they settled in England was Doncaster ;

thence they removed to various places, finally making their home
at Roos, in Holderness, Yorkshire

;
there they bought some

property, and my father's cousin still clings to the old place (so
far as the site is concerned) where my great-great-great-grand-

father, Anthony Wallis, was born in 1670, and some branches

of the family remain there at the present time.

* Parish Registers were not kept in England until the 2gth September,

1538, when Cromwell, the Vicar General, published an Ordinance, directing

the curates of every parish to keep a Register of all Weddings, Christenings

and Burials.



INTRODUCTORY.

Tradition says that the Wallace family continued to make
lace at Roos, and that the thread used in its manufacture was

obtained from Scotland, and cost one guinea per pound.

The name Wallace is first entered in the Roos Register, ist

December, 1583, as George Walike. Probably the curates and

clerks would aim at a sort of phonetic spelling, and by such

means our name has appeared in six different forms not until

the time when my grandfather left Roos for Hull (about 1770)
was it spelt Wallis.

Although there is no doubt that the Wallis family lived at

Roos and the neighbouring villages from a remote period, the

connected descendants are limited to the following pedigree, to

which I have added a list of my own children :

Anthony Wallis, of Roos, co. York = Jane, daughter of Win. Constable
B. 1670 M. 1692 D. 1737 B. 1671 D. 1731

Anthony Wallis, of Roos = Ann, daughter of. ...

B. 1694 M. 1714 D. 1749 I

'J ' '

others :

4 daughters

Richard Wallis, of Roos = Ann (a Scotchwoman)
B. 1719 M. 1741 D. 1783 I B. 1717 D. 1791

1 U '

others :

2 sons
2 daughters

Samuel Wallis, of Roos
5.1748 AT. 1782 at Hull, co. York

D. 1831 at Hull

= Martha, daughter of

John Wolfe, of Snaith
B. 1751 D. 1831

I i I I I I I

others :

3 sons

4 daughters

Samuel Wallis, of Hull, co. York = Ann, daughter of William
B. there 1788 M. 1810 at Hull

D. 1869 at Hull
Emerson, by Jane, daughter
of Thomas Wilkinson, of

Barningham, Durham
B. 1783 at Hull D. 1878 at Hull

I I I I I I

others :

6 sons
2 daughters

Thomas Wilkinson Wallis, = Susannah, daughter of Wm.
of Hull and Louth,

B. at Hull 1821 M. at Louth,
Lines., 1845

Crow, of Louth, by Fanny,
daughter of Vincent Cross,
of Theddlethorpe, by Frances,
his wife, nee Frances Burman

B. 1821 D. 1866

others :

6 sons

5 daughters

William Emerson Wallis,
Ann Palmer Wallis,

Henry Wallis,

Henry Wallis,
Kate Wallis,
Susan Wallis,
Edward Vincent Wallis,
Frank Wilkinson Wallis,

B. 1846
B. 1847
B. 1850
B. 1852
B. 1854
B. 1855
B. 1859
B. 1861
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My mother's family is more difficult to trace back than my
father's. My maternal grandfather, Captain William Emerson,
always spoke of William Emerson, the celebrated mathematician,
as his uncle

; and, in 1779, he, at the age of 19, visited the great
man at Hurworth, co. Durham. The following table contains

all the data I have collected concerning my mother's family :

William Emerson =
B. 1640 I

William Emerson
B. 1670 M . 1699, at Hurworth

Dudley Emerson, of Hurworth, = ..

co. Durham, (schoolmaster),
B. 1672- M. 1698

John Emerson, of = .

Hurworth,
B. 1700 M. 1728

William Emerson, = Elizabeth, niece

(Mathematician) of Dr. Johnson,
of Hurworth, of Hurworth,

B. 1701 M. 1735 B. 1708. D. 1784
D. 1782, s.p.

I

Dudley
B. 1703

D. young

William Emerson, of Hurworth, =
(ship-chandler) shop at Wapping

B. 1730 M. (ist) 1759
M. (2nd) 1771 D. at Wapping

William Emerson, of Hull, (i)
= Jane, da. of Thomas =

(2) Thomas Roberts

(sea captain) B. 1760
M. 1779 D. 1786 at sea

Wilkinson, of Barning-
ham, co. Durham, B. 1761
M. (2nd) husband 1788

D. at Hull 1827

(schoolmaster)

2 sons, 3 daughters

Ann Emerson, of Hull, B. 1783
M. at Hull, 1810, to Samuel

Wallis D. 1878

William Emerson,
B. 1780 D. young

William Emerson
B. 1786 D. 1827

twice M., s.p.

This table shows that my maternal grandfather's grand-
father was first cousin to the mathematician, William Emerson,
of Hurworth, of whose life and writings some account was given

by the Rev. W. Bowe, of Scorton, Yorks., and printed with

a new edition of Emerson's works in 1793. These works (first

published from 1743 to 1775) include treatises upon nearly every
branch of mathematics, of which Mr. Bowe says :

"
many of

them are allowed to be the best extant upon the subjects of which

they treat, and will remain a lasting monument of Mr. Emerson's

genius." Other memoirs of Mr. Emerson were published by
Thomas Wilkinson in the Mechanics' Magazine, 25 February, 1850,

and a public monument was erected to his memory by the

inhabitants of Hurworth, in 1861. In the Life of William
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Herschel, the famous astronomer, it .is stated that he learnt his

mathematics from Emerson's works ; and John Rennie " care-

fully read the works of Emerson," as is recorded in S. Smiles's

Life of that great engineer. The following motto and inscription

appear on the monument referred to :

Ecclesiastes, n. 15 :
" Then said I in my heart, As

it happeneth to the fool, so it happeneth even to me ;

and why was I then more wise ? Then I said in my
heart, that this also is vanity."

QUOD SUB PEDIEUS SEPULTUM
ET NEGLECTUM JACET

ALIQUANDO FUIT

GULIELMUS EMERSON;
VIR

PRISC^E SIMPLICITATIS,
SUMM.E INTEGRITATIS.
RARISSIMI INGEMI.

QUANTUS FUERIT MATHEMATICUS
Si SCRIPTA EJUS PERLEGERIS

QUORSUM NARRARET SAXUM ?

Si NON PERLEGERIS,
PERLEGE, ET SCIES.
OBIIT 21 MAIJ, 1782,

. AN 81.

JUXTA SEPULTA JACET
ELIZABETHA UXOR,

QU;E OBIIT 27 MARTII, 1784,
^ETAT. AN. 76.*

The wife of my great-grandfather, William Emerson, the

ship-chandler, died in 1770, and he married a second wife, -who

shortly afterwards caused her step-son to be sent to sea. The
latter completed his apprenticeship, at the age of eighteen years,
in 1778, and then became mate of a merchant-vessel, called The

Favourite. She and the old Manchester were the first to sail into

the Old (now the Queen's) Dock in Hull, on the 22nd September,

1778. The young mate on board The Favourite was dressed in a

scarlet jacket, white trousers and a cocked hat
; his hair was

tied back in a pig-tail, according to the then fashion, and, on

entering the Dock, he fired the first gun.

Shortly after this, his ship being laid up, he visited his

famous uncle at Hurworth, and there spent about four months.

* What lies buried and neglected under foot was once William Emerson ;

a man of pristine simplicity, of the highest integrity, of the rarest genius.

How great a mathematician he was, if you have read his writings, wherefore

should this stone relate ? If you have not read- them, read and you will learn.

He died 21 May, 1782, in the 8ist year of his age.

Near this place lies buried Elizabeth his \\ife, \vho died 27 March, 1784, in

the 76th year of her age.
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One day he said to his uncle that he would go to see their

relative, Tommy Wilkinson, a farmer at Barningham, near

Barnard Castle, Durham, who had married Jane, the daughter
of Richard Stephenson, who was related to the Emerson family.
The mathematician, in his usual brogue, replied :

' If thou goes
there, thou will run away with one of the lasses

; but, if thou

goes, thou must work thy way by the stars and the planets ; if

thou can't do that, thou must stay where thou is.' However, the

merry young sailor found his way there. Thomas Wilkinson was
a widower, his housekeeper being his eldest daughter, Jane, who
came in shortly after the visitor's arrival, and enquired what

merry-andrew they had got in the house. During this visit

reports were spread that the sailor and Jane were to be married.

They did in fact make a run-away wedding, and were married

at Hull in March, 1779, much to Thomas Wilkinson's annoyance.
William Emerson and his wife settled in Hull, and he, escaping
the press-gang, took to the sea again, as captain of a merchant-

vessel, The Concord. The issue of the marriage was three children,

born in High-street, at that time the principal residential locality

in Hull.

My mother was born on the 5th December, 1783. When
she was three years old (November, 1786), her father, homeward
bound, was caught by a heavy sea off the coast of North Somer-

cotes, and was, it was alleged, drowned in his cabin, while

looking over his papers, but a different account will be found in

chapter vi.

My mother was then sent to her grandfather's at Barningham,

[he died, in 1806] and was brought up by him and her mother's

brothers and sisters until she was fifteen years old, when she

returned to Hull, to her mother, who had married a second

husband, one Thomas Roberts, a schoolmaster, and had a family
of five young children. My mother had a vivid recollection of

the principal events of the French Revolution, commencing in

1789, and reaching its climax in 1793, when Louis xvi. and his

queen, Marie Antoinette, were put to death by the guillotine.

The mathematician was so much annoyed that his relative

should be sent to sea, that he took an oath that none of his money
should go to the sea. He willed his property to a person at York,

named Tinkler, but subject to legacies to his nearest relations.

To William Emerson, my grandfather, he left 80 ; to his wife,

Jane, 20
;
and to her five brothers and sisters 10 each, to be

paid when they came of age. My mother and the two youngest,
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William and Ann Wilkinson, went together to Mr. Tinkler's, at

Neesom, near Eppleby Forest, to receive their legacies, in 1791-

My mother became a milliner and dressmaker, and, about

1809, met a young cabinet-maker, who, with many others, was a

volunteer soldier, in training to do battle with Napoleon's troops,
if they ever landed on English soil. They went to Scarborough
to be drilled, and paraded on the Castle Hill at 5 o'clock every

morning. This volunteer soldier, Samuel Wallis, and Ann
Emerson were married on the 3rd September, 1810, at Holy
Trinity Church, Hull, by Vicar Bromby.

' To those who have any knowledge of the city and port of

Hull at the present day (1895), it will give some idea of the

progress of the last 120 years to realize the fact that when my
maternal grandfather went to school, he had to cross an open

green where the first Hull dock was constructed in 1788. Prior

to that date, all the shipping had to be dealt with in the Old

Harbour, and jthe town had only a population of 13,000 now, I

believe, there are 8 large docks to accommodate the steam and

sailing vessels that do business to all parts of the world ;
and the

population is over 200,000.

My grandfather Wallis left his native village, Roos, and

settled in Hull, about 1770 ; there he took a dairy-farm, and kept
several horses he was the first person who kept Livery Stables in

Hull, i.e. who let out horses and conveyances. His eldest son,

Edward, by trade a joiner, received only a meagre education,

but, being ambitious, and having a good address, he improved
himself, became commercial traveller for the firm of Crackles

and Horncastle, whalebone-manufacturers, and was ultimately
taken into partnership. He had a family of twelve children :

the eldest, Edward, (1805 1-854), was an eminent surgeon, and

was Lecturer on Anatomy and Pathology at the Hull Medical

School. Richard Wallis, (son of my uncle Richard), was editor

and proprietor of the Hull Packet weekly newspaper. My uncle

William followed his father's trade; and my aunt Jane, (1784

1840), married Captain Powell, who was drowned at sea.



CHAPTER II.

CHILDHOOD AND SCHOOL DAYS.

(l82I 1830). AGE I TO 9.

I was born on the 4th February, 182 1, in Matchell-stre^t,
Hull, being the eighth child of Samuel and Ann Wallis. I was
a weakly child, the old nurse assuring my mother that I could
not live many months, but now, more than seventy years after

that prediction, I commence to write my autobiography.
Thomas Carlyle, in one of his finest passages, said " that a

true delineation of the smallest man and his scene of pilgrimage

through life is capable of interesting the greatest man
; that all

men are to an unspeakable degree brothers, each man's life a

strange emblem of every man's
;

and that human portraits

faithfully drawn are of all pictures the welcomest on human
walls." I trust that this self-drawn picture will serve an useful

purpose, and merit a place on human walls.

My earliest recollection connected with the locality in which
I was born is a succession of floods from the river Hull. Our
house was situated in alow-lying district, near an ancient water-

course from the river Hull to the Humber, several feet below the

ordinary high-water level, where the banks of the Hull had not

been raised sufficiently high to keep back the tidal waters ; the

consequence was that the high tides overflowed through the

wharves and flooded the low-lying streets. When unprepared
for this the people's houses were flooded in a distressing manner.

During one of these floods, when I was about four years old, our

house and shop were flooded with muddy water to the depth of

about eighteen inches
;
under the shop was a cellar, in which

my mother kept her grocery stores this was full of water and

much damage was done. We had to find refuge in the upper

part of the house until the water subsided. At other times, when

high tides were expected, people prepared boards and clay and

made dams at their doorways to keep out the water.

I remember another incident very vividly ; when I was

between four and five years old, my father carried me on his
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shoulders to the Gas Company's premises, near Sculcoates

Church, to see the ascent of a balloon made by C. Green (being
his 84th ascent); this was in August, 1825. There was much
excitement and a dense crowd.

My grandmother Roberts (formerly Emerson, nee Wilkinson)
lived at i, Robinson Row for a period of 36 years ; this was
more than a mile from my home, but we grandchildren

frequently went there on Sunday afternoons, meeting our

cousins the Elseys. I was then about five years old. Our

grandmother used to hear us read, and rewarded the best reader

with a coin of the realm, of which I was occasionally the

recipient. This good lady died 27th January, 1827, in her 66th

year.
About this time, my father commenced business as a cabinet-

maker, having workshops in Cumberland Street, and employing
several journeymen and apprentices, including my eldest brother.

It was decided to remove to premises in Wincolmlee (1827).

Here there were two shop windows one for the grocery, the

other for the furniture.

My education was begun in the manner commonly adopted at

this period, by the class of society to which we belonged,

namely, at an old dame's school, where I have reason to think I

acquired some elementary knowledge of two out of the three
" R's." At the age of six I was sent to a school supposed to

be of a fairly good character, kept by Mr. Kirlew. I am afraid

I did not make much progress even in such subjects as the

character of this school provided. The master, though in-

discreet, severe and perhaps cruel in school, was of a genial

nature out of school hours, and would readily play with the boys at

" marbles
"

or other boy's play, until the hour arrived to enter

school.

I have cause to remember he did not spare the rod, for when

I was a very Ifttle fellow, at the time my parents were about to

remove to Wincolmlee, my father's apprentice, Matthew, was

engaged there doing various repairs. On one occasion, at mid-

day, when I went there, just before going to school, Matthew dared

me to go up one of the chimneys, so as to be quite out of sight.

I did not hesitate to do this ;
and then, begrimed as I was, ran

off to school, probably not realising that I presented such a

disreputable appearance. I was immediately called up by the

stern master, and in reply to his enquiry I infer my feeble ex-

planation failed to soften his anger ;
for he took up the instrument

of punishment, called a clapper, ordered me to holdout my hand,
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and gave me such a heavy clap that the instrument of torture

split in his hand
;
he then sent me home to my mother, who

viewed my case more leniently than the schoolmaster had done.

In these days of school boards and government inspection,
some of the proceedings at Mr. Kirlew's school would not be
tolerated. A few of the bigger boys were conspicuous for bold

and irregular practices, connived at, indeed approved of, by the

master. For instance, they had a tin vessel hung up near the

ceiling, in which they deposited all the spare coppers they had,
and at intervals they emptied their Savings Bank, and would go
out and spend the coppers in ale.

There was one good and impressive lesson to be learnt at

this school. At one end of the schoolroom there was printed,
in large letters, this motto What man has done, man may do again.

At the time now referred to, boys indulged in fighting very
much more than they do at the present time, but it was not

often that they seriously hurt each other. On one occasion, it

appears that I had been fighting two boys, each bigger than my-
self,

" one down, t'other come on," and I had beaten both boys.
Some of the senior boys reporting this to the master when the

school assembled, Mr. Kirlew called up the defeated boys and

punished them for allowing a little boy to " lick
"

them. The

fighting spirit of men and boys which had been fostered for so

many years during the American and French wars, had not

ceased to influence society, and scientific "
boxing

" was openly
favoured amongst the "

polite and educated classes." This is

very much under the ban at the present time
; and, in a sense,

very properly so ; but the best authorities agree that when a

nation loses its fighting power, it is sure to become an easy prey
to the greed and tyranny of its nearest fighting neighbour.

I was taken from this school when about eight years old

and placed in Mr. Leng's Academy in Mason Street. It was a

large and superior establishment. Even for small boys the

quarterly payment was IDS. 6d. There were about 70 scholars.

Nancy, Mr. Leng's daughter, who taught the younger boys, was

an easy good-natured soul, and we were glad to have her as our

mentor.

My father was not successful in business ; he had purchased
a vessel, brig-built, but did not understand the management of

it, and consequently lost money. The loss necessitated changes ;

the " Furniture shop" was cleared out, stock sold, and all debts

paid; but my parents were left very poor indeed. When, how-
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ever, my father proposed to take the boys from school, and

place them somewhere to earn a little, my mother warmly
replied

" No ! we will not do that ; the boys shall have a fair

education if the}' have to go with rags on their backs and half-

filled stomachs." My mother's nature was of a fine metal ;

she was a noble-minded woman, for many years struggling with

a large family, and grinding poverty. I never saw her show

signs of being cast down, or distressed in mind
;

she bravely
held herself erect, fought her way to do her duty, and, in spite

of all difficulties, maintained such an appearance in her house-

hold management that we were supposed to be in fairly comfort-

able circumstances. We received sufficient education to enable

us, in our respective positions in after-life, to perform, in a

creditable manner, all that our duties to others required.

The strain of poverty, however, was very severe, and I had

to bid adieu to school-days when nine years old ; but by the skil-

fulness of my mother, and the industry of my father, we did not

go with "rags to our backs," nor were we pinched in our plain

and homely food.

My last schoolmaster, Mr. Leng, was a gentleman, and a

good teacher, but he was sorely tried by the turbulence of some
of the boys. Noting a disturbance, Mr. Leng was seen, with

flushed face, and distended veins in his temples, to lay down
his spectacles in a solemn manner, and leave his desk, cane in

hand ;
all eyes were directed to the habitual culprits, who, un-

fortunately for me, were located close to where I sat
;

these

boys then left their desks and ran about the spacious schoolroom,

evading the efforts of the master to catch them for a long time ;

when at last they were caught, they struggled with him and

tried to wrest the cane from him. There were some clever

boys in this school, who afterwards gained good positions in

society. My last school-book comprised workings in "Interest"
"
Commission,'"

"
Brokerage,"'

"
Purchasing of Stock,"

"
Insurance,"

"Compound Interest," "Discount" "Equation of Payments
"
"Barter,"

and "Profit and Loss" from which it may be inferred that if a

nine-years'-old boy advanced to this standard, it was a sound

commercial school. Mr. Leng designated me " Doctor
"

for

having successfully operated upon a small boy who had forced

a sponge up his nose.

Our furniture shop having been cleared out, it was used as

a living room. On one occasion (1827) a party of us children,

and some of our cousins met there. I was always a shy and

silent boy, and did not readily enter into the childish games
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young people delight in. At this time I seem to have been

annoyed at the uproar of the party, and retiring to my mother's

shop, I wrote on several pieces of paper : Think much and speak
little

;
these I stuck upon the walls of the room where the party

was, for them to read, probably hoping that it would subdue
the boisterous amusements of the company.

Some writers have endeavoured to trace the early influences

which formed, or helped to form, their habits, thoughts and
character in after-life. My parents, though not severely

religious, conducted their household in the most exemplary
manner. Truth, uprightness, and honesty pervaded their daily

life, without ostentation, parade or effort. I call to mind a

childish incident that first revealed to me the fact that there

was dishonesty in the world. From my mother I had received

a penny to pay the hairdresser, the normal charge for cutting
hair in our neighbourhood. But, from some cause or other, I

wandered from home and had my hair cut in a high-class shop,
and tendered the penny in payment. I was told the charge was

twopence ;
I said I would bring another penny afterwards. I

related these particulars to my mother, and she supplied me
with the necessary coin. I proceeded to the high-class shop
and paid the penny ;

when I had done so, a gentleman customer in

the shop said with emphasis :
" Well, that is an honest boy."

This caused the boy to reflect that if this simple, and what

appeared to him merely natural act, caused such a remark to

be made, it proved to him, by inference, that there must be

dis-honesty in the world. Alas ! how fully the experience of

after-life has confirmed the conclusion the boy then drew.

My mother and sisters were Independents, and became

members of the Albion Street Chapel when it was opened by
the Rev. Newman Hall in 1842 ; my father attended the

"Tabernacle" in Sykes Street, which I can just remember

being built in 1826. The Rev. S. Lane was the preacher. I

went with my father to this chapel ;
the teaching was, as far as

I can remember, of the severely Calvinistic type. Mr. Lane had

a plain matter of fact style, with a total absence of graceful or

elegant language, and pourtrayed the Deity, in his relations to

mankind, in such unmistakeable terms, that as soon as I was

capable of understanding anything on the subject, though still a

mere child, I felt my whole nature revolt at the views put forth

from this pulpit. For it appeared to me that the picture the

preacher drew of God, and the fate of the human race, as or-

dained by Him, was such that no ordinary man could be so cruel
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as the character here presented of the Deity Himself. Bearing
on this subject I would refer to an incident, related by Professor

Blackie, and published in the English Illustrated Magazine,

August, 1894. A visitor making a morning call, the Professor

told him a striking story which was new to him. " A Highland

boy, in the neighbourhood of Dingwall (in the north of Scotland),

being shown by a young lady a series of small pictures repre-

senting human figures, had his attention more particularly fixed

by one in which a gigantic, grim warrior appeared with a heavy
club in his hand in the act of dealing a blow, and immediately
he came out with the question : 'Is that God ?' A more preg-
nant satire (added the Professor) on the grim theology of the

Caledonian Calvinists cannot be conceived. Out of the mouth
of babes and sucklings hast thou perfected reproof."

During our residence in Wincolmlee the mothers of young
children followed a curious practice. When the tide was high
in the river, a man stationed himself in a boat near one of the

wharves just opposite our house, and mothers brought their

babies undressed but wrapped up in blankets
;

the naked baby
was then passed on to the man, who took hold of one leg and

plunged the child into the river, quickly taking it out again, and

returning it to its mother, who, wrapping it up in the blanket, ran

away with the screaming child. This treatment was supposed
to counteract some epidemic then prevalent.

We removed from Wincolmlee to a newly-built house in

New King Street, in 1829. The most vivid remembrance I

have of this house is that under the shop and sitting-room was
a cellar that had a depth of about two feet of water in it

; we
children sailed about in it in washing tubs. This was before

the birth of official sanitary science ; then people lived, or died,

under the most adverse conditions, for there were no authorities

to interfere. Our school was in Mason Street ;
in Charles

Street close, by was a high-class school, and between the schools

there was an open green, afterwards the site of the " Medical

School." Here the two schools met to fight boys' battles with

snow-balls, or with stones, and sometimes one of the bigger boys
would advance to the front and challenge any of the opposing

party to single combat. In those days there were no policemen,
but there was a " Chief Constable," Pearson Fox, who resided

on premises at the corner of Jarratt Street (between the two

schools) ; he sometimes interfered with our warlike proceedings,
and we had to seek safety in flight.

In February, 1830, we removed to No. 33, New George
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Street ; and about this time I was taken from school and sought

employment. While we lived here the street was paved with

cobbles, and some of us boys watched the workmen up to their

leaving at 6 p.m., and we were there again when they came at

6 a.m. I think there were some clever workmen engaged, for a

bet was made by one that he would level a piece of ground to

half an inch with his "
pick." The boy could not have thought

that what he then saw would come in useful some fifty years

later, after he had passed through various phases of life.

One of these paviors was one of the old " Watchmen," who
for many years were a well-known class, but ceased their

dreary calling about 60 years ago (1836). The present and

recent generations are so used to the Police that but few

persons living, can realise what the old Charlies were like;

they acquired this name from the fact that they were established

by Charles I. in lieu of the very old Watch and Ward; in a

similar way the names of Bobby and Peeler are applied to

the present policemen because they were the out-come of Sir

Robert Peel's measure for reforming the police force of the

country. But the " Charlies
"
that I recollect, were invariably

old men, such as those of whom it has been said :" these decrepit
custodians of the night proved even more incapable than their

predecessors. Provided merely with a large lantern and a huge
rattle, on the same principle as the child's toy rattle the

maximum of their utility consisted of drawling out every half-

hour in the night, the time, the weather and the direction of the

wind, thus "
Half-past three o'clock, a frosty morning, and a

North-East wind "
varied to suit the altered hour and con-

ditions ; as though the bed-bound people of their districts

cared to be aroused from their slumbers to hear such mono-

tonous and useless cries ! The old Charlies wore long great-

coats and leather belts round their waists, to which the rattle

and lantern could be attached. Between the half-hour cries

they retired to a sort of octagonal upright box one side of the

octagon forming a door. If a drunken brawl demanded their

interference, they added to the general commotion by springing

their rattles, with the usual result of attracting all the

homeless vagabonds of the district to the spot, and a goodly

assemblage of the night-capped heads of better regulated

citizens to the windows around. As for making an arrest such

a thing was seldom heard of. In general they considered their

duties sufficiently discharged by alarming the neighbourhood,

after which they retired to their boxes until the fight was over.
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Probably they fell asleep there. Very often the wild young
fellows of the period seemed to think it was the proper thing to

roam about the streets at night, attacking defenceless pedestrians,

breaking windows, wrenching off door-knockers, and in many
other ways setting the law at defiance ; the Charlie's-box, gener-

ally planted in some small opening from the streets, was too

great a temptation to be resisted by this class of marauders ;

with a sudden rush they would overturn the box and contents ;

and long before the poor old fellows could extricate their

sluggish limbs from the ample folds of great coat and other

impediments, the roving young rascals would be far away.
When the police force was established in Hull, it proved

very satisfactory to all quiet peace-loving people ;
it afforded

some protection from the rough horse-play commonly indulged
in by street boys against those who refused to join in their

boisterous games. Strangers were systematically insulted and
maltreated. At the age of eighteen my eldest brother left home
and obtained work at Dewsbury ; he was at once challenged as

a '

stranger,' and the street roughs insulted and stoned him for

that reason, calling out "
pawse him lads, pawse him lads."

This state of society was well illustrated in the eloquent pages
of " Punch "

a few years ago : In a picture with two or three

bull-dog looking miners hulking about in rough, unkempt dress,

a well-dressed man is seen approaching First spokesman
miner says

" Who is he ?
" Second do. says "A stranger."

First do. adds " Oh, heave hafe a brick at him." A similar

state of things existed in villages before the rural police were

established. Often when I have taken long walks on a Sunday,
when passing through villages, a group of roughs would assail

one with stones, or set a dog upon one. I found it the best way
to boldly walk into the midst of the assembled yokels and

exchange a passing
"
good day

"
with them.

In a seaport town like Hull, with the daily excitement of

all sorts of vessels going from or coming into port, the induce-

ment to boys to choose a sailor's life is very great ; two of my
brothers and many of my relatives were sailors. I was nearly

tempted to add another to the list. It used to be the practice of

us boys, before we got out of bed, to call over all the names of

vessels going to Greenland and Davis Straits whale fishery,

naming them alphabetically, counting about thirty-three full

rigged ships. Some years prior to this, nearly double that

number of whale-ships belonged to Hull. Many thousands of

people lived by this trade, and many fortunes were made by
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successful voyages. Very great quantities of oil and whale-bone

were annually brought to Hull, besides hundreds of seals,

numerous whale jaw-bones (used for gateways), and polar bears,

taken when young and safely brought to port.

The sailors had an interesting custom of making a garland
and lashing it to the main-royal stay rope, (between the main
and foremast) ; this was competed for by the most daring and

bigger boys when the vessel returned to port. The custom of

the garlands arose from the practice of the wives, sisters and

friends of the sailors presenting them with coloured ribbons

before they sailed, in the early spring months, on which were

tied knots to represent the number of whales it was hoped they
would catch. I call to mind a friend of ours, named Sewell, who
had (in 1832) signed articles for the ship Shannon

; he, with his

wife, called at our house to say good-bye ; my sister Jane had

provided a gay-coloured ribbon on which she had tied twenty-two

knots, on presenting which to the sailor, she told him the

number of knots, when he merrily said

" Success to the " Shannon " and all the ship's crew,

May she come home with fish twenty-two."

The practice was this after the arrival of the ships at the whale

fishing grounds, on the ist of May all the sailors, about forty

or fifty, who formed the crew, brought out the ribbons of good

wishes, untied the knots, and having provided a model of a full

rigged ship which was securely lashed inside an iron hoop, the

ribbons were then fastened all round the hoop, and the garland

of love and good wishes was made fast to the main-royal stay

rope in the ship's rig. It was soon understood that this was

an open prize for the boys on the ship's return to port. Many
of us boys swarmed on board the whaler, and thought it a

great treat to obtain a taste of salt beef and hard ship-biscuits ;

but when in the sailor's way we had a taste of the rope's end.



CHAPTER III.

ERRAND BOY.

(1831 1834). AGE Io To J 3*

On leaving school, at the age of nine years, I went to work
at the Whalebone Manufactory of Messrs. Horncastle, Crackles

and Wallis
; my work was to assist my father in the manu-

facture of whalebone bristles for brushes
;
for this I received no

remuneration, and the work proved too heavy for so young a

boy. The first money I received for services rendered was from

a kind old stonemason whom I had been watching at work and

to whom I had passed sundry articles as he wanted them.

Soon after this I earned 6d. and my mother's displeasure

by going into the country and helping Joseph, a coal dealer,

for one day in selling coals. On another occasion more con-

genial and continuous employment was sought for me. My
mother took me, neatly dressed, to the house of a quack doctor,

to make application for the situation of forerunner, or messenger.
I was only ten years old. The boy's duty was to be a sort of

advanced agent of the " Doctor"; to distribute printed notices

of the intended arrival of the great man in various villages and

towns he proposed to visit, and generally to be at his beck and

call. We were shown into a well furnished sitting-room, where

we met the " Doctor
" and his daughter ;

after some conference

the gentleman was prepared to engage me, but I failed to find

favour in the eyes of the young lady, who urged that I was too

young to be entrusted with the duties required from the

"Doctor's" assistant! So we returned home non-suited. I

may here state that the same Doctor and the inevitable boy-

assistant, when on tour through Lincolnshire, called at my shop
in Louth, about 14 years afterwards, soliciting my patronage !

His name was was Paterson ;
he did not recognise me, but I

readily knew him.

Attached to each of the two houses in which we lived in

New George Street there was a small back yard, and as my
parents had been brought up amongst poultry in farm-yards, I
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was permitted to keep fowls
; for this purpose I built suitable

wood houses, for I early learned the use of common carpenter's
tools. One of my earliest record notes was found on a blank
leaf of the History of England that my brother Emerson opened
when he got out to sea

; it ran thus :
" My black hen began to

lay, 2ist of March, 1831."

Some time after this I found employment at Messrs. Ellison

and Sons' Mustard and Blacking Manufactory in New George
Street

;
I received two shillings per week, and my principal duty

was to drive "
Logic," not Watts's Logic, or any other complex

system of mental exercises, but an old blind horse yoked so as to

walk in an endless circle as the motive power of the machinery
used at this factory; there was nothing in this situation that

unduly taxed my strength, although kept constantly at work.
Here I learnt how commercial mustard is produced. Mustard
seed when ground is of a somewhat dark grey colour, and but little

of this is used ; the bulk of the material used was best seconds

flour, the pungency being chiefly obtained by ground ginger
and Cayenne pepper ; these were ground very fine, and were
confined in double covered close sieves, to prevent the dust

rising when the sieves were set in motion. The mixture was
the yellowish powder people bought, and still buy, as mustard.

The genuine article, which is much more pungent than the article

sold to the public, is served on board our ships of war.

During the time I was engaged at Messrs. Ellisons', Mr.
Mr. Ellison, sen., died. This was the period of the Burke and
Hare murders in Edinburgh, and great excitement was caused

by the doings of the so-called "
body-snatchers," that is, men

employed to obtain human subjects for dissection. The Hull

Medical School had just been built, and outrageous reports
were circulated as to what the doctors were doing with the

subjects in the building. However revolting these reports

might be, there was some excuse for them ;
for we find that the

old (1678) and later (1724) official Pharmacopoeias include

unicorn horn, human fat and grated human skulls, toads,

vipers, &c., to be used as medicines.*

That men were employed to rob the graves of recently
buried persons I had, afterwards, sufficient proof. In conse-

quence of this state of public feeling, the relatives of the

deceased Mr. Ellison were apprehensive that the corpse might

* See Moseley's Notes of a Naturalist with the Challenger, 1872-76, p. 368, and

English Folk-lore, by Rev. T. F. T. Dyer.
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be stolen ; and directions were given that in filling in the grave,
at every 9 or 10 inches, a layer of straw was to be put in. then

another layer of earth, and so on until the grave was filled to

the top. The object of this was to impede the tool of the digging

process of the "
body-snatchers," if an attempt were made to

rob the grave ;
and as an additional precaution, two or three

men were engaged to watch the churchward near this particular

grave. The family were satisfied that it was never disturbed.

Near Mr. Ellison's a well-known family lived, named Hickson,
brothers and sisters half of whom were born deaf and dumb.

At the time referred to, sanitary science, as known at present,
had not been born

;
if foul smells and filthy surroundings caused

fevers, plagues and death, the people, even the so-called

educated classes, as well as the illiterate mass of society, repeat-

ed, cuckoo-like, the mechanical, and, what was thought, pious
exclamation: " God's will be done." With our present know-

ledge on such subjects, we know it is not " God's will
"

that

innocent people should be poisoned by the foulness that the

carelessness, or the cupidity of thoughtless or greedy persons

may allow to remain in close proximity to the dwellings of human

beings, causing sickness and death, destroying the health of

thousands the lives of hundreds. Had sanitation occupied the

thoughts of people in those far-away days, the first thing that

would have attracted notice would have been the open yard of

these Hicksons open to the street of a densely populated
district. They made a trade, in the absence of any authorised

sanitary scavenging, of collecting the contents of the small closet-

middens connected with dwelling-houses, and the foul refuse was

stored, to the extent probably of 50 tons, in this yard abutting
on the public street. Such things as this were the prelude to the

ravages of Asiatic Cholera, from which the people of Hull

suffered so severely.

I left Messrs. Ellisons' after three months' service, and

shortly afterwards became errand boy at Mr. McLean's Boot

and Shoe Establishment, in Whitefriargate, commencing on

Friday, the nth of May, 1832. My predecessor, a big, strong

boy, stayed one day to put me into the ways of my duty ;
he

gravely informed me that Saturday nights were the busiest days

they had. The business was carried on by two brothers and two

maiden sisters. There were no working St. Crispins on the

premises, all the work being put out and done at the men's

homes. Some of the men were drunken and caused much
trouble. I was particularly struck with a workman named
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Levi, who was a ladies' shoe-maker. It was the fashion at that
time for ladies to wear light pump-soled shoss, the uppers of a
woven material low fronts and sandals. This man Levi could
make four or five pairs of these ladies' shoes in a day ; they
were finished with great neatness, both inside and outside, not the

slightest roughness to cause uneasiness to the tenderest foot of
the most fastidious maiden. I found myself much interested in

this unusual excellence of work. The duties of the boy in this

situation were rather heavy ; working hours were from 7 a.m. to

9 p.m., and on Saturdays to midnight.
In July, 1832, my parents removed to 39, Sykes Street, and

lived there till 1858.
The Asiatic Cholera visited Hull in the spring and summer

of 1832. The cases were so numerous that hospital room
could not be found, and hospital tents were put up in some of

the streets. I call to mind walking in Savile Street with one of

my employer's shoemakers, a tall, stout man, who very seriously
entered into conversation with me, and gravely gave me good
advice as to how I should live. He seemed sad, but well ;

shortly afterwards he was seized with cholera, and was dead in

less than twenty-four hours. At that period sanitary science

was unknown. But the terrible infliction upon society of

plagues, cholera, fevers, etc., taught mankind a lesson for

their neglect and ignorance of the laws of health that nothing
less drastic seemed capable of doing. In Hull at this time

there were densely populated streets, Mill Street to wit, that

were undrained, and there was no official conservancy to

insure the removal of the filth accumulated under such circum-

stances. In the street referred to there were courts, or yards,
crowded with people, and in some cases every one in these

courts perished from this dire disease.

I left Mr. McLean's on the 3ist May, 1833, having obtained

a better situation as errand boy at Messrs. Lunn and Cooper's

surgery in Charlotte Street, commencing there on the ist of

June, at 33. per week. By this time I had acquired an intimate

knowledge of nearly every street in Hull, and in many streets I

knew the name of every person living there. I found my new
work very light compared with that to which I had been

accustomed, although attendance had to be given on a part of

Sunday. As I had much spare time in the surgery, I set my-
self to learn the names of the various drugs on the shelves, and,

gathering something from the conversations of the students, I

was enabled to read many of the prescriptions entered in the
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day-book by the principals. After the lapse of a few months I

began to wish to be apprenticed to some trade. Mr. Dudding,
the senior medical student, strongly advised me to be a druggist,
as I already knew so many of the names of the drugs.

Miss Lunn was very kind to me, frequently bringing me
books to read to occupy my time in the surgery, and otherwise

interesting herself in my welfare, occasionally inviting me into

the house, which adjoined the surgery. The principal rooms

were furnished with good substantial chairs, tables and side-

board, but there was a total absence of ornament ; not the

vestige of a picture, or anything, to break the monotony of the

plain painted walls. It was in this surgery that I heard partic-

ulars of the so-called body-snatching. On one occasion a carter

had been engaged to have his horse and cart at a given place
and time to convey the body snatched from the grave to a certain

place, but, during the operation of rifling the grave, the poor
man became terrified, and galloped away with his horse and

cart, leaving the body-snatchers with their ghastly burden on their

hands. A tall, gaunt man frequently came to the surgery for

glasses of strong spirits of wine, the gin retailed at the inns was
not strong enough for him

;
he was engaged in this business of

procuring subjects for dissection at the medical school.

Occasionally he had to appear before the magistrates for certain

offences, and when asked what was his employment, he replied :

' An articulator,' i.e., one who connected with wire the cleaned

bones of any animal that had been prepared.
When any of the in-patients died at the infirmary, the

doctors would remove certain parts not likely to be missed by
relatives ;

and often I have been sent with my small doctor's

basket to fetch the stolen treasure to the surgery for dissection.

In one case it was the heart, and Mr. (afterwards Sir Henry)
Cooper gave a lecture to the students whilst dissecting it, in the

upstairs room. I listened at the foot of the stairs, but I found

the discourse bristled with technicalities, so that I could make

nothing of it.

I frequently had to take bottles of medicine, wrapped up in

brown paper to the receiving houses,' from which vans started for

adjoining villages. One evening, when dark, I went to one of

these houses, and, on opening the door, a dog flew at me. I

struck at it with the hand in which I held the bottle of medicine,

and broke the bottle in doing so, but the brown paper prevented
the mixture escaping very fast ; the good lady in charge handed

me a basin, and so saved about half of it ; she helped me to get
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out of the dilemma. I went out and bought another bottle, and

using the remnant saved, filled it up with water. It was dis-

patched to its destination
; and I have no doubt the diluted

mixture answered every purpose the Doctor expected.
About the middle of August, 1833, there was a terrific

storm -on a Friday and Saturday, great damage being done to

trees and buildings. The tops of some of the windmills on the

banks of the river Hull, blew off and fell bodily into the river.

During the month of October Sir John Ross was in Hull. He
arrived on the I5th in the whaler Isabella, commanded by

Captain Richard Wallis Humphrey. Ross and his gallant crew

had been frozen up in the Arctic regions for four years, and had

been given up as lost. When the boat of the Isabella neared

the long-lost sailors, the officer in command, on being approached

by Captain Ross and told who he was, said "
nay that cannot

be, for Sir John Ross has been lost years ago." Doubtless

after four years' residence in the Polar regions they would pre-

sent a strange spectacle to the fully equipped sailors of the

Isabella ; being dressed as Esquimaux in bears' skins, they
would look more like natives of that inhospitable region than

accomplished navigators in search of the long sought-for North-

West passage. However, they brought him safely to Hull,

where he and his crew received a hearty public welcome. I

remember meeting Sir John Ross in Charlotte Street ;
he was

walking alone, and was dressed in the skins that he had made

into wearing garb during his long imprisonment in the icy

climate of the north.

The two professional lecturers at the Medical School at this

time were Robert Craven, and my cousin Edward Wallis. The

latter lectured on anatomy, pathology, &c. The students in the

surgery spoke highly of him as a lecturer on the subjects he

took in hand. I was a listener to gay and amusing discussions

by these students. Mr. Dudding, the senior, affirmed that

nothing would induce him to take a pill, and he had so little

love of life that he did not thank his parents for bringing him up
to live ! When I was about to leave this situation, Miss Lunn

presented me with a cambric pocket-hankerchief, she having

worked in one corner the letters of my name.

There was still pressing poverty in our home, and my parents

had discussions about apprenticing me to Mr. Thos. Ward,

Carver and Gilder, in Waterworks Street, the best shop of the

kind in the town. The great stumbling-block was the fact that

the terms proposed were that I should serve three years with-
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out wages, and for the remaining four years should receive

successively 5, 6, 8 and 10 shillings per week. As errand boy
1 was receiving 35. per week, probably equal to the cost of my
own maintenance ; but to clothe and feed a growing boy for

three years, and nothing coining in, was a difficult problem for

my poor parents to solve. After many consultations it was

decided that I should be bound by proper indentures to Mr.

Ward, for the seven years. I left Messrs. Lunn and Cooper's
on Saturday, the i5th, and commenced at Mr. Ward's on

Monday, 'the lyth February, 1834. I was conscious that my
general education was very deficient ; art training in partic-

ular had been entirely absent. At that time there was no

Illustrated London News, no Graphic, no Punch, in fact, no pictorical

publication, and the only pictures we had at home were small

engravings of King William IV., and of Queen Adelaide; we
children made use of them by holding thin paper over the

engraving against the window-glass and tracing copies ; great

marvel was expressed by my brothers when I drew one of the

heads without holding it to the window.

We had very few books ;
the two principal ones were quarto

volumes of the Bible and Robertson's History of America, both

well illustrated. The taxes upon paper and other similar imposts

prevented the publication of cheap literature, such as is profusely

abundant at the present time. Even the cheapest Almanack

cost 2/6 quite prohibitory to poor people. My mother kept in

her grocer's shop a stock of writing paper, and, in spite of the

struggle to keep the wolf from the door, I was permitted to use

as much of this paper as I needed. My eldest brother was

working at Leeds, but poor people could not indulge in many
family letters, the postage being too heavy nothing less than

6d., rising to one shilling or more, and if a loose slip of paper
was enclosed in the folded-up letter (envelopes had not been

invented then), it was charged double postage. Nearly all the

conveniences of life were very limited sixty years ago, compared
with the facilities of the present day.

In winter, rising in the dark, to obtain a lighted candle we
had to trust to striking sparks from a piece of steel with a flint,

and the spark igniting tinder (burnt linen or calico) in a small

box
; by dint of vigorous blowing we had to make the spark

glow so that by applying a thin slip of wood, one end of which

had been dipped in sulphur the then matches a light was

produced.
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APPRENTICE.

(18351837). AGE 14 TO 16.

The hours of work in my apprenticeship were six to six in

summer, and seven to six in winter. When I worked overtime,
at a later period, I was paid for the time. During the first year
of my term I witnessed a very interesting ceremony, which was

performed a few yards from our shop ; viz : the laying of

the foundation-stone of the monument to the memory
of William Wilberforce, the great anti-slavery advocate

; this

was on the ist of August, 1834. The site was close to the

Junction Dock Bridge. The foundations had been prepared by
close-piling over and beyond the entire area which the base of

the structure was to occupy. The ceremony of stone-laying was

performed by Richard Bethell, Esq., M.P. It was on this day,

by Act of Parliament, obtained principally by Wm. Wilberforce,

that slavery was henceforward abolished in our colonies. It

was noted that almost on the very spot where this monument is

erected, Charles I. was refused admission to the town of Hull in

1642, by the Governor, Sir John Hotham.

After the first year of my apprenticeship, I began to feel at

home with the carving tool. During leisure time I carved a

small basket of flowers and fruit, from a good example in the

shop ; my master gave me great credit for this, and allowed me
to have the work ;

and now, 60 years afterwards, it is in my
possession, and I am not ashamed to own it as my work.

Having neither books nor materials at home to help me in my
education, I became a member of the Mechanics' Institution,

where we had an abundance of books, and a drawing class, of

which I availed myself as much as possible. I lived almost

exactly half-a-mile from the workshop ;
this distance I walked

eight times every week-day. It took me 15 minutes to walk

home and back again, leaving 15 minutes for my breakfast and

tea
;
and taking the same time for my dinner, left me half-an-

hour for reading, writing or drawing. I read many books, but
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at all times I kept the idea of carving before me
; my principal

reading was History, Biography, Voyages and Travels : includ-

ing Mavor's Universal History, 25 vols., Hume and Smollett's

History of England, Gibbon's Rise and Fall of the Roman
Empire ;

Allan Cunningham's Lives of British Painters,

Sculptorsand Architects
;
Marco Polo's wondrous tales of Chinese

and Indian life and scenery in the thirteenth century,

Mungo Park's Travels in Africa in the eighteenth century, and
I think I read every book in the library relating to the Arctic

and Antarctic regions, finding most interest in the voyages of

Captain Scoresby, Captain Cook, Commodore Anson, and of

Captain Bligh in the Bounty.

During the early part of my apprenticeship I was conscious

of the deficiency of my education, and of my inability to draw,
and especially to design ornament, or sections of mouldings, as

I saw my master do. This preyed upon my mind so much that

I became depressed. I thought and felt that I was more
deficient in these matters than any other youths I met. But I

was not disheartened. Silently I resolved to apply myself

seriously to learn my trade, and qualify myself to fight the

battle of life that was before me
;
and without expressing my

thoughts to any one, quietly determined that, if in the end I

failed in this, no one should have reason to say that I did not

try to learn, and so succeed in my trade. My master was a

bona-fide Carver and Gilder
;

those so called were in nineteen

cases out of twenty only gilders. When my master, (a native

of Hainton), was a youth, there arrived from Italy, from near

Lake Como, a batch of Italians who settled in Lincolnshire :

Piotti at Lincoln, Innocent Tara at Louth, and Belatti, a wan-

derer. The business of these Italians embraced picture-dealing,

weather-glasses, etc., and developed into carving and gilding.

Thomas Ward, my master, was apprenticed to Piotti at Lincoln.

The latter afterwards removed to Hull, and at least three of his

apprentices became highly skilled wood-carvers or sculptors :

Thomas Ward, Thomas Ewbank, andj. Loft. The last-named

took to marble, studied at the Royal Academy, was one of its

silver medallists, and subsequently became curator of that

Institution. The works of the other two were not surpassed by

anything I saw during my apprenticeship.
When a mere boy, I did not take the ordinary pleasure in

in children's games and .amusements ;
therefore when growing

up in my teens it was no sacrifice to eschew mere gaiety ; this

I did with the object of steadfastly applying myself to master
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the difficulties before me. My parents continued to be very
poor, and could not offer more than a few pence weekly as

pocket money, out of which I purchased drawing materials.

Fortunately my master had at least two customers who would
have all their orders for ornamental work executed in carved
wood. I acquired a good knowledge of the use of tools, and
became able to work successfully from architectural and other

drawings.
When about 16 years of age I began to keep memoranda in

diary form, and from that time to the present (about 60 years)
have kept an unbroken record. On referring to these notes I

am conscious that I did not at all times make the best of my
opportunities ;

for I imperceptibly drifted into the political

agitations that arose during the latter part of my apprenticeship.

Previous to this period I had copied many passages from
the books I had read ; I also wrote down the chief parts of

lectures, discussions, speeches, and conversations at a later

period, filling several hundreds of pages of foolscap paper. My
thoughts at this period prompted me to write :

" Whenever I

am able to do so the following books I must buy :

A Bible ; a good English Grammar : a good English

Dictionary ; Travelling Directory and Maps ; Wade's History
of the Working Classes ; Hume and Smollett's History of

England ; Mavor's Universal History ; Moore's Life of Lord

Byron ; Life of Dr. Franklin
;
Whitlock's Drawing Book ; an

Encyclopedia; Works on Natural History, Botany, &c., Poetical

Works of Milton, Shakespeare, Pope, Burns, Scott, &c. ;

Nicholson's Architecture
;

Watts's Works
; Young's Night

Thoughts ; Kerr's Voyages and Travels ; Sir J. Reynolds's
Lectures ; Johnson's English Poets ; Cunningham's Scottish

Poets
; Constable's Miscellany; Waterton's Wanderings.

I very early thought that my future life would include much

'tramping, i.e. going from town to town in search of work. Some
of the above-named books were intended to help me in such a

phase of life, and I decided to prepare myself for it by severity of

living, exercise, learning my trade and improving my education.

At the Mechanics' Institute many lectures were delivered ; the

most notable being a course of six Lectures by the celebrated

Dr. Lardner, on the Steam Engine and Railways. Mr. Vincent

Thompson paid the Doctor 50 guineas for these Lectures. I

attended them very assiduously. Before the time of opening the

doors I got into the room and made drawings of the Doctor's

models and diagrams. I also took notes of the lectures, after-

wards writing them out in detail, filling 37 foolscap pages. The
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following is an abbreviated syllabus of these Lectures, which
were delivered from the i6th to 22nd December, 1836 :

Lecture I. On Steam Navigation, Marine Engine and

Boiler, Paddle Wheels. The present practical limits of Steam

Navigation.

Lecture II. On River and Canal Navigation : Swift Boats.

Lectures III and IV. On the Structure and Properties of

Railways. Qualities of Roads. Locomotive Engine. How
the speed is calculated.

Lectures V and VI. The Steam Engine. The Inventions

of Watt. High pressure and power of the Steam Engine.

In 1836 there was, in those lectures, much that was new
and interesting, but in 1896 it is mostly out of date. The last

sixty years have been years of vast progress, and perhaps in

nothing more so than in the speed and efficiency of Steam

Navigation. It is curious to note the conclusions arrived at by
one so learned as Dr. Dionysius Lardner, and then glance at

the records of the power of these engines at the present day.
The Doctor affirmed that the voyage from Great Britain to

America (3,500 miles) could not be performed by steam vessels.

The average of three years gave a mean of 27 days for both in

and out passages. They must assume that three tons of coal

would be required for each horse power, and a vessel should be

furnished with at least one horse power for every four tons of

her capacity. Thus the capacity of the vessel would be expressed

by 4, her machinery by i, and her fuel by 3, and there would

remain for cargo, stores, crew and passengers, NONE ! Even

making every allowance it would be found impossible for steam

vessels to have room for a cargo, and scarcely for passengers !

Not very long afterwards Dr. Lardner had proof that at least

passengers could be conveyed by Steam Navigation from Great

Britain to New York, he himself being one of them.

At the present time (1896) steamers sail between South-

ampton and New York and back in an average of 7 days, 5

hours, for each passage, a distance of 3,070 miles, at a speed of

over 1 8 knots per hour, and from Queenstown to New York

(2,800 miles) on an average of 6 days, 12 hours, each voyage.
The quickest voyage by the former route was 6 days, n hours,

13 minutes, at the rate of 19-67 knots, and by the Queenstown
route the quickest voyage has been 5 days, 9 hours, 29 minutes,

the average speed being 21*46 knots per hour !

In Lectures III and IV., reference was made to the slopes

of Banks. The angle at which these are made is not at the
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pleasure of the engineer, but is determined by the nature of the

soil or material of which it is composed. A cutting through
hard rock may have the sides nearly perpendicular, but loose

materials must have the natural batter they take when thrown

together. The speed of a railway engine is determined by the

speed of the piston and the diameter of the driving wheels, the

circumference being multiplied by the number of revolutions

they make per minute. There is nothing more in those lectures

I need notice, but the reference made will tend to show the sort

of mental activity the youth of this period was manifesting,
and the opportunities that were provided to help him in his

efforts at self-education. In my notes I described Dr. Lardner

as a smart figure, about 5 feet 8 inches high, of delicate health,

having a fluent speech, a mild voice and an impressive manner,
so that any person could follow his discourse and understand it.

I do not know how my parents got over the three gratuitous

years of my apprenticeship. I know it was a continual struggle

to keep the wolf from the door, for all this time my father's

earnings were very small. After the ijth February in this

year, 1837, I commenced to receive five shillings per week wages,

and I was allowed 6d. per week pocket money.
About this time I began writing what I termed "Observations

on the remarkable events of our National and Local History,"

and these were embodied in the form of a Diary, to which I

have already referred. In my reading, the autobiographies of

noted men had a great attraction for me, and have yet men

such as Benjamin Franklin, Goethe, Dr. Carlyle, Wm. Jordan,

Dr. T. Guthrie, Leigh Hunt, B. R. Haydon, and others,

including J. W. M. Turner, R.A.

When I was bound apprentice, Mr. Ward had another

apprentice, Sam Hill, who was addicted to drinking. He did

not make his appearance in the shop for some time after I went

there. He was tall (6 feet), had had a fairly good education,

and had been bound only three years previously, when he was

nearly a grown man ;
he was only a moderately skilled workman,

and was most deficient in carving. The previous apprentice,

James Simpson, occasionally did some of his own work at our

shop, but he was employed as a marble carver at Earle's

establishment. Mr. Simpson afterwards joined a mason and

they commenced business as builders, the name of the firm being
"
Simpson and Malone "; they executed many

large^
works in

Hull and elsewhere, including the "Oxford Memorial," and the

monument to the memory of William Allison in Louth Church.
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During the early period of my apprenticeship we had a

considerable amount of architectural carving to do for the

"Kingston" and "Hull" Colleges, which were opened in 1837.
I noticed that my master placed more confidence in my work than

in that of my senior apprentice, the then journeyman. I carved

some capitals from designs by Mr. Lockwood, the leading
architect in Hull, who gave me great credit for the quality of

the work, thus raising my hopes of becoming a carver.

On the 24th of May there were great rejoicings all over the

country on the occasion of the coming of age of Princess Victoria,

and shortly afterwards King William IV. died. I well remember
his being proclaimed King in 1(830, after the death of his brother

George IV. This George was a great profligate, and had brought

great discredit upon the royal family. Great hopes were enter-

tained that a young and virgin Queen would shed lustre and

purity upon the crown, hopes which have been fully realised in

the course of her long reign. King William's body was

embalmed, and was buried on the 8th of July, on a Saturday

night. On the 26th of June, Victoria was proclaimed Queen.
On the 7th of June a calamitous accident occurred the

explosion of the boiler of the steamer Union, when her deck was
crowded with passengers for Gainsborough. The vessel itself

was sunk, 20 persons were killed and many wounded
;
one of

the bodies was thrown so high as to fall upon thereof of a three-

storeyed building. Lectures and discussions took place as to

the cause of this accident ; the experts could not agree. I

wrote twenty foolscap pages of these lectures, etc.

During all this time our domestic privations were very

great; my father's earnings as the Corporation Coal Meter

were very small. My parents were backward in their rent and
short of the necessaries of life.

During this year I carefully regulated my food. Two small

pieces of bread, with a cup full of milk served for my breakfast.

The same quantity of bread with two cupfuls of weak tea for my
five o'clock meal ;

a very small quantity of meat at dinner, and

no alcoholic drink.
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CLOSE OF APPRENTICESHIP.

1837 1841. AGE l6 TO 20.

The first time I was sent to work away from the shop was
in October, 1837 ;

and as it promised to be several weeks' work
I wrote a diary (52 full pages) as " A journal of the transactions

which occurred during the time I was working at Burton
Constable." One afternoon Mr. Ward and I walked over to the
Hall (9 miles) and had an interview with Lady Constable, who
showed us a large carved table and two chairs they had bought in

Paris during their visit there the previous summer. They were
coated with wax ;

all this would have to be taken off, and the

work prepared for gilding and then gilded in mat and burnish.

We lodged at Sproatley, a mile from the Hall at Coates's public
house. About nine o'clock attention was drawn to the fact

that there would be a total eclipse of the moon that night ;

going to the door we saw the eclipse just commencing a dark

object was coming on the face of the moon, on the east side
;

it

presented, to the naked eye, a rough and rugged edge. I

undertook to explain that what we saw was caused by the earth

passing between the sun and the moon, and so intercepting the

borrowed light the moon receives from the sun, and reflects

back to us as moonshine. My master, Mr. Ward, would not

believe this
;

I knew I was right but from my extreme youth,
I did not like to dispute with one so much my senior. About
10 o'clock the moon was fully eclipsed it was a sublime sight.

Next morning we met Lady Constable at the Hall, and she

decided we should use the drawing room (then unfurnished) for

our workshop, instead of the office. So we removed our tools

and got to work. I left off at 4 p.m. and after tea we walked to

Hull ; arrived there about eight o'clock. The following week
it took us two days to remove the wax from the table, with

soap-lees, a nasty job. Then the table and chairs had to be

prepared with thick whiting and size, the early stage for gilding.

We walked back to Hull every Saturday evening, and returned

on the Monday morning, arriving at the Hall about 9-30 a.m.
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About ten days after we commenced this work, Lady
Constable decided we should leave the drawing room, and

remove our benches, etc., to the old disused chapel at a distant

part of the Hall ; we had to go up a winding staircase of 61

steps. A few steps below the chapel was a suite of 14 rooms
a long passage with rooms on each side, suitable for bed-rooms,
but then in ruins. They were nearly filled with old furniture,

natural curiosities, shells, fishes, skeletons, curious stones and

neglected engravings, all of which had been collected by William

Constable, a bachelor, uncle to Sir Clifford.

On Friday, November 3rd, there was a great ball at the

Hall. A military band arrived from Hull about 5 p.m. The

setting of the dinner-table was a grand sight, all the service

being gold ;
about 30 dined, and there were go at the ball in the

drawing room. Before leaving for our lodgings we went upon
the leads, from our workshop, to view the lamps set amongst
the trees they had a very pretty effect. The ball company
were about leaving when we got to work the next morning.
The officers of the 3oth regiment were there from the Hull

garrison ; they were highly pleased with the visit. Old Corky,
the resident commander of the garrison, was there

;
he made

lots of fun with his cork leg after the ball. Afterwards there

was a grand meet of the Holderness Foxhounds.

The following Monday two journeymen and myself pro-
ceeded to Burton Constable. At the " Four Alls" the men had

a glass of ale. This " Four Alls
"

is a road-side public house,
a few miles out of Hull. There was a large illuminated sign to

explain the " Four Alls." The sign was divided into four panels,

thus :

(1) A Painting of a King, who is made to say :
"

I rule over all
"

;

(2) A Painting of a Parson, saying:
"

I pray for all
"

;

(3) A Painting of a Soldier, saying :
"

I fight for all
"

;

(4) A Painting of John Bull, saying:
"

I pay for all."

We had our meals in our workshop, finding plenty of old

chairs in the "
14 rooms." I was the apprentice, so had to

prepare breakfast and do the scullery work. Our dinners were

sent up from Sproatley. During an evening walk when the

moon was nearly full we noted the unfathomable sky dappled
all over with most beautiful clouds

;
one cloud had a most

superb effect
;

it was almost stationary ;
the light clouds seemed

to glide easily over its surface, and it appeared to be composed
of silver in burnish and mat, and one could fancy it was behind
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the moon and gradually descending ; it was a most beautiful

sight.

While I was at Burton Constable this time, there was a great
deal of stormy weather, and I find I made the following entry
in my diary: "1837, November 16, If I were a gentleman I

would make observations upon everything connected with the

weather, what time the sun rose and set, what were the appear-
ances of the sky at such times, what preceded a storm of wind
and rain, and what aspect the sky had after, and all particulars
of a meteorological character but I am not, so cannot do this."

Yet about thirty years after this I did begin a weather record

of Barometer, Thermometer, Rainfall, Wind, etc., and have

continued it for an unbroken period of over thirty )'ears.

The following day was the Hedon " Little Sittings." Many
people assembled at Coates's all drinking and boisterous.

I thought what a set of wild, wicked fellows those "innocent

villagers" were. Stead (one of my fellow-workmen) remarked to

me " This is rural simplicity," when we saw twenty or thirty of

these "
poor harmless

" men fighting hand over head, like so

many wild beasts set at liberty.

On Saturday, the 25th November, it was after eight o'clock

when I got home. The following Monday saw a most interesting

sun-rise as we walked on the road from jh. 5om. to yh. 55m.
We arrived at Sproatley about 9 a.m. Old Marshall and

Penrose two lodgers at Coates's started drinking on Saturday,

and were still drinking, quarrelling, breaking pitchers and

glasses, and upsetting tables.

On Tuesday, Sir Clifford and Lady Constable visited our

workshop, and looking at the table, which we had nearly

finished, said :

" What beautiful gilding." I took sketches of

this table ; it was a beautiful piece of French carving, elaborate

frieze, legs, rails and top. I drew it to a scale half size of the

original.

Often when I awoke in the morning I thought very sorrow-

fully of my parents' poverty. In the latter part of this year

there was great excitement in the country on account of the

rebellion in Canada ;
the war was very unpopular, and con-

demned at public meetings.

It was a very severe winter, intensely so on the aoth

January. Butcher's meat was frozen as hard as a stone ;
there

was great distress amongst the poor, many of whom, as described

by visitors, were living in the most squalid misery and destitution,
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without coals, without bread, without furniture, without beds

not even straw ! Public subscriptions were made to relieve this

dreadful state of things, but the continued severity of the winter

increased and prolonged these sufferings.
In my walks along the Humber Banks to the west, I saw

the commencement of the work for the Hull and Selby Railway.
In 1837 the " Holderness Hunt" races were established at

Burton Constable; these races took place in March. As we
were working at the Hall I went to see the first day's races. I

had as. in my pocket. I said to a friend "
Well, I will just go

and look at the '

Thimble-riggers,' but I won't gamble." I

thought what tricks those were to rob people moving with a

quick motion a pea and three half nut-shells on a board
; anyone

who could guess which shell the pea was under won his stake,

otherwise he lost it. Allured by the apparent simplicity of the

game, and thinking it only required sharp eyesight to note where
the pea was, I somehow unconsciously bet my 23., thinking I

was sure I could see under which shell the pea had been left,

but on removing the shell found it was not there, and so lost my
money. Still I felt sure I could detect it if I tried again, so I

borrowed half-a-crown from a friend, and when I thought I saw
where the pea was, I laid down my half-crown and, lost it !

Thus in a few minutes I lost a day's wage of a good workman,

though I did not think much of my loss. I think the roguery of

the game was that the pea was kept in the man's hand, and that

by his quick motion he deceived the eye of the looker-on, so

that no matter which shell was taken up the dupe would lose

his money. Thus ended the first and only gambling transaction

of my life.

As a corollary to Dr. Lardner's Lectures on Steam Navi-

gation already referred to, I may here mention the excitement

about certain large steam vessels preparing to cross the Atlantic

to New .York, viz: the " Columbus," the " Great Western," and

the "
Cyrus." The first-named vessel, to steam the voyage as

an experiment, did not carry passengers. The " Great Western "

made provision for 150 passengers, and 200 tons of cargo. They
were expected to make the voyage each way in fifteen days,

having a speed of n knots per hour (see page 26). These

experiments proved successful, the vessels starting on their

second voyage.
When I was sixteen years old I had a very bad cold, and

was induced to put in practice a theory I held that to eat only
a small quantity of food was most conducive to health. I
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continued this practice, notwithstanding the strong opposition
of some members of our family, and I had good health after-

wards. Although I believed myself right, nevertheless, I tried

an opposite experiment, i.e., to eat less temperately. So, I ate

more, took suppers, .which I had discontinued, and lived in this

way for a few days, at the expiration of which time sickly

symptoms came on ; this I attributed to eating too much, where-

upon I resumed my very temperate living, and felt better for it.

During this year (1838) our family.became much dispersed ; out

of nine children only three remained at home.

Great changes were now afoot. The making of railways

proceeded rapidly, and it was thought a great performance to

travel 130 miles in one day. Moreover, Rowland Hill commenced
his agitation to induce the Government to adopt his scheme of
"
Penny Postage." I have already referred to the old cumber-

some system of postage, which was almost prohibitory to the

working classes. The new scheme was to reduce the charge to

one penny for all distances, for letters not exceeding half-an-ounce,
and one penny for every additional half-ounce, or a fraction

thereof.

I attended the Annual Meeting of the Members of the Hull

Mechanics' Institute. The report stated that the Institute was

very prosperous ;
the total number of members was 794 ;

the

income ^"354 155. yd. The library contained 2,230 volumes, the

circulation being about 17,000 volumes annually. In addition

to the Library and Classes provided by the Institution, the

committee arranged for a winter's weekly course of Lectures,

free to the members, extending over nearly six months. They
were prepared and delivered in most cases, by members of the

Institution. I annex a copy of one session's syllabus, to show the

nature of the opportunities for self-improvement placed before

the youth of this period.

HULL MECHANICS' INSTITUTION.

A list of Lectures and Essays to be delivered to the members during
the Session 1839-40.

1839.
Oct. 31, Mr. J. D. Sollitt, An Introductory Address.

Nov. 7, Mr. Sowter, On Poetical Imitation.

14, Dr. Alderson, On Shipwrecks.
21, Mr. Johns, On Architecture.

28, Rev. E. Morley, On Ethics.
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Dec. 5, Mr. J. D. Sollitt, On Artificial Light, with

Experiments.
12, Rev. J. A. Wanton, On Asia: Its Divisions, Inhabit-

B.A. ants, &c.

19, Rev. T. Straiten, On the Penny Post.

,, 26, Mr. Green, On Ancient Arts and Inventions.

1840.

Jan. 2, Mr. T. T. Lambert On the Metals, with Experiments.
(Surgeon).

9, Rev. C. Bromby, B.A. On Superstition.
,, 16, Rev. W. M. M.Conkey, On an agreeable Disposition and

Carriage.
23, Mr. B. Jacobs, On Music.

,, 30, Mr. Hardy, Surgeon, On the History of the Tobacco Plant
Feb. 6, Rev. S. Martin, On Education.

13, Mr. D. Goodwill, On Criminal Jurisprudence.
,, 20, Rev. T. Stratten, On Railroads.

27, Dr. Ayre, On Popular Errors, as they influence

the Physical Constitution of

Man.
Mar. 5, Rev. G. Wallace, On the Universal Diffusion of Know-

ledge.
12, Mr. R. Holme, On Avery's Rotary Engine.
19, Rev. P. Duncan, On Man as a Moral Agent.
26, Dr. T. Sandwith, On Geology.

Apr. 2, Rev. J. Sibree, On Babylon.
9, Rev. G. Lee, The concluding Lecture.

Each Lecture to commence at Eight o'clock.

Honorary and Proprietary Members may each introduce two Ladies.

Non-Members admitted at One Shilling each Lecture.

BISHOP BARNEY, ) TT

RICHARD WEBB, [

Hm ' Secs '

The price of wheat at this time was very high, the average

being 625. 2d. per quarter ; in 1832 it was 6is. gd. ; and in

1835 it was about 315. id. In 1830 we imported 2,000,000

quarters of wheat.

On the 28th of June, 1838, Queen Victoria was crowned, and

the event was celebrated with great rejoicings ; it was an universal

holiday public processions, great crowds in their gayest

dresses, wearing medals and rosettes of white ribbon. During
the day I went to see how the Hull and Selby Railway was

progressing ; they were taking in a part of the foreshore at the

Potteries Humber Bank, which was exposed at low water.

About this time my master was very ill. I became much

depressed, for Mr. Ward's protracted illness rendered him quite
unfit for work. Personally I was conscious that if I were to

make progress in carving I needed the supervision that Mr.

Ward was most qualified to give, but now the time was slipping
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by and he was seemingly quite helpless, telling me to look after

the work that came in, and to supervise my workmate (his

brother-in-law, Wm. Hollingworth) who had been in the

trade for more than 30 years. We had very little carving to do,
and I was making very little progress in learning the art, and
felt that my chance of becoming a carver was very small. I

occasionally heard words of encouragement from others ; on one
occasion Mr. Ward showed some of my carving to Mr. Newman,
an animal-painter, who remarked "he is likely to be clever."

Yes, my master said, "he ought to be, or else no work will

be done."

On the nth July I again went to work at Burton Constable,
and continued there for three or four weeks. Lady Constable

and her sister, Miss Chichester, told me what they wanted

doing ; they were very free and pleasant, and I found that I

had lost much of the foolish bashfulness of my boyhood. Sir

Clifford Constable and his family rose about n a.m., breakfasted

about noon, lunched at 3 p.m., dined at 7 p.m. and had tea

directly after ; retiring to bed about midnight. During the

time I was there a lively scene took place ;
one of the gardeners

was married to Elizabeth, one of the housemaids ; they were

married at Martin Chapel, a few miles away, according to the

Roman ritual, the Constables being Roman Catholics. They
started at 8-30 a.m., and returned in about two hours. Lady
Constable riding upon an ass, and Miss Chichester walking,

accompanied the wedding party. The ladies made some hand-

some presents to the bride and groom. A special dinner was

provided for all the servants ;
races were run by the stable boys,

who were regaled with rum or wine. Afterwards Sir Clifford

and Lady Constable, master Talbot, their only son and Miss

Chichester joined the servants in the dance.

I was working here again in August and September, and

one night witnessed a most terrific storm of lightning, thunder,

and rain. It was a wet harvest, and the price of flour increased ;

best seconds was 2s. iid. per stone ;
whereas in 1835 it had only

been is. 4d. Corn was 66s. gd. per quarter ;
the average a few

weeks later rising to 735. ;
and by the terms of the Corn Law

when this average was obtained at 160 markets, the ports were

thrown open, the permanent duty being is. per quarter. About

200 sail had come into the English ports laden with wheat ;

chiefly Danish.

I had been working outside at some ship-carving in Gibson's

ship-yard, designing the pattern as I went on. Nothing had
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occurred to remove the very humble opinion I had of myself.

In the early part of my apprenticeship I wondered if I should

ever be called a carver and deserve to be so called. Mr. Gibson

in going over the vessel said to me :
" Well, my little carver, how

do you come on ? Can you keep yourself warm ?
"

I felt proud
of the distinction.

On the ist January, 1839, I was carving at the shop ;
a

gilder named Morris, a Scotchman, was working for us, and he

followed the custom of his country in going off on the "
spree"

on New Year's day, although we were very full of work. In the

afternoon I asked for a holiday ;
I did not often ask for this,

and was never refused. My master consented this time, but

immediately pointed out how unreasonable my request was when
the shop was full of work, and the Scotchman away. So I

consented to remain, and worked overtime to 8 p.m. Mr. Ward
said: " Thomas, if you behave yourself, and be a good lad, I

shall, when you are loose, give you good wages and keep you
on. I shall have no one to depend on but you." This raised

my hopes for the future.

On the yth January (Plough Monday), there was a great

storm of wind, doing damage to property. Some of the wind-

mill tops blew off into the river Hull. I had to walk to Burton

Constable by myself that morning, carrying a parcel of three

books, and a large pitcher. I never was in such a storm. At

times I was nearly blown off my feet ; the direction of the gale

was on my right rear. I had the greatest difficulty in avoiding
an accident. On the road hay and corn stacks were strewed

about for hundreds of yards ; the storm continued all the day ;

on the following day snow fell, then severe frost set in. We
were working at the Hall for some weeks, sometimes walking to

Hull on the Sunday morning.
Political agitation was now growing serious in the country.

" Working Men's Associations
"

were being formed in nearly

every town, a monster petition was being signed in favour of

the "People's Charter," and many large public meetings were

held. On the 22nd October I joined the Hull "
Working-Men's

Association." Henry Vincent was one of the leading spirits.

He addressed numerous meetings. I thought he was an eloquent',

careful and temperate speaker, but there was much that he said

that would be unintelligible to the bulk of his audience. There

was great agitation throughout the country on the subject of

the Corn Laws. The average price of wheat for several weeks

had been 785. per quarter. Col. Thompson, M.P. for Hull,
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published from week to week articles in the newspapers
" Corn

Law fallacies, with the answers." His method was to publish
the best speeches made in favour of the Corn Laws in narrow

columns, and in corresponding columns answers to them,

paragraph by paragraph, in the most trenchant manner. It

was said that Richard Cobden and John Bright made much use

of these arguments against the Corn Laws from Col. Thompson's
articles.

Having become a member of the "
Working Men's Associ-

ation," I thought I must devote as much thought, time and

money to support this cause as I could, but it was becoming
'evident that the agitation against the Corn Laws would be

more successful than the agitation for the suffrage. The
latter was supported chiefly by working men, whilst the former

was backed by the wealth of the manufacturers, and the ability

of such men as Col. Thompson, Molesworth, Leader, and many
other prominent men. Col. Thompson advised the working
classes to leave off the impracticable, and follow the practicable ;

but this they refused to do. About this time I wrote a series of

twelve letters on the "
Right and reasonableness of Universal

Suffrage," which were finished in the early part of 1839.

Together they occupied 52 foolscap pages. I sent them, one

per week, to the " Hull Advertiser," the then leading reform

newspaper in Hull. The editor thought them good enough to

be published in his weekly issue. One phase of the agitation

upon which 1 dwelt with great earnestness was that those who
came amongst the people and advocated the use of physical
force to attain their object, were the most cruel enemies of the

working classes.

I thus drifted into the political movement of this period,

which ultimately so engrossed me that I spent much valuable

time, and a large portion of my pocket money. In this, as in

other things, when very much in earnest, I found that I con-

centrated all my thoughts for the time being upon the object

before me. I do not intend to record in detail the history of

these proceedings, as far as I was connected with them, but, to

be faithful to the scheme of this history, I must give some account

of this phase of my life. In looking over the pages written in

my youthful zeal, I am surprised at the foolishness that was

uttered by some of the leaders of this agitation, and recorded

by me.

I can well remember the excited state of the people during

the passing of the Great Reform Bill in 1832; hearing men,
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when they met in the street, say, with bated breath,
" It has

passed the second reading." No comment was required to

explain what was in their minds. Except during the civil war
between the Parliament and King Charles I. the people of

this country were never so moved to resolute action as they
were at this period. At the present time it is impossible to

realise the intensity of feeling displayed, and the fixed resolution

of the mass of the people to have " The Bill, the whole Bill, and

nothing but the Bill." So strong were the great organisations
in the large towns, and so probable was it that even the soldiers

would not fight against the people in their cry for Reform, that

the " iron
" Duke of Wellington advised that it was no longer

safe to resist the people's demands. The first Parliament elected

under the Reform Bill had a very large majority of Reformers
over Tories. One of the earliest measures of Reform carried

into effect was the Municipal Reform Act of 1835, reforming old

Corporations such as Hull, and forming new Corporations such

as Louth.

But, after the lapse of a few years, the bulk of the working
classes considered that they had been cheated by the Great

Reform Bill, which limited the new class of voters to the 10

householders. This was supported by the Whig leaders, and
Lord John Russell declared the Reform Bill to be a final measure.

By this he gained the nick-name of "Finality Jack." When
working men began to agitate this question, the principal
Radical members of the House of Commons formed a Committee
with the leaders out of the House, and agreed upon the terms

for a new Reform Bill, that should remedy the defects of the

Bill passed in 1832. The proposed new Bill embraced the

following leading "Six Points" :

(i). Universal Suffrage, with certain limitations.

(2). Equal Electoral Districts 300 in number.

(3). No Property Qualification for Members of Parliament.

(4). Vote by Ballot.

(5). Annual Parliaments.

(6). Payment of Members.

And this was called the "
People's Charter," and the sup-

porters of these " Six Points
"
were called " Chartists."

A'bout the same time the great agitation for the repeal of

the Corn Laws commenced; "
Working Men's "

and " Demo-
cratic Associations

"
were formed to obtain the Charter, as the

law of the land
; and the leading manufacturers formed the
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"Anti-Corn Law League" to obtain the Repeal of the Corn
Laws, supported by such eloquent and able men as Richard
Cobden, John Bright, Col. Thompson and others. The working
men, or Chartists, were equally as anxious for the Repeal of the
Corn Laws as the "

League
"
were, but their point was that if

the "
League

" would assist them to obtain the "
Charter," then

the Corn Laws, and other impediments to the prosperity of the

country would be swept away. But the two parties never

agreed to act together. The "League" raised large sums of

money to carry on their agitation, which was destined to continue
for seven years before their object was attained.

The Chartists were nearly all poor men, but they managed
to obtain the sinews of war, which was a proof of their earnest-

ness, for a sovereign to the working man of those days was a

greater sacrifice than 100 would be to the class of men who
formed the "

League." I, though only an apprentice-boy, took

a very active part in the movement to obtain the Charter. On

looking back over a period of nearly 60 years, we find that some

portions of the Charter are now the law of the land, and the

rest of the " Six Points
"

are now looked upon by all parties, as

neither unconstitutional nor revolutionary, though regarded and

treated as such at the time by the governing powers. The
Chartists selected Henry Vincent as a delegate to the " National

Convention
"

; he was a native of Hull, and by trade a printer.

The Convention met in London, and with a monster petition of

1,258,000 signatures they expected to carry the Charter into

law.

. The legitimate nature of the agitation was marred, and

ultimately ruined, by an extreme section advocating the use of

physical force to obtain their object. At one time the Whig
Government thought the aspect was alarming. They adopted
the plan of arresting nearly all the leaders of the movement.

H. Vincent, the Hull delegate, was arrested in Wales, and many
others in different parts of the country. Many of these were

very honest enthusiasts and honourable men, to wit, Vincent,

Lovett, Collins, Thomas Cooper, &c. On the other hand there

were many desperate men who were needy and were making a

trade of the agitation, such as Julian Harney, Dr. John Taylor,

and others. Whenever any of the latter class of men visited

towns to address the people, collections were made to pay their

expenses, and put a little money into their pockets ;
others had

salaries paid by the Convention and their Constituents. I believe

Dr. Taylor never made a speech without advising his hearers
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to " Arm, Arm, Arm !

"
He, like the rest, was arrested, and, I

think, died in prison.

After Vincent's arrest many meetings were held in Hull,

addressed by Fergus O'Connor, Burns, Hartwell, Harney, Dr.

Taylor and others
;
about the same time the Tories called a

public meeting to "
Oppose any system of National Education

that was not based on the principles of the Established Church."

But the majority of the meeting defeated the proposed
resolutions. After many discussions by the two Radical Associ-

ations, it was decided to send Mr. J. Jackson as the delegate to

the Convention, then sitting in London, in lieu of Vincent, then

in prison, and to show the poverty of the situation, Mr. Jackson
could not go to London without money being subscribed to pay
his fare and his expenses whilst in London. As he had no

decent clothes to go in he had to be provided with a new suit

all at the expense of the enthusiasts who were nearly as poor as

Jackson himself. I have no wish to enter further into this

subject than to give a verbatim copy of a letter I received from

Mr. Jackson, which is really an historical document, as far as

it goes, of the Chartist movement at this particular phase. Mr.

Frost, J. P., therein mentioned, was the leader of a disastrous

insurrection, a little later on, at Newport, Wales. Frost,

Williams, and Jones, the chief leaders, were arrested and tried

for High Treason. They were convicted and sentenced to be

hung, but were eventually reprieved. Practically after this

foolish affair, Chartism gradually declined.

The following is a copy of the letter referred to :

London, 3ist August, 1839.
Dear Sir,

"
Imagining that you will be desirous of hearing from me, I take

up my pen to communicate to your Association such matters as I deem
most interesting.

" My first business was to wait on one of the Delegates to know
the time of their meeting. He informed me it was always at Eleven in

the forenoon. On Wednesday morning, after presenting my credentials,

I took my seat in the Convention. The members seemed much pleased
that Hull had appointed a delegate in the room of Mr. Vincent, and the

more so when I told them that my constituents were so anxious for the

continued existence of the Convention, that if I were also consigned to

a prison, they would immediately proceed to the election of another.

On Monday and Tuesday they were occupied in the adjustment of

accounts, which business was resumed on Wednesday. A discussion

then took place on the propriety of Mr. Lowery continuing to agitate

in Ireland. Some were for his immediate recall, and a motion was
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made to that effect. An amendment was made that he should continue
another month. With this I concurred, as he thought there was a

possibility of good being effected, notwithstanding the vehement opposi-
tion of the " Precursors." I suggested, however, that his instructions

should not be positive, but that he should be authorised to return
sooner if he deemed it expedient to do so. This was acquiesced in,

and the amendment carried.

" We then discussed the propriety of calling on the absent members
to attend the Convention, previously to an adjournment, and we finally
resolved to resume the discussion on the following day. On Thursday
we had rather a long and warm debate on the subject. I maintained
on various grounds the propriety of such call, and, it being put to the

vote, I found myself in the majority. It was resolved that an advertise-

ment be inserted in the "Sun" newspaper, calling on the different

constituencies to send their delegates to attend on Wednesday next.

" On Friday intelligence was received from various parts of the

country indicating a continuance of the resolution, on the part of the

people, never to abandon their claim to the Charter.

" A letter was also received from the constituents of Craig,

denouncing his base proceedings. They liberally allowed him 300 a

year for his services in the Convention, and they are willing to pay him

at that rate, but he requires more, and threatens them with a law-suit to

obtain it. They proposed to settle the disputed matter by arbitration,

which he declines. Moir has been paid at the rate of 25 per month,
and from what I heard stated, I fear he will not turn out much better.

Thus high wages cannot secure fidelity. These circumstances afford

an additional proof of the necessity of Annual Elections for Members
of Parliament. To be a fine speaker is not enough.

"
Nothing further of moment occurred on Friday, except notice of

a motion given by Dr. Taylor, to this effect : That the Convention declares

itself to be dissolved, and that in case the People determine to have afresh one,

none of the present Members shall be eligible to sit again. This highly

important motion is to be brought forward on Wednesday, on which,

no doubt, a strong debate will ensue. The Doctor must assign good
reasons for this motion before we can acquiesce in it. The latter part

seems to me the most objectionable. What! If we can dictate to the

people whom they shall not have, we may as well go a step further, and

decide whom they shall have. Such an assumption of power I hope
will never be tolerated. Dr. Taylor informed me what a pretty row

there was on Monday night at the " Victoria
" Rooms in Hull Mr.

O'Brien made his appearance in the Convention yesterday and uttered

a few words, the tone of which did not seem to give much satisfaction.

" Mr. Frost is Chairman, and an excellent one he is. He agitates

out of doors too. He was to have gone last night to Spitalfields to

address the poor Weavers, but he found himself obliged to attend the

Engineers at the W'est End of the town. Two or three delegates

went to meet the Weavers (myself included), and we had a good
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assembly. I was introduced as the new delegate from Hull. In the

course of the evening, when a certain person entered the room, the

most vehement cheering ensued. I soon learnt that it was Julian

Harney, who afterwards addressed the people, complaining of his being
the victim of calumny. He is, I believe, no longer a member of the

Convention. Formerly it [the Convention] sent many newspapers
into the country, but this practice has ceased, otherwise I should not

neglect sending some to you.
"

I believe the Convention will shortly appoint a Council of Five,

and then adjourn. The preference will be given to such as can keep
themselves without having recourse to the general funds for support.
No doubt Mr. Frost will be one of the Council ; a better man, I think,

cannot be selected.

"
Vincent, Lovett, and Collins, we are informed, are cruelly treated

in prison ; no doubt the other prisoners suffer as much. Mrs. Lovett

tells me that her husband declares that unless an alteration takes place,

he and his associate Collins must perish.
" Wilh regard to the address to the Queen to dismiss her ministers,

etc., we cannot get a Peer to present it. Our Secretary, therefore, has

been directed to apply to the Home Secretary to know if he will permit
a deputation to wait on him with it, and, in case he declines that, if he

will engage to present it himself to the Queen. Hoping you will remain

firm in thejust and holy cause we have espoused."
I remain, faithfully and sincerely,

Your obedient servant,

J. JACKSON.
6, Upper North Place, Gray's Inn Lane,

The letter was addressed
" Mr. T. W. Wallis, 39, Sykes Street, French's Gardens, Hull."

I now began to realise the folly of wasting so much time on

politics, for I knew the importance of time at my age. I was
about to enter into the last year of my apprenticeship, and was
conscious of my deficiency in general knowledge, and knew also

my backwardness in the art of carving. So I resolved that I

would entirely abandon the political agitation, discontinue taking
books out of the Mechanics' Institute for a year, and devote my
whole time and thoughts to carving.

My master's illness nervousness continued as bad as ever.

He was induced to go to London to see Dr. Elliotson, and was,
for nearly a month, placed under mesmeric treatment, which Dr.

Elliotson had taken up, (whereby he lost caste with his medical

brethren). However, he seemed to have cured my master, who,
on his return, reported himself quite well. But soon afterwards

his condition was scarcely improved in losing his nervousness

he took to excessive drinking, whereas previously he had been a
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fairly sober man. When in drink he bordered on madness
; he

attempted to do bodily injury to his wife and her brother ; with

myself he was calm. On one occasion Dr. Chalmers was sent

for, to deal with him. He entreated me to stay with him all

night ; I induced him to take the medicine the Doctor had sent ;

this produced sleepiness, and I got him to bed about 1-30 a.m.

My friends at home were much alarmed at my staying all night
with a reputed madman.

The universal Penny Post came into operation on Saturday,
the ioth of January, 1840.

In the early part of this year I attended a course of four

Lectures on Fine Arts by Professor Warenne, and became a

frequent visitor at his lodgings. I wrote down the lectures and

part of the conversations, occupying about 140 foolscap pages.
Extracts from the syllabus will indicate the principal points
dealt with :

Lecture I. On Art generally ; mixing of colours; Light and
Shade ; Designing.
Lecture II. Drawing from Nature, and the representation

of all objects.

Lecture III. Perspective, Practical and Theoretical Beauty,

Composition, &c.

Lecture IV. Beau Ideal. The Ancient, Middle Age, and
Modern Schools of Art. The Cartoons, and Marriage-a-la-
Mode.

Before I had heard these lectures I had acquired some

knowledge of perspective drawing, by sketching a street view

from one ofour house windows, being guided in putting in the

perspective lines by their intersection with the various parts of

the window frame, which I assumed to be the picture plane,

and also by some experiments from actual lines. I had had an

accident my left thumb was trapped so that the nail came oft

but I could use my right hand to draw. During the time I

was absent from the workshop my mother gave me possession

of our little sitting-room (
i aft. by 8ft.) to make an experiment

in Perspective Drawing. I took a square-topped table, and

having a framework of laths, on which I marked a point to

represent the eye of the spectator, I fixed lines of string from

all points of the table to the assumed eye of the spectator. I

then measured their various intersections and distances from

each other at every needful point, and then laid down these

measurements, to a large scale, on a sheet of drawing paper,

and I satisfied myself that I had determined and demonstrated

the simple rules of Perspective, nearly all that was necessary to
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be known of the theory and practice of the art. From this I saw
that some of the instruction given by Dr. Warenne in perspective
details was wrong. I constructed two models to prove this ;

one of sheets of plate glass to show the various planes dealt with,

and the lines formed by the intersections of these planes. For

the model to show the actual perspective lines, I prepared a

sheet of glass so that it could be drawn upon without losing its

transparency and fixed to form the picture plane ;
and for the

eye of the spectator a small hole in a board representing the

plane of the spectator ; beyond the picture plane was a simple

square ground plan, and this, as viewed from one or more points
the eye of the spectator was drawn upon the prepared picture

plane. The model was then represented on a sheet of paper in

the usual way, and showed how the lines ground, horizontal

and vertical were found, and also how the point of sight, points
of distance, and vanishing points were found. I submitted my
models and drawings to the members of the " School of Design,"
or drawing class at the Mechanics' Institution, of which I was
a member ; they confirmed my views. I commenced drawing
in crayons full-size from life, and made some progress in this,

copying four heads from Haydon's picture of " Christ raising

Lazarus from the grave." I also sketched in colours from

nature, but with only moderate success. Whilst working at Burton

Constable I made a drawing, life size, from a marble bust of the

late Wm. Constable, a great collector of natural curiosities, for

Dr. Warenne, for use at his lectures. His lectures on Art were

very instructive, dwelling strongly on the necessity of educating
the eye, without which the beauties of nature would be a blank.

A party of us visited Thornton Abbey and made sketches of the

ruins. Also, during my stay at Burton Constable, I took

coloured sketches of the Hall, the East and West fronts and

the South side. It is a very large building, and part of it was
built in the reign of King Stephen (about 1150).

My parents' poverty still continued. It was only through
the most extraordinary exertions of my mother that we had

been able to keep on living at all, but, in spite of all her efforts,

the rent was in arrear 3^ years ^35. The deputy-landlord
had instructions to recover this. We were in danger of having
our home broken up. To prevent this we all put our savings

together, and raised ^15, and we got a bondsman for the rest.

I contributed all I had, 2 i2s., and engaged to pay \ per

month, after the termination of my apprenticeship, until the

debt was cleared off.
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At our " School of Design
" we drew only from the round

plaster-casts, either single heads, or figures or groups. Several

of the students had received lessons in drawing before they came
to the "

School," and were skilful in hatching in the shadows,
but they gave me credit for drawing the most accurate represen-
tations of the casts. On one occasion a teacher in drawing
wished to become our drawing-master, and showed us one of his

chalk drawings of the head of Achilles, with a sculptured helmet

on. It so happened that I had just finished a chalk drawing
from the same plaster-cast, and my fellow-students decided that

my drawing was truer to the original than that of our would-be

teacher, and so we decided not to engage him. On one occasion

the celebrated B. R. Haydon was lecturing at the Mechanics'

Hall, and he visited our schoolroom. He was great on Anatomy,
and during a conversation with the students he drew on the wall

the anatomy of the human knee.

The new year (1841) was ushered in with a great snow-storm

20 inches of snow on the level. I was working very hard and

for long hours from 5 a.m. to 10 p.m. to do work that was

promised for a given date. I made two days' over-time in one

week.

During the last three years of my apprenticeship I kept an

account of my Income and Expenditure, and the cost of my
clothes. The following is an abstract of these details:

For the year ending lyth February.

CLOTHES. 1839. 1840. 1841.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Jerry Coat 0180 o o o i 8 6

Best Coat i 16 6 0160 o o o

Waistcoats o 14 o o i 10 066
Trousers o 16 4 142 o o o

Boots and repairs ... 170 o 18 6 0180
Hat o ii 6 069 056
Shirts 086 080 040
Stockings o 3 4 o i 8 063
Aprons 020 020 020
Handkerchiefs, &c. ... 046 030 020
Collars and Pants ooo 056 040

7 i 8 475 3 16 9

Average for the three years for Clothes, 5 is. nd.
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After deducting the cost of my clothes and pocket-money
allowed for the last three years of my apprenticeship, there was
left for my board an average of 45. nd. per week.

Mr. Ward was the most indulgent of masters
;
he seldom

controlled me in any way, and for some years had expected me
to act as foreman of the shop.

On the iyth February, 1841, I terminated my apprentice-

ship! I was free from all debts or liabilities, and had 6s. lod.

in my pocket to begin the world with on my own account.

When Mr. Ward handed me my indentures he said he had work

for me, and asked me what wages I wanted
;
he would leave it

to me to say what I would have. I said the standard wages in

the town were 245. per week, which I should expect and be

satisfied with, and to this proposition he assented.



CHAPTER VI.

JOURNEYMAN.

(1842-1844). AGE 21 TO 23.

I now began my life as a journeyman ; and, according to

agreement, contributed one pound per month towards paying off

the back rent of my parents. I paid my mother 8s. od. per
week for board and lodging, whether I was in full work or not.

We made two carved screens for Lady Constable, about 5ft.

high. Mr. Ward carved one, and I the other
; he seemed some-

what jealous of my work, for on looking over it, he said,
" Thomas, you are beating your master." When finished and
taken to Burton Constable, her Ladyship was very pleased with

them.

The Trustees of the Mechanics' Institution decided to sell

the buildings in Charlotte Street, and purchased the house No.

2, George Street, for ^"1,800. They had to build a Lecture Hall

at the back. We had to move all the plaster casts belonging to

the " School of Design." I commenced sketching from nature

again, and although 1 never anticipated being a painter, I thought
the practice would assist me in my efforts to become a carver.

It pleased my master, who said he had never taught me this ;
he

supposed I had better abilities than he had. I modelled a small

bust, and young Louis, a sculptor, helped me to cast it in plaster

of Paris.

In May, I went to Halifax by rail, the Hull and Selby line

being finished. The carriage accommodation was very unsatis-

factory, the third class carriages being open waggons cattle

trucks; I went in second class, and even those had not a single

piece of glass in their construction. The upper half of the door

slided up and down, but it was all wood, so that when we had

to shut this to keep out the rain, we were in total darkness. It

took the railway companies nearly half a century to learn that

their best customers were the "cattle truck" passengers, who
are now provided with carriages luxuriously fitted, superior to

the first class in 1841. It was five years since my brother and I
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had met. On the Sunday morning, before breakfast, we had a walk
on one of the hills, passing through the lowest part of the town.
I was struck with the pallid look these poor people had. On the

hill we had a good view of the town, which lies in a hollow.

The old church, which the Halifaxians say is the " finest church
in England." looked as black as soot, and is certainly much
inferior to HullHigh Church. The interior is but little more
attractive than the exterior. There is a massive piece of carving
over the baptismal font, which can be raised or lowered at

pleasure. Near to that, against one of the pillars, and opposite
to where the people would come out of church, stands a carved

figure of a man, with a charity-box in his hands. Outside the

church is a sun-dial, having the latitude marked upon it, 53 41'

16". All the grave-stones in this part of the country are laid

flat on the ground, as they cannot easily be fixed upright on

account of the stony nature of the ground. All this country
seems a huge mass of stone, hewed out into hill and dale; there

is very little soil upon it.

We went over Skircoat Moor and Skibden Dale. Called

at the "
Dolly

"
public-house ;

the people there were very rough

looking folks, and I could barely understand their Yorkshire

talk. Next da)' I went over the premises of my brother's

employers : they had a large quantity of old oak carving ; it

looked like the interior work of some ancient Abbe)' that

flourished in pre- Reformation days. The following day my
brother and I went to Hebden Bridge. We called upon Tom
Smith, one of his friends, to be our guide across the mountains ;

he was a well-known pugilist ;
he told us we should meet with

some rough fellows during the day ; it was not safe to go

amongst them unless you could defend yourself.

Masses of stone were everywhere, some curious projecting

pieces, harder than the rest, left by ages of denudation, like the

half of colossal Norman Cathedral pillars. We had some

climbing to do to cross the rugged parts. It was a most en-

chanting scene, we were on the borders of Lancashire, looking

down the lovely vale of Todmorden, famed for its beauty ;

we could see dales stretching their charming features before us

in three different directions, richly interspersed with woody

masses, growing in spite of the stony ground ; and in the lowest

levels of the valley ran, in devious lines, a glittering stream,

with here and there a large factory planted near the

water. Along Todmorden Valley the hills could be traced

until they became blended with the blue mist of the
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distance. We stood upon Hebenstall hill
; the mountains

opposite to us are called Blackstone Heath, dividing
Yorkshire and Lancashire, and are termed the back-bone of

England. An obelisk is placed on the highest part. We came
to a little public-house on the top of the hill, crowded with

poachers, and a gamekeeper amongst them. \Yhat rough

specimens of human nature those fellows were ; drinking,

fighting and upsetting all the moveable furniture and many
sprawling on the floor. They seemed as ignorant as savages.
The country and its inhabitants were all rugged together. Our
return by train and walking brought it to 9 p.m.

In the low parts of the town the streets were not drained,

the windows had no shutters, the stairs no landings, the

bedrooms no doors ; they had a small cellar, but no back yard.
There was one outbuilding, placed in the public thoroughfare,
for two or three families. There is but little privacy in the

homes, they will rush into each other's houses without any
ceremonyto gossip about the rows, the fights and the

scrimmages they have had with their neighbours.

I left Halifax by the Leeds Coach, on the 26th May, 1841,

after a four days' visit, going by v.ay of Bradford. Halifax and

Hebden Bridge are more hilly than Bradford and Leeds. When
on the coach, and looking towards Lancashire, I could see eight

distinct ranges of hills, until they melted into the distant blue

mist. I left the coach at Kirkstall, three miles from Leeds,
about 10 a.m., and stayed at the old Abbey until 4 p.m. I made
four sketches of the old ruins, and then walked to Leeds ; took

the train for Hull at 7 p.m., and arrived there at 10 p.m.

My mother allowed me the use of two large closets adjoining

my bedroom, for my tools and models
;
and I had a little bench

fixed in my bedroom, so that I could get to work, in summer

time, at 4 a.m., and so have two hours at my private work before

going to my day's work at the shop. Amongst other things, I

modelled the figure of the Fighting Gladiator in full relief.

In July, I had a week's work at ship carving at Gains-

borough. I lodged in the Old Hall, a very ancient-looking place,

of which I took sketches. It is in the old fashion of wood frame-

work, filled in with plaster. The old woman I lodged with had

lived in that house 60 years of her life of 62 years. Here we

saw, in the Trent river, the Heygre, or Eagre (otherwise called

the Bore), a name that has come down to us from a pre-Christian

age, when the elements of nature, as well as human emotions,
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were designated by the name of a god ; and ^Egir was the
terrible " Sea-God." At Gainsborough, the tidal flow from the
Humber comes up like a high bank of water, and the cry,

probably repeated for thousands of years, is still
" Beware of

the ^Egir
"

(beware of the Sea-God). There is a fine stone

bridge over the Trent, crossing which I was in Nottingham-
shire. On my return to Hull, the steamer ran aground on a

sand bank.

About this time, Lady Constable made a rough design to a

small scale for a chair
;

it was composed of six dragons part of

their crest. They were twisted about so as to form four legs, two
arms and the back. Mr. Ward put it into my hands to execute

the carving. It was rather a nice piece of work to do
;
after all

the forms had been worked true to the required twists, and all

the heads had been carved in full relief, then it had to be worked

into scales
;
this latter was merely mechanical work. Mr. Ward

was proud that this work had been done by his late apprentice ;

he showed it to many people, amongst others to Dr. Chalmers,

the then Mayor of Hull, who admired it very much, and

anticipated that the "
young cajver would rise in his profession."

I thought more praise was given to the "
young carver

"
than he

deserved.

On the 2oth September, I became a member of the "Man-

chester Unity of Oddfellows." Amongst other things, on being

made an " Oddfellow," the novice has to promise, under a secret

oath, that he will lead a life of honesty, honour, charity and

peace with all mankind. And then the secret signs of the order

are given. Shortly after this, I became a member of the "Ancient

Druids."

Expecting to be out of work shortly, I resolved to go to

London to purchase a stock of carving tools. I wrote in my

diary,
"

I find it is great folly to form pre-arranged plans for the

guidance of our lives: unless it be for honesty, morality, temper-

ance, frugality, industry and perseverance. Some two or three

years ago, I foolishly made plans and schemes for my future life

to the end: my mode of living, my expenditure, and probable

income, and what use I could make of my savings, if any. But

now the charm is broken. I see the absurdity of my earlier

plans, as well as the utter inefficiency of any attempted fixed

programme for the future of one's life. Acting on general

principles, we must- always be guided by circumstances as to

carrying out 'details : act well for the passing moment ; arrange

for income, time, &c., as far as possible, but do not attempt to
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fix your futurity. He who neglects the hour in which he lives,

and contents himself with the thought of what he will do in the

time to come, is like the gossip who minds her neighbour's affairs,

and lets her own household run to ruin. The time that is on your
hands use it well. Every hour of man's existence should be spent
in actualities, not in dreaming ; for anticipations are, in most

cases, but day-dreams. Play well the cards you have in your
hand : to-morrow, perchance, your pack will be taken away."

During all this time I continued to live very abstemiously.
I had read the translation of the book of Louis Cornaro, the

Venetian " Sure and Certain Methods of Attaining a Long
and Healthy Life." I did not attempt the mechanical

methods of living Cornaro used, but generally ate a small

quantity at each meal, and did not habitually take either beer or

wine. Perhaps I dwelt too much on the Venetian's teaching ;

for he was a delicate gentleman, not called upon to do any hard

work, and daily took nearly a pint of wine
; whereas, I was young

and immature, had to work hard, and abstinence from strong
drinks was my habit. I regulated my mode of living thus to inure

myself to hard living, which 1 fully expected to have to encounter.

Although we were very poor, my mother's skill generally provided
what I thought dainties for supper all these I resolutely refused

to partake of.

During the years 1841-42, I made numerous notes of my
meditations when at work, or in my walks. The following are

brief extracts from these memoranda :
"

I am nature, nature is

creation, creation is eternity, eternity is everlasting. I shall die

there is no doubt. I am possessed of perceptive faculties, but

shall I retain them to eternity? Or will the particles called life,

or sensation, be separated from the dross or earthly particles, and

be placed in some unknown situation to themselves? July 19,

1841."
" Is the vital principle, or life, something distinct from the

mind or soul ? The lower animals possess life, and only differ

(in part) from man by the want of speech, and the power of

thinking. The mind differs only in these two particulars from

'life,' or the state of the brute creation."

On the 1 8th October I went to London in the steamer
" London ;" we had a rough passage. I was ill from i p.m.,

Monday, to 2 p.m., Tuesday, and landed soon after 6 p.m. I

found my way to Mr. Hogan's, a relative of Mr. Ward's. Next

day I transacted all my business purchasing 13 dozen carving
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tools, made by Addis. We called upon Mr. Butler, a London
carver of repute, in Soho Square. On Thursday we went to

Hyde Park; then through the Marble Arch, past St. James's
Palace

,
from there to Whitehall, Westminster the Law

Courts, Westminster Hall and Abbey. The old Houses of

Parliament were burnt down in 1834; the new Houses of Par-

liament were being built close by the river Thames, the second

storey being then unfinished the masons had " struck
"

and

the works were at a standstill. I entered the Abbey at the
" Poets' Corner;" saw the vast monuments; the roof of Henry
VII. 's Chapel of unique splendour ; also the Coronation Chair

and the famous stone beneath it. Then working our way east-

wards we visited the Mansion House and St. Paul's Cathedral;

we went right up into the Ball, 400 ft. high ;
tested the

whispering gallery, and saw many of Gibbons's carvings, which

are very charming ; thence to the Tower and then back to

lodgings at 11-30 p.m., very tired.

Next morning, Friday, rose at 8 o'clock, but my friend

Hogan was not visible before 1 1 a.m. He showed me to the

Adelaide Gallery and left me. I stayed there until 5 p.m.,

viewing the interesting exhibition. There was an Electric Eel

(Gymnotm electricus) in a large tub, said to be the only one seen

alive in this country. It was swimming in the water ; was about

four feet long, and three or four inches in diameter in the thickest

part ;
its brown skin looked like rough worsted. The attendant

said if any person wished to test its power he could do so by

trying to take hold of it one hand near to its head and the other

near the tail. I volunteered to try, and received a most severe

electric shock. I was not conscious that I touched it. After

tea Hogan took me to the Polytechnic Institution in Regent

Street, and there I saw the experiment of a pendulum working

along a ring of sand demonstrating the revolving of the earth

on its axis.

I did not get to bed before i a.m. on Saturday morning, and

the steam-boat was to leave the Custom-house Quay for Hull at

8 o'clock. Instead of 5-30 it was 7 o'clock before I was called,

and then had to wait for Hogan. I had about four stone weight

of luggage ;
we took a cab, but had great trouble in getting to

the Custom-house Quay, a distance of 4 miles; arrived there at

8-12 to see the steamer under-way. I took a boat, and with

difficulty got on board, at a cost of ios. nearly all the money
I had. My breakfast was two dry rolls in the cab. I found I

had only 55. 6d. left. The best cabin fare was js. 6d. and the
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steward's fee is. I paid the steward 53. then, and would settle

with him when in Hull. I fasted all the voyage to mid-day on

Sunday ; I was too proud to take my meals when .1 could not

pay for them. I gave the steward my last sixpence for his fee
;

he said his fee was one shilling. I explained my case I had.

run short of money ;
he said I need not have been so delicate

on that point, such cases were common
; had I spoken to him

it would have been all right. The morning after arrival at Hull

I settled with him. Thus ended my first journey to London.

At Christmas time, all our family met at home father and

mother nearly sixty years old, and their nine children, whose

ages varied from 30 to 1 1 years all met in our snug little sitting

room, thinking that we might never do so again my dear mother

smiling, and as light-hearted as though she had never known

trouble, and father very jolly, amidst their many children, all of

whom were in good health, and in a fair way of earning an

honourable livelihood, notwithstanding the deplorable state of

trade. Samuel told us that in the west of Yorkshire the people
were starving, and that many, who were desperate, deliberately
stole food rather than perish.

My brother Samuel was then engaged at Constantine's, of

Leeds, as foreman of the carvers, at a8s. per week, and was to

have an advance when he improved in drawing. I gave him
some instruction in perspective drawing by letter, buf it required
much writing to explain it.

In 1842 there was great excitement throughout the country
in consequence of Sir Robert Peel's proposal to levy a Property
and Income Tax. Everywhere trade was reported bad

; many
hundreds had been out of work all the winter. As I had to

work short time I set myself to put handles to the tools I had

purchased, and to grind and sharpen them, spending a fortnight

at this work. The tools made by Addis are the best in shape
and temper for carvers, though I had to alter a few to suit my
special work in after years.

Having had lent to me a coloured crayon drawing of the

head of a Jewish Rabbi, from the original by Rembrandt, in the

possession of the Duke of Devonshire, at Chatsworth, I copied
it in coloured crayons in one day. I had also lent me a MS.
book on Perspective by the Rev. Mr. Simkiss, of Hainton. It was

written for Mr. Ward, my old master, who was a good arithme-

tician, but did not know much of geometry. It was worked by
" rule of three," and not by the usual points and lines. Diagrams
or semi-models were given to illustrate the theory of the art,
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also the perspective of shadows. I made a fair copy of this, as

I was anxious to know everything about one subject at least.

In June I went to work at Constantine's of Leeds as a

borrowed hand. My brother Samuel was foreman of the carvers

there (15 in number). The firm employed about 100 hands in

different trades for house-fitting and decoration. When I was
a young apprentice I thought by the end of the seven years I

should be able to judge what position I should be able to take

as a carver, when that time came. Going to work at Leeds, in

a shop of carvers for the first time, I felt nervous, but started

without the least hesitation, being determined to sink or swim.

My first work was to carve a deal cornice. I felt quite at home
on this work, and completed it in a little over two days. All the

carving was done by piece-work, the price settled by the foreman.

He was puzzled how to settle the price for this work, as others

in the shop would have spent a week upon it. He fixed the

price at 143., and in future I was to regulate my time to the

piece, i.e. I must work short time so as not to earn much more

than the others, who averaged about 253. per week. I found if

I worked moderately I could make 333. per week.

I took several sketches in my walks. One Sunday we went

through
" Vicar's Croft," and I was much amused. There

were half-a-dozen speakers, having separate groups around

them. They were Chartists, Teetotallers, Methodists, disciples

of Johanna Southcott, and, I know not what. Each and all

seemed satisfied that they alone were the truthful people ! The

Leeds folk say that "
Briggate

"
is the finest street in the world,

but in the lower parts of the town, nearly smothered with smoke

and filthy vapour, poverty in the most ghastly forms might be

seen. We were advised not to go into " Boot and Shoe Entry,"

if we cared for our clothing or valued our limbs. It shows the

great adaptability of human nature to find that life can be sus-

tained under such dreadful conditions. As a contrast to this

we have lovely walks and beautiful scenery in the neighbourhood

all round the town.

I spent two days at Kirkstall Abbey sketching the ruins.

I continued working short time so that my earnings might nearly

average those of the rest of the carvers. Some of these men

were not fit to be called carvers, they did a sort of mechanical

work, clean and smooth, suitable for furniture, but they had no

taste, or dexterity in the use of the tool. I was in Leeds six

weeks, and had earned over g. I was invited to remain at

Constantine's as a constant hand, but I declined the offer. On
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VISIT TO LOUTH AND LINCOLN.

Saturday, 2gth July, a three hours' railway ride took me to Hull.

In re-commencing work at the old shop, I had to carve a

large frame for Major Sykes. When it was completed we took

it to his residence at West Ella, where we met Mr. Loft,

sculptor, from London
;
he had been a fellow apprentice with my

master, but he followed marble carving, and had executed some
half-life-sized figures in statuary marble for Major Sykes. It

was a most pleasant meeting of the two old sculptors. Shortly
after this 1 suffered much from depression of spirits nervousness,
I suppose. I did not know any cause for it. I had as many
comforts of life as ever I expected to have, still, life seemed a

burden, and there appeared nothing in life worth living for.

But this feeling was happily transitory.

My thoughts now became occupied with the possibility of

starting in business for myself ;
but I had no capital, and could

not borrow any. Nothwithstanding this, and the depression of

my spirits, I still hoped that I might start in business on my
own account somewhere.

Towards the end of the year there was a good Art-loan

Exhibition at the Mechanics' Institution. Many freely lent their

works of art. I sent a small piece of my carving a Garden
Iris carved in full relief, and the modelling of the petals well

worked out. I cast my thoughts to Louth or Lincoln for a

start on my own account, though success, I knew, would be

uncertain, even if I had capital. Before Christmas I made a

journey to Louth and Lincoln to make enquiries and observations

as to probable chances there. In Louth I called upon John
Brown, in business as a gilder, and stayed with him six days
at his request helping him with some .gilding. I left Louth on

Monday, the igth December, by the weekly van for Lincoln,

where I arrived about 6 p.m. Next day I called upon all in the

trade, ostensibly seeking work, but really to find out what chance

I could see for myself as a master. I called at Candy's, Pryse's,

Quarm's, and Tuke's who had lately failed. The result of my
investigation was that there was not the least chance for me to

commence business there. At Louth it was different. John
Brown was drunken, Scott would go to the wall, but still I felt

too young (21) for the venture. Louth is situated in an agricul-

tural district, and already I found that Sir Robert Peel's new
tariff caused some stagnation. There was distress in Louth,

about 250 men being out of work, which might be taken to

represent one-eighth of a population of 8000 persons.
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The year 1843 commenced with severe wintry weather. I

decided not to start in business yet, but would make all the

preparation for doing so I could. I should not be able to save
much. Trade was reported to be bad everywhere. I had, too,

doubts as to how my health would turn out, for I was harassed

with the thought of having so little work to dp. I reflected how

my views of life had changed during the last few years. I

thought my views would never be so limited again as they had
been to suppose myself right, merely because I thought so, or

that others were wrong because they differed from me.

On referring to my accounts, I found that I had been out of

work twelve weeks in 1842. When at Burton Constable, I had

285. per week, and at Leeds I averaged 315. per week. In

February,
"
Simpson and Malone" offered me work (on carving)

in Lincolnshire ; they would pay my expenses there, and give
me 255. per week. This I declined, as I valued my work at 303.

per week. I carved some moulds for myself, to start with in

business, or for the trade. This mould- or die-sinking, is very

good practice. You have to realise the forms you want ; then,

in carving, to reverse everything ; to keep the sides slightly

sloping, so that the casting of composition leaves the mould

freely, and the whole has to be worked clean, sharp, and true.

For those sold to the trade, I could earn 75. per day. I was then

hesitating whether I should go in search of work as a journey-

man, or commence business as a tradesman.

About this time, my cousin, Edward Wallis, M.R.C.S., gave

a course of lectures on " Human and Comparative Anatomy and

Physiology," to the members of the Mechanics' Institution. I

made copious notes of these lectures. He had limbs and joints

of sheep and beasts on the table, and dissected them as required

to illustrate the lectures. The following is a condensed syllabus

of them :

Lecture I. On Bone and Shell: The spinal column of Fishes,

Reptiles, Birds and Mammalia.

Lecture II. Examination of the spinal column continued.

Lecture III. Osteology of Fishes, Reptiles, Birds and Mammalia.

Lecture IV. Osteology continued. The anatomy of joints, liga-

ments, &c.

Lecture V. The muscular system of Fishes, Reptiles, Birds and

Mammalia.
Lecture VI. The tegumentary covering of animals.

I was sent to Welton to do various work at Mr. J. Smith's

mansion. I was there a week cleaning and mounting pictures,

etc. I think I pleased them with the work I did. I boarded and
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lodged at a cottage in the village, and the good lady provided

my food. I lived very simply and moderately, drank no beer,

and one pound of beefsteak at 6d. per pound served me the six

days I was there. My landlady's charge for all was $s. id.

thus, I may say, that I
" lived upon 6d. a day, and earned it."

The pleasure of thi3 week seemed all the sweeter because it was
such a contrast to my recent thoughts of "

tramping
"

in search

of work, and I reflected "that the bitters of life give extra

charms to the sweetness when it comes into our lives. How
sweet it is to behold the glory of the sun's light at mid-day ;

but

if that fulness of light were to be continuous, we could not bear

it. It is from the intervening darkness that the sun's power
becomes so exhilarating to us ! And it is from the intervening
darkness in our lives that the light of enjoyment derives its chief

power."

During the summer, my eyes were tender. I washed them
in weak brandy and water, and consulted Dr. Lunn the best

oculist in Hull. He advised me to do this several times a day.
Much gummy matter was exuded ; the sclerotic coat was much
inflamed, and the iris, instead of being round, was a decided

ellipse at the lower half.

I still thought of my chances at Louth. Work was very
slack in Hull, and I heard that John Brown, at Louth, was very
ill. I sketched some carved shop-fronts in Hull

;
also some good

carving over the altar table in the High Church. I received a

letter from my brother Samuel, asking me to go to Halifax to

work at carving for him. But the next day I heard that John
Brown was confined to his bed, and had work in his shop. So
I went to Louth at once (Wednesday, iath July), and engaged to

work for him at 233. per week (the gilders' wages here), and pay
los. per week for board and lodging. J. Brown was very ill in

consequence of his intemperate life. His doctor, Mr. Frank

Overton, sent him "julep" to lull his pains. He ate very little,

but drank much brandy, wine, gin, ale anything he could

obtain. There was not much work in, so I filled up my time by

carving fancy articles ; and a group of flowers, which, when

finished, I exhibited in the shop window, seemed to astonish the

natives.

Being still short of work, I walked to Alford (13 miles), to

see my aunt Emerson, the widow of my mother's only brother.

None of us had seen her for the last fifteen years. She and her

sister, Miss Milson, kept a school at Alford, and one at Bilsby.

My aunt was one of the kindest of creatures. She had adopted
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an orphan boy to teach, and to bring up as one of her family ;

and although she was a sixteen-years' widow she reverenced the

memory of my uncle as a veritable household god. She gave me
some family relics, collected by her late husband, who, during
his lifetime, had learnt that my grandfather, Captain W. Emerson,
instead of having been drowned in his cabin, as recorded on page
5, had been murdered by his crew, who rifled the cabin, and then

ran the vessel ashore on the Lincolnshire coast at North Somer-
cotes. This was in 1786. With our present system of police
and telegraphy, we cannot understand how this could take place,

and the miscreants escape punishment. But at that time the

inhabitants of that district were but little reclaimed from a state

of nature ;
civilization had done but little to humanise what a

native marshman once described to me as the " blood-thirstiness
"

of the people of his village. I spent a pleasant time amongst

my aunt's former friends, the Milsons, and on my return

walk to Louth I sketched a fine old oak tree.

Afterwards I visited my home in Hull, and assisted Mr.

Ward with some work. Maples, the sculptor, wanted me to do

some wood carving for him, but I declined, and handed over the

work to Anthony Soldene, the younger apprentice I left at Mr.

Ward's. On my return to Louth, I found a great deal of work

had come in. John Brown wished me to stay with him con-

stantly, being then a bed-ridden invalid. I felt uneasy about my
own health, and feared I was in a decline. When in Hull, I

consulted Dr. Alderson ;
he told me that there was no sign of a

decline ; my pulse was good could not be better. I took more

exercise, and I thought that was the best medicine for my
ailments. In Louth, I had not taken so much exercise as I had

been compelled to take in Hull. I had a few days' work at Colonel

Yorke's, at Walmsgate. When the portly Colonel came into the

house, after his ride from Louth in the dark night, I noted that

he had with him a brace of loaded pistols, but I never heard

that he had occasion to use them. I was also working at Tathwell

Hall, the seat of Frederick Chaplin, Esq. In the latter part of

the year I sent. off to Mr. Baldwin, of Halifax, a package of

fifteen carved moulds, value 11. He was commencing business

there in the gilding trade. In December, my brother Richard

came to see me, a short time before he sailed for Mobile, in

America.

I sketched a likeness of John Barton, uncle to John Brown,

when he was drunk and asleep. Poor Brown was delighted with

it; it was a good likeness, but Barton was vexed. He said,
" It
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is so derogatory to be taken drunk." 1 spent, in Hull,
" the old

year out and the new year in." My brother Emerson had

been shipwrecked, on rocks near the Orkney Islands. Whilst

in Hull, I made several chalk drawings from, and the size of,

life. On my return to Louth, I found John Brown much worse

than I left him. I put some of my best carving in the window,

ticketed, "By T. W. Wallis, from T. Ward's, Hull." I found

I was acquiring a good position. When I first came to Louth,
I felt I was a typical "rolling stone" gathering no moss. In

Hull, I had gathered moss in the form of a reputation as a carver

of good promise ;
but at Louth, the moss was rubbed off, and I

was amongst strangers, who did not know my past life. I had
the conviction that I could earn a living by the gilding trade,

leaving sufficient time on my hands to show my skill in carving.

After a lingering illness, John Brown died on Saturday, the

2nd day of February, 1844. Next day, I walked to Ludborough,
and to Haugh, near Alford, to inform his relatives of his death.

He was buried on Thursday ;
six of us carried him to the grave.

I felt it a very solemn thing to thus put away one with whom I

had been intimately connected for several months. I had never

attended any one on their death-bed before.

During Mr. Brown's illness an incident occurred showing
how absolutely the belief in witchcraft still existed in rural

districts. In Louth, there was a man named Stainton, who had

the reputation of being a "wizard." Prior to Mr. Brown's

illness, he met this man at a public-house, and said to him,
" If

yah're a wizard, wizard me." Brown was ill soon after this, and

the believers in witchcraft said he was bewitched ! On one

occasion, the foreman of John Wright (second husband of

Brown's mother), of Haugh, came into the sick room, and said

to him, "John, 1 am sure you are bewitched, and you will be

cured if you do what I am going to tell you. Send for this man
Stainton, who has bewitched you, and get him to come close to

your bedside, and have an open pen-knife ready, and stick it into

him; draw blood, and you will be cured!" However, Brown,
with all his faults, had the good sense to laugh at the witchcraft

believers, and did not try the cure recommended by the farmer's

foreman.

I was 23 years old. A few days after the funeral, I had some

talk with the widow, and it was decided that I should take the

business. I close this chapter with tables of cash accounts for

the three years of my journeymanship:
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PARTICULARS. YEAR. INCOME. EXPENDITURE. SAVED.

From 1840-41. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Wages, 245. per week of 60

hours, and over-time ... 57 18 o

1841-42.
For sundry Work ... ... i 17 o

59 15 o 53 17 10 5 17 2

Wages Hull ... 44 o i>

,, Leeds... 9 3 2j

1842-3.

Sundry Work 250
55 8 3 45 7 o 10 i 3

Wages-Hull ... g 58^
Louth.... 18 17 2,"

1843-4.

Sundry Work 17 16 5

45 19 3 35 ii 4 10

TOTALS l& 1 2 6 134 16 2 26 13 2

The amount saved was my modest capital to commence
business with.

The following are abstracts from the details of expenditure
for clothes and general expenses, for the three years terminating
on the i yth February, 1844:

CLOTHES.
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Details of general expenses :

1841-2.

PARTICULARS. S. d.

Board, Lodging, and Washing...
Rent (for my Parents) ...

Travelling
Books

Carving Tools

Trade Materials

Mechanics' Institute

Drawing Paper ...

Relief to Travelling Workmen...

Lectures, &c.

Benefit Societies, Oddfellows, &c.

Incidentals, Postage, &c.

Clothes as above...

I was fully conscious of the difficulty I was entering upon
practically without capital, for my liability to the out-going

tenant would amount to about double the sum I had at my
command ; and trade was bad. There was a panic amongst
farmers in consequence of the agitation for the repeal of the

Corn Laws, and there were two new gilders' shops in the town,

where low prices rather than good work would be the rule. In

spite of all this, I had faith in my working power. I was single,

careful, and lived abstemiously. Even if I failed here, I had my
head and hands for work, which I thought would serve me
somewhere.

The following is a recapitulation of my earnings to this time :

Year. s. d.

1831. Three months at Ellison's, 2s. od. per week i 6 o

1832-3. Fifty-five weeks at McLean's, 2s. 6d. 6 17 6

1833-4. Thirty-seven weeks at Lunn and

Cooper's, ... ... 35. od. ,, 5 n o

1834-41. Seven years, Apprentice at Mr. T. Ward's ... 75 8 o

1841-2. ist year as Journeyman ... ... ... 59 15 o

1842-3. 2nd year as ... ... ... 55 8 3
I 843-4- 3rd year as ... ... ... 45 19 3

250 5 o



CHAPTER VII.

BEGIN BUSINESS AT LOUTH.

(1844-1847). AGE 23 TO 26.

As I was about to commence business for myself with only
the small capital shown in the last chapter, I knew that I should
have to exercise great ingenuity to keep myself afloat for a few

years. I did not expect much carving to do, though conscious
I could do good work if I had the chance. I arranged with Mrs.
Brown that she should give me some time-credit for what I had
to pay for old stock and remainder of the lease ; and agreed to

let a family live in my house, rent-free, on condition that they
acted as my housekeepers, so that my current expenses would be

very light. I had promise of work from the two resident artists,

Mr. Best and Mr. B. Hubbard, and also from others.

I found time to practise drawing, and copied in crayons, to

a reduced scale, a nude figure painted by Bennett Hubbard, as

a lesson under Etty, R.A., a celebrated colourist.

Mrs. Brown had a sale by auction of her stock and furniture,

which left me free to work up new stock. I went to Hull, and

had two hard working-days in packing up all my goods and

chattels in seven packing-cases. On my return, I worked very
hard at an ornamental sign, Elizabethan style, part gilt and part

painted purple. There was a promise of plenty of work coming

in, and a certainty of my small stock of cash going out.

I opened my shop on Monday, the 8th April, 1844, with a good
show of pictures in the window, and my showy sign outside. I

had only \\ left, and I already owed ^23. How I should

extricate myself I knew not. In my spare time, I taught a youth

perspective drawing. In my diary I wrote, "At present my
health is good, my spirits brisk ; my credit, I dare say, is good.
I live upon plain but wholesome food ; milk and bread serve me

regularly for breakfast and tea. I have very little meat at dinner ;

for supper, I take no more than a piece of dry bread. My
appetite is good, my system regular, my pulse strong, my skin is

in good order ; my head is clear, my eyes strong. Thus equipped,
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I am resolved to push my fortune to the utmost. God speed me."

I found I should have to pay Mrs. Brown about ^36, and

very little to show for it ; and she pressed for immediate pay-
ment. But I agreed to pay about half the amount, and give a

note for the rest. My friend, Mr. E. Dodson, offered to lend me
^"5, but I declined the loan at present, wishing to scheme with

my own resources if I could; but after a time, I borrowed /io
of my friend, and paid all demands to Mrs. Brown. Notwith-

standing these difficulties, everything bade fair for my ultimate

success. An order for wood-carving came in thirty
"
poppy

heads," for Elkington Church, in deal
; and oak carving for the

family seats ;
and for some months I was so busy I didn't know

how to get through my varied work. My housekeepers were
Mr. and Mrs. Crow, their son John (18), and daughter Susan

(23). From time to time I bought sundry articles of furniture.

Some of my crayon drawings I exposed in the shop window,
which led to my being employed in taking a gentleman's likeness.

In July, the contractor, John Dales, commenced to repair
the spire of Louth Church. Large cracks in the stone work
made it dangerous, and the bells could not be rung on that

account. The scaffolding was constructed from the base to the

top of the spire, about 140 feet
;
the tower being 147 feet. The

repairs to the spire were finished in December, and the new gilt

weather-vane fixed on the tyth of that month, and early in the

following year all the principal repairs were completed, so as to

have the bells ringing again. The Lancashire Bell Ringers
exhibited their skill at the Mansion House, and they performed
on the church bells, which was a treat after the modest perfor-

mance of the local ringers.

In August, I went to Elkington, to the church opening.
The body of the church had been rebuilt. I had been engaged
on the wood-carving for it. The afternoon and evening were

devoted to games and pastimes, which lasted, I was told, until

nearly midnight. Men, boys and girls had separate races on

level ground ; then hurdle races, wheeling barrows up a hill

blind-folded, climbing a greasy pole, jumping in sacks, catching
a pig by the tail that member being greased, and all such games
as rustic folk are familiar with. The company at Squire Smyth's
Hall numbered about seventy ladies and gentlemen. It was a

beautiful day, and I must say I was amused at the honest

simplicity of the rustics.

Before I left Hull, I entered largely into the practice of
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mesmerism, and was considered a good mesmerist. I frequently
practised it after I came to Louth (in private). This sort of

thing, with very hard work, and great anxiety as to whether I

should be able to pay my way, had, I thought, made me weak
and nervous. My mother visited me, and went to Alford to see

the relict of her only brother.

Not having much work on hand in September, we made up
a party of six to go to Mablethorpe. As I narrowly escaped with

my life, some particulars may be given here. Vincent Crow
drove us down. Dodson, his sister, and a lady friend, were of the

party. We three men bathed from the machine, but I, not

knowing the force of the waves, went out as far as I used to do
in river water ;

a strong wave caught me unawares, and threw
me off my balance. I was struggling beneath the water with

my hands held up, but could not get my feet to the bottom, or

my head out of the water. Dodson, seeing how matters stood,

came to my assistance. He took hold of my hands, and I

regained my footing, and my head out of the 'water. I felt no

fear myself probably knew not the extent of my danger. After-

wards, I felt the ill-effects of this long immersion.

About this time, as the repairs to the church spire were in

progress, I (and many others) went on the scaffold to the top of

the spire. I took measurements of the upper crockets. We
had a splendid view of the country for many miles inland, and

several miles on the German ocean beyond the marsh, being

about 380 feet above the mean level of the sea. I wrote in my
diary :

"
Happiness I have so far reduced to a principle, in my own

reasoning upon the philosophy of it, that it has almost become an

axiom with me that for all happiness man enjoys, he partakes,

more or less, of its opposite unhappiness. In other words,

man has to pay for every pleasure he indulges in. This self-

regulating power is a part of our nature. The elder Geoffrey

and Goethe propounded their law of compensation, or balance-

ment of growth ; or, as Goethe expresses it,
' in order 'to spend

on one side, nature is forced to economise on the other side.'

The characteristics of our nature are not adapted to continued

or lasting happiness. The very ingredients that constitute our

happiness contain also the seeds of our misery. Thus we must

infer that the only happiness that we can enjoy in this life is in a

comparative degree. The mental and physical powers are subject

to the same influence, and their healthy action depends upon the

same principle. Excessive indulgence creates a surfeit. Hence,
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we must infer that the strictest moderation is required to keep
the mind and body in a proper state, to be capable of enjoying
such things as our Maker hath placed within our reach. I make
these remarks only to express my conviction that perfect happi-
ness in this life is incompatible with our nature, and that the

pains and disquietudes that affect man teach, in forcible language,
his frail mortality, and the vast chasm that lies between him and

perfection."

On Thursday, the 2ist of November, 1844,
" Banker Allison

"

was buried
; (he had died on the i6th). He was held in great

esteem. A large procession was formed of the gentry, tradesmen
and benefit-societies, to escort the funeral party out of the town.

He was buried at Asterby.

In these pages, I have condensed the matter in my diary to

about one-tenth, but there, I remarked, "This journal gives a

faint and brief account of the incidents of my life, with random
sketches of the workings of my mind, and a peep into the world

sometimes. My range of observation, since I commenced busi-

ness for myself, is much more limited than it used to be. I draw
and read but little in comparison with what I formerly did. Of

modelling and carving, I do very little
;

I am anxious to do

more, lest want of practice should put my hand out."

About this time, Miss Crow and myself were invited to Mr.

Henry Gray's, to meet two or three ladies, visitors, and show
the phenomena of mesmerism. A Yorkshire young lady wished

to be mesmerised. I induced mesmeric sleep in about one

minute and a half. Many curious results were manifested
;
one

was that she spoke of having a taste in her mouth, when I only
had the article referred to in my mouth, and she could not

possibly see it.

I have read somewhere a remark of Goethe's concerning the

eye retaining the image of the sun, after ceasing to look at it ;

and that it multiplies into seven suns. The latter I had often

tried to see, without being satisfied ; the former, perhaps, every
one is familiar with. And not only is the image of the sun

retained, but there will be several imitation suns dancing, as it

were, on the ground where the eye rests, and the colour of these

is the complementary colour of the sun, i.e., if the sun is red, the

imitation suns will be green. On the i2th February, 1845, 1

saw the sun rise. The form of the ground cut off the lower

limb of the sun, and when I turned from it, this form was

reproduced before me. When the sun rose clear of the earth, I
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looked at it again, and again turned from it. I then saw seven

images of the sun arranged before me. The following drawing
represents these appearances :

On Good Friday, I commenced a crayon drawing of the
"
Jewish Rabbi," by Rembrandt, size of the original, in the

possession of the Duke of Devonshire. I had copied the head

and shoulders from a crayon drawing three years before, but now
I had the full design before me, with the hands, and the study
in the distance.

At the Spring fair, many drovers and dealers in cattle arrived

in Louth. The Black Bull Inn was full, and two drovers slept
at my house. I recognised one as the person with whom I went
to Sproatley fourteen years before, to sell a load of coals. It

seemed strange that after the lapse of so many years this man,

"Joseph," should be accidentally thrown here, and sleep in my
house. Another incident occurred about this time, connected

with my boyish days. At page 16 of this work, I related how,
at the age of ten, I sought employment as a doctor's boy, I

feeling very proud of the errand in which we were engaged. I

did not satisfy the doctor's daughter, so failed in the application.

Now, a boy left a quack doctor's paper at my shop, marked,
" Bill to be called for," and presently the doctor (Paterson)
called for the bill, politely asking me,

" If anything be wanted

to-day." I readily recognised him
; but he did not seem to

recollect that I had been an applicant for the honour of being
his assistant many years before.

After several serious consultations with each other, Miss

Crow and I decided to be married. The wedding party con-

sisted of seven persons, but at breakfast we counted twelve. An

amusing incident occurred during the ceremony at St. James's
Church. The Vicar (Rev. E. R. Mantell) officiated, and read

the service in a very distinct manner. When he came to the

passage that I had to follow, saying,
"

I, Thomas Wilkinson,"

etc., Mr. John Hodgson, acting as the father, said" Excuse me,

sir, but you have got the wrong name, he is called Wallis." The

Vicar said,
" We have only to do with the Christian name ; we

know no other name." When in the vestry signing our names

in the register-book, the Vicar explained to Mr. Hodgson. The
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mistake arose from the fact that Mr. H. did not know that
" Wilkinson

" was one of my Christian names, and Wilkinson

having a fancied resemblance to Wallis, he thought the Vicar

had made a mistake, and, as the "father," he desired to have

the ceremony correctly performed. This took place on Thursday,
the i6th of October, 1845, at 8 a.m. We spent the day at Mr.

Hodgson's, at Cockerington, returning home after supper. \Ye

made no pretensions of receiving company, but just welcomed

any of our friends who called to see us. After a few days of

idleness, I started to work again in good earnest, to make up for

lost time.

About October, there was an almost insane infatuation

about schemes of proposed railways, many of which were mere

bubbles, that never were intended to be carried out. These

engrossed so much attention that all other matters of public
interest were lost sight of. In Louth, a tradesman commenced

stock-broking in connection with these railway schemes. It was

reported that he was making a profit of 10 a day ; this, of

course, aroused others to try the same business. Not less than

three different rooms were fitted up, where railway speculators
met and transacted business. A little later, there was such a

panic amongst the shareholders as to lead to a serious stagnation
of trade throughout the country. Multitudes were ruined by
rash speculations. In the public journals there were repeated
accounts of villainy by the promoters of fictitious railways,

bringing disaster to their dupes. The most absurd schemes had
been got up, with no other view than to rob the infatuated

speculators. The "South Sea Bubble" was not, I think, so

mad an affair as the railway mania. However, the hard facts of

the case taught the public a lesson that will not easily be for-

gotten. Suicide, ruin, and inextricable difficulties were described

as the result of this mad railway speculation.

Near the close of the year, the Mayor, Cornelius Parker,
and Mr. T. F. Allison, made a house-to-house canvass for a new
town clock, as there had been no public clock in St. James's
Church for about a year, the old clock having been sold and

transferred to the church at Patrington, near Hull. The new
town clock was purchased for ^"400, and was fixed and in working
order in July.

At the beginning of 1846, I wrote in my diary: "An-
other year has passed away, marked by many changes in my
position. I am, indeed, thankful for my success in business. It
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has been, and still is, very uphill work, but I estimate, when I

have paid all demands upon me, that I shall have 20 to the

good, taking my cash book of income and expenditure, besides

having increased my stock and furniture to a present value of

about ^fioo."

In September, I sold a piece of my carving, a study of

flowers, to Mr. Tuke, of York, for -2.. This was the first piece
of my fancy carving that I sold. Mr. Tuke was a Quaker, a

commercial traveller. I sent this carving to his address in York.

At present, nobody in Louth seemed to have the courage to

spend anything in my carving. About this time, I got up about

five o'clock for several mornings, making a sketch of Louth
church from Upgate, standing near the end of Mercer Row.

My first sketch I condemned. The perspective was difficult ;

the fa9ades of the buildings were much varied, scarcely two being
in the same plane. After taking a careful drawing by the eye,
I tested the perspective by measuring the principal distances and
situation of the chief points, and put these into perspective by
the rules of the art, and to scale, and so corrected my errors of

the eye. I gave over sketching soon after six a.m., so that I

was not much bored with onlookers.

As I intended to lithograph this drawing myself, I went to

Hull to make enquiries as to lithographic printers. I learnt that

there was no one in Hull, any more than in Louth, competent
to print a lithographic drawing. I therefore went on to York,
to see Mr. Monkhouse, an experienced litho-printer. From him
I obtained the information I wanted, and decided that he should

be the printer of my drawing, when I had succeeded in making
a proper drawing on the stone. He would supply me with the

necessary materials when I wanted them. Having to call upon
Mr. J. W. Wilson, I showed him my drawing, and was gratified

when both he and his wife (both of whom were experts in

drawing) congratulated me on the successful result of the view

taken. By a little practice, without any instructions, I succeeded

in making a finished drawing on the stone, and in the following

April the prints were satisfactorily completed.

I was fully employed this year (1846), giving me hopes of a

good future. But I was often hard pressed for ready-money,
sometimes being left without a sixpence ;

and in closing my
accounts on the last Saturday in the year, I found that of cash

in hand I had only 2s. id. ! This suggested a poor preparation

for a happy new year.
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I now give a tabular statement of my income and expenditure
for the years 1844, 1845, and 1846:

1844. 1845. 1846.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Cash received ... ... 80 18 3 120 9 4 124 4 o

Domestic Expenses ... 20 5 i 49 8 10 53 15 2

Balance for business purposes 60 13 2 ji o 6 ~/o 8 10

Cash in hand, close of the year o 97 g 6 i o 2 i

These accounts are made up from my cash-book, as per
cash received for each year, without reference to outstanding
accounts for or against me.

DETAILS OF DOMESTIC EXPENSES :

1844. 1845. 1846.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Food & Drink Weekly average o 3 io -8 o 6 o -8 o 10 10-4

,, TOTAL ... 10 3 4 15 16 9 28 7 o

Clothes and boots ... ... 148 4 16 6 66 10

Coals ooo o 16 9 253
Kates... o 16 8 348 212
Travelling o 10 3 o 10 o o n 6

Stationery, stamps ... ... o 3 3 o 10 o o 10 o

Books 130 i 18 9 080
Furniture ... ... ... 460 8 18 n o 13 i

Art materials 030 o 13 7 ooo
Rent ... ... ... ... ooo 600 600

Mr. Crow ... ... ooo ooo 490
Gifts o 5 10 085 068
Lodge ... ... ... 132 o 14 6 o 16 ii

Wedding ooo 4 19 o ooo
Incidentals ... ... ... o 5 11 o i o o 19 9

TOTAL 20 51 49 8 10 53 15 2

Weekly average ... o 7 10 o 18 11-5 i o 7-2

On the 4th of March, 1847, I joined the Louth Mechanics'

Institution. I had out, and read Sir W. Scott's "
Demonology

and Witchcraft," and Combe's "Constitution of Man." I

found that this book harmonised with my previous opinions, as

to mode of living and as to nature's laws, attributing man's

miseries to his own folly and ignorance, and not to the "Dispen-
sations of Providence," as commonly understood.
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In my journey to Hull with my invalid sister, Jane, I noted

that both the East Lincolnshire and Sheffield and Grimsby
Railway lines were making great progress. Whilst in Hull, I

attended a lecture on "The Fine Arts," at the Mechanics'

Institution, by Vincent Thompson (Sergeant-at-Law), the presi-
dent and patron of the Institution. I was much interested in

the lecture. He gave one very forcible maxim from one of

Fuseli's lectures, which had never appeared in print, viz. :
" The

pupil of blunder and mistake is better than the pupil of any
master." I think experience confirms this.

In this, and the two following years, I executed several views,
and drew most of them on stone ; they were printed at York,
and published by me, including Mr. W. Allison's shrine, a view

of Louth church from Westgate (which I had engraved on steel

for letter paper), and the Louth railway station, my drawing

being a reduced copy from the architect's original drawing. I

also took a larger drawing of the church, from Westgate, as a

companion to that from Upgate. This I carefully lithographed.
Later on, I took a view of the interior of the church. They
were all successfully printed at York, and they all sold well,

leaving a good profit.

In making alterations in my front shop, lowering the floor

sixteen inches, the labourers found in the earth a human skull, a

thigh, and other bones. The harass of these alterations, and

my long working hours (5 a.m. to 9 p.m.), rather upset me, and
I was generally very tired when I went to bed.

The East Lincolnshire Railway Act, for the construction of

a line from Boston to Grimsby, having been passed in 1846,

rapid progress was made with the work. The length of the line

is 48 miles, i furlong. The estimated cost was "582,000; about

12,000 per mile. The foundation-stone for the Louth station

was laid by Miss Pye (otherwise called Claribel), on the 8th of

July, 1847. And in the course of the year the railway from

Louth to Grimsby was temporarily opened, causing great rejoic-

ings. Only two carriages were put on, and the 14-mile journey
was run in 22^ minutes. On Tuesday, the yth March, 1848, the

railway from Louth to New Holland was opened by a trial trip.

I joined the party, which included Robert Norfolk, Father Hall,

Messrs. Potter, Griffin, and others, and we rode in a second class

carriage. Several of us timed the arrival and departure at each

station; the time to Grimsby was 36 minutes, stoppages 16

minutes, i.e., 52 minutes ;
and to New Holland (29 miles), just
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two hours, including all stoppages. It was stated that the trip

was satisfactory to the officials of the company.

My brother Richard sailed in the Canton, for St. John's,

N.B., on the 22nd August, 1847, and eight days after, they having

gone
" North about," a fearful storm overtook them in Pentland

Firth, near Cape Wrath, on which the vessel was dashed, and
she and all hands were lost. The vessel was broken to pieces,

and nothing but fragments to be seen. Poor Dick, he was a

brave-hearted fellow the first to confront a danger, an affec-

tionate brother, and a dutiful son.

Early in December, George Tomline, Esq., of Riby Grove,
and i, Carlton Terrace, London, called to look at my carvings,
which pleased him. He enquired why I did not get up some

dead-game subjects. I replied I could not give the time for this,

unless I had orders. " Then suppose I give you an order for

dead game for a panel, can you execute it
; and how should you

proceed ?
"

I briefly told him that after he approved of my
sketch, I should model the subject in pipe-clay, from which I

should carve the finished work. Mr. Tomline then gave me
an order, and would leave the subject and the details to me. On

returning to the house, I was so excited that I could not eat my
dinner, and exclaimed to in)' wife,

" Now my opportunity has come"

I took a single partridge and arranged it in a simple manner,
and made a careful model of it in pipe-clay. I spent two days
over it, and finished one Saturday night (loth Dec.) about nine

o'clock. I kept the head, wings and legs, to enable me to work

out the details of the carving.

A Lincoln architect prepared plans and elevations for a public

building, in competition with other architects, but, as he did not

understand perspective, he engaged me to make three perspective

drawings of different parts of his plans, and a bird's-eye-view of

the whole. I did' these drawings in mid-day, with good day-

light, and was busy with gilding work mornings and evenings.

Our combined drawings were adjudged first in the competition.
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HIGH-CLASS CARVING.

(1848-1850). AGE 27 TO 29.

According to my usual habit, I paid all my tradesmen's

Xmas. bills in January of 1848.

An extract from my diary at the beginning of this year will

give an idea of the work I then had in hand :

"
I am working mornings and evenings at carving and

gilding, and using the middle of the day the best daylight for

drawing on the stone those views I intend to publish. I am
working at the view of Louth church from Westgate ver)

r care-

fully, for I wish that nothing slovenly pass in it. Gilding work
is collecting in heaps, and will fill my hands when I get to it.

And then, of more importance, I have the work of dead game
to execute for Mr. Tomline. I cannot help being amused at

myself being employed upon such a variety of work. During
daylight, I train my hand to the utmost delicacy of touch in

drawing on the stone in my upstairs' room ; then, downstairs, by
candle-light, I wield the hand-saw and jack-plane, or do other

rough work, as may be required."

In February, Mr. Tomline called, and expected the carved

partridge he ordered was completed ; so now I decided I must

put everything else aside, and carve this dead game study. Later

on, Mr. Tomline called again, and gave me another order to

carve a model of Louth church, which is a splendid edifice of

mixed Gothic, with a spire towering up to nearly 300 feet above

the ground. I told him I thought I could do it this year, but

could form no idea of the cost, as there would be much labour

in it, making measured drawings to scale of the ground plan and

elevations working drawings for every side.

I visited Hull in March, and had a cast taken of my head

by Mr. Keyworth, the sculptor a nasty job. I engaged a gilder,

Sam Hill, so as to leave me free to give all my time to carving.

I spent about four weeks on the carving of the partridge and oak

branch. When finished, I put it into my front shop window, and
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it attracted crowds for many days. It seemed to astonish every-

body. Mr. J. W. Wilson, the most artistic gentleman in Louth,

praised it highly, and valued it at thirty guineas. In June, a

friend of Mr. Tomline's called to see this work ;
he thought it

did me great credit, and said,
" Mr. Tomline will convert you

into Grinling Gibbons ; he is now fitting up a house, and I

should not wonder if he employs you to embellish it with this

kind of work." I had some difficulty in convincing people that

the bird, string, and oak branch and leaves, were carved out of

one piece of wood. It certainly was so ;
and to me seemed

easier to do than to carve them separately, and then join them.

Having finished some lithographic drawings in June, I took

the carved partridge, properly packed, to London, by way of

Hull. Left there by steam vessel at five p.m. on Friday (i6th

June); we had a rough passage an "awful night." I was ill

all the way. Arrived at the landing place at two a.m. on Sunday

morning, 9 hours late. At eight o'clock, took cab to my lodgings
in Greek Street, Soho. I had been two nights without having

my clothes off. Next morning, took my carving to Mr. Tomline's,

i, Carlton Terrace. I was shown through a long corridor ;

pillars on each side, and marble statues between them. Then
into a magnificent room, having a large painting by Murillo

placed there temporarily. For this he had given ^5,000. Mr.

Tomline showed me some of Rogers's carvings, and asked my
opinion about them

; they were clever, but not excessively so.

A gentleman in the room enquired if I lived in town. Mr.

Tomline replied, "No; he is a neighbour of mine." He gave
me leave to exhibit the carved partridge where I wished to do,

during my stay in town. The Secretary of the Polytechnic Insti-

tution was glad to allow it to be exhibited in their room. There

I saw youths drawing in chalk, only poor, I thought. Visited

exhibitions of paintings in Pall Mall and the National Gallery,
and at Mr. Vernon's house the paintings he had bequeathed to

the nation. After a few days, I took 'bus to Hampton Court;
had a pleasant ride through the pretty village of Kew, where we
crossed the Thames. Delighted to see Gibbons's carvings at the

Court they were better finished than his works at St. Paul's.

Soon after I got to bed, I had a severe attack of English cholera.

The landlady and the servants were very kind, but I was about

four hours before I settled, and was still ill when I got up next

morning, and not able to return to London until late in the day.
It was very mortifying ; I had stopped on purpose to take

sketches of Gibbons's carvings. There I was, in sight of the
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Palace, but utterly unable to go to it. I attributed my illness

to the badly-cooked ham and beef I had for my dinner the day
before. Although I was ill for several days, I went to see some
exhibitions of paintings by the old masters.

I took my carving from the Polytechnic, and left it at Mr.
Tomline's

;
and left London on Saturday King's Cross to

Peterborough from 7 a.m. to i p.m. As there was no railway,
I took the coach to Louth. It rained heavily all the way. We
outside passengers were wet to the skin. At Crowland, they

changed horses. I had a look at the Abbey. We crossed a

curious triangular i/fo^-^ bridge. The three points of the

arches rested in f^ three counties. At Boston, the

coach broke down, w and all the passengers were removed
to the new coach. Arrived at Louth at n p.m., being sixteen

hours after leaving King's Cross.

Mr. Tomline called in July (1848), and, after discussing the

subject, decided that I should not proceed with the work for the

church model. He thought he made a mistake in giving such

an order. He paid me 10 for what I had done, and 16 for

the carving of the partridge. As he made me a present of the

drawings I had made, I decided to carve a stud)' of flowers as

a present to him.

My eldest sister, Jane, after a long and painful illness, died

on the 1 6th September. In her dying paroxysm of pain, she

exclaimed, "Oh, my soul, tell me if this is death !

"
Yes, it was,

for she fell backwards in her bed, and died. She was only 34

years old.

When the group of flowers (to be seen all round) was

finished, I exhibited it in my window. I put on the case,

"T. W. WALLIS Fecit. 1848." It attracted as much attention

as the partridge did. I had spent four weeks carving it. About

this time, I visited Derbyshire, taking my study of flowers with

me, hoping to submit it to the Duke of Devonshire. Sam Hill

went with me. We stayed with his cousin, Tom Bunting, at

Millthorpe, near Dronfield ;
he was a miller and farmer. After

a time, Mr. Bunting drove us over the Tops (of the moors) to

Baslow, six miles ;
then we walked a mile to the Hall. I

unpacked my carving at the "Angel Inn." The landlord in-

duced me to show it to two gentlemen who were staying there.

They were officially engaged in making a geological survey of

that district. Professor Philips and Sir Henry Delaroche were

the gentlemen. They admired it, and said I rivalled Gibbons.

I had the mortification to learn that the Duke of Devonshire was
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from home ;
also his steward, Mr. J. Paxton. We had a ramble

over the charming grounds, and visited that part of the house

which is open to the public. I was not allowed to sketch any
of the carvings without an order from the Duke, but made a

careful examination of them, especially the so-called " Master-

piece" the point-lace cravat and dead woodcock. It is a clever

work, but not without faults, as it appeared to my eyes. I had

to correct the statement of our lady-guide, who said it was carved

out of one piece of wood ;
it is in three pieces, and I showed her

where the pieces were joined. It is in a glass case, about thirty

inches high.

We stayed a few days with Tom Bunting ; he was a fine

man, physically and mentally. He and his three brothers were

noted wrestlers and fighters ; they were never beaten in any
encounter. On leaving, Mr. Bunting drove me to Sheffield

;

thence I took train to Hull, staying there a few days, taking some
likeness-sketches. There met a Scotch girl, Miss Anderson,

niece to my Aunt Emerson. She remarked that it seemed all

the Lincolnshire people were related to one another. On my
return home, I wrote to Mr. Tomline, asking his acceptance of

my study of the carved flower group, in return for his present

to me of the drawings of the church I did for him. In reply, I

received the following note :

"
SIR, I feel very much obliged to you for your offer of a

finished study of fruit and flowers, which I accept with much

pleasure. I would rather you sent it to i, Carlton Terrace,

where it will be seen more than it would be in the country, and

more appreciated.
Believe me, yours faithfully,

Riby Grove, Grimsby, GEORGE TOMLINE."

1 5th Nov., 1848.

Mr. Tomline was much pleased with this study of flowers,

etc., and ordered two more studies of dead game : one, the

golden plover, and the other, the snipe, woodcock and red-legged

partridge. I composed a group of these, and made a careful

model of them. The way I proceeded was to make a skeleton

of the group in wood and brass-wire, fastened to a board, so as

to form a base for the various parts, and then proceed to add the

tempered pipe clay, having some Calais sand beaten into it
;

I

then worked up the model in detail.

During the summer months, I rose early one morning and
did a day's work at some cabinet carving, and at 4 p.m. went by
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coach to Panton Hall, Miss Leake's high-class school for ladies,

to make a drawing of the Hall. I made a rough sketch that

evening to determine the point of view to be selected. Miss

Leake thought my slight sketch was more like the Hall than her

lady-teacher of drawing had done after several attempts. Ladies

often fail to draw intended perpendicular lines truly vertical, and
miss the true proportion of the object drawn. Next morning, I

made a finished drawing, and received instructions to have it

engraved for letter paper.

Before the end of the year (1848), I finished my models of

the group and the golden plover (having a broken wing).

I studied the theory and practice of colouring in oil painting
from the translation of a book by a German artist, Hundertfund,
which seemed to convey correct knowledge on this subject.

I commenced painting a circle of the three primary colours,

from which all colours or tints can be produced : the circle is

designed to shew 864 tints, and only two colours mixed together,

the gradations being obtained by adding white. The number of

tints might be increased almost infinitely.

In June, I walked over to Squire Smyth's, Elkington, to see

my pupil (Mr. Smyth's niece), Miss Ouseland, and found that

she was making progress in carving. I gave her farther instruc-

tions, and would give her another lesson when she came to

Louth.

In August, I got to my dead game carving. In my diary I

recorded :
"

I am desperately short of money now ;
I am put to

great inconvenience. I recently received a little money, but not

enough to pay my debts. This distresses me. I often have to

be a gilder. Sometimes I think I shall fritter away m)' life in

nothings do so many different things I cannot hope to do any-

thing very well. At present, I do not see how I can alter my
mode of employment. I must go on with the gilding, etc., as

the main staple of my paying trade. To succeed in carving and

painting, I should do nothing else, and work hard at that
;
for I

fully realise the force of the saying of Sir Joshua Reynolds, in

his lectures on painting :
" That God does not give excellence to

men but as the reward of earnest labour."

In September, I finished my carving of the golden plover.

As near as I can tell, I have worked upon this five weeks. It

has been in progress about seven months ; there is great waste

of time in leaving off and starting again so many times. After

this, I commenced carving the group of three birds. I put the
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plover into the window, mounted on a back-ground of dark

velvet
;

it attracted great notice, and received unlimited praise.

Having close-bosted my group of game, ready to commence
the finishing, I put it aside, and proceeded with my drawing of

the interior of Louth church. Whilst making this drawing in

the church, the droll, deaf sexton, James Smith, over eighty

years old, asked me my charge for taking his likeness with his

spade and keys, etc. I said,
" Five shillings."

"
Well," saith

he,
" You must do it as cheap as you can ; and if you should

happen to die, I will give you a spade deeper." A curious

promise from a man over 80 to one under 30. My view of the

interior I drew on the stone, and had it successfully printed.

In the autumn, the record of deaths from cholera in Hull was

3,000. Trade was in a most deplorable state, the greatest

distress everywhere. Cholera cases were prevalent all around

the dwelling of my parents, but they escaped. About thirty

died each day, amongst them, my old friend, Professor Warenne.

In reply to a letter of mine, I received the following :

"
SIR, The Duke of Devonshire is now in Ireland, and does

not return to Chatsworth this year. In the spring he will be in

London. I will then procure you an introduction to him. I

will thank you to forward the carving (plover) you have completed
for me to my house, i, Carlton Terrace, London.

Yours,

GEORGE TOMLINE."

i, Carlton Terrace, i3th Nov., 1849.

As recorded in my diary (Nov. lyth, 1849),
" a terrible

explosion occurred on the premises of Mr. W. Armitage, chemist,

Eastgate, killing five persons himself, his father, a youth, and

two women wounding others, and burning down the building.

Mr. Armitage had invented some detonating signals for railway
trains

;
he was pressing forward an order, and drying them in

an ordinary oven. Some of the victims were literally blown to

pieces.
" How very soon," I wrote, "all this will be forgotten.

In a few weeks, it will be spoken of only incidentally ;
a little

longer, erased from the memory. But however humiliating this

may be to our vanity, it must be so from the nature of things :

the duties of life are so imperative that they leave but little time

for reflection upon such subjects."
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Towards the end of the year, there was much talk about a

great exhibition, to be held in London in 1851. I wrote to the

Secretary to the Commissioners for certain information, and
received the following reply :

"9, ST. SWITHIN'S LANE,

Nov. 27TH, 1849.
"
SIR, I am in receipt of your letter of yesterday's date,

and in reply beg to state that no time has yet been fixed, but I

have no doubt that in about two months the whole particulars
will be fully advertised.

Yours obediently,

D. W. WIRE."

On enquiry, I was informed that I should be eligible for the

prize in Artisan Class III. wood-carving at the Exhibition of

the Society of Arts, London, in 1850. I wrote to ask Mr.

Tomline's permission to exhibit the " Plover
" and group of

" Fruit and Flowers," and received the following reply:

"
SIR, I received last night, after post time, your letter of

the 8th, and am happy to meet your views as to the exhibition of

carving at the rooms of the Society of Arts. Pray, do exactly
as you think best. I think you had better send your work directly

to the rooms of the exhibition
;
when that is closed, they can be

forwarded to i, Carlton Terrace.

I am, yours faithfully,

i, Carlton Terrace, GEORGE TOMLINE."

nth Dec., 1849.

I prepared from my cash book the following particulars of

my accounts ; but this has no reference to business stock, or

domestic furniture, which was all paid for :

TABLE OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1847. l848 - l849-

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received as per Cash book ... 172 3 o 247 2 4 167 8 4

Domestic Expenses 65 15 5 67 8 10 61 17 8

Balance for business purposes ... 106 7 7 179 13 6 IO5 IO 8

Cash in hand, close of the year i 16 4 4 13 6 i g 6
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DETAILS OF DOMESTIC EXPENSES :

1847. 1848. 1849.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Food & Drink Weekly average on 8 on i'6 on 7-4

,, TOTAL
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Having sent my cases of carving to London, and not hearing
of their arrival, I wrote to enquire about them, and received the

following reply:

"SOCIETY OF ARTS, LONDON,

JAN. IOTH, 1850.

"SiR, I beg to acknowledge the receipt of yours of the

8th inst., and to inform you that your cases, containing wood-

carving, have been safely received at the Society's House.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

T. W. Wallis, Esq. W. ELLIS, ASST. SEC."

After this, I worked on the group of game. At the top, I

introduced a branch of the nut tree, with leaves and fruit, from

which the group is shown to hang by cawed strings, all worked
out of a single piece of lime-tree wood. I could only keep to

this work during daylight, making very short days, so that the

total time I put to them appears excessive.

Very spirited preparations were now being made for the

Great Exhibition in the following year. A committee was formed

in London which annulled a temporary contract made between the

Society of Arts and Mr. Mundy, contractor, who had offered to

find ^"100,000 for prizes, the building, etc., and take all risks, on

condition that he should receive two-thirds of the profits of the

exhibition. Shrewd Mr. Mundy!
In 1850, it was decided, after many discussions, to have

newspapers in the reading room of the Louth Mechanics' In-

stitution. A similar proposition had been rejected in 1848. I was

elected hon. "curator," being on the committee of management.

The exhibition at the Society of Arts opened on the 2ist of

March. From the printed reports in the London papers, it

appeared that a week previously a select party, including
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Prince Albert, who was president of the society, had a private

view of the exhibits. About the end of the month I heard of

the success of my carving exhibited there. W. R. Emeris, Esq.,

brought the news to me: at that particular time, I was engaged
in the most menial work of a boy in a gilder's workshop viz.,

crushing, or grinding whiting with a roller on a stone slab, pre-

paratory to using it as gilder's whiting and size, with which all

wood-work is prepared in the early stage of the gilding process ;

my shirt sleeves were folded up, my hands and arms all dusted

with powdery whiting. Whilst thus at boy's work, I was hastily

called to the front shop, to see Mr. Emeris, who was delighted
to inform me that my carving had been honoured with the silver

medal of the Society of Arts, and that a special prize of 5 had

been awarded to me for the unusual excellence of the work. I

had such a humble opinion of my work that I could scarcely
believe what I heard, though I felt sure that Mr. Emeris was

incapable of exaggerating even when he told me that my works

created quite a fuvove of admiration, and that Prince Albert

remarked that they were equal to the best examples of Grinling
Gibbons's work.

To satisfy me as to the award, Mr. Emeris went to his house

to fetch the official catalogue, and there I saw, in print, the fact

recorded. I was delighted with this result, and the good people
of Louth rejoiced even more than I did, saying it was quite an

honour to the town ! 1 had some correspondence with Mr.

Tomline, and Mr. Colson, the model-room keeper of the Society
of Arts, on this subject.

This success, and the preparations to hold a Great

Exhibition of all nations the following year, induced me to devote

the remainder of the year to carving. My idea was to compose
and carve groups of flowers, corn, fruit, birds, etc., to represent
the four seasons ; but I could not readily decide on what scale

this should be carried out. Spring, Summer, Autumn, and

Winter, was a large subject. During April, I was much engaged
in making carved studies from nature of individual flowers and

fruit, to be used for my proposed
" Seasons."

During this month, I completed the group red-legged

partridge, woodcock and snipe for Mr. Tomline. As near as I

could tell, I worked at it eight weeks, including the modelling in

clay. It wras begun in December, 1848, and not finished until

the 2oth April, 1850.

I was invited by the Mayor, Mr. Goe, to attend a meeting
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at the Town Hall, to meet Mr. Sidney sent by the Royal
Commissioners to form a committee to aid the proposed Universal

Exhibition of 1851. I attended this meeting,, and when I heard

Mr. Sidney and others use my name prominently, and honourably
hold up my reputation as a prize winner, as a special reason why
a committee should be formed, I -was conscious that I blushed

most painfully. A committee was formed, including my name,
to arrange for a public meeting. Next Sunday, about 10 a.m.,

I met Vicar Mantell in my walk ; he stopped to talk about my
prizes ; he knew my despondent condition ; he thought this

should cheer me, without letting it puff me up. No, I thought,
it will not do this, but will give me more reliance upon myself.

I made arrangements to secure my studies for "
Spring."

I received permission to make full use of Miss Ansell's garden,
and to fix a temporary bench in the green-house. Here I carved

a group of Cactus flowers, 7 inches bold, and a study of the

vine branch and young fruit, 2 ft. 6 in. long, 13 in. broad, and

5 in. bold.

Two strangers called upon me whilst I had the group of

game in my show-shop window; one of them was H. Laxton,

Esq., a well-known London architect. They assured me that

there was " not another man in England who could do anything
so good as my group of game. It exceeded, (so they said),
"
anything Grinling Gibbons ever did."

Saturday, the i8th of May, was a day of days to me. I had

written to Mr. Tomline to ask if I should send the "
group

"
to

him in London, or allow it to wait until I went to town the

following month. He replied wishing to have it sent to him at

once, and in his letter enclosed a cheque for ^100, as payment
for the group. It was a sumptuous breakfast for me. Having

spent seven years in doubt and difficulties, suddenly and un-

expectedly now was placed at my disposal a sum of money that

set my head, my heart and my hands at liberty. I wrote in

reply :

" LOUTH, i8TH MAY, 1850.

SIR, I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your cheque for

100, in payment for the "group of game." I do not know

how to express my thanks to you for your prince-like liberality.

You have, indeed, removed a load of difficulties that have long

pressed heavily upon me. I will take the carving to London at

once, and unpack it at your house.

I beg to remain, Sir, your obedient servant,

G. Tomline, Esq. T. W. WALLIS."
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Proceeding to London, I delivered the group at i, Carlton

Terrace. I had a long conversation with Mr. Tomline
;
he paid

me 2.5 for the " Plover
"

in addition to the 100 for the group,
and gave me leave to exhibit them at the Great Exhibition. I

again thanked him for his kind patronage. Amongst the many
"
Galleries," etc., that I visited during my stay in town, I

included the Society of Arts, where I saw my own carving. I

was incog. I heard the flattering remarks of visitors about them.

The other wood-carvings shown were very poor, of no merit

whatever. I also visited St. James's Church, Piccadilly, and

made a few sketches from Gibbons's carvings.

Next day I went to Chatsworth, and arrived at the
" Golden gate

"
before the time visitors were admitted n a.m.

I applied for a longer time to view Gibbons's carvings. The

housekeeper sent a housemaid to take me at once to them, and

spend as much time as if I had gone over the whole apartments.
I asked my guide if I might make a few sketches

;
this was

against the Duke's orders, but my guardian angel yielded, and
said she would stand at the door so that no one should see me,
and I might do as I liked. I made a few hasty sketches and
memoranda. Afterwards, at my request, she sent me a par-
ticular flower and leaf, and the name supplied by the gardener.

Seeing Chatsworth was like having the wonders ofthe world before

me. Leaving this fairy land I made my way to Hull, and thence

home to Louth.

For some days after this I was poorly, having done too

much in seeing Exhibitions and in travelling during the week
I was away from home, but I soon recovered and got to work

again. I had free access to every garden in the town and

neighbourhood, to use any flowers or anything they had, for my
studies. About the middle of June I decided I had taken

sufficient for "
Spring." I spent about five weeks in carving

forty or fifty specimens for it, and these I thought enough. I

made the design in chalk, 4 ft. 6 in. long, 21 in. wide, and about

12 in. projection. Just as I was sketching a few lines on the

lime-tree block, Mr. James W. Wilson sent for me; he had

obtained an order from the Marquis of Exeter to allow me to sketch

from Gibbons's carvings at Burleigh House. I first went to

the Priory and took a sketch of a lamb's head, front and profile.

In the evening I put together my sketching materials, and the

next day, Tuesday, went to Burleigh House, and spent the rest

of the week studying old Gibbons, and seeing the grandeur of

this beautiful establishment. I took many sketches, including
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one of a dead canary, carved by Demontreueil, a celebrated

French sculptor in wood. His manner of work is different from

mine ; it is very beautiful, but there is a certain trickiness in the

details of the -feathering, which is very effective. I felt that

studying here was, to me, equivalent to a visit to Rome, or any
continental city rich in art work. Apparently I had studied

the finest wood-carving in the world, so that 1 knew what others

had done before me. Individual studies of flowers and fruit

appeared but child's play to me, but I had to prove that I had
skill in grouping.

As questions afterwards arose as to the length of time I

was occupied in carving
"
Spring," it is desirable to make

the following extract from my diary :
"
July 7, 1850. During

last week I made a study of a Lamb's Head in lime-tree for my
work ; also have roughed out the centre group of my design for

"
Spring." I anticipate it will take me nearly all the time*I have

at my disposal before the works have to be sent in to the Great

Exhibition, to complete this one " Season." I shall take my
Autumn studies, and that will be about all I shall accomplish.
It costs me much in thought. I find it difficult to satisfy all my
wishes. I have made a rule that I will refuse anyone to come
into my workshop whilst I am engaged upon this work ; they
must wait until my design is entirely worked out, then I will

give them an opportunity of seeing it." Almost directly after

this was written, I became an invalid and confined to my bed ;

whilst there I received the following letter :

" SOCIETY OF ARTS, ADELPHI,

JULY 6TH, 1850.

"
SIR, The Society of Arts having awarded you a Medal for

your Wood-carving, I shall be obliged by your informing me by-

return of post your name exactly as you would wish it to appear

on the Medal.

I am, Sir,

Yours truly,

Mr. T. W. Wallis. GEORGE GROVE, SEC."

I replied by giving my name in full. On the i3th I received

a letter as follows :

"SOCIETY OF ARTS, 18, JOHN STREET, ADELPHI,

JULY I2TH, 1850.

SIR, I am happy to inform you that the Council have

awarded you the Society's Silver Medal for your Wood-carving,
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and Monday, the 22nd inst., having been fixed as the day on

which the awards are to be distributed, I have to request you
to attend here, either personally or by proxy, on that morning
at ten i o'clock.

I am,
Your obedient servant,

Mr. T. W. Wallis. GEORGE GROVE, SECRETARY."

Although still an invalid I decided to go to London so as to

be present on the day named in this letter. I went on the iSth;

we stayed at Peterborough long enough to enable me to see the

beautiful Cathedral. In London I lodged at 6, Macclesfield

Street, Soho. I visited several art collections, also St. James's
Church, Piccadilly, to have another look at Gibbons's work :

he had great art in pu-tting together separate pieces of carving,
so that at a distance they look like one piece of very bold

carving : there are no very light or delicate parts, everything

being larger than nature. I called upon Mr. Tomline: he gave
me two orders, one from Sir John Cathcart for a Golden-Plover ;

and one for a Heron, for the Rt. Hon. General Edward Lygon
(afterwards Earl of Beauchamp), so that was satisfactory.

Monday, 22nd July. This was the day the Society of Arts

Prizes were to be awarded at John Street, Adelphi. By my
card of admission I had to be there at half-past ten a.m.

;
it was

after two o'clock before the proceedings terminated. Before

going upstairs I walked round the Exhibition, and saw the 129

competing designs for the Medal to be given in 1851 ; many of

them I thought poor work, and but few very good ones. The

prizes awarded for these were about equally divided between

the English and foreign competitors. Our exhibits and prizes
were taken into the large room upstairs, where the meeting was
held. The Chairman and Council sat on a raised platform ; the

body of the Hall was filled with a fashionable company, and
those to whom prizes were awarded (39 in number), were placed
in a curved seat behind, being divided into groups : (i) Manu-

facturers, (2) Fine Arts, (3) Chemistry, and (4) Mechanics. My
number was 15. After the report had been read, and speeches
made by Messrs. Hawes, R. Redgrave, R. A., and Scott Russell,

we were called upon individually to receive our medals. The

Vice-President, Lord Colborne, who was in the chair, explained
that His Royal Highness, Prince Albert, had been prevented
from being present by the death of H.R.H. the Duke of

Cambridge. As we were severally called upon we had to

advance up the central path of the room, make a bow to the
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chairman, receive the medal, repeat the bow and retire. It was
rather a trying situation for weak nerves ;

I did not feel abashed,
but firmly took my part, and was loudly cheered by those

present, and personally complimented by many. The thought

suddenly flashed across my mind that for many years past much
of my time, even up to the [then] present, had been employed
in the menial work of a gilder's boy ; at best I was only
known as a humble tradesman in a small town ; and here I was

receiving the plaudits of a London audience, and compliments
from those high in the world of Art ! After the meeting the

Secretary paid me the money-prize awarded for the special

excellence of my carving. Next day I removed my exhibits and

returned home.

I received the following letter :
"
25TH JULY, 1850.

" DEAR SIR, I attended the Society of Arts on Monday last,

and saw you but was not able to get near you. In answer to

yours wishing to know the names of the papers I am interested

in, they are the Architect, a weekly publication, and the Civil

Engineer and Architectural Journal monthly. I have written a

paragraph for the former, and will get the same inserted in the

Weekly Dispatch. After I saw you at Louth I wrote a few lines

and had them inserted in the Architect in the following week,

and shall be most happy to write any other, should occasion

offer. I am, dear Sir,

Yours very truly,

Mr. Wallis. HENRY LAXTON."

On resuming work at home I continued carving studies

from nature, as well as proceeding with my large work
"
Spring/' I had to leave it for a few days to carve a special

bread-platter for Mrs. Burton, (Somersby Rectory) ;
it was

intended as a wedding-present to Alfred Tennyson, the poet.

It was carved out of a section of a sycamore tree, grown at

Somersby, the poet's native place ;
and was carved the end

way of the grain a difficult and laborious work. The design was

of wheat, with a ribbon entwined ;
on which, in raised letters,

the following inscription wa&carved :

"
Sycamore from the lawn

of Somersby Rectory." In the centre of tbe plain part was

carved a wreath of laurel, and the poet's initials.

In September, not being satisfied with the light in my then

workshop, I had a sky-light put up in the room I had hitherto used

for drawing, and fixed my bench there. I thus had a beautiful

light to work with at my carving, and it was more adapted for
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winter. I calculated that I had twenty weeks left in which to

finish the work. I carefully examined what still remained

to be done, and roughly divided it into parts, and allotted a

given time to each part, to use up the twenty weeks. But I

found the close-working of body and mind was, at times, too

much for me ;
I worked as long as I could stand, then occasion-

ally fainted, and at such times the Doctor had to be sent for.

A long illness at this juncture would have been fatal to my
intention to complete

"
Spring

"
in time for the Great Exhibition.

I learned that my old master, Mr. Ward, and his wife,

died in November (1850) within a fewdays of each other. There is

something very touching in the fact of a man and his wife dying
so nearly together. About this time I engaged a wood-carver,

Pickering, who was able to do all ordinary work, thus leaving me

entirely free to work on "
Spring." On the 8th of November,

a meeting of the local committee for the Great Exhibition was
held. The demand for "

space
"
had exceeded the supply, and

subscriptions were to be forwarded to London. Mr. James \V.

Wilson objected to sending any money, if my demand for wall

space was refused. Mr. Wilson had seen my work in progress :

he was an exception to my rule, as he had a fine artistic judgment.

My Doctor was very attentive to me, but, in spite of that,

illness, now and then, kept me in bed a day or two : the strain

of close work was very great, leaving me almost exhausted.

Amongst the intending French exhibitors there were 218 who
had received the Gold Medal at home, and against some of

these I was about to pit my humble efforts ! On the 24th

November, I sent a description of rny proposed exhibits for the

Official Catalogue : the commissioners then awarded me the

space I applied for.

At the very urgent request of a friend I allowed Mr. Fluke,

of 29, New Bond Street, London, to see my work in progress :

he was a dealer in bronzes, etc. He talked largely of London,
and of Rogers,

" the magnificent carver;" he seemed surprised

when he saw what I had in hand, but still sang praise to

Rogers ;
he advised me to make a choice present to the Queen

and fix in London !

I received an order to carve a book-case for Punch's

Library from Mr. Brooks of Cheltenham, including Punch,

Judy, Toby and grotesque figures. I designed all details for

this and put Pickering to carve it under my supervision. Up
to this point I found that the time I had spent in making the

rough studies, and working on the trophy
"
Spring," was about
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24 weeks. My practice was only to work at it during daylight

which, in winter, meant very short days. I dared not waste a

day from this work lest I should not finish it in time ; but the

rest I had on Sundays was very refreshing. At all times I

lived very abstemiously.
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As the events of this year constitute the most important

epoch of my life, I have, for this chapter, extracted from my
diary, with but few modifications, a full account of my doings

during this time.

The past year had proved an eventful one to me ; as

recorded in the preceding pages, I had risen, as though by
magic, from being a humble gilder to be an artist as Sculptor in

wood. I had long felt I was capable of doing good work if I

had the opportunity, though I thought I had done nothing
more than what every man might do if he tried as much as I

had done. Perhaps the chief difference in men is in the power
of application.

In reply to my enquiry I received the following letter :

" GREAT EXHIBITION OF THE WORKS OF INDUSTRY OF ALL

NATIONS, 1851.

President: H.R.H. Prince Albert, K.G., etc.

Office of the Executive Committee, Exhibition Building,

Kensington Road, LONDON, 4TH JANUARY, 1851.

"SiR, I am directed by the Executive Committee to

acknowledge the receipt of your letter of yesterday, and to say
that instructions will be sent to you in a few days. Due notice

will also be given when you can arrange your fittings.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

DOYNE C. BELL,
for Digby Wyatt, Sec."

T. W. Wallis, Esq., Upgate, Louth.

Corresponding with Mr. S. C. Hall, at his request I sent

him a drawing of "
Spring," which he had engraved, and

published in the " Art Journal."
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I finally finished this work on the 4th of February (my
birthday), and got it into the brass frame made for it

;
and

then spent a week in making a full-sized detail drawing in black

and white chalk, on tinted paper from the carving. James W.
Wilson called and was delighted with the completed work. In

his opinion there would be nothing in the Exhibition, or in the

world, so good. How ridiculous I thought this, and tried to con-

vince him to the contrary. "Punch's Library
"
being finished, I

put it in the shop-window ; it created quite an excitement
; the

crowd stood four or five deep to get a look at it.

About this time, Paxton Hood delivered two lectures in

Louth, on " Wit and Humour," and " Labour and Literature."

After the lecturer had dwelt upon the leading features of the

second lecture, he referred to a shop-window in the town, where
he had seen a beautiful specimen of wood-carving, the "Golden-

Plover," &c. He described the "feathery bird, the downy
plumage, the beautiful branch from which it was hung, etc.

He had understood that the artist had known difficulties
; he did

not know the gentleman himself," and was proceeding to make
further remarks when a cry ran through the room " He is here,"
" He is here." Two men seized hold of me and wanted me to

stand up. I refused to do so. The cheering and stamping was
vehement. How confused I felt ! After I was thus pointed out,

delicacy forbade the lecturer to say more on the subject. He
called upon me the next day, and afterwards said to a friend he

thought the man was more remarkable than his work.

I arranged for packing the carving and the plate-glass the

front was 66 in. by 33 in., the sides 66 in. by 14 in.
; the back-

ground of the case was covered with purple velvet. I placed it

in a proper position for the people to see it, when admitted. As
near as I can tell, this large work of Spring took me eight

months or thirty-four weeks.

I issued a lithographic circular inviting the gentry to see

this carving on the jyth February, and the general public on the

two following days. Not less than 67 persons called the previous

week, alleging that they could not come at the time appointed.

I arranged that Casson, my gilder, should be in the front shop
to take the autographs of the visitors in a book provided for that

purpose. 1 would not have more than six or eight persons at

once in my room upstairs. On Monday 219 visitors were

admitted, who kept me talking all the day showing the carving,

my finished crayon-drawing, and the original first rough design.

The next day the crowd began to gather soon after breakfast
;
I
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had two men and two women downstairs, and could with diffi-

culty keep order. Twice we had to lock and bolt the doors to

keep the crowd out
;
the whole of the lower part of the house

was squeezed full of people, and both the front and back doors

were besieged by the crowd ; hundreds went away unable to

obtain admission
;
some glass and a model of mine were broken

in the crush. Not less than 557 names were entered in the

visitors' book for this day.

But I resolved that I must reduce the pressure to some
kind of order. With the best intentions a crowd may do mis-

chief. For admission on this, as on the previous day, no charge
had been made. On the second day some of the visitors left

small coins with my assistants below, amounting to i os. 8d.

But on the select day not a sixpence had been left. On Tuesday
evening I issued a hand-bill as follows :

" Mr. Wallis feels

compelled, in consequence of the great rush of people to his

rooms, to make a charge of 6d. each to visitors admitted to see

his carving for the Great Exhibition Tuesday evening, i8th

February, 1851."
We were all nearly worn out with the fatigue. On Wed-

nesday my assistant charged 6d. for admission, and required
visitors to enter their names in the book

; 361 names were

so entered. The three following days about 90 names
were entered each day, a total of 1.466. Towards the close of

the last day Mr. Tomline's footman called to see the carving,
and to inform me that his master would visit me. He came and

was delighted with the work, loud in its praise, and very kind to

me; so long as I chose to exhibit this he would lend me all the

pieces of carving I had done for him. I knew not how to thank

him enough.
On the Monday following I packed up the carving and the

glass separately. I had to lock the door to keep visitors out.

The next day I started for London, having arranged with the

railway company that my three large packages should travel in

a horse-box. Some of my admirers went to see me oft. I had

three hours' stay at Boston, so went to see the interior of the

famous "
Stump," and, although not very well, I went to the

top of the tower, inside the open lantern 365 steps. I was very
tired before I got to the bottom again. I arrived at King's Cross

at 8 p.m. Took cab and drove to Mr. Tomline's, i, Carlton

Terrace ;
left the " Plover

" and " iris
"

there ; then to my
lodgings, 6, Macclesfield Street, Soho, and to bed. The following

morning on to Carlton Terracj to pack up the "
Group of
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Game." The butler fetched me a cab, and I at once took the

cases of dead game carving and the " Iris
"

to the Crystal
Palace. The officials found on reference to their book that the

additional space I had applied for had been granted. My cases

were duly received and passed on to a party of soldiers (sappers
and miners) who wheeled them away to the place appointed for

British goods. I then took cab to King's Cross (4 miles distant),
obtained a spring cart to convey my large case to the building ;

again deposited the cases in the proper- place, and glanced round

that wonder of the world " The Crystal Palace."

Then by cab to my lodgings, took my luggage, called at

Buck's, Tottenham Court Road, to buy some carving tools
;
on

to the railway (King's Cross) station in time for the 2 p.m.
train, and arrived at Louth at 8 p.m. after an absence of only

34 hours.

Before this visit to town I had had a fine heron sent me. I

preserved it until my return, and then made a careful model of

it, full size, making the wood and wire skeleton in the usual

way. The model showed the bird suspended by both legs, having
one broken wing hanging down as low as the tip of its long
beak. Length, about 4 feet ; width, 2 feet, 6 inches

;
and

projection about 12 inches.

I was represented in the Exhibition by the following works

(i) Spring; (2) Group of Game; (3) Golden Plover; (4)

Group of Fruit and Flowers ; (5) The Iris ; (6) The Vine

Branch a study ; (7) A Plate of Fruit and a few small articles.

The Exhibition Committee announced the3ist March as the

time to commence unpacking the exhibits. I went on the 2gth,

but found it was impossible to proceed with unpacking, so re-

turned. Whilst in the building about 700 painters struck for

more wages ; the shouting was like an invading army taking

possession of a conquered city. Outside I saw about 70

conveyances, waiting their turn to deliver their goods into the

building; some waggons having 30 or 40 packages. One waggon
had 12 big horses, having for its load a mass of granite from

Scotland, 25 tons. Imagination, fancy, romance never painted

such a picture as I saw that day. I wrote to my wife that she

was " to tell our friends that I was not afraid of comparing notes

with Rogers, judging from what I had seen." I found the

" Carver to Her Majesty
"
very courteous and friendly. Being in

London when the Census was taken, I was counted in the great

City population ; and on leaving St. Paul's on Sunday morning
was numbered with the members of the Church of England.
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I received the following letter :

" EXHIBITION OF INDUSTRY, HYDE PARK, LONDON,

APRIL lyTH, 1851. CLASSES 30 & 28.

"
SIR, I am instructed by the Executive Committee to

inform you that the packages sent in by you have been removed
to the immediate neighbourhood of the place they are to occupy,
and I am to request that you will attend yourself, or cause an

agent to be present in the .building not later than the aist inst., in

order to unpack and arrange your articles, and remove the packing
cases. You will have the goodness to bring this note with you,
and apply for admission at the hardware door of the Building.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

C. T. THOMPSON, Superintendent."
Mr. Wallis.

A card of admission (No. 7207), available only until 25th

April, 1851, signed:
" M. DIGBY WYATT, Secretary," was sent

to me.

I proceeded to London to comply with these instructions.

On the 2oth April, I wrote home as follows :
" The Queen is

to open the Exhibition on the ist of May. It would do you

good to hear the talk about my carvings, and from the provinces,

too, they exclaim. Here, in reference to wood-carving, an

opinion is expressed that mine will hold the highest place.

What do you think of that ? I cannot add any more. I am
now in the building so busy that I can barely live ! I arranged
with a carter to take charge of my packing cases until the

close of the Exhibition. There is great confusion amongst the

host of goods packed and unpacked. It required several hours to

go through the formality of having our empty cases taken out of

the building. I borrowed 4 or 5 men from the contractor to fix

my exhibits (a list ofwhich I have given on page 93). There

is much talk about a carving from Ipswich ; it is cleverly

executed, but full of faults. There are some specimens that

make one blush for the poor fellows who have done them.

Perry of Taunton, Rogers, and myself, are nearly all together.

Rogers's carvings are nearly all patchwork ; butterflies are

introduced, having wire for their antennae and legs. The
old gentleman came up to me all smiles and open-hand,

saying :

' We Londoners cannot afford glass cases ; your lime-

tree is a beautiful colour!' (My works were in glass cases).

Much of his work is stained and varnished. I felt a little
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impatient with his politeness. One of the officials, on seeing my
carvings, said he did not wonder at my being fidgetty about

them being unpacked ;
the carving of the dead game was most

exquisite ; superior to any marble sculpture he had ever seen ;

there was not, he was sure, and would not be, anything in the

whole Exhibition, British or Foreign, equal in merit to these."

My "
Spring" caused a general buzz through the building.

Many spoke to me in this strain "Neither Austria's vaunted

carving, nor anything else there could be compared to mine."

Much as friends in Louth talked about my work, I little expected
such a result in London.

I again met Mr. Rogers, and helped his men to fix some of

his exhibits. I noted some flowers, etc., mounted on wire

great shams ! Nothing of this kind was to be found in the

Austrian or French exhibits
;
there all was real, substantial and

beautiful. Batsford's " Hawk seizing its prey," was very good ;

the fault of it was that he had tried to show the form of every
feather this is not true to nature as we see it. To properly
obtain the effect of the softness of plumage, to give relief to the

bold raised feathers, the rest should easily run into each other,

each feather being shown by a slight swelling towards the end,

and made to appear to spring from the skin, and sparingly and

tastefully veined this gives softness of plumage.

During my stay in London I think I saw nearly all the

wonders there including the Italian Opera. I heard the

address of Father Gavazzi, whose action was marvellous. I

returned home on Saturday, 26th April. I soon began to have

indications that I should receive some orders, as the following
note shows :

" Mr. Baring having seen at the Great Exhibition some

sculptured dead game by Mr. Wallis, which he thinks very
fine as a work of art, would be much obliged by his informing
him whether it be sold, and, in case it should be still at Mr.

Wallis's disposal, what would be his terms. His address is

The Hon. Francis Baring, 15, Pall Mall, London."

[gth May, 1851].

In my reply I said the dead game subjects were sold,

but that I should be glad to take his order. I also had enquiries

from Lord Carrington, H. M. Farquhar, J. Webb and D.

MacDougall. I received the following letter from Sir Charles

Anderson :

"
SIR, It is with great satisfaction that I saw Lincolnshire
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taking the lead in the Crystal Palace in the art of Wood-carving.
There is nothing that I saw approaching your dead game and

flowers in truth and delicacy of execution. As you were not

there when I enquired on the two mornings I spent in the

Exhibition, I send these few lines to Louth to say that if I can

be of any assistance to you by writing to any persons I may
happen to know connected with the Exhibition, I shall be glad
to do so.

I remain, yours truly,

C. H. J. ANDERSON."
Lea, nr. Gainsboro', i6th May, 1851.

A gentleman of rank wrote to the Stamford Mercury :

" All the objects of art from Russia and Paris are not yet

unpacked, and there may be something to compete with the
' Lincolnshire Gibbons,' but I much doubt it, and it is an honour

to our county to possess such a genius."
"
Really," I wrote,

"
I do not know that I understand all I

hear ;
I have need of all my common sense to keep me sober-

minded amid such intoxicating language. There are, in the

Exhibition, wood-carvings that may be thought more inventive

designs than mine, but I have not yet seen any that rank higher
as works of art, in my department. I feel disappointed at

this, for I expected to learn much." I went to London on the

2oth May and re-arranged my exhibits lowering "Spring" so

that it stood upon the counter. I met Mr. Tomline there ; he

hoped I should sell "
Spring," but if not he would purchase it

at the price named, 200. This set my mind at rest on that

account. He had thought of writing to me, but was afraid of
"
turning my head." I told him I had learnt to be proof against

excessive praise. Near my exhibits I had the honour of meeting
the Duke of Wellington, and receiving a military salute from

him in response to my respectful salutation. I also saw the

Queen, the Prince of Prussia, and the Duchess of Kent in the

foreign departments. Mr. Rogers put up a vulgar-looking sign

over his carving his name, address, and "Carver to the

Q,ueen
"
painted on it. Next morning the Sappers and Miners,

by order of the executive, took down this great black-lettered

sign-board. He does not want provincials to throw a shadow

upon the "
Queen's Carver."

I was strongly advised to take a shop in London, but I

decided not to do so. I arranged to dispose of my general

trade, and give all my time to carving. I was talking to a

Belgian about their fine carvings of dead game, etc., but he
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said they were not so good as some in the English department
from Louth. How curious ! Indeed I was overwhelmed

with compliments. The}' looked upon my work as having
redeemed England from the brand of incapacity as far as taste in

wood-carving went.

Perry, of Taunton, published a circular about his work,

stating'at the close " Wm. Perry was the executor of the most

important parts of the carving in Her Majesty's cradle, which
has attracted so much admiration." Perry placed this statement

on a large cardboard near his vase, and near the cradle, adding
that he had executed others of Mr. Rogers's best works, and, as

this was never contradicted, its truth may be accepted.

During this visit to the Exhibition, some French visitors

were very enthusiastic in their praise. I was afraid the men
would kiss me, they were so happy to see the artist who could

do such carving. Last year one had seen, in Paris, some dead

game carving which he thought the finest that had been produced,
until he had seen mine. I received many invitations to dinner,

to tea and supper, but I declined them all. I met Sir Joseph
Paxton, the architect of the Crystal Palace, and steward to the

Duke of Devonshire, who had admired my carvings. I received

an order for a Golden Plover from Sir John Stuart Hippesley.
He would use his influence to obtain patrons for my work. I

refused to sell my vine branch, though 15 was offered for it.

I agreed to make a copy of it.

My works were very honourably noticed in the Builder of

May 24th, 1851. I had an order given to me for the Italian

Opera, where I saw the Iron Duke. At Mr. Field's house I saw
a fine specimen of carving by Demontreueil.

On my return home, I made the necessary changes in my
business, and purchased a good house in Gospelgate for ^300.
On the i3th July, I wrote to Dr. J. Alderson, No. 20, Berkeley

Square, London, with reference to my connection with the Hull

Mechanics' Institution, in the founding of which he and his

father had taken a very active part. I received a kind reply.

In his letter he said :

"
Having had the occasion to address a letter to Lord

Carlisle, I enclosed your letter to his lordship, and I here copy
that part of his reply which relates to yourself: '/ return the

enclosed with many thanks. The modesty of Mr. Wallis most agreeably

accompanies the rare merit of his productions.'
1

If you come to town
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and have time to call in Berkeley Square, Mrs. Alderson and

myself will be most happy to receive a visit from you.
I remain, dear Sir,

Very truly yours,

JAS. ALDERSON."

In July I was in London for five or six days with my wife

and friends
; we were all much wearied when we returned home,

having seen so many Exhibitions, Theatres, etc. After a few

days' rest I proceeded with the study for Sir. J. S. Hippesley.
About this time Vicar Mantell brought the Bishop of Lincoln to

see me ; he had heard so much about my carvings that his

curiosity was excited to see me. He told me I was classed with

Gibbons, and paid me many spiced compliments which were

becoming quite oppressive.

I received a friendly letter from Geo. Tomline, Esq., who,
after kindly suggesting that I should secure an annuity for

myself and my wife, continued :

" You must bear in mind that the greater your success in

your profession, the more certain you are to have rivals, and

though everj'body will admire your work, it will not be everybody
who has the means of purchasing them. I have no doubt of

your success as long as your health lasts, and I have only
written these remarks to remind you that this is the time to

provide for your comfort in those days, which I believe and hope
are far distant, when your eyesight may begin to fail you.

Believe me to be, yours faithfully,

GEORGE TOMLINE."

T, Carlton Terrace, i4th July, 1851.

In removing to my new house, on the 24th July, 1851, I

looked at many things that I must part with, as though I were

parting with good and valued friends. I felt like a ship-wrecked

sailor, who, floating on a great timber raft, deems it necessary,
for its proper management, to abandon all but one piece, and

is not certain that the selected piece is calculated to bear the

rollings of the sea so well as some he is abandoning. However,
to use a trite saying, I had drawn the sword and thrown away
the scabbard.

I limit my record of the Exhibition to my personal experience.
I studied all the best wood-carving in the building. On one

occasion I was much pleased with a Frenchman's exhibit of a

mantel-piece, which had dead game introduced amongst other

ornaments. I expressed my admiration to the French lady in
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charge, and she said :
"
Yes, they are very much admired, but

they are not considered so good as those by Wallis of Louth."
I walked away without saying another word, and the good lady
did not know that she had been talking to " Wallis of Louth."

I received the following card :

THE GREAT EXHIBITION.
" The articles contributed by Mr. T. W. Wallis, Louth,

Lincolnshire, are noticed in the Morning Chronicle of this day,

August 6th.

Morning Chronicle Office, 332, Strand."

The following is a copy of the notice, under the head of
"
Carving in Wood "

:

" The specimens we shall select are of widely different kinds,
and some of them show rather capabilities for subservience to

ecclesiastical purposes than any intentional aim at an ecclesi-

astical character. By far the most remarkable carving in the

Exhibition belongs to the last class ; we allude to the exquisite
works of Mr. Wallis, of Louth, in whom, though unknown to

fame, common consent has recognised a worthy successor and
rival of Grinling Gibbons. The specimens exhibited by this

able artist are not ecclesiastical ; they consist of a most elaborate

alto-relievo of foliage, flowers and birds, intended to allegorize one
of the four seasons Spring and of some dead game, carved

with wonderful delicacy and truthfulness. But they display the

greatest possible skill and mastery of his art, besides pure taste

and feeling, and we have no doubt that Mr. Wallis will find

ample employment in the boudoir and library."

The Commissioners applied to me for leave to take photo-

graghs of my works " with the view of their being inserted in a

select number of copies of the Jurors' Reports, amongst the

most important objects exhibited." My "
Spring

"
was

beautifully drawn by a skilful artist for the work issued by M.

Digby Wyatt containing about 150 of the finest specimens of

the Exhibition. Harrison Weir drew my dead game subjects

for the Illustrated London News. In one of the daily papers

appeared an article on wood-carving, as follows :
" For the

exact imitation of the subjects of nature, Mr. Wallis stands in

the foremost rank. His subjects of dead game are perfect

masterpieces; the plumage has the lightness and delicacy of

nature so well portrayed that it seems as if it would yield to

the slightest pressure. His large design of spring flowers,

birds, etc., carved in lime-tree wood, deserves great praise."
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The Morning Chronicle had notices of my " articles
" on the yth

and nth August, in German and in French
; they closed their

remarks by saying :
" all wood-carvings in the Exhibition must

yield the palm to Mr. Wallis of Louth." Lo ! it sounded to

me like fiction. I appeared to be in a waking dream, though
the dream began in my boyhood. After a long slumber I

rubbed my eyes and found myself famous.

I received an order for a group of game, three birds similar

to Mr. Tomline's, from Russell Gurney, Esq., 37, Russell Square.
He paid a deposit of 30 half the price, and if I wished it, he

would send me a cheque for any of the remainder before the

work was completed. He acted in the kindest possible manner
to me.

Mr. Wetherall, a foreman in one of the London shops,
wanted to know how many men I had employed to execute
"
Spring." I told him the simple truth, that the whole work

was done by myself, including the original studies from nature,

the design and every part of the execution, excepting a few

days' merely mechanical work. I saw he did not believe me
;

he was still more staggered when I told him I had done it all in

about seven months, but whoever reads these pages will be

satisfied that I spoke the exact truth. Afterwards I wrote to

Mr. Wetherall, and he sent me a wood-carver, James Mackie,
who proved to be very useful for general work.

In the prize paper headed " The Exhibition as a Lesson, of

Taste," published in the Art Journal, for September, 1851, by

Ralph N. Wornum, in Division V. ("Carving and Modelling")
after speaking of the numerous examples from Austria, Germany
and France, the writer refers to M. Leina.rd's landscape carving, and

terms it laborious idleness, or laborious trifles, and adds :

" but

we do not include among them Mr. T. W. Wallis's, of Louth,
two groups of birds, notwithstanding in elaborate and tasteful

finish, and delicacy of execution, they may rival anything in the

Exhibition."

I obtained permission from the Executive Committee and

Sir J. S. Hippesley to exhibit my last executed Golden Plover,

to refute the assertion that I could not do any more studies as

good as the earlier ones. After fixing this in my "
space

; '

it

attracted renewed attention. The reporters were always on the

alert, and in a few days I received a card to say that my articles

were noticed in French in the Morning Chronicle of the igth

September, as follows: " Les sculptures en bois de M. Wallis,
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de Louth, consistant en fleurs et gibier, ont excite a 1' Exposition
une curiosite meritee. Le meme artiste a expose hier un pluvier
mort. Le merite de cette piece surpasse celui des autres qui
ont deja obtenu tant de succes."

Just as I had finished fixing the new Plover, a French lady
was pointing out my carving to one of her countrymen, who
wore spectacles. He appeared much pleased with my work,
but said little. The lady turned to me and asked :

" Are

you Mr. Wallis ?
"

"Yes, I am," I replied. She then
introduced me to M. Leinard, of Paris, the carver of the beautiful

Boar Hunt, etc. I was delighted to meet him. The lady acted
as interpreter to us. I wished to go with him to look at his

carving again ; when there he removed the glasses so that I might
be better able to see his fine work. I asked many questions, and
learned that he modelled all his best works, carving from the

models, as I did. One small piece took him eighteen months, off

and on, to execute, and ten months' continued labour. The Boar
Hunt (landscape carving] was sold for 180, and another piece for

^"108. He was much surprised when I told him I carved my
"Spring" in less than twelve months, (really in about seven).
He thought "I must have worked very hard !

"
I told him I

should like to be his apprentice for one year. He raised his

hat with true French politeness, and invited me to call upon
him if I went to Paris.

After leaving the building I called upon Superintendent
Pierce at his office

;
he had the entire management of the police

department, and always preceded Her Majesty when she visited

the Exhibition walking backwards. He showed us his hand-

some medal presented to him by the Queen's command, and he

also showed us a very curious sight, the articles lost by visitors

to the Exhibition, and brought by the police to his office
;

numerous boxes and drawers full of pocket-handkerchiefs, each

folded and labelled with the date on which it was found, etc.,

to prevent any false claim
;

a box full of purses, containing

money ; another full of brooches, shawl pins, bracelets,

spectacles, in fact nearly every possible thing that visitors could

lose even two ladies' petticoats !

I travelled home by night, leaving King's Cross at 9-15

p.m., and arrived at Louth at 4 a.m. on the igth September.
In October I visited London again, at the close of the Exhibition.

I made known to some of my friends the change I was making
in my business, and had some kind letters in reply. G. Field,

Esq., wrote from Ashurst Park, Tonbridge Wells, saying :
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"
I wish 3'ou well, but do not neglect your general business

for things of fine art. You may prosper by the former you will

starve, with honour, by the latter !

Yours faithfully,

4th October, 1851. G. FIELD."

I need not refer to all the orders I received, but at the close

of this book I will give a list of the chief works I have executed.

1 dined in one of the four dining rooms of the Exhibition.

It is impossible to convey an idea in a few words of the scene

presented 250 hungry men were striving to get their share of

food in the few minutes allowed. I thought this one of the most

amusing certainly one of the most animated parts of the

Exhibition. The same scenes were kept up for four hours, the

actors being changed every quarter of an hour.

I arranged with a joiner to repair the case for "
Spring,"

and to renew the broken glass. On Wednesday, October i5th,

the Great Exhibition closed. The formal closing was simply a

great crush of people. The crystal fountain was removed, and

a platform erected in its place. Every approach to the platform
was blocked by a mass of men extending a long distance down
the main avenue ;

seats in the front were reserved for ladies.

The galleries were thickly lined with anxious faces. Just at

twelve o'clock the band and choristers struck up the National

Anthem, the crowd joining in the chorus. Prince Albert, the

Royal Commissioners and the Jurors entered by the south door

amid loud cheers. The after proceedings were a mere dummy
show, except to a comparative few, as we could neither see nor

hear anything. The ceremony was all over by one o'clock.

Lord Canning read the report, Prince Albert made a speech,
the Bishop of London offered a prayer, the band and the

choristers performed some sacred airs, the people cheered, and

the proceedings terminated.

Next morning I took cab to Stamford Hill to call upon
Mr. A. Vardon, who had given me an order for a carving of a

Plover, to be seen all round. He showed me some beautiful

Flemish figure carving. He would give me ^"50 for the work
I to produce the best result I could.

During the day whilst walking along Dean Street, Soho,

someone following me, said :

"
Well, Mr. Wallis I am happy to

see that we both stand together." It was my Exhibition

neighbour, Mr. Rogers. I said I did not know what he meant,
" What !" he exclaimed,

" have you not seen the list of the
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Prize Medallists ?" And when I said :
" No, Sir," he added :

" I am glad to have the pleasure to be the first to tell you."
He invited me into an adjoining tap-room to find our names as

Prize Medallists in the morning paper. We had a glass of

mild porter on the strength of it. He evidently expected to

have held an inferior position to mine, as far as the award of

the jury was concerned, and was therefore pleased that we " both

stood together." He tried to find out what I meant to do in

the future, but I did not satisfy him.

After this I hunted up the joiner and his man to pack up my
carvings. We learnt that the cases were in a warehouse in the
"
Adelphi Arches;" the boy led the way through some sub-

terraneous passages, large vaulted arches, which go under some
of the principal houses in the Strand, or the Adelphi Terrace,
where the occupiers were revelling in all the luxuries of modern

civilization, whilst beneath their gilded rooms lay a host of

depraved beings wallowing in filth and degradation. We found

our way through these arches 25 feet wide, 12 feet high the

darkness increasing at every step. The ground was covered

with a red-looking dust, several inches thick, and at every step
clouds arose. As we advanced I saw in the angle of a turning,
in the dim light, a female eating walnuts her appearance was
most repulsive, strong and swarthy, and of a colour but little

relieved from the sombre wall behind her ; she was talking to a

degraded-looking man whose appearance was in keeping with

the foul place and his dirty companion. This place, to which I

unexpectedly found myself a visitor, was reported to be one of the

most depraved and disgraceful places in London men, women,
and children herding together during the night like so many
cattle. However, I found my packing cases, and had them
in the building about 3 p.m., and quickly packed up all

my smaller carvings. Friend Rogers and his youngest son

were there, full of chat. He requested one of my joiners to take

down a piece of carving, as he was on the ladder close by ;
in so

doing the clumsy man let it fall on the counter and it broke into

many pieces. I was very sorry: but Mr. Rogers said "never

mind if all the pieces are there," for :

" If it were not for putty, paint and glue,

What should we poor carvers do ?
"

This conveys a fair idea of the way in which Mr. Rogers builds

up his carved trophies, but my carvings are quite independent of
"
putty, paint or glue." Mr. Rogers playfully criticised some

of my flower carving, and then said :
"
now, Mr. Wallis, I have
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been speaking freely of your work, come to mine and blow me
up as hard as you like, find fault with me as long as you wish."

I was silent and declined his invitation. After a pause he said :

" this Exhibition has been a point for you, Mr. Wallis, and it

has been a point for me. I can tell you that after this I shall go
ahead, I suppose you will ?" I quite understood he was trying
to gather if I intended to fix in London

;
I did not intend telling

him anything about my future movements. I thought young
Rogers (age about 16) would know me next time, if staring
hard at one would give that knowledge.

Mr. Rogers, sen., inspected my study of the vine branch
when I took it down. An esteemed friend of his had said about

this " that he thought that study of the vine branch was the

most artistic piece of work in the Exhibition." There was a

label upon it with my name. He said :

" will you favour me, Mr.

Wallis, by cutting off that label and letting me have it ?" I

looked hard at him and said "Sir, )'ou are joking." "Nay,
indeed I am too old to joke," he replied,

"
I want it for a friend

who is collecting scraps of the Exhibition, and who admired

this study so highly that I can assure you he will prize it very
much." I cut it off and gave it to him, with some of the wood
with it.

'

Well, that makes it more valuable and this is your

writing ?" " Yes." " That makes it all the better." I was much
amused at this folly. But we parted with each other in a very
amiable mood. After going through elaborate formalities,

I took out of the Building all my carvings, except "Spring,"
and safely deposited them with my agent. Next day, lyth

October, I sent men to fetch the case for "Spring" and

packed the carving and the glass outside the building, as my
large packing case was refused admittance. And after removing

my brother's Side-board back, I bade adieu to the Great

Exhibition.

I bought a London Gazette containing an official list of the

Jurors' awards to the Exhibitors. In class 30, which was the

highest class, only four large Prize Medals for \Yood-Carving
were awarded, viz : M. Leinard, France

; C. Geerts, Belgium ;

W. G. Rogers and T. W. Wallis, England. The awards could

not make any relative distinction of the works, but it is partly
indicated in the headings thus " W. G. Rogers, Designer and

Producer,'" and " T. W. Wallis, Designer and Sculptor."

In Volume II. of the Official Catalogue, page 825, the

following entry occurs: No. 89: "Wallis, T. W., Louth,

"Lincolnshire, Designer and Sculptor
"

Spring
'
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"
represented by the grape buds and apple blossoms, with

" accessories boldly carved. This group is represented in
" the plate 107. A group of dead game, Partridge, Wood-
" cock and Snipe. The Golden Plover, with ivy branch."

" A group of fruit, flowers and. corn. This group is

"
represented in the plate 108. The Iris Plant. A plate of

" fruit. Each study is from nature and carved out of solid
" lime-tree."

In the report of the Jurors, class XXX., page 694, Carvings
in Wood, it is remarked,

"
among the Wood-Carvings, which

may be considered purely as works of Fine Art, are (i) those of

T. \V. Wallis, of Louth, Lincolnshire, (No. 89, p. 825). This

artist has represented various kinds of dead game with a true

feeling for nature, and with an extraordinary mastery in every
detail. He is also entitled to the greatest praise for his carving
of a mass of vine leaves, which is executed with the most

minute and scrupulous imitation of nature, without losing the

characteristics of a true plastic style. Prize Medal, class

XXX., 89, p. 825."

I returned to their owners the studies that had been lent

to me, and to Lord Carrington the Iris which he had purchased
for five guineas. Lady Carrington was delighted with it

the poor old Iris that had been buffeted about for ten years, and
then had found such a resting place as this ! Leaving

"
Spring

"

packed up, with my agent, I returned to Louth on the 24th

October, taking with me sundry small articles from the

Exhibition.

On November nth I went to Riby Grove, Mr. Tomline

having directed that his carvings should be sent there, and I

unpacked them. On my return I finished Mr. Gott's Plover,

and sent it to him at Leeds before Christmas as agreed. I

found it difficult to obtain large blocks of lime-tree wood free

from defects. I commenced carving the Heron on two different

planks and had to condemn them both. I also modelled the back

of a Plover for the study to be seen all round.

In December I attended a committee-meeting of the

Mechanics' Institution, when Mr. Bogg, surgeon, gave an

account of the proceedings at Lincoln of the delegates from

the Lincolnshire Institutions. The Earl of Carlisle was in the

chair. His Lordship spoke in high praise of my works, and

after dinner again referred to them, by mentioning a conversation

he had had with M. Leistler, to whom belonged the magnificent
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Austrian furniture. His lordship was complimenting the

Austrian on the beauty of his carving, when M. Leistler said :

"
I can tell you I would rather I could say that I had done the

work exhibited by Mr. Wallis, of Louth, than the carving in all

these rooms (four Austrian rooms fitted up in the Exhibition)."
This was highly gratifying to me. Towards the close of the new

year Mr. Tomline rode up to my door and alighted, his groom
taking his horse ;

he entered the show-room and congratulated
us on our new house. He wrote me a cheque for ^"200 he

was very kind and pleasant. I paid Messrs. Goe and Wilson
the balance due for the purchase of the house ^"270, and & 6s.,

their charge for making the conveyance.
On the i yth January, 1852, I received the Medal from the

Commissioners of the Exhibition. It is a beautiful work of

art. The design, by L. W. Wyon, is Britannia crowning the

Industry of the world as represented by four figures Europe,
Asia, Africa, and America. On the reverse are medallions of

the Queen and Prince Albert
; my name is on the outer edge.

The motto is
" Dissociata locis concordi pace ligavit." This is a

line from Ovid's Metamorphoses, 1.25, where the poet is

describing the work of God in creation. The following is the

meaning :

"
Things sundered by space He (i.e. God) united

in the bond of peace." It was fondly hoped that the Exhibition

would inaugurate an era of lasting peace. History will have to

record that since that time war, and preparations for war, have

been the chronic state of all civilised nations.

I proposed to insure my life for ^500. Dr. Banks examined

me for the " Sun
"
Insurance Office ; he could find nothing the

matter with me, but I was a highly nervous man, and the office

refused to grant a policy to me. Evidently a mistake as far as

the office was concerned, for here I am, well and hale, 46 years
after their refusal.

I received the following letter :

"
SIR, The assurance contained in your letter of the 2ist

ult. that I might look forward to the possession of one of your
beautiful studies of Autumn has afforded me much gratification,

and I fear I shall be impatient to welcome it to its new home.

I shall take pleasure in having it hung for sometime in a public

Gallery in the cit)' of New York, where it will doubtless prove
attractive to lovers of art. I enclose draft for ^"5, which, if

not satisfactory, shall be at once increased. Advices of its safe

arrival will oblige. Yours, &c., ADAM R. SMITH."

Troy, New York, U.S.A., i4th Feb., 1852.
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When this was completed in the following year, I forwarded
it to its destination, and Mr. A. R. Smith sent me a cheque for

$ more than the amount (^40) agreed upon.
Several gentlemen were desirous of having a good specimen

of my work, to be the property of the town of Louth. I was to

think it over the subject and the price. The result will be
recorded on a later page. About this time I read Dr.

Channing's works, which gave me great pleasure.

I sent the group of game to Russell Gurney, -Esq., and on
the gth May I received ^"35 from him, and the following letter :

37, RUSSELL SQUARE, STH MAY, 1852.
" DEAR SIR, I am delighted with my birds. I have added

5 to the amount (60) agreed upon for the order. I will

return the packing case.

Truly yours,
RUSSELL GURNEY."

This I duly acknowledged with thanks for his approval and

generosity.

In August I received my illuminated Certificate of the

Prize Medal I was awarded by the Exhibition Commissioners,

signed :
"
Albert," and a copy of the Jurors' Reports. The

Louth Committee had paid to the Commissioners the sum
of ^"28 55. 3d.

The following extract from my diary refers to my manner
of life at this period :

"
I live a very regular, temperate

life
;
one day may be taken as a fair sample of the rest of my

working days. I rise about 6 a.m., then water the plants and
do a little gardening. Breakfast at eight, and start work at

8-30. At eleven go out for a sharp walk into the country close

at hand, then back to my carving. Dine at one, have very
little meat

; take an hour for dinner, and from two to five carve.

Then tea, half-an-hour ; I seldom eat anything at this meal,

taking only two cups of tea without sugar, then work until

seven. Then downstairs to write letters, do gardening, or go
for a walk. Supper at eight, having a small portion of meat

and bread, and one glass of bitter beer. After supper, read,

write, or sketch, or if friends come in, chat, and to bed about

ten o'clock."

A gathering in my upper left eye-lid caused my eye to be

very weak, and prevented me working. On the gth September
I went to see the result of a very curious accident. Two horses

in an omnibus took fright in Gospelgate, ran away, turned down
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School House Lane, the driver fell off, and the 'bus and two

horses were precipitated into a sunk area, not more than five

feet wide and six feet deep, and fourteen feet long, in front of

Mr. C. Parker's house in Westgate, carrying with them, in the

rush, the iron railings and another horse that became entangled
with the 'bus horses ; the third horse was found to be under the

other two in the area, the 'bus on the top of all ! This having
been removed, the horses were taken into the house, having flesh

wounds, but otherwise uninjured.

I was one of a Committee, in connection with the Mechanics'

Institution, who formed a Lonth Mutual Improvement Society, one

rule being that every member, taken alphabetically, was to

prepare a short paper as an introduction to a discussion. The
first paper I read was entitled :

" On the use and intention of

this Society." Another of my papers was entitled :
" Was the

Philosopher, the Merchant, or the Soldier the most useful

member of Society ?"

Mr. A. T. Rogers, President of the Louth Mechanics'

Institution, and myself were appointed delegates to a county

meeting of Mechanics' Institutions, held at Boston, at which the

Earl of Yarborough, Lord Worsley, and Mr. Estcourt, M.P.,
were present. After dinner, speeches were made in reference to

the best uses these Institutions could be made to serve.

I finished the " all-round
"

dead game carving for Mr.

Vardon, and received instructions from him as to forwarding it,

and also an answer to a letter I had written, asking for permission
to show it to Prince Albert. The Hon. Charles Grey wrote to

say that Prince Albert" would be very glad to see my Carving at

Windsor Castle. His Royal Highness would have named Buckingham
Palace, but the Court will not go there to remain until the month of

February. Windsor Castle, November jth, 1852.

As no day was fixed, I wrote again asking His Royal
Highness to condescend to name a day and hour for my
attendance at Windsor Castle. I did not reckon upon any
Royal patronage, but I thought it would serve my purpose to

keep my name before the public. In a second letter from
Windsor Castle, i5th November, 1852, Colonel Grey in-

formed me that I might send my wood-carving any time during
the week, but His Royal Highness could not fix any day, or

promise to give me an audience.

However, I decided to go to London, taking Mr. Vardon's

carving; left home on the lyth November, travelled all night;
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arrived at King's Cross at 3-30 a.m. Many were going to town to

see the grand procession at the Duke of Wellington's funeral,

which was to take place on the following day. I left my luggage
in the cloak room, took cab to my brother's lodgings, and had
two or three hours' sleep. We got up about eight o'clock, and
went out without breakfast, except a few biscuits. We took

our stand on some steps in the Strand, opposite St. Martin's

Church, and waited there three hours before the procession came
in sight, it was one hour-and-a-half in passing us. The

military part of rank and file was eight picked men from every
available company.

By invitation I took the carving for Mr. Vardon to the

Society of London Wood-Carvers, who passed a formal vote of

thanks to me for allowing them to see this work, and said I had
done more to raise the character of wood-carving than any other

living man.

Next day (Friday) my brother and I took it to Windsor,

leaving by Waterloo Railway Station. We could not book

further than Staines on account of the floods. The train was

stopped at Ashford. We took 'bus (2 miles) to Staines, but our

troubles increased. We hired an old "
fly" and drove through

water all the way to Windsor. We entered the long walk

three miles long in a straight line, with magnificent trees on

each side, and the ground covered with rich brown heath. It

was very picturesque with glimpses of horned stags here and

there. At the end of this walk was an equestrian statue of

George III., in bronze, raised high on a rugged, rock-like

pedestal. At the other end of the walk was the huge castle, with

the flag flying to indicate that the Queen was there. Every
entrance was guarded by sentinels. We approached the

Queen's Gate-way, and then were driven to another side of

the castle. I settled with the driver. As we had business

with Colonel Grey we were directed to the Norman Gate. I

asked one of the sentinels which was the gate ;
he seemed as

much astonished as if I had asked him to solve a mathematical

problem. I found a man who appeared to live by conducting

parties about, and he led us to the Norman Gate. The porter

was informed that we had an appointment with Colonel Grey.
We were directed to a certain room, my brother and I carrying
the box. We went through so many dark and long passages
that I began to think we must have descended into the bowels

of the earth, but at last we found a footman in waiting upon
Colonel Grey. I sent in my card. Colonel Grey was at lunch
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would see me in half-an-hour. I unpacked my carving.

Edward went with the guide to see the state rooms. Several of

the domestics came to look at my work
;
one exclaimed : "Well,

if I were the Queen, / would reward the man who had done

that," (not knowing that he was present). I enquired of the

footman whether any ceremony was required if I had audience

with the Prince ?
" No," he said,

"
you will find him a perfect

gentleman, make your obeisance and answer any questions he

may put to you, and address him as your Royal Highness."

Colonel Grey soon arrived
;
was very pleasant, and told me the

Prince, no doubt, would be pleased to see this, but he would

not express any opinion ; it was his rule to avoid appearing
invidious ; he had many things submitted to him, and if he gave
his opinion upon them it might, according to the degree of his

praise, give a preponderance to one above another. I said that

I had heard His Royal Highness had been pleased with my
work, and I thought it would gratify him to see this. "

Yes,

the Prince has spoken of your carvings to me," he replied,
" and

has admired them very much." Several questions were asked,

and I agreed to leave this work at the Castle until Monday ;

possibly the Prince would wish the Queen to see it. There

were many foreign Princes at Court then. Colonel Grey said

the Prince would see it that afternoon, and the Court would have

an opportunity of seeing it next day.

The footman in waiting led the way back : he showed me
the royal kitchen, about 50 feet long by 25 feet broad. I gave
him a hint I was faint for food. It was then 3 p.m., and I had

eaten nothing except a biscuit since my poor breakfast. He
took me into the servants' hall, where about 100 dine every

day, and I had some bread and cheese and Windsor ale. In

going to the Lodge we descended some steps, and had a good
view of the beautiful grounds, though they had suffered much
from the floodings. We could see Eton College. We waited

for the chapel opening at 4-15. Though it was nearly dark

we saw sufficient to induce us to pay another visit. One
stained glass window had 75 figures in it below the springing of

the arch. As we could not return by the way we came, we
took train on the Great Western to Paddington. We travelled

with a very interesting passenger a Major of the Scots Fusiliers.

I had observed him at the Castle : he had regular official

business there in connection with Prince Albert, being Sergeant
in the Prince's regiment. He was as fine a man as ever I saw ;

tall, broad-chested, of a ruddy complexion, in the prime of life;
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an intelligent, clear-headed, stout-hearted man. Amongst other

things, he told us that there were 12,000 troops in the procession
the day before ; that they marched eight abreast, each company

sending that number of picked men. He himself had been on

horseback fourteen hours. At my lodgings I wrote some
business letters. Next morning I took an order at Ackerman's

to see the state rooms at Windsor.

On Monday I rose about 5-30 a.m., and had a good
breakfast in Westminster Road. I walked through Belvidere

Road, over Hungerford Bridge, St. Martin's Lane and Oxford

Street took 'bus to Paddington Station and took a return

ticket to Windsor ;
a vast tract of country was under water. I

called upon Colonel Grey at his own residence ; he informed me
that the Court was so full of company that Prince Albert had

not a minute to call his own, and he did not think he could

grant me an audience. Then, after going to the Castle, 1 was
informed that H.R.H. was then in his room preparing to go out

with a shooting party ;
I might wait and take the chance of an

interview when he passed to his carriage ; it was very uncertain.

Well, an hour elapsed, then the footman requested me to follow

him ; he whirled through passages as fast as I could follow him ;

I expecting the audience to come at last. The footman banged a

door open, and shouted at the top of his voice " Mr. Wallis."

I walked in and beheld the Hon. Colonel Grey ; hope had been

so strong within me that I felt disappointed at last. But I could

not help thinking what a fool I was to risk any measure of my
happiness upon the caprice of a Prince. It was not that I

attached so much importance to the mere fact of having an

audience, but I had set my mind upon accomplishing this

interview and failed to do so. To fail in anything I undertook

vexed me. Well, Colonel Grey said H.R.H. was sorry he

could not spare a moment to see me, but my carving had been

sent up to the Queen and the Court, and it was very much
admired indeed, there was but one opinion about it. Some

questions were asked as though H.R.H. intended to give me an

order. However, there the matter rested. I took my carving
to the waiting room, where I re-packed it. Again I carried my
box through the long passages, and left it in the care of the

porter of the Lodge. I entered my name and address in the

visitors' book. The attendant in livery remarked upon the

name :
"
Well, it is strange, Wallis again." I told him my

brother was there the other day perhaps some other Wallis

also. I was only allowed to see four state rooms, the rest being
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fitted up for company. There was to be a large dinner party
there that night. Vandyke's portraits in one room were very
fine. On one canvas there were three faces of Charles I., taken

to work a bust 'from a front, profile, and three-quarter face.

The portraits of Queen Henrietta, too, were very fine. The

carvings of Gibbons there are inferior to those at Chatsworth
and Burleigh. I went to the top of the great tower, 150 feet

high from its base, and 250 feet above the river. Thence to

the Royal Chapel, which is a splendid place. On the oak

panelling are small brass plates coats of arms of all past
K.G.'s. Most of the stained glass windows were designed by
the Quaker painter, West. The large east window is magnificent.
It "is very old. Thereof is very fine too; it was finished in

Henry VIII. 's reign. He and Anne Boleyn are buried here
;

also nearly the whole of the Royal family. The Royal vault is

under the altar
;
to enter it they have to take up part of the

floor of the church and then enter an arched passage which
leads to it. There is much good oak carving in the church.

The gates are beautiful specimens of wrought iron work by
Quintin Matsy. The most noticeable monument is one by
Bacon, to the memory of Princess Charlotte, wife to the then

King of the Belgians many figures, some enveloped in drapery,
all in marble. The cost of the whole was ^"90,000.

After leaving the Chapel I went to the Royal Stables, which

were very interesting. There were about 80 horses up at that

time. The saddle and coach horses were thorough-bred ;
their

skins had coats like the finest silk
;

one was a thorough-bred
Arabian. I saw the ponies used by the Prince of Wales, and

the four ponies, carriage and harness for the Queen when she

drove herself. There were the Russian drosche, and the carriage

given to the Queen by Louis Philippe, several Shetland ponies
and goats used for the youngest children, and one pony only 27

inches high, and 15 years old.

I left Windsor with my valuable luggage at 2-30 p.m. On
Tuesday I took my "all round" study of the Golden Plover,

etc., to Mr. Tomline's
;
he thought it the best piece I had done,

and wished it to remain on his table a few hours, as twenty or

thirty gentlemen would be there shortly, including Mr. Gladstone,

Lord Joscelyn, the Duke of Newcastle, and other noblemen,
members of the " Houses." They met at i p.m., and did not

separate until 4 o'clock.

On Wednesday I took Mr. Vardon's work home. My price
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was 50, but he generously made it 60 guineas. We rode to

the city together in a 'bus, and he went to the Bank in Lothbury
to get the cheque cashed, and bade me good-bye. Whilst at

his house he gave me a commission to carve a group of three

birds to be seen all round. Neither time for execution nor

price was named
; he hoped I should live to do it, and he to

receive it. Next morning (25th November) I returned home ;

I rose at 5-30, shaved, washed, and had breakfast in Westminster
Road ; on to King's Cross. I noticed large tracks of land

under water near Peterborough. It was like passing through
the sea. Arrived at Louth at 2 p.m. after a week's absence.

Next day, though tired, I commenced roughing out one of my
game studies. About this time I worked eight-and-a-half hours

per day, though with gas light I made but slow progress, and
could not finish anything except by daylight. At Christmas

time my brother Edward came from London, and we went to

Hull together, being accompanied by my son, Wm. Emerson,

aged six, and also a hamper of good things for the old

home. I induced Edward to join me in paying a weekly sum
to our good parents, for my father was receiving a very small

weekly wage. On Sunday morning I heard Newman Hall

preach at the Albion Chapel, and returned home the same

evening.

I give tables of my Income and Domestic Expenditure for

the three years ending 1852, which now, and for some years

henceforth, was an increasing expenditure. My family, includ-

ing the servant, numbered six.

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1850. 1851. 1852.

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received as per Cash Book ... 202 16 2 540 6 u 290 6 6

Domestic Expenses 69 18 i 107 4 9 104 2 o

Balance for Business purposes 132 18 i 433 2 2 186 4 6

Cash in hand, close of the year 32 7 o 35 10 o 18 12 4

These tables are limited to the Cash Income, and Cash

Domestic Expenditure.
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DETAILS OF DOMESTIC EXPENSES.

DESCRIPTION.



CHAPTER XI.

PARIS EXHIBITION. MEDAL 1855.

(1853-1856). AGE 3 2 TO 35.

Having laid aside these papers for some months I resume

(1897) the story of my life. During this time I have been

working on three half-length (44 by 34) portraits in oil of myself,
full face, three-quarter face and profile ; the latter having the

spirit level and other surveyor's instruments as accessories.

The other two had one of my best pieces of sculptured wood in

the composition. According to the views of Thomas Carlyle,
I have been engaged upon an important chapter of my auto-

biography, for he writes (1854) :
" in all my poor historical

investigations it has been, and always is, one of the most

primary wants to procure a bodily likeness of the personage

inquired after ;
a good Portrait, if such exists ; failing that,

even an indifferent if sincere one. In short any representation,
made by a faithful human creature, of that face and figure,

which he saw with his eyes, and which I can never see with

mine, is now valuable to me, and much better than none at all.

Every student and reader of History, who strives earnestly to

conceive for himself what manner of fact and man this or the

other vague historical name can have been, will, as the first

and directest indication of all, search eagerly for a portrait,

for all the reasonable portraits there are ; and never rest till he

have made out, if possible, what the man's natural face was
like. Often I have found a portrait superior in real instruction

to half-a-dozen written biographies, as biographies are written,

or rather let me say, I have found that the portrait was as a

small lighted candle by which the biographies could for the

first time be read, and some human interpretation be made of

them
; the biographied personage no longer an empty impossible

phantasm, but yielding at last some features which one could

admit to be human."

My success at the Great Exhibition of 1851 carried with it

a sort of penalty, in the form of requests to contribute some of
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my works to every Exhibition that was held afterwards. I was
unable to comply with these requests as I was fully engaged

upon orders, working very closely upon the Heron, Bulrush

and Ivy, and was also modelling other subjects.

The people of the city of Boston, America, sent a sum of

money to the authorities of Boston, England, to restore a certain

part of the church known as " Boston Stump." Much old oak

(400 years old) was taken out of the part referred to, and the

Corporation had engrossed on vellum a form of thanks to the

American Bostonians, and requested me to design and carve a

frame in the old Church Oak for this address. My design was

Elizabethan in character and symbolical of shipping. I made

clay models for some parts ;
the pores of the oak were found to

rilled with some material as hard as iron, making the execution

very laborious. Early in March the completed work was
forwarded to Mr. Herrick, who wrote as follows :

"BOSTON, March 2ist, 1853.
"
SIR, I beg to inform you of the safe arrival of the " Boston

Address." The frame does you great credit, notwithstanding
the difficulties you have had to encounter by reason of the old

oak being so hard and shaky. It is much admired by all who
have seen it. I have taken out the address for the signature of

the Mayor, and the seal of the Corporation. It will be sent

away as soon as we hear from the American Minister (Mr.

Buchanan) in England, as to the best mode of transit to the

city of Boston, America.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

B. HERRICK."

This work was ultimately taken to America as part of the

luggage of Mr. Buchanan on his return.

The committee of the Louth Mechanics' Institution agreed
to purchase the old Mansion House of the Corporation for "850,

nearly half of which sum was subscribed by midsummer. I

decided to exhibit the " Heron " and other of my works in my
own room, and give the profits to this fund. Later in the year
a bazaar was held in the then Mansion House in aid of this.

The proceeds were : By admission, "126 los. By the stalls,

/497 i8s. 3d. Incidentals, \.~
t 25. Total, 641 los. 3d., and

^"430 by subscriptions, making a total of 1,071 IDS. 3d., nearly
sufficient to pay the purchase money and the cost of the alter-

ations. The committee entrusted to me the entire management
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of the alterations and decorations required for the Institution

and the Bazaar. The Institution was formally opened on the

22nd November, 1853.

On the i6th of June, 1853, the Earl of Yarborough laid the

foundation-stone of the New Town Hall in Eastgate. It was
made a general holiday a gala day procession of public bodies,

public breakfast, dinner, concert and ball, music, speeches,

dancing and fireworks at the Priory grounds. I was stoical

enough to work all day.

On the ist of July, S. Trought, the Mayor, laid the

foundation-stone of the Corn Exchange, on the site of the old

Guild Hall. An ordinary was held at the " Mansion House,"
which was still used by the Corporation.

Meteorology now engaged my attention, and I began to

compare the reading of my instruments with the daily records

issued from Greenwich.

After exhibiting the " Heron" and my other works for four

days in my own room, I had a room at the Hull Mechanics'

Institution, and had my carving on view there fora week; then

I proceeded to Manchester, hiring a room at the Royal Exchange ;

I had several letters of introduction to leading men there.

My wife accompanied me in these journeys. We were ten days
in busy Manchester. It is said there "

if an idle man is found

here, he is kicked out of the town directly."

I called upon Sir John Potter and others to whom my letters

were addressed. I felt profoundly sick of the duties I had

undertaken, but I found a purchaser, Thos. Ashton, Esq., for

the only work I had on sale a group of game (3 birds). On

being informed of its price he said: "I will give you seventy

guineas for that
;

I shall be here again shortly when 1 will pay

you for it." I also received orders from James Carlton, Esq.

By invitation I breakfasted with Mr. Doveston (the great

cabinet-maker), his wife and daughter, and he showed me over

his extensive premises. He pays in wages about 160 per week.

At the close of my Exhibition I sent the Heron and Plover to

their respective owners. On my return home I took many
studies from nature for my proposed design of Autumn. In

November I had a letter from the Hon. General Lygon (Earl of

Beauchamp), enclosing cheque (^194 5s.) for the carving of the

Heron. He expressed
" his perfect admiration of the beautiful

carving, which he considers far surpasses anything he has seen

of the productions of Grinling Gibbons."
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The winter of 1853-4 was very severe. The snow and S.E.

wind were so furious that the country people were deterred from

coming to market. In some districts the thermometer was 6 to

8 below zero; it was said that such a severe frost had not

occurred in this country since 1768-9.

In my journal I noted that about this time there was much
talk about beards and mustachios. Hitherto Frenchmen shaved

off the whiskers, letting all the rest grow. The English just

reversed this leaving the whiskers on, shaving off all the

rest. Now it was fast becoming the practice in England to let

the whole grow. I only shaved the top lip and a little of the

chin. Shortly afterwards I followed the practice so many were

adopting, viz. the discontinuance of shaving altogether.

The Louth Burial Board was authorised to raise ^"2,600

for ten acres of land for a cemetery, and the erection of two

chapels and a lodge thereon, to be repaid in twenty years,

requiring a rate of 2^d. in the .

In April we had, at the Mechanics' Institution, an excellent

lecture on Botany by Professor Balfour, of a very simple, yet

comprehensive, character.

I hired space at Sydenham Palace, and went there in

June to place my carvings. I met and spoke to Sir Joseph
Paxton a fine, manly fellow, full voice, and firm lips. Vast

preparations were being made for the opening on the following

day. Everywhere were heard the clang of the hammer, the

shriek of the saw, the painter's brush, and the upholsterer's

needle in active use. Navvies were wheeling soil, gardeners were

tending the plants ;
Paxton was directing the details. All

seemed in a furore. In the centre was a raised dais for the

throne, with a canopy about 50 feet in diameter, covered with a

scarlet cloth. Large mouldings and a Latin inscription, all in

gold, ran round it. Inside was a perfect hive of workers : men
and women fixing gold fringe, fleurs-de-lis, stars, national

emblems, etc. A vast number of seats had to be put up when I

teft at 3 p.m. Everything must be termed "thousands" to

assist the imagination to realize the full truth of this gathering.

The opening of Sydenham Palace on the loth June, 1854,

was so grand an event that I must make extracts from a

letter I wrote to my wife on the evening of that day:

" SATURDAY, 9 p.m.

Being too late to go out in quest of pleasure, I will describe

the ceremony of the opening of the Palace. I took 'bus to
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London Bridge by the City Road
; the jam of conveyances

increased every moment and there was a block near King
William Street ; we had to walk the rest of the way. At the

railway station there was a terrible crush of people, and on the

platform many a struggle, almost a fight, among the genteel folk

to find places in the carriages. Every compartment was

crammed, sitting and standing ; sixteen in a one-sided compart-
ment. Trains started every five minutes, commencing at 8 a.m.

Arriving at the terminus of the line, used for the first time that

day, many terraces and granite steps had to be passed before we

got on the same level as the floor of the building. The sun

broke out, lighting up the park, gardens, vases of flowers ;

monster animals from every clime, creeping, sleeping, rolling,

fighting here and there ; streams of human beings madly rushing

on, with gauze and silk and gold fluttering in the breeze; every
colour glittering in the sun

; and a landscape spread before us as

rich and varied in hue and form as any fair spot in this our

favoured England, to say nothing of the Palace, whose very

approaches are astounding. Its fairy courts, its classic sculptures,

its gorgeous decorations are all too vast to be described in a letter.

About eleven o'clock I obtained a seat in the gallery, one storey

high. The ceremony was not to take place before 3 p.m. Excite-

ment seemed to bridge over the time of waiting. Vast columns of

people were pouring into the building, wildly rushing on to secure

a seat ; policemen directing some here, some there, now scrambling,
now stumbling, in a very undignified manner the little

"gardener," Paxton, presiding over all
;
now this fine lady, now

thatfinelord.takinghim by the hand or linking arms, and he con-

ducting them to their seats. The centre transept was one vast

amphitheatre ; near the middle was the octagonal dais,

approached by nine steps, the platform being fifty feet across ;

on this was laid a rich Turkey carpet, upon which the chair of

state was placed. The rest, and the route to be traversed by the

procession, was covered with scarlet cloth. Behind the chair set

for the Queen, about one-eighth of the amphitheatre was

reserved for the orchestra, consisting of two military bands,

400 instrumentalists, and 1,400 vocalists. Over the dais was

suspended, from the girders, the beautiful canopy with gold and

blue cords, and at every angle a Prince of Wales' feather.

All the seats in my view at 1-30 were closely filled.

Officially none were allowed to go higher than the first floor

gallery ; above this there were five more galleries, the highest

going a round the transept at the spring of the arch. Not
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all the efforts of the police an army in themselves could

prevent people getting to the topmost gallery.

Every moment the brilliant effect of the scene increased.

Every seat was occupied ;
the prima donna in the front by the side

of the conductor, Costa. The Foreign Ambassadors, thirty or

forty in number, on the right of the dais, in their rich and
and varied costumes, the Austrian white, the Prussian blue and

gold cords and tassels ; the gay fez of the Turk conspicuous

amongst the rest. On the left were the Cabinet Ministers in

court dress, with their ribbons and stars and swords, and
little Lord John, though least in stature, not in importance;
the Duke of Argyle notable with his sandy hair. At the

angles of the galleries peers and peeresses and the " Lords
and Commons." The Lord Mayor and the civic functionaries.

Here you saw the curly head of Disraeli, there the grey heads

of old generals ; here and there fat dowagers, then some

skinny lords in court-dresses. Certainly the scene was very

exciting most imposing.

As Her Majesty entered the building the sun broke out

afresh, Queen's weather. The splendour of the array before us

exceeded everything I had ever seen, in painting, on the stage,

or in nature. The ladies were dressed chiefly in white, with

some article of vivid colour on, parasols over them, and by

partially closing the eyes the effect was perfectly magical you
lost sight of individual forms (like one of Turner's later pictures,

than which I know no better comparison), and saw only masses

of brilliant glittering light, with patches of red and blue and

green without form or shape, yet defined by opaque bodies, with

specks of yellow and white for faces and shirt fronts ;
here a

stream of scarlet uniforms, there civic splendour and the dazzle

of court-dress ; the dais, canopy, orchestra, all an ill-defined

magnificence, from which arose colossal statues, the massive

Farnese Hercules, and other sculptured works in bright light

and deep shadow, and fans and handkerchiefs waving to and

fro, that gave a life and scenic beauty that was never before

witnessed by me.

At three o'clock precisely the Queen arrived, passing along
the middle avenue, amidst cheers from the assembled thousands.

She took her seat on the chair of state, Prince Albert, the

Royal children, the Duchess of York and others on her left
; on

her right were the King of Portugal, the Duchess of Sutherland

and several others. The details of the ceremony I will not

describe, further than to say that when the officials passed the
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" handbooks
"

to Her Majesty, they had to retire backwards,
and down nine steps. If they stumbled or came down awkwardly
it caused much amusement. The orchestra performed God save

the Queen. In parts the voice of the prima donna was allowed to

be heard alone, powerful enough to be heard to the extremity of

the building, yet as sweet as the notes of the nightingale ; every

person observing a profound silence. Then in one moment a

simultaneous burst of applause from the vast audience : then all

was hushed ;
then five hundred instruments, and thrice five

hundred voices burst forth in the most magic and stirring

strains. But I need not attempt to paint a sound, and that

sound too. It filled one's eyes with tears, and made one's heart

go pit-a-pat ;
then the delicious Old Hundred. After the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury had been through his allotted part, the

orchestra performed the Hallelujah Chorus. The opening

ceremony was concluded by the whole procession marching
round the central avenue and transept, the people cheering the

Queen as the party advanced. The Queen and suite took their

places on the dais again ; the orchestra performed God save the

Queen ; again the prima donna's voice
; again the applause and

universal cheering as the Royal party left the building. The
Earl of Aberdeen declared the Exhibition open.

It was now between four and five o'clock ;
I had been eight

hours without anything to eat or drink, excited, perspiring,

exhausted. Now came the crush of all crushes. " To your

tents, O Israel," was never followed more enthusiastically than

the rush after the cry
" To the refreshment rooms." Gentlemen

and ladies, gentle and simple, all made the rush; the scene of

confusion there was indescribable. Two or three scores of

female waiters, all dressed in white, and several men were

wholly inadequate to supply the demand. Gentlemen despairing
of ever getting a plate of meat cut seized dishes, knife and

fork, and placed them in the ladies' laps the ladies merrily

saying: "Dear me, Henry, do get me a plate," eating all

the while. "
Oh, go on," was the reply. I succeeded in getting

a roll and a glass of pale ale : elbowed my way from the counter

to the wall
;
frantic gentlemen and ladies coming up,

" Oh, sir,

do tell me where you got that pale ale from?" "Yes; over

there you will see a youth with a large can full, stick to him,

that is your only chance." One young man who obtained a

glass of ale could get nothing to eat ;
I cut a slice off my roll for

him. That done I returned to the charge again, got another

glass of ale and a slice of bread, which served me until I got
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back to London, whither some 60,000 persons had to be conveyed

by rail, trains leaving every five minutes.

Next day I was told that the crush of people and carriages
outside the building was quite equal to the scene inside. Every-

thing in the way of eatables and drinkables in the neighbourhood
was consumed, as much as is. 6d. being given for a bucket of

water for the horses.

I noted that the men wearing mustachios and beards were

as numerous as the shaven faces. During my stay in London
I heard a lecture on Pointed Gothic Architecture by Mr. Ralph
Wornum at Marlborough House. I put some glasses over my
carvings at Sydenham ;

some I packed up and sent home, taking

only one box with me to Chatsworth (on the I4th June). Some
time previously Mr. Tomline had obtained for me, from the

Duke of Devonshire, a " blue ticket
"

to see all the works of art

at Chatsworth. Arriving there at u a.m., I presented my " blue

card," and the housekeeper sent a housemaid to go round with

me, with instructions that I was to stay at any particular part
as long as I wished to do. I found a rich treat in seeing

paintings, carvings in wood and marble. The private rooms

were being decorated in a magnificent style, and contained many
original drawings of the old masters. I saw Rembrandt's

Jewish Rabbi, of which I had made a crayon drawing some

years previously. I tried to disabuse the housemaid of the

wonderful tale they tell everybody of a marvellous pen carved

by Gibbons ;
it is over a door-way. I thought it very poor and

told her so. I infer Allan Cunningham's reference to this Pen

in his Lives has created this fictitious reputation.

I visited the gardens and conservatories, also Haddon Hall,

a famous and picturesque building. A large party from Sheffield

were there, dancing in the old ball-room, 107 feet long by 18

feet wide. I returned home by way of Nottingham and

Grantham, staying with our friends.

I started without delay on Mr. Vardon's group, and

completed the carving of a woodcock, and was then ill. This

was frequently the case after I had finished a work that had

required great attention. To recruit my health I went to our

friends at Nettleton. Mr. Carr drove me eighteen miles to see

Pelham Pillar, on the highest ground in Lincolnshire. I

went to the top, 125 feet high ; thence to the Mausoleum of

the Yarborough family, where is some very fine sculpture,

especially the statue of Sophia Pelham, by Nollekens ; then

round by Brocklesby Hall, and so back to Nettleton.
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On the i4th October, 1854, the Queen and Prince Albert

passed through Louth at the rate of sixty miles an hour,

travelling from Grimsby to London, after visiting Hull on the

previous day and knighting the Mayor, Dr. Cooper.
At the commencement of 1855, I was very dissatisfied to

note that I had done so little work during the past year, and
that my health had not been good. On receiving circulars
in reference to the Great Exhibition to be held in Paris

during the year, I applied for, and obtained, an extension of

time to send in my exhibits, as the severity of the winter had

impeded the progress of the works I had in hand. For this

Exhibition I had to collect my proposed exhibits : from Mr.

Vardon's, Craven Hill Gardens (Golden Plover) ; from Miss

Daniel's, Belgrave Square (a Wagtail) ; and the Woodcock from

Sydenham Palace. On the a8th March I went to London to

attend to these matters, having previously sent two cases to

Paris. From Mr. Vardon I learnt that the birds I had used
for his group were not what he wished for. I had used the

Wagtail, Robin and Tern
;

he must have the Wagtail and

Snipe, and any other I might choose. I told him I would
execute another group for him, he should not be disappointed.
I should be able, doubtless, to dispose of the other. He gave
me a cheque for ^50 on account, which was very noble on his

part, as I had delayed his work so long. Then I went to

Sydenham, where I packed up the cases, despatching them to

Paris on the following day.
I visited the British Museum and saw the Elgin Marbles

for the first time. Present day sculpture looks tame by com-

parison with them. Having obtained an order from Mr. G.

Tomline, I spent three hours in the gallery of the House of

Commons. 1 was much interested to hear the speakers, and
noted that the House was lighted through 56 panes in the

ceiling, the gas-lights being outside these. The Solicitor

General spoke for one hour and three quarters upon reforming
the ecclesiastical courts.

On my return home I proceeded with the new group for

Mr. Vardon. I then had to make arrangements for my visit to

Paris, via Newhaven and Dieppe ;
had a rough sea passage,

and arrived in Paris at 5 p.m. on the 24th April. I had the address

of M. Lion, 198, Rue St. Hans. As he could not lodge me,
he went with me in search of lodgings, and found them at 3,

Rue du Mont Thabor, at two francs per night. I was struck

with the geniality of the lady residents at one place where we
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enquired for lodgings. Finding I could not talk French, two

ladies on a landing above us, (mother and daughter I took them

to be), looked kindly at me, and the elder one in broken English,
invited me to go to see them. I do not think any similar group
of English people would have treated a lone Frenchman with

similar kindness. At the Exhibition I found my cases had

been almost torn to pieces by the Custom House officers. Mr.

Vardon's valuable group was damaged, anil it had been left

upside down. It seemed like a miracle it was not broken into

a thousand pieces. In the other cases some of the glass was

broken. I found tools and materials begged or borrowed, and

repaired the damaged packing cases, working from 10 a.m.

to 4 p.m. Nothing to eat or drink until 5 o'clock. Afterwards

along the Champs Elysees to the magnificent Arc-de-Triomphe,
a great work of Napoleon, representing his victories and

generals. In Paris people take their pleasures out of doors,

with brilliant surroundings.

The Palais d'Industrie is built of stone, pierced with rows of

circular headed windows ;
a glass roof of three spans. At one

end w.as the motto,
" La France convie les nations a r Exposition."

The motto at the other end of the building was, "L'equite preside

a I'accroisement des Exchanges." I visited some of the notable

places in the city, and sought out the residence of Mons. Leinard,

the great carver. During our interview his daughter acted as

interpreter. He placed before me his models, carvings, draw-

ings, etc. ; supplied me with materials to repair my damaged
carving, and invited me to call again. His beautiful daughter

said,
" My father is always ill

"
a penalty all of us have to

pay for too much study and close work. Soldiers seemed to

be always marching through the streets. Amongst other places
I entered the Library

"
Bibliothcque Ste. Genevicve," about 250 feet

long, containing about 100,000 volumes. Students were making
extracts, in silence. I visited the Court House, the Hotel des

Monnaies, the Beaux Arts, where I saw grand sculpture by
Michael Angelo and gates by Ghiberti ; crossed the Seine twice,

then to the Louvre, where many students were painting, the

females being in a majority. Then to the Bourse and on to

Rue Amelot, to call upon MM. Fourdinous, the great furniture

manufacturers ; spoke to an English carver, Drury, who was

working there. Thence to the July Column, via the Faubourg
Rue St. Antoine ; saw the Palais Royal, then on to my lodgings.

The work in the building was so backward that I could

not fix my stand. In the evening (Saturday, 28th April) to the
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open-air concerts in the Champs Elysees. Along the garden of

the Tuilenes
; was stopped by the crossed bayonets of soldiers,

with the cry Fennez, as it was closing time
; passed through

a fine arcade, "Passage Choiseul," in Rue St. Augustin. Sun-

day, to the morning service at Notre Dame ; saw high mass
;

paid two sous
;
some Englishmen there, stiffnecked, like myself ;

music, singing, dresses, procession with a large ring of bread,
carried high up, all beautiful in their way. Thence to the July
Column ; sale of worthless things near. Along Rue Roguelet
to the Pere-Lachaise Cemetery ; on the way to it thousands of

objects for sale to decorate graves. I saw a funeral ; the hearse
was driven to the grave-side (the grave a few feet deep in a

chalky ground) : the two bare-armed, brawny grave-diggers
took the coffin, removed the pall; the coffin of uncoloured, un-

planed deal, was lowered into the grave ;
no parson or priest

there nothing said. An official registered the funeral, then,
in a furious manner, the grave-diggers filled up the grave and
inserted a plain black wooden cross at its head. This done,
first one, then another of the mourners handed chaplets to the

grave-diggers to hang on the cross, and so the ceremony ended !

The person buried was the wife of one of the mourners. There
were several beautifully-built tombs, or rooms, over graves,

lavishly furnished and decorated, with doors, windows, etc.
;

wax candles, plaster figures, globe glasses over flowers, prie-

dieu chairs, etc., inside. This cemetery is of great extent
;

I

went over about half of it. Dined in a room with about 40

noisy French men and women. Thence through Rue de Paris

and Rue de Bagnolet, and went outside the " Walls." Then
inside the Walls to Cour de Vincennes a very wide road ; on

to Barriere du Tronc. Here was a sight for Sunday! ! ! Shows,

swings, tight-rope dancing, gambling, singing, feats of strength,

roundabouts, somnambulism, etc. Numerous soldiers about.

Free admission to the shows, pay what you like when coming
out ! Altogether, I never saw such a sorry sight in my life.

Next day I was ill. It was said that all strangers had this

attack of English [or French ?] cholera. A little medicine

from an English chemist put me right. The day following I

put my exhibits in order. Having arranged for an agent, and

my passport having been signed at the British Embassy, I

returned to England by way of Boulogne and Folkestone, and

next day home.

This was the age of miracles in the transmission of news.

Telegraph wires had been laid nearly all the way from the seat
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of war (Crimea) to England ; details of the war were published
a few hours after they took place.

I proceeded to take more studies from nature. I expended
much thought over the arrangement of the three birds for Mr.

Vardon's group, so as to make a good balance in the compo-
sition, for this is the first thing that would take the attention

of the person viewing it. No amount of fine finish would conceal

a defect in the composition.

A curious incident occurred in my show-room in May (1855).

The Rev. T. Giles, of Belleau Rectory, called upon me with two

young gentlemen who were reading with him. One of them
Lord Skilmersdale gave me a small order. In the course of

conversation the other young gentleman the Earl of Coventry
went up to my model of the heron, and explained to his

friend that his uncle had a most magnificent piece of wood

carving of a heron something like this model, but it was in a

glass case and with beautiful ivy and bulrush with it. Mr.

Giles enquired where it was executed. The young lord thought
in Italy, but was not certain. I let him finish what he had to

say, when I interposed and said,
" May I ask the name of your

uncle?". He replied, "Yes, the Hon. General Lygon." Then

I said,
" The work of which you speak so highly was executed

by myself in the house in which you now stand, and the model

in pipe clay which you now see is my original model from

nature, life size, from which I carved the heron and accesso-

ries, in fulfilment of a commission from General Lygon through
Mr. Tomline, and this work is now in your uncle's possession."

I described the details of the work so as to satisfy them that I

was correct. They were much astonished at this, for they had

not the slightest idea when they entered my room that I had

carved the heron for General Lygon, who was afterwards the

Earl of Beauchamp.

About this time a Botanical Class was formed at the

Mechanics' Institution, conducted by the Rev. J. T. Barker, a

good botanist. I took great interest in the matter. We had

weekly meetings, each member gathering specimens and taking

them to Mr. Barker to be named, he at the same time making
comments where required. I had a press and botanical drying

paper, and I dried, mounted, and named my own specimens,

hoping to make some progress in the knowledge at least of

the rudiments of Botany, for I could not spend much time

over it.
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On August i6th a large fire of boiling tar in the street

caused much alarm. Incidentally I took hold of my wife's arm
and pressed my thumb. This thumb-mark, the colour of tar,

showed itself on the arm of the girl child born to us three

months afterwards (Nov. nth).

Having business at Burwell Hall, I had a stroll through
the grounds and wood (three miles long), gathering flowers for

our botanical class, including male and female specimens of

Blechmtm boreale (Hard Fern) nearly two feet long ; Veronica Montana

(Mountain Speedwell) ; Campanula latifolia (Giant Bell-flower) ;

Orchis chlorantha (Butterfly Orchis) ; Circcea lutetiana (Common
Enchanter's Nightshade) ; and several others. I commenced a

collection of British and foreign ferns, Mrs. Barnard (nee Pye :

" Claribel ") giving me some ferns which she had gathered in

Switzerland. I also mounted and named 33 kinds of grasses
almost the full yield of this district, perhaps the most handsome
kind beingA ira coespitosa (Tufted Hair-grass). This last is common
in meadows and on road sides.

On the 2Oth October, 1855, I received an official circular as

to the closing of the Paris Exhibition. The nave was to be

closed on the 3ist October, and on the i5th November the

whole was to be closed " in all its parts." It was a piecemeal
affair altogether. Everything, as far as I know, was incomplete.
To see the Exhibition before it closed, and to be present on the

I5th, entailed a serious sacrifice of time and money.
In reply to a note of mine, I received the following kind

letter from Mr. Vardon :

"STOCK EXCHANGE, -OCTOBER 2&TH, 1855.

" DEAR SIR, I have received your note, and I am glad you
are going to Paris, for it will give you a change from the

monotony of working at one group to the exclusion of everything
else ; besides I think very likely it may do your health good. I

would not hurry you at all with my group, but leave it, as I have

hitherto done, entirely to yourself, for I think it a great thing
that every artist should consider his work a labour of love he is

sure to do it better than when he feels himself compelled to work.

I sincerely hope you may get a prize for my " Plover," and I

also hope it may be returned to me in perfect safety."

Believe me, Dear Sir, very truly yours,
ARTHUR VARDON."

I left Louth for Paris on Monday, agth October. In London

I obtained my passport and return ticket, available for a month,
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by way of Folkestone and Boulogne, and arrived in Paris at 1 1

p.m. on the 3Oth. For that night I lodged at the same place as

my agent did, 47, Rue Grande. Next day I obtained lodgings
at 3, Place de la Madeleine, at 10 francs per week, up 185 steps of

polished oak
;
had a room about 10 feet square, and carpeted !

It was furnished with spring bed, wardrobe, chimney-glass,
couch, easy chair, double window curtains

;
on the walls about

a dozen pictures, and two tables for my use
;

a small room

adjoining for washing, etc. Next day my agent took me round

the Exhibition to the principal carvings, but he had no know-

ledge or judgment of such work. Some of the furniture was

very fine, but I saw nothing in my special department from

which I could learn anything.
The Emperor and Empress, arm in arm like ordinary

people, visited the Exhibition without any state, an official

clearing the way. I had a good look at them
;

the young
Empress was tall, slender, pale, and effeminate looking, by no

means such a beauty as report made her. Napoleon was short,

thick-built, ordinary looking, beaked nose, the ends of his

mustache twisted about two-and-a-half inches long. I moved
to be near my exhibits, as I heard the royal party were coming
by. The police cleared the way, and allowed no one to be in

the bays or passages, but I remained standing near my carving.
I determined to speak to the Emperor, though I observed no

one did so unless in reply to questions. Afterwards I learnt

that regulations had been issued, and strictly enforced, that no

one should address the royal party during their walk round the

building, as they had been persecuted with petitions, etc. As

they approached I stepped up to them and said (addressing the

Emperor) :
" Will your Majesty honour my carvings in wood

with your notice ?" at the same time pointing to them. They
stopped and examined them ;

the Emperor said :
"
Yes, they

are very fine indeed ; do you come from London ?
"

I replied :

" No, your Majesty, I come from Louth, in Lincolnshire." He
nodded assent ; he moved on and bowed

;
and the Empress

moved and smiled, but said nothing.

Next day, by ticket, I visited the Beaux Arts; found there

a magnificent collection of works of art. My carving (Mr.
Vardon's Plover) was placed among the water colour paintings,
near to Mr. Vardon's picture by Copley Fielding, Esq. My
other carvings were in the main building.

On the 8th November, the sun shone for the first time since

I had been in Paris. I had a seven hours' walk in the Bois de
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Boulogne and gathered some wild flowers, amongst others

Veronica hybrida (Welsh Speedwell) and Medicago maculata (Spotted

Medick). I went to the Champs Elysees, through the Arc de

Triomphe, through Neuilly, over the bridge to Courbevoie. I

found the entrance to the wood, and having the sun as a guide I

could not wander much out of my way. I walked over a great

part of these beautiful woods
; thousands of trees were being

set on the borders of the paths. I was astonished at the extent

and beauty of the scene. There were many lakes, all artificial,

the water being pumped up by steam power from the Seine to

the highest lake, the lower ones being fed from this.

At my lodgings my attendant and myself could not speak
in a language which the other understood. I made drawings of

articles I wanted ; they were quick to understand. I

had made a sketch of scissors and was supplied, and now I

sketched a screw press for my wild flowers, and on presenting
this to the young lady, she ran away and fetched the article

for me, laughing in a merry way at our understanding the

common language of drawing.

By invitation I called upon Count de Pranqudy, 10, Rue

Joubert, to see a carving by Demontreueil. He asked 15,000
francs (600) for it. It was a small bird carved in lime-tree, with

a fly on it, similar to the one I saw at the Marquis of Exeter's.

I thought the feathering too rough. I valued it at ^"100. After-

wards I saw more of this artist's work, though not so good.

Saturday, the loth, I spent at the Louvre. On Sunday to the

Palace of Versailles, a glorious place, a seemingly endless

succession of paintings and sculpture, hall of mirrors, fountains,

etc. The great saloon of historical paintings of colossal

dimensions ;
the Hall of portraits of kings, admirals, marshals,

and statesmen, including the then Emperor ; then to the great
" Trianon," once the residence of Marie Antoinette. I spent
several days in sight-seeing.

I obtained my card for the close of the Exhibition on Thurs-

day, the 1 5th. Exhibitors were to appear in black dress and

white cravats, or in costume. I had an interview with Mr. R.

Redgrave, R.A., about removing my carving from the Beaux

Arts to the Palais. He was very courteous, and paid my works

the highest compliment. He was a juryman in the Fine Art Class,

and told me that he had urged that a First instead of a Second

Class Medal ought to have been awarded me, but regretted that

he had been unable to carry his proposition.
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At the Louvre I saw the original of the Fighting Gladiator,

a reduced copy of which I had modelled some years before. In

one room was the "Venus Victrix
"

or "Venus of Milo,"

recently discovered, said to be the finest marble statue in

existence. I met an old gentleman from Bradford, Yorkshire,

who had spent the previous 30 years abroad in Naples, Vienna,
and Paris. He had forgotten his Yorkshire and almost his

English. He marvelled at so many of his countrymen wearing
beards and mustachios.

Thursday, i5th November, I went out soon after 8 a.m.,

and found cavalry, infantry and the mounted police

stationed at every street corner. As we arrived near the

entrance to the " Palais
" we were marshalled four or five

deep, and, by forming a line, prevented the crushing usual in the

case of an English crowd. It was a sharp frost, and we were

very cold before the doors opened at ten o'clock. Each nation

(of exhibitors) formed a separate group. It was a gay and

brilliant scene. Hundreds of ladies and gentlemen were hurry-

ing on to secure their seats. Such a spectacle was realized as

I shall fail to describe, and never expect to see again. The
nave was converted into a magnificent room, 600 feet long, 130
feet wide, with an arched roof of glass to correspond. Three

score openings between iron columns were decorated in the most

lavish manner with gilt shields, flags, festoons of artificial flowers

intersecting and interwoven, and crimson curtains with gold

trimmings and cords, the columns terminating with life-size

gilt eagles. There were pedestals at every column, on which

were placed choice exhibits, countless ferns, chrysanthemums
and heaths. There were pictures for which the Grand Medal

of Honour had been awarded. Of the English school, Sir E.

Landseer was alone. The orchestra, of more than a thousand

performers, was in the centre. Here was obtained the richest

effect. The space between the gallery and the floor was hung
with rich crimson silk curtains, suspended so as to form curves,

increasing as they descended. In a line with these curves were

looped gold cords, springing from the same radiating points.

The central platform, with its steps and chairs, was adorned

with drapery of velvet and the choicest carpets from the

Exhibition ; the massive gilt pillars, and eagles with outspread

wings all formed the grandest display that colour and light and

shade could produce. Such, then, was this gorgeous room,
into which thousands of human beings were hurrying to witness

the peaceful close of an Industrial Exhibition.
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All seemed eager to make out the great personages passing
to and fro. Here, a sturdy, broad-chested marshal, covered
with decorations ; there, a stripling, with sunken cheeks, his

decoration telling of hardships endured and glory wori in Algeria
or the Crimea

;
the senators in richly embroidered coats and

cocked hats ; the law officers in red gowns and white lace and
circular caps. On the right and left were ambassadors, military,
naval and civilian officers, in every variety of costume Turks,

Austrians, Prussians, Neapolitans, and English, and many more.

Captain Fowkes, in full uniform, led a Highland chieftain, in

his peculiar costume, to a good place to see the ceremony.

Twenty of the Cent Guard were drawn up on each side of the

throne, all so exactly the same size that the various parts of

their uniforms produced straight horizontal lines.

At last the music struck up, the courtiers straightened their

backs, the ladies near the estrade (or platform) rose and shook

out their flounces, as large and round as when hoops were worn.

It was three quarters of an hour after the appointed time when
the royal party took up their position on the estrade. Prince

Napoleon advanced to the front and read the Report amidst

profound silence to an audience estimated at 30,000 persons.
On the platform I saw three Buonapartes the Emperor, his

uncle Jerome (aged 72 that day), and his cousin, Prince

Napoleon, (who was very like the great Napoleon) the Empress,
Princess Matilda, the ex-king of Westphalia, and the Duke of

Cambridge. The ladies, knowing they would sit on crimson

covered seats, were dressed in every colour to act as a foil

pale and deep green and blue, various purples and pale pink,

forming a colour-picture of great beauty. Such was the scene

seldom, if ever, realized before ; for, in addition to this, the

choicest works in every department of human skill and

ingenuity that the civilized world could produce were every-

where conspicuous.
The Emperor read a speech in a remarkably distinct and

loud voice. After the distribution of the decorations (60) and

the medals of honour (120) by the Emperor and Prince

Napoleon, the royal party formed in procession and walked

round the nave. When they arrived opposite the British

division a good old English cheer that rang through the

building greeted them. A Dublin man near me said "
Ah, the

French know that cheer." In the other national divisions

attempts were made to cheer but utterly failed. The extra-

ordinary ceremony was over by 2-15 p.m.
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We foreign exhibitors were startled with the news that the

exhibition was to be kept open another fortnight, to allow the

King of Sardinia to see it. We were all annoyed to be kept
on expenses and hanging about for so long a time to please one

man.

On the iyth November, I hired an interpreter for three francs

to go with me to meet Mons A. Millon at the Jardin des Plantes,

by appointment. M. Millon very courteously showed me round

these gardens, and the museum of minerals, comparative

anatomy, etc. Next day a friend walked with me to St. Denis

and back (10 miles). Here a long line of French kings are

buried before Charlemagne to a recent date. We saw

Montmarte and the windmill where Wellington had his army
in 1814. On our return to Paris we heard an alarm of fire : we

thought it must be the exhibition-building, containing priceless

works. The cry was " On, on to help." We were relieved

to find it was about 100 yards beyond the Beaux Arts. We
were all formed into line passing buckets of water to the fire

engines, the fire being near the river Seine. We continued at

this work three hours. The fire was in a large square building,

a government store of wheat and bread for the army ;
about

150 feet each way. There were eleven windows on each side of

every floor of five storeys.

Next day I packed up my carvings, but I had to spend
several days before I could get all away from the building. On

Saturday (24th), in company with Mr. Simpson, a Nottingham
builder, I went fro.m Paris to Boulogne, leaving for Folkestone at

9 p.m. I had a rough passage and was deadly sick. The steward

said of me " this gentleman is dead." However, I recovered

before we had to land at Folkestone about midnight, and arrived

at London Bridge Station at 2-30 a.m. We thanked God we
were amongst English faces, English tongues, and that we had

left the "
impious city," as my friend would call Paris. We got

a little refreshment at Mullien's Hotel, Ironmonger Lane, and

went to bed for a few hours. I delivered Mr. Vardon's case of

carving at his house, and the rest of my luggage to my lodgings

at Addle Hill.

I had correspondence with Mr. Vardon, for in unpacking the
" Plover," I found that the tip of the wing was broken off

and lost. I engaged to repair it. Mr. Vardon said: "
I

presume the 2nd class medal you obtained was for the
" Plover," and when you see such names as Frith, R.A. and

Webster, R.A. with only 2nd class medals as artists, I
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presume you are satisfied with the award." The
following extract expresses my views at the time :

"
I should

not complain after my analysis of the awards, when artists in

oil painting were left out without even a 3rd class medal, or
an honourable mention artists, such as Cooper, Eastlake, Frost,

Hayter, Knight, Lance, Lee, Maclise, Mulready, Pyne,
Pickersgill, Redgrave and Uwins

; and artists in water colours,
such as Bennett, Copley Fielding, Haage, Richardson, Ross,
and others. To the 34 British exhibitors of sculpture (marble)
not even a single 3rd class medal was awarded, and only six

Hon. Mentions ! Such men as Bailey, Marshall, and the
Westmacotts were passed over. Gibson withdrew his name
from the competition. However, I was willing to abide by the

universally' expressed opinion given both by English and French
visitors, that my carving was superior to anything of its kind
in the whole Exhibition

; and whatever position I held in 1851
at the Hyde Park Exhibition, I hold equally as high a position
in Paris in 1855."

I reached home on the 2/th November, after nearly a

month's absence, and proceeded with the group of three birds

for Mr. Vardon. As this piece was to be seen all round, I had
to resort to many devices to protect the finished parts, whilst

the rest was in progress. At the top I left the wood its original
dimensions (12 by 8 inches), with the corners cut off, and a

piece left on two sides for the double purpose of protecting the

work and serving to hold it during its progress. This arrange-
ment enabled me to turn the work sixteen different ways so as

to get the light upon it, and judge it from every point of view.

In finishing this statuette I felt myself worked up to great
nervousness. Firm as a rock I had had to string up my nerves

whilst working at the light parts ;
but afterwards I nagged and

was very irritable.

By printed circular I invited the public to see this work on

the iSth and igth February, 1856, and had about 400 visitors.

Next day I took it to London. By invitation I exhibited it at

a meeting of the "
Society of Carvers," and a numerous

company of London carvers examined it with workmen's eyes.

Mr. Moore in proposing a vote of thanks to me, said they were

"proud that such an exquisite work was done by an Englishman,,
that they could say the artist was a fellow countryman of theirs,"

etc. Next day by permission I placed this work on the table

of the Royal Institution, Albemarle Street, on the occasion of

Professor Faraday's Lecture on "
Magnetic Motion and
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Affection," to which I was admitted by ticket. I received the

following note :

"
10, CRAVEN HILL GARDENS, HYDE PARK,

Wednesday, February 2oth, 1856.
'" DEAR SIR, Whether you come to me on Friday or

Saturday I shall be happy to see you at breakfast at a quarter
before nine. We shall then have time to look at -the group,
and I will at the same time give you a cheque for the balance.

You also can have a room in which to repair the wing of the

other, where I hope you will be comfortable.

Yours very truly, ARTHUR VARDON."

When I went to Mr. Vardon's, both he and Mrs. Vardon
were out, but the servants had instructions to attend to all I

required. I repaired the damaged wing of the Plover. In the

evening I went to the Royal Institution and heard Professor

Faraday's Lecture already mentioned. The little gray-haired
man spoke for an hour. He told us he gave us the results of

his labours, which had taken thousands of experiments to

arrive at. The lecture was very lucid, and illustrated with good

experiments. Afterwards the company passed into the library

to see the exhibits. My carving came in for a lion's share of

attention and praise. Next day I received the following note:

" ROYAL INSTITUTION, ALBEMARLE STREET,

February 23rd, 1856.
"

SIR, I have the honour to return you the thanks of the

Royal Institution of Great Britain for your valuable and

interesting contributions to the table on Friday last viz. a

statuette-carving, birds, etc.

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

JOHN BARLOW, M.A., Secretary."

The following day I took this group to Mr. Vardon's ;
he

was well satisfied with it, and left the price entirely to me. I

charged 120. He gave me a cheque for the balance, 70. At

breakfast we were joined by my patron's brother, Major Vardon,

who was well-known from the illustrations of some of

his big game hunting excursions in Africa, which were published

in the Illustrated London News. Dr. Livingstone mentions him

as the "noble-hearted African traveller, Major Vardon."

On my return to Louth I received a very kind note from

Mr. A. Vardon, saying he had exhibited my "Group" to

hundreds of persons ;
it was very much admired, he himself

being perfectly satisfied with it.
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We continued our botanical excursions and meetings. In

Kenwick Wood I gathered Veronica montana (Mountain Speed-

well) ;
Adoxa moschatellina (Tuberous Moschatel) ; Paris quadrifolia

(Herb Paris) ; Oxalis acetosella (Wood Sorrel). In the Wilderness,

near Thorpe Hall, I found Eriophorum vaginatum (Cotton Grass)
and Thalictrum flavum (Meadow Rue). Near Monk's Dyke I

gathered Anchusa officinalis (Common Alkanet), and in the

Wilderness I gathered the beautiful Polypodinm phegopteris (Pale
Mountain Polypody).

Mr. James Carlton invited me to meet him in Manchester,

respecting a commission. When we met, he told me he wanted
a work of mine for the Exhibition to be held in Manchester in

1857, the price not to be much more than 100. I had already
received a circular soliciting me to contribute some of my works

to this proposed Exhibition. With Mr. Hutchings, secretary
to the Manchester Mechanics' Institution, I left some smaller

works I had brought with me. They attracted attention, one

gentleman expressing himself as anxious to see " the eminent

man whose cunning fingers had produced such carvings."

At the end of May I went to London for the third time in

1856. I seriously considered the question whether I should

remove either to London or to Manchester, but I finally decided

to remain in Louth. I was in London during the peace
celebrations after the Crimean War general illuminations and
fireworks in the Green Park. Great crowds assembled, and in

Parliament Street there was an awful crush of vehicles, horses,

men, women and children. I returned home next day, having
been absent a day and a half without having seen a bed.

In June, a party of the botanical class visited Burwell

Wood. I gathered several ferns, and while so engaged I had a

desperate attack of tic. This notwithstanding, I did not desist,

and catching sight of a pretty fern A spidium filix-fcemina (Female
Shield Fern) I rushed off to it, exclaiming

"
I will have that

fern if I die for it." During my stay in the Marsh I visited

Skidbrook Church. It is in the Early English style (date about

1400) ;
there is a well-executed carved oak pulpit, dated 1628,

having a carved canopy over it. Outside in the chinks of the

stonework I found fine specimens of the Asplenium adiantum

nigmm (Black-stalked Spleenwort), and gathered some aquatic

plants.

During this summer I was much engaged with a grand
rural f6te at Burwell Park, which realized a profit of ^"37 and
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I kept on botanising. I modelled a brace of partridges for Mr.
Carlton's work, and was quite excited whilst engaged upon it.

I succeeded in making a well balanced group ;
then made the

general design I proposed to execute this I roughly modelled

and cast in plaster of Paris
; the group of birds being in the

centre when carved. In order to insure completing it in time

for the Exhibition, I roughly divided it into parts, as I did with
"
Spring

"
in 1850.

My reading at this time was Thomas Carlyle's
" Letters

and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell "
;

this treatise confirmed a

view I had long held that Cromwell was the greatest man

England ever produced, and the only man capable of ruling

England after the whole social fabric had been shattered by civil

war. I culled the following as a proverb
" Wr

hat you do, do it

with all your might, do it without distraction." He was the

most English of Englishmen.

I was gratified by receiving a letter from the Secretary of

the " Art Manufacture Association," Edinburgh, where I had

sent specimens of my work, informing me that Mr. G. Napier,
the engineer, had purchased my carving of the " Woodcock "

on the opening night.

Mr. George Tomline called to say that he had promised to

send to the Manchester Exhibition some of his pictures, and

instructed me to make a large glass case to hold all the carvings
I had done for him, comprising four works, including

"
Spring"

and they should be exhibited at Manchester. The case was to

have an inscription at the bottom " Orwell Park, 1856." I

was to fetch them over and proceed with the work. This was

doing me a great kindness. I showed him the work I had in

progress for Mr. Carlton.

Here follow the tables of income and domestic expenditure
for four years, ending 1856 :

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1853. 1854. 1855. 1856.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received per Cash
Book 483 14 8 143 18 8 162 18 7 181 8 6

Domestic Expenses 106 5 7 136 n 8 127 2 i 120 19 10

Balance for Business

purposes 377 91 j 7 o 35 16 6 60 8 10

Cash in hand, close

of the year ... 6 10 4 3 n 7 2 7 n 3 16 o
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CHAPTER XII.

THREATENED BLINDNESS.

(1857-1860). AGE 36 TO 3Q.

Having completed the large case (7 feet by 4 feet) for Mr.

Tomline's carvings I went to Riby Grove to pack them. The

following extract will show my methods of work, diet, &c.: -

"
I get up at 6 a.m. My wife slips downstairs to make me a

cup of coffee with an egg in it
;

I drink that and get to work
about 6-15, I could not work fasting. I do not go out during
the day ;

take only half-an-hour for my dinner, eat no meat and

have only a little farinaceous pudding ; work on to 5-30 p.m.,
then have a meat tea, afterwards attend to writing or drawing.

Though very temperate I am not a total abstainer."

I had calculated that I should finish Mr. Carlton's group
in 12 weeks and 3 days. It was completed in 12 weeks and

i day. Altogether I spent twenty-five weeks on the models,

drawings, and carving, and worked very hard, about ten hours

per day. This close application to delicate and difficult work
was only possible with good health, which I had then, so that

I did not lose half-an-hour for four months. I issued the following
circular :

" MANCHESTER EXHIBITION OF ART TREASURES.

Mr. T. W. Wallis having just completed a large work of

wood-carving for James Carlton, Esq., and having had several

of his most important works, including the trophy of "
Spring,"

entrusted to his care by George Tomline, Esq., prior to their

being sent to the above-named Exhibition
;
these and others of

his carvings he intends to show in his room on Monday, April

6th, and two following days, in aid of the funds of the Louth
Mechanics' Institution. Admission on Monday is. each,

following days 6d. each.

10, Gospelgate, Louth, March 3Oth, 1857."

The proceeds, g 145., were handed to the Secretary of

the Mechanics' Institution. Mr. Vardon offered to lend me his

two pieces for the Manchester Exhibition, an offer which I
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accepted. Meeting Mr. Waring, the manager of the exhibits,

he said they could not be received for want of room ; I told him

they were in already, so he submitted. All my works were safe

when unpacked. Mr. Carlton sent me a cheque for 120 for

his work.

The Edinburgh
" Board of Manufacturers

"
ordered for

the Edinburgh
" School of Design

"
specimens of my carvings

in three stages. I selected a study of the Apricot, leaves and

branch. I carved three of these in the rough ;
then close bosted

two of them ; and one of the two I carefully finished ; these

were put into a glass case and forwarded to Edinburgh. Shortly
afterwards I received the following letter :

" BOARD OF MANUFACTURERS, EDINBURGH, ist July, 1857.

"
SIR, I have the pleasure to enclose you a post office order

for $ i6s. 6d., in payment of your account for the wood

carving, study of the "
Apricot," and to state to you the great

admiration with which the work has been viewed by the

Board of Manufacturers. I have received the express instruc-

tions of the Honourable the Commissioners to convey to you
their entire approval of it, and their confidence that it will

prove an excellent and most useful example of the process of

wood-carving in its different stages.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

B. F. PRIMROSE, Secretary."

Mr. Thomas W. Wallis, Wood Carver, Louth.

At the request of Mr. Hutchings, Secretary to the

Manchester Exhibition, I consented to write some articles on

wood-carving for the Manchester newspapers. At home I was

working on the Statuette group I commenced for Mr. Vardon

in 1855.

I went to Hull to be the acting father at the marriage of

my sister Elizabeth and James Mackie, on the agth July.

The meeting of the Royal Agricultural Show at Louth

made a busy week in the town the number of persons who

paid for admission to the grounds was 6,920.

In August I took the finished group to Manchester.

During this visit I met Mr. Peacock, editor of the Art Treasures
1

Examiner. He showed me an engraved plate of my carvings,
"
Partridges and Ferns," which he was going to publish in his

journal. Mr. Peacock was nephew to the late Dr. Peacock of
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Darlington, who possessed the only likeness of my ancestor,

Wm. Emerson, the mathematician. 1 was introduced to several

gentlemen having large business establishments. Mr. Heywood
showed me their system of ventilation in the Mechanics'

Institution. I was also introduced to an eminent botanist, and

we had some talk on that subject ;
he remarked that in nearly

every district in the kingdom twelve kinds of Ferns are found :

that is the exact number I found in my home district. Also to

Mr. Westmacott, who, though a druggist, chipped a bit at

marble : he was one of the family of sculptors of that name. One

Friday evening I arrived at my lodgings just in time to escape
the most tremendous fall of rain ever seen by the " oldest

inhabitant." Lightning flashed, thunder rolled, peal upon peal.
It was a fearful night, the landlady shrieked

;
the lower part of

the town was flooded, in some cases as high as the second storey
the inmates escaping through the roof. The river Irwell over-

flowed, the water rising four feet higher than previous records.

The next day I returned home and finished writing my
article on wood-carving, and sent it to the editor of the Art

Treasures Examiner, declining to say anything about my own

carving. I had a letter from Mr. Hutchings ;
he spoke highly

of my "
Essay," saying no man of his acquaintance could have

written it as well as I had done yet he numbered amongst his

friends all the writers in Manchester he added a paragraph
about my exhibits.

About this time I had some correspondence with Mr. John
Ruskin. In reply to a letter of mine, he wrote :

"
APPLEBY, WESTMORELAND, 23rd September, 1857.

"
SIR, When I received your letter, I was very busy, and

hardly had time to read it, put it aside, merely marking that it

was to be referred to at Manchester. I had no time to look at

the Exhibition when I was lecturing there, and am on the point
of returning there now, but on looking at your letter find that I

ought to have answered it before. I merely send you this line

to tell you I will look at your work carefully, and write you
word, I hope about this day week. I shall stay a day.or two
in Cumberland.

Very truly yours,

Mr. T. W. Wallis, Louth. J. RUSKIN."

Subsequently I received a letter from Mr. Ruskin, partly in

reply to a letter I had written to him in reference to an
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Exhibition of stone-carving at the Kensington Museum, to

which he gave money prizes.

" NATIONAL GALLERY, 3 February, 1858.
" MY DEAR SIR, I cannot tell you how much I am obliged

by your most interesting letter
; nor how sorry I am, and

ashamed of never having written to you since I was in

Manchester. Indeed I thought I had, for I was impressed in

the strongest way by your wonderful wood-carvings, which
were beyond praise, and the sense of nature as strong as it

could be. I have no time to say any more at present.

Yours most truly,
Mr. T. W. Wallis.

J. RUSKIN."

In October I went to Manchester again ; during the last

few miles of the journey, I had sitting beside me a genuine-
hearted lassie, a native of the Isle of Man. Her free discourse

and confiding eyes were a welcome relief to the taciturn

Englishman and sleepy foreigner in the same compartment.
She was ]ust such an one as I had heard the Manx people
described to be free, kind, and simple-hearted. Next day to

the Exhibition. I spent up to noon amongst the ancient and
modern paintings below stairs, then, before I had refreshment, I

decided to go through the Clock Gallery, where I saw Ary
Scheffer's and Rosa Bonheur's paintings ; then, passing on to

the old masters, I saw Mr. James Carlton seated near the clock,

and close to my elbow ; he rose and shook hands with me, and

enquired if I had been to his office or to the Mechanics'

Institution. I had not been to either place.
" Well, that is

strange !" remarked Mr. Carlton,
"

I wrote a note and sent it to

Mr. Hutchings at the Mechanics' Institution, knowing that you
called there, and left word with my clerk to the same effect as

the note, that I wished you to meet me at the ' Clock' in the

Gallery at half-past twelve o'clock." It was exactly that time

and place when I spoke to Mr. Carlton in accordance with his ex-

pressed wish without it being known to me ! It was one of

those strange coincidences which do occur in real life, but

which we cannot tolerate in a work of fiction.

The Exhibition closed on the iyth October without any

special ceremony except extra music. The National Anthem
was rendered about 4 p.m., then the assembled thousands gave
cheers three times three that made the building echo right

merrily. Morning and evening I went to All Saints Church

good sermons from an old man on the same subject, viz. :
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" The pleasures of the world, their nature and tendency." Very
sensible, but I thought impracticable, sermons.

On Monday morning, when ready to pack up my exhibits,

Mr. Waring, the chief manager, coolly informed me that I need

not expect my packing cases up for a week, as they had them
all to sort. Not satisfied with this, I got an order to go to the

building, a mile-and-a-half away, in which were about 2,500

packing cases ;
if I could find mine, they would send for them in

the early loads. Going there, I climbed over mountains of

boxes, dropped down villainous-looking places, made cork-

screws of my eyes, but failed to find my cases. It was dinner

time. Isaac, the Gaffer, and his chief labourer, Tom, went to-

gether Tom alone had any food with him
;
he was not quite

sober; he asked me to join him at his humble meal "Us chaps
lives rough, Sir, but you're heartily welcome." I went with

them to a public house and had some bread and cheese.

Isaac and Tom ate all they had. I paid for as much ale as

they liked to drink. In the afternoon we found all my cases.

I walked back to the Exhibition Building, and took an order

to remove my cases, and walked the mile-and-a-half again to

the stores. It rained a Manchester rain. I had neither great
coat nor umbrella. The Gaffer and his men would pass my
cases out in the morning, so as to be at the building by
10 a.m. I was very wet, but went on to the Exchange, three-

quarters of a mile further, then through the rain to the

Mechanics' Institution. Mr. Hutchings introduced me to the

Directors, and several of the Merchant Princes of Manchester,
who were standing together talking, and having coffee. They
had met Dr. Booth, from the Society of Arts, London, who was
to give a lecture on "

Competitive Examinations." I was
introduced to J. A. Turner, Esq., M.P., and other notables,

who said they
" were proud to make my acquaintance." There

were also present Sir James Watts, Mr. Heywood, Principal

Greenwood, and the Lord Bishop of Manchester. Mr.

Hutchings wanted me to go on the platform with all these, but

I preferred to sit amongst the audience. The proceedings were

very interesting. After the meeting broke up I made an

appointment with Mr. Turner to wait upon him at noon on

Thursday.

Tuesday I was early at the building. Two packers were

lent to me, and by 5 p.m. all my carvings and glasses were

packed ready for removal. Mr. Waring was surprised, and

complimented me as being the first Exhibitor who had packed
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up his goods. I made arrangements to return to their owners
the works that had been lent to me.

On Wednesday I visited Mr. Agnew's room, where was

being shown the large Oil Painting of " the Council of War
before Sebastopol," to be published at 15, 10 and 7 guineas
each. Then took 'bus to " Peel Park." Mr. Plant, superin-
tendent of the Library, to whom I had been introduced on
the Monday, went with me to the Reading Room, Museum, Green

House, Park, etc. From the Green House he gave me two

ferns, the Osmunda regalis, and the Polypodium robertianum.

On Thursday I took my statuette group of carving to the

business place of J. A. Turner, Esq., M.P., 50, Cross Street,

Market Street. After a little conversation he purchased it for

^"100 paid me in ten-pound notes : he did not want any receipt.

I thanked him :
"
you are quite welcome," said he. Mr.

Hutchings wrote me a letter of introduction to Mr. Mac
Dowell, R.A., sculptor ; on the next day I left Manchester for

London. In the railway carriage had a talk with Miss Harley :

she was on her way to India
;
had spent 19 out of her 22 years

there ; she gave me her father's address, and invited me to call

to see them if ever "
I went that way." I delivered and un-

packed the carvings I had had on loan.

I called upon Mr. MacDowell, R.A., at his studio, and

presented my letter of introduction. He conducted me round

his premises ; saw various works in progress : Pitt in marble

for the House of Lords
;
a model in clay of Mr. Brown for

Liverpool ; also a model partly advanced for a statue of J. M.
W. Turner, R.A., for Westminster Abbey ; also the mask a

cast from the head of Turner after he died. I spoke of my
process in preparing to model "

Yes, that is the way we all

do," was the reply. I called upon Mr. Thomas Earle, sculptor;

he was a Hull man
;
he showed me all the work he had in

progress, and advised me to do a large work of carving, and

offer it for sale to the Kensington Museum people. Many years

afterwards, Mr. Earle, acting on this idea, produced in marble a

colossal figure, intending to offer it to this department. He
sent it for exhibition to the Royal Academy, and it was refused

admission ! This so preyed upon his mind that he died shortly
afterwards. He had probably exhausted his purse and his art-

power, and then some defect disqualified it for exhibition.

On Thursday (2gth October, 1857), I left London for Cam-

bridge, where I met a friend staying at Childerley Hall. We
visited King's College Chapel, where is some clever Italian
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carving ; also Trinity College, where we saw some of Gibbons's

carvings, and sculpture (Byron) by Thorwaldsen, and by Bailey
R.A. We went to the Fitzwilliam Museum a vast collection

of works of art. The building cost ^"100,000. Had lunch and

tea with Mr. Roe, publisher ;
he knew me by reputation only

pleasant to find friends on the strength of that. From Cambridge
to Huntingdon in the evening ; stayed at the "

George Inn."

Next morriing it rained
;

visited the old Church. I met a

Frenchman a singular character. He came to England 55 years

previously (1802) to perform at the opera. He afterwards taught
music and dancing in that locality ;

had used that Inn for

49 years, twice a week, paid half-yearly ; altogether he had paid

^"2,600 to them about los. each time. He was about 70 years
old. I asked him if he could dance yet

"
Oh, yes, you would

be surprised, I am nimble ! And my calves are so big, much

exercise, always exercise
; yes, yes, you would be surprised !"

He was going out in the rain. "
It do not trouble me tese tings.

I can't help de rain
; noting troubles me. I be always the same,

what de use ? I am philo philosoph I am philosopher. I

never do fret, what de use ? Ha, ha, ha always be happy. I

can't help de rain. Can't help tings." In travelling, one meets

with a great variety of characters. A traveller must find out

that human nature is not that miserable little speck which those

who live to themselves only imagine it to be. On my
return home I had an hour's stay at Peterborough, which gave
me time to examine the beautiful Cathedral. As you enter at

the West door, on the left is an old painting, rudely executed, of

a grave-digger. I took a sketch of this and copied the epitaph
on the wall beneath it. In this copy I have substituted the

modern u for the v that is used on the stone (thus your for yovr)

and the ordinary th for the cypher form of those letters :

" You see old Scarleits picture stand on hie

But at your feete there doth his body lye
His gravestone doth his age and death-time show
His office by theis tokens you may know
Second to none for strength and sturdye limm
A scarebabe mighty voice with visage grim
Hee had interd two Queenes* within this place
And this townes householders in his lives space
Twice over. But at length his own turn came
What he for others did for him the same
Was done. No doubt his soule doth live for aye
In heaven, tho here his body clad in clay."

[on the floor] o4 JULY 2, 1594
R. s.

^ETATIS

Mary Queen of Scots and Catherine of Aragon.
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In this Cathedra] are good examples of Norman, Early
English, and Perpendicular Gothic, and there is rich groining
in the Lady Chapel, similar to the roof of King's College Chapel,

Cambridge, built from 1440 to 1518. Whilst on my way to

Greenwich, I saw the " Leviathan "
partly launched, half down

the "ways"; already she had cost ^"70,000 or ^"80,000 and
two lives. She was 680 feet long, and had room for 1,000

passengers.

When I returned home, I cleaned and sharpened my
carving tools

;
I had 228 of them, but only about 55 in general

use. The largest tool is 2^ inches wide, the smallest, 1-20 of an
inch ! I prepared five wagtails in the rough the bird the

same, but the fly and the branch different in each. The group
of dead game which I sent to Edinburgh, to the Art Manufacture
Association's Exhibition, was purchased by Sir H. H. Campbell,
Bart., Marehmont House, Dunse, Scotland, for ^60, and I

received a formal vote of thanks for contributing to the

Exhibition.

On January 25, 1858, there was a general holiday on the

occasion of the marriage of the Princess Royal and Frederick,
Crown Prince of Prussia

; she was 17 years old, he 26.

In March my wife and I went to Hull in reference to some

family matters. I returned on the i5th. There was an eclipse

of the sun that day, and I took observations of it, through a

smoked glass, making notes of its progress ; but it appeared that

the glass I used was not sufficiently obscured with the result that

on resuming my carving of a wagtail, I found a defect in my
vision. I consulted my medical attendant, Mr. Tate ; he

directed that I must not use my eyes to work, read, &c., but

must sit in a semi-dark room, take no alcoholic drink, have

blisters behind my ears, leeches on my temples, and take

mercury in some form to salivate me. Many persons expressed

great sympathy with me being in danger of losing my sight.

A letter in reply to my wife's enquiry, from Dr. W. J. Lunn, a

noted oculist, confirmed the treatment Mr. Tate had prescribed,

adding
"

I am quite sure that Mr. Tate will agree with me in

opinion that he must never again try his eyes to the extent that

he has formerly done."

A lady in Hull, sister-in-law to Dr. Bowman, 5, Clifford

Street, Bond Street, London, interested' herself in my case, and

wrote to him to give his opinion upon it. He replied he would

give his gratuitous advice if I would call upon him. On this
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being communicated to Dr. Alderson (17, Berkeley Square), he

sent a kind reply saying
" there is no better opinion in London

than Dr. Bowman's, and you cannot do better than take it."

And Dr. Bowman wrote to my wife :

"MADAM, I shall be happy to see your husband any day
between half-past n and 12

; as soon as your medical adviser

deems it prudent for him to come to town.

Yours very truly,

W. BOWMAN."
5, CLIFFORD STREET, April igth, 1858.

Mr. Tate had called in Dr. Dymock ;
as soon as the two

doctors arrived, I told them I had decided to go to London
without delay to consult Dr. Bowman. I was advised to take

care. Mr. Tate gave me a letter for Dr. Bowman. On the 2ist

I saw the great oculist
;
he carefully examined my eyes, and

asked me to make sketches in his note book, to show how my
vision was distorted.

The following letter to my wife tells all :

"
14, STANHOPE STREET, HAMPSTEAD ROAD, LONDON,

2ist April, 1858.
" My Dear Good Wife, There is good news, a light in the

darkness. I am not forbidden to write a letter, so I hasten

to tell it. Mr. Bowman gives me leave to amuse, or employ

myself out of doors, to drink a glass of pale ale, take no more

mercury. That's cheering, is it not ? I am to rest at least

three months from my work, with occasional blistering ; does

not wish me to remain in London, but I am too weak to return

home just now. Though lodging not far from Bond Street, I

nearly fainted before I reached Dr. Bowman's. Tell Mr. Tate

I shall take the powder (Dr. Alderson's), whilst in town. My
love to our dear children, and to yourself, more than to any-

body else.

Your affectionate husband,

THOMAS W. WALLIS."

I need not dwell upon the painful particulars connected

with the treatment for the cure of my eyes. The three months'

rest from my work became five times three, and Dr. Bowman
informed me that I had had a narrow escape of losing my sight.

I visited my friends at Burgh, Hull, Grantham, etc. I was in a

very grave position ; my expenses much increasing, my yearly

income nil.
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When in Hull, Mr. Young, librarian of the Mechanics'
Institution, gave me several dried plants for my herbarium,
sedges, grasses, mosses, etc. I wrote their names, but found
this too much for my eyes. When at home I doused my eyes
with spring water.

I spent a fortnight at Woodhall Spa during that time (on
the 3rd June), there was an excursion of the Lincolnshire
Architectural Society starting from Horncastle

;
I joined the

party at Woodhall Spa. There were 15 conveyances and about

90 persons. I sat on a 'bus beside Sir Charles Anderson, and the

Rev. F. Massingberd, of South Ormsby. The latter had a son
who had suffered from his eyes, and he, like many morei

sympathised with me; his son had been to a celebrated oculist

in Germany and advised me to go to him also
; afterwards he

and his sister called to see me
;
he had sent me a book about the

Prussian oculist, the Hofrath (Court Counsellor) Doctor de

Leuw
;
he urged me to go to him. I, however, decided not to

go, being satisfied with the London oculist, Dr. Bowman.

This excursion was a very interesting event. I was intro-

duced to the Rev. E. (afterwards Bishop) Trollope, and other

leading men. We visited the Church at Woodhall, the ruins

of Kirkstead Abbey, and the Church near to, built about 1240.
Thence to Tattershall Church, and that magnificent specimen
of brick-building, Tattershall Castle, built during the reign of

Henry VI., in 1440, by Lord Treasurer Cromwell, who also

built " the Tower on the Moor," near Woodhall. At the Castle,

which is 112 feet high, the Rev. E. Trollope gave an interesting

lecture on the building, which really was only one out of five

similar structures originally built. Then to Coningsby Church,

through Mareham to Revesby Abbey, the seat of Banks

Stanhope, Esq., M.P., who met us on the road. At Revesby
we visited two large tumuli, then to the spacious Hall to

lunch. I had breakfasted at 8 p.m., and had nothing
until 5 p.m. I found Mr. Massingberd looking for me to

introduce me to Mr. Banks Stanhope, who received me with

marked respect, and took me apart from the rest of the com-

pany, and showed me the principal objects of interest in his

house. Leaving at 5-30 p.m., we visited Scrivelsby, the seat

and burial place of the Dymocks "Champions of England "-

and so back to Horncastle.

At Woodhall Spa, I lodged with Mr. Fixter, a carpenter ;

as he knew I was botanising, he used to bring in various plants
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for me to name, but- there were none to be called rare. Soon
after my return home, the election of a coroner for the district

took place two days' polling, with the following result :

Thomas Sharpley, Medical Doctor 1062

William Kime, Barrister 960

102... Majority.

During my visit to the Marsh, I saw the ruin (for that

season) of all the rich pasture land for want of rain. The stock

had to be taken off and sold at a great loss
;
this and the brown

(instead of green) fields gave the appearance of a deserted

country ;
it was said to be worse than the dry summer of 1826.

I saw Dr. Bowman several times; he still insisted, I must rest

from work ; this made me very melancholy, earning nothing,
and spending much ! But my health was good, .and I weighed
10 stones, 13 Ibs. at the age of 21 I had weighed only 8 stones.

As an out-of-door occupation, I offered my gratuitous
services to the Mechanics' Institution, to take charge of all the

arrangements for the Elkington Gala. This occupied me two

or three weeks resulting in a profit to the Institution of over

/6o. During my three weeks' stay at Grantham, I visited the

seats of Sir John Thorold and Lord Brownlow (Belton House),
and also Belvoir Castle, the residence of the Duke of Rutland,
and saw many beautiful works of art

; especially Gibbons's

carvings at Belton House. From Grantham I went to Hull to

arrange for my parents retiring from business, and providing a

weekly sum that should enable them to live in a humble way.
I became acquainted with Mr. Stather, an entomologist, and

with others of the same tastes. A few moths and butter-

flies were given to me
; and, on my return home, I proceeded to

provide all things necessary to prosecute this branch of Natural

History, and began to form a collection. I made a large

cabinet, having thirteen proper drawers, lined with cork, with

recesses for camphor, and moveable glazed covers to each, for

specimens, and also having a printed list of all the names ; these

were placed in proper order in the drawers to be used when

required.

In the garden I made a glass-covered case for the larvae of

moths, so that by breeding them I might secure perfect specimens.
On one occasion a fine specimen of a female Oak-Eggar came
off in my breeding cage. I placed this in a small glass case,

and left it in my garden ; presently a male Oak-Eggar (Lasio-
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campa quevcus), was buzzing over the small glass case, and
allowed me to take it without any attempt to escape. It must
have scented the maiden female moth half-a-mile away. I took
this female moth, in the case, about three quarters of a mile
from home on a public highway, and almost immediately about
a score of male moths clustered over the female prisoner,

allowing me to take them with my hand. The marvels of
nature surpass all fiction. (See Appendix G.)

When in Hull, in September, I heard Charles Dickens read
his " Christmas Carol." It was a great treat.

I visited Dr. Bowman, the oculist, in October and Decem-
ber. Even then he spoke of a long time of rest for my eyes ;

I was to use a douse to them
; i.e., a spray of cold water from a

fine rose at the end of a gutta-percha pipe ; the body of water

being elevated, gravitation forced the water on my closed eyes
when directed by the pipe ;

I was also to have leeches on my
temples. Dr. Bowman examined my eyes with an ophthalmo-
scope. In October he said nothing was going wrong ; and in

December he thought more favourably of them. He quietly
told me if I had gone on using my eyes I should, in all

probability, have been blind then ! Although my fears

had suggested this, I was startled to hear him say so.

In September and October I made sketches of the beautiful

Enck's Comet. I here reproduce sketches which furnish

particulars. At 4 a.m. on September 2yth the comet's tail

appeared nearly the contrary way to what it did at 7-30 p.m.
the tails of comets are always directed from the sun. On
September 3oth the tail was nearly as long as the seven stars in

Ursa Major, and on Oct. 3rd., the tail reached nearly to the

first "Horse" in that constellation. On Oct. 5th the comet

passed over Arcturus without dimming its brightness, and on

Oct. nth passed over g in Libra. I did not see it after the I4th
October.

I gave lessons in carving at Walmsgate to Miss Dallas

and the Hon. Mrs. West who gave me a small commission to

execute at some future time. Early in 1859 a deputation of six

members of the Mechanics' Institution went to Bayons Manor,
the seat of the Hon. C. T. D'Eyncourt, the "Patron" of the

Institution, on the occasion of opening a new school Mr.

D'Eyncourt had built, and the presentation of an address to

him. In reply, he made a long and eloquent speech ; my five

companions returned to Louth. I remained all night ; and next
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morning breakfasted with Mr. D'Eyncourt, and saw the

magnificent rooms and works of art there. We had much
talk about prizes to competitors for the Society of Arts

Examinations. The Patron would give three guineas for this

object. He was very kind and courteous he was 74 years
old.

Afterwards the steward drove me over to Market Rasen to

see an Art Exhibition
;
there I met Miss Cooper, one of my

lady pupils, who showed me her last piece of carving at the

house of her brother, the Vicar of Ludford. I stayed the night
at the "

Stag Inn," Ludford, and home the next morning.

Although I avoided fine carving, I amused myself by

modelling in pipe-clay, life-size, in full relief my youngest

daughter's portrait, as a circular panel, with spring flowers in

the margin.

I agreed that when I was able to work at carving I would

take young R. Tudsbury (18) as an improver for one year ; Miss

Daniels, of London, to pay a premium of ^25, and he to work

for me without wages, and live with my family. His home was

Edwinstowe, near Sherwood Forest.

After a year's treatment I again went to see Dr. Bowman.
I was still to douse my eyes, blisters behind my ears

;
and on

getting out of bed in the morning was to sit ten minutes in a

hip-bath of cold water.

I visited Hull once more, and increased my botanical and

entomological specimens. On my return, I again undertook to

manage the Elkington Gala, 1859, for the Louth Mechanics'

Institution, with the result of profit of about ^"67. Here a tent

was erected, and those who were willing were invited to enrol

their names to form a Volunteer Rifle Corps. After this I

resumed my carving again, as my eyes were much improved ;

in October young Tudsbury arrived. On the 7th November I

was enrolled a Volunteer Rifleman, being no. 7 on the roll.

Drill was commenced at once, and continued regularly.

My eyes were benefited with the treatment prescribed by
Dr. Bowman, but one part of that treatment was very trying

during the winter, viz. : hip-bath in cold water directly I got

out of bed in the morning ; the bath had water put in it the

night before, and as the weather grew colder, the water was

frozen into a block of ice, and could not be used as a bath.

The thermometer in the garden had been 21 below freezing.

I was asked to give lectures to the Rifle Corps on
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"
Cleaning Arms and Theoretical Principles." It was a duty

devolving upon the Commissioned Officers, but neither they nor

the other non-commissioned would undertake this. So I

prepared large diagrams, and models to make clear what I had
to say, and mastered the subjects from the official Queen's
Musketry Regulations, and was appointed acting Musketry
Instructor. I had been one of the earliest "

non-com's," and in

September was appointed Quartermaster Sergeant.

On Sunday and Monday, May ayth and 28th, 1860, a terrific

storm swept over this country. I have never witnessed anything
like that Monday morning, although I remember the August
storm in 1833, and that on Plow Monday, in 1839 ; and the ther-

mometer at 32 at the end of May. Much damage was done to

buildings and trees, &c. The goods warehouse at the Railway
Station was blown down

;
a large poplar tree opposite my

house, was hurled across the street, damaging my house. It

was said there had not been such a storm since the 2Qth May,
1790, seventy years previously, all but one day.

In August, 1860, a rural and military fete was held at

Elkington. This took a week of my time as superintendent.
The receipts were ^137 gs. 3d. ; the profits ^70 145. 4d. At

the request of Captain Daubney, of the Grimsby Rifle Corps,
I delivered to the members of his corps, the three lectures on
"
Cleaning Arms and Theoretical Principles ;

"
my diagrams

helped to make the subject clear. At the close the Captain

paid me a great compliment for the excellent lectures I had

given them. The fact is, I thoroughly mastered the subject,

and found no difficulty in imparting the knowledge from a

platform.

My tender of 100 for the carving at St. James's Church,

Louth, was accepted.

I now give tables for four years of

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1857. 1858. 1859. 1860.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received per Cash
Book 382 17 i 192 i o 102 82 161 5 o

Domestic Expenses 133 15 10 116 14 n 98 2 2 126 19 6

Balance for Business

Expenses 249 i 3 75 6 i 460 34 5 6

Cash in hand, close

of the year ... 17 14 3 726 7 16 10 6 10 5
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DETAILS OF DOMESTIC EXPENDITURE.

i857-

s. d.



CHAPTER XIII.

GREAT EXHIBITION, 1862. MEDAL PRIZES.

(1861-1865). AGE 40 TO 44.

Though my eyes had not recovered their normal strength,
I was able to apply myself closely to fine carving. When
finishing the very delicate parts it required great firmness and
decision on my part ;

I felt myself working with my teeth

set, my nerves braced up; and then, when it was done, my
nerves were relaxed.

Not being very well I spent a week in the Marsh with my
friends. I amused myself with pruning and training their fruit

trees. One day I botanised from Theddlethorpe to Huttoft

(10 miles) on the sea banks and marsh ditches. There was one
flower in abundance that has the honour of being in a class and
order by itself Butomus umbcllatus (Common Flowering-rush) ;

on the sandy shore near Huttoft, I found Plantago maritima

(Sea Plantain), and Plantago coronopus (Buck's-horn Plantain).
At Theddlethorpe I found Erythrcea littoralis (Dwarf Centaury) ;

Glanx maritima (Sea Milk-wort), and Salsola kali (Prickly Salt-

wort) ; also Silene maritima (Sea Campion). See Appendix F.

On my return home, I parted with the two London carvers,

as their work did not suit me. Mr. Leach, from Cambridge,
came to assist me with the work for St. James's Church.

As this work had to be completed in a given time, I engaged
two carvers, from Hull, and I also worked at it myself.

In July, 1861, I went to Mablethorpe, and had a good view

of a comet, which was visible for some time. The tail diminished

every day ; it was most brilliant from the ist to the 5th of July.
Our earth passed through the huge tail, the only effect being a

very slight increase of light.

My excellent mother visited us in the summer of 1861
;
she

was well, and looked young ; could, without glasses, see to read,

write and sew, though in her 78th year. On the 3rd September,
we celebrated the wedding day of my father and mother

; they
had spent 51 years of married life; my father was in his 74th

year, and was still an early riser.
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In October I applied for space in the Great Exhibition to

be held in Hyde Park in 1862. I could only complete two or

three small works in time for this, but my patrons promised
to lend me works I had done for them.

I still conducted the musketry instruction of the Volunteer

Rifle Corps, in addition to performing the duties of Quarter-
master Sergeant. For the lectures I made some more large

diagrams, about five feet long, mounted on calico. At that time

there were 88 enrolled members of the Company, some of

whom found their own uniforms, and a few their own rifles.

For the Great Exhibition, 1862, I prepared, amongst other

things, a life-sized carving of a Child's head in full relief. I

took as my models the best features I could find in different

faces. I intended to have this, and a "
Wagtail and Fly," and

a group of fruit and flowers at the Exhibition for sale. In

March I went to Birmingham, Manchester and London, to

pack up and remove the carvings my patrons offered to lend

me for exhibition. I stayed a night at Mr. Carlton's, in Man-

chester, and was introduced to Mrs. Carlton and Lady Watts
mother and daughter. I dined with Mrs. Carlton and numerous

ladies, and an Essex artist. Mr. Carlton pressed me to stop
another day to dine with Sir James Watts, but I could not spare
the time.

I called upon Mr. Armitage, son of Sir Edward Armitage,
at Pendleton

;
he gave me a commission to execute a work of

carving to be placed in a certain part of his house. He
introduced me to Mrs. Armitage, who ordered in lunch. In

Manchester I called at Mr. Agnew's, who had on view the
"
Derby Day," by W. P. Firth, R.A. Mr. Agnew said that a

ticket was required for any person to see this picture. I then

said "
I am Mr. Wallis, of Louth, wood-carver," to which

he replied,
" That is enough, Sir, your name is a passport to

any part of my premises." So there is something in a name.

I arrived home with all the carvings I had gathered to-

gether quite safe. After arranging them in my room, as I

intended to have them in the Exhibition, I invited the public to

see them. About 400 persons responded to this invitation. In

April I had all my works in the Exhibition Building, and Mr.

Grace, Chairman of the Committee of the Fine Arts, showed me

my allotted space the Committee afterwards removed them
to a better situation. A London carver, however, said to me,
" Wherever your carvings are placed, Mr. Wallis, they will be a

.sensation point in the Exhibition." People at once crowded to
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see them, and said they were a great advance upon my 1851
exhibits. Soon after the Exhibition opened, I sold the three

subjects I had for sale to C. B. Carruthers, Esq., for ^"94 ios.,

which was very satisfactory.

In July a Battalion Drill and Grand Gala were held at

Elkington. I was again pressed into this business, which

occupied all my time for two or three weeks. The receipts were

about 160, the profits about ^70. About this time I was
informed that the Jury had awarded me a medal at the Great

Exhibition. I visited London twice during the summer, taking
some of my family with me. At the Crystal Palace we saw
the wonderful performances of Blondin. He was about 5 ft.

6 in. high, in a grey dress, and, when walking on the ground,
had two large gold medals on his breast. Though I saw it, I

can hardly believe that he walked on a tight rope 150 feet high,

1,000 feet fong, and 2^ inches diameter. He stepped on the

rope, a pace about 12 inches, his feet being planted crosswise,

ran, danced, was blindfolded, threw somersaults, stood upon a

chair, etc., cooked an omelet, and came down a perpendicular

rope head foremost.

In November I went to London to pack up my exhibits,

remove them from the building, and send them to their owners.

I did not do much carving, as I was uneasy about my eyes.

I asked myself the question : Is it wiser to work and risk losing

my eyesight, or not to work and be certain of ruin ? Very
awkward to answer the question. Yet, I felt myself a coward

not to go on at every risk, and take the worst that might come !

It could but be death !

Not being able to work full time, I amused myself by

constructing a table to show how to obtain the cofrect horizontal

distance for any degree of sloping ground, rising to an angle of

45 ; this was obtained by extracting the square-root of the

various lines dealt with. I received a letter from Mr. J. B.

Waring, the compiler of the fine chromo-lithographic work,

the "
Masterpieces of the Exhibition of 1862," asking me to

supply him with some account of my "life, studies, and works
'

for h'is book. This I did, as I had done when similar

applications had been made.

At the close of the year, my son, William Emerson, finished

his term of four years as assistant teacher in Mr. S. Cresswell's

School.

On the 3rd of January, 1863, about midnight, a great fire
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broke out in the shop of Messrs. Sutton and Oldroyd, drapers,
Mercer Row, the inmates, twenty in number, just escaping with

their lives. The local fire engines were unable to cope with the

flames ; telegrams were sent to neighbouring towns, and four

more engines arrived by express trains. I had charge of one

engine, and the next day I took a sketch of the ruins, which was

published in the Illustrated London News on the lyth.

My son, Wm. Emerson, passed the examination of the

Society of Arts, receiving the following certificates: ist class,

Arithmetic ; ist class, Book-keeping ; 2nd class in Algebra ;

and 2nd class in Mensuration. I communicated this satisfac-

tory result to one of my patrons, C. B. Carruthers, Esq., which

led to an appointment for him at Lloyds, as clerk to Messrs.

Holland & Co.

The Committee formed to organize the festivities on the

occasion of the marriage of the Prince of \Yales and the

Princess Alexandra of Denmark, on the loth March, 1863,

requested me to take the entire management of the procession.
I had to devote several days to this. I prepared plans showing
where the different bodies were to fall in, and sent a copy of it

to every Chairman or Secretary of the Societies, and to the

Captains of the two Volunteer Corps. About 4,000 people
marched along a given route, and all assembled in the Market

Place without any hitch whatever. The Volunteers fired blank

cartridge ;
the school children sang, and the Mayor, Mr. T

Mason, made a speech. 2,600 tickets were issued for men's

dinners and women's teas
;
and 2,013 medals to children.

As I found my eyes soon tired, I had further correspond-
ence with my London oculist, Dr. Bowman, on the subject.

He thought "they would do well yet and serve me." Shortly
afterwards I called upon him he did not think my eyes any
worse, but advised care, great cave. On my return home, I found

I must press on with the work for the Exhibition at the Society
of Arts in June. As usual, I was ill after the completion of the

large work for Mr. Armitage. 1 invited the public to see it in

my room, and had about 800 visitors. On account of my eyes
I again had serious thoughts of obtaining some appointment, or

other occupation, and leaving carving altogether ; but this

thought passed away for a time. In September I went to

Somersby Rectory, the birth-place of Alfred Tennyson, the

poet, to give a lesson in carving to Mrs. Burton, the Rector's

wife.

At a full dress parade of the Volunteer Rifle Corps, I was,
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on my resignation, presented with a silver cup and a purse of

gold, subscribed for by the members of the corps for my
services as Musketry Instructor. On the cup was engraved
the following inscription :

"
Presented, together with a Purse of

10, to Quarter-master Sergeant Wallis, for services rendered to the

2nd Lcn. Rifle Volunteers, Louth, as their Musketry Instructor, Feb.

igth, 1863." Captain Smyth, in presenting this to me, made a

speech full of kindness, which I duly acknowledged. Later in

the year the Rifle Volunteers of the county had a review at

Boston 1,311 were present; Lord Aveland, Lord Lieutenant,

being the reviewing officer. I was much amused, when marching
through the streets, at the little girls and children bidding us

good night so affectionately ; I not being in the ranks, many ran

up to me to shake hands
;

I had two or three of their hands in

mine at once. One said,
" Please give me a kiss." So I kissed

her
; doubtless she would remember the incident for a long

time.

Notwithstanding my formal resignation of the post of

Musketry Instructor, I was pressed by the Captain and

Adjutant, Major Golden, to give the annual lectures on
" Theoretical Principles," etc. I made more large diagrams to

illustrate the trajectory of the bullet fired at different distances

partly from my own calculations from the angle of elevation

used.

At intervals, I worked on an ideal Child's head, carving it in

lime-tree. I took a plaster-cast of this just as it was left rough
from the tool, before finishing any part. I intended to call this

study Hope for the future, and it was also my intention to exhibit

it at the Society of Arts in competition for prizes offered.

In October Ensign lies presented me with a rain gauge
and measuring glass ; from that time to the present (1899), I

have kept an unbroken record of the rainfall, barometer, and

thermometer, &c. (See appendix E).

In November, I sent to the Society of Arts, for exhibition,

the following works :

(1)
" Hope for the Future

"
(Child's head) ;

(2)
"
Wagtail and Fly "; and

(3)
" A fragment of Autumn."

At the opening of the Exhibition my exhibits were very

highly spoken of. At a meeting there Mr. Hawes, the chairman,

referred to the " Child's head
"
as " the most beautiful work of

art in the room." I received the following letter :
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"
LLOYDS, 28th December, 1864.

" MY DEAR SIR, This morning I was at the Exhibition in

the rooms of the Society of Arts, and am very much pleased
with your study of a Child's head [purchased by the writer] ,

and

it must be very gratifying to you to find so many approvers of

it. I should feel obliged if you could take charge of it until my
return home in February. Wishing you the compliments of

the season.

I remain, yours very truly,

Mr. T. W. Wallis. C. B. CARRUTHERS."

I also received a letter from the chairman, Mr. Hawes,

saying :

" There is a remonstrance by exhibitors respecting your
works that they are not entirely executed by your own hand, to

which we have replied, that so long as they are wrought out

under you and finished by your own hand, that is all we can

require. I mention this to show how carefully everything is

watched.
I remain, yours truly,

Mr. T. W. Wallis. W. HAWES."

I was very indignant at this reported remonstrance. The
London Carvers never got over the notion, expressed in 1851

that no one pair of hands could do all the work I exhibited.

I replied to Mr. Hawes on the iyth January :

" It has given me great pain that some idle tongues should

have uttered that which the speakers must have known to be

untrue, or otherwise were totally ignorant of the facts. And I

solemnly declare that the three works I sent to the present

Exhibition were designed, modelled, and the rough, intermediate

and finished carving was all done by myself. The only assistance

I ever received was in some subordinate mechanical parts that

an ordinary carver could do, when I was pressed for time.

And this applies to every work I ever exhibited. As to the

three works referred to, I never had a carver in my employ for

a period a year before they were commenced to the present time.

Yours faithfully,

W. Hawes, Esq. T. W. WALLIS."

Next day Mr. Hawes replied, saying:
" I am .perfectly satisfied with the explanation in your letter.

The facts are precisely as I anticipated. I have seen your

letter to Mr. R. Redgrave, R.A., and I assure you his mind

is quite satisfied as to the loona-fidc execution of your works by

yourself.
He requested me to assure you of this in the
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strongest manner. We hope, therefore, that this will satisfy

you.
I remain, yours truly,

Mr. T. W. Wallis, Louth. W. HAWES."

Soon after this I had the satisfaction of learning that in

section A a prize of 8 had been awarded to me for the Child's

head and in section B a prize of 7 los. for the Wagtail and

Fly, by the Society of Arts.

Sometime afterwards I wrote to Mr. R. Redgrave, R.A.,

offering the Wagtail and Fly to the South Kensington Museum
for 18. I received the following reply :

" SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT, LONDON, W.
South Kensington Museum, 2nd February, 1865.

"SiR, I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your
letter of the 28th ultimo and to request that you will be good
enough to send your specimen of Wood-carving for inspection
to this department, at the close of the Exhibition at the Society
of Arts, when the offer you have made to dispose of it will be

considered.
I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Mr. T. W. Wallis. NORMAN MACLEOD, Assistant Secretary."

Accordingly, at the close of the Exhibition, I forwarded the

work as requested. They acknowledged its receipt, and after

some delay, during which I wrote to them again, I received the

following reply :

" SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT, LONDON, W.
i5th May, 1865.

"
SIR, In reply to your letter of the 8th inst., I am directed

to inform you that the carving to which you refer will be pur-

chased for the sum of ^18, and I am to request you to send to

this department the account in duplicate.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

NORMAN MACLEOD, Assistant Secretary."

Mr. T. W. Wallis, Louth, Lincolnshire.

After my account was sent in I received an order for pay-

ment in the usual official form, but, as this may not be

generally known, I append a copy :

No. of Order, SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT,
257 SOUTH KENSINGTON, LONDON, W., 22nd May, 1865.

SIR, I am directed by the Lords of the Committee of Council
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on Education to inform you Her Majesty's Paymaster-General has

been authorised to pay to your order. the sum of eighteen pounds
upon your filling up and signing the annexed draft upon him for that

amount.
I am, Sir,

18. Your obedient servant,

T. W. Walk's, Gospelgate, Louth. A. K. SIMKISS, Accountant.

Note. The draft below, when drawn and signed, will be payable
at the office of H. M. Paymaster General, Whitehall : it may be

negotiated through a banker or presented for payment by any person
authorised to receive the amount.

No. of Voucher.

Full amount 18 Less Income Tax..

Net sum payable 18. On demand pay to Thomas W. Wallis

or order the sum of Eighteen Pounds on account of the Science and
Art Department, in payment of the above order for a Carving in

Wood.
Examined.

To Her Majesty's Paymaster-General, Whitehall, London.

1000'

&
fi

T
'<?4

This bill must not be detached from the above letter.

Thomas W. Wallis.

I am particular in giving these details in .full, as it was
the only transaction I had with the Government, so that this

work at the South Kensington Museum, may be identified as

my carving.

When in London, in March, 1865, packing up my carvings,
I called upon Mr. Loft, Curator to the Royal Academy ;

I had
met him many years before at West Ella, and knew him to

have been a fellow apprentice of my master, Mr. T. Ward. As
a sculptor he studied at the Royal Academy, and for one of his

works their silver medal was awarded ; afterwards he was

appointed Curator to the Academy ;
he conducted me through

all the rooms. Saw the Diploma pictures of the R.A.'s, and

many students drawing and painting ;
some from plaster casts,

others from life the subject being a woman seated and dressed

as a peasant : she would sit there three hours in one position.

Students of both sexes were drawing from the plaster in the

nude form. Mr. Loft presented me with a ticket to a lecture

at the Academy by Professor Westmacott, R.A., which I was

pleased to attend
;
he dwelt much upon expression in sculpture.
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On my return home I advanced some of my work a stage.
But the Rifle Corps and Target Practice took much of my
time: I was selected to go to Wimbledon (1865) to shoot for

the Queen's Prize. Although I could ill spare the time, I went
there to fire in all the competitions. I wrote long letters to my
wife at home, and she showed them to the newspaper reporters,
who copied nearly the whole of them for the Lincolnshire

Chronicle. The proprietor of this paper was in a tent near to

me, and he had the paper sent to him
; the Volunteers

seemed highly amused when one of them read my letters aloud.

I here give a few short extracts from these camp-letters :

" The stores issued to me consisted of i tin pail, i wash-

basin, i waterproof sheet, 2 grey blankets, i bed and i bolster,

the two latter stuffed with straw. Having arranged my bed,

etc., I tightened the tent ropes, and adjusted the tent pole to

the perpendicular. Then in examining the grounds I found

myself all at once rather close to, and just beyond, some targets,

at which a party was firing, so I beat a retreat. I then passed

along a valley, and on mounting the hill-side I came face to

face with another firing party. They considerately ceased fire

until I moved away.

I found my bed hard, the straw like reeds ! Awaking early,

I heard one of my camp neighbours, who seemed to have the

faculty of thinking everything in a loud voice, call out "I say,

Jack, I'm blowed if there isn't an earwig in my stocking they

say they are blood-suckers
"

Jack thought they were not, but

his comrade " didn't like the beggars between his toes." In my
tent I found one live earwig in my box, and an ant carrying
off a crumb of biscuit much larger than itself. In the imitation

ferneries I saw a palpitating toad
;
these comprise all the wild

animals I have seen, except a few volunteers.

In firing for the St. George's Challenge Vase, I made 21

points out of 7 shots, placing me thirty from the top, out of

over 2000 competitors, which entitled me to fire in the first sixty

in the final competition.

The living creatures captured crawling about the tents

furnish an endless theme for conversation : the greatest

honours are paid to the Earwig. Lord Elcho has an Earwig
box for complaints. Earwig is the name of the daily sheet

published on the ground ;
one of the tents is Eanvig Lodge.

But newts, lizards and toads are not neglected ;
on the night

of the 1 3th July a newt and a toad were caught in tent No. 12,
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Line L., as we were duly informed next morning by a written

document posted outside the tent :
" These reptiles having

been found trespassing, and captured at an untimely hour in

tent No. 12, L., were tried by Court Martial and sentenced to

be hanged and quartered ;
and afterwards to be nailed on a

board and publicly exposed as a warning to all reptiles or toads

that might travel that way."

On Sunday we attended Divine Service in the large

circular tent. The Bishop of London preached from S. John,
xvii. 15. It was a plain homely sermon for the composition
of which the talents of a Bishop were not needed.

In the week-day evenings athletic games are going on.

Early in the morning you may see great fellows of the aqua-

loving tribe, in a state of nudity, giving themselves a shower

bath by pouring the contents of a can full of water on their

heads. Everything goes on pleasantly in camp. I had talk

with some old soldiers, Musketry Instructors and Sergeants of

the 74th Highlanders ; they inferred that I had been in the service

and shook their heads, in disbelief, when I assured them I had

not. '

They felt sure I had been, and was now on the staff,

having retired from the service.' Two brawny Scotchmen asked

me in broad Scotch '

if Mowatt had come,' taking me for one

of the Ayr Volunteers
;
and an officer, who had charge of a

firing party, recognised me as being in his squad at Wimbledon
the previous year. I undeceived him, as that was my first

appearance there. So I seemed to resemble many and different

personalities, and still remained myself after all."

I was ten days from home, and though not taking a prize,

I was, on the whole, well satisfied. Shortly afterwards I won

prizes at home and at Lincoln, winning three first and two second

prizes ig in value.

In my letters published in the " Lincolnshire Chronicle," I

gave full details of camp life, and particulars of the shooting in

the various competitions. In the home competition of Annual

Prize firing, I won more prizes than the rules allowed me to take.

After this I settled down to close work, as several things

were waiting for me. To please my children I made a poultry-
house in my garden, and obtained some silver-pencilled

Hamburg fowls.

At Christmas time the silver lining of the cloud was shown
in the fact of my son William being very successful in his

London office.
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I now give tables of income and domestic expenditure for

five years :

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1861. 1862. 1863. 1864. 1865.
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received as per
Cash Book .. 276 12 i 263 18 10 278 9 10 165 16 2 279 i 7

Domestic Expenses 153 16 3 114 2 4 131 3 o no 9 2 126 i n

Balance for

Business Purposes 122 15 10



CHAPTER XIV.

RIFLE VOLUNTEERS. SURVEYOR.

(1866-1870). AGE 45 TO 49.

Since commencing to keep fowls, which from my boyhood
had been a pleasure to me, as it was to all my family, we made

changes in the breeds to suit a confined run, and on counting
the cost of their food, etc., and the value of their produce, we
found they were about equal.

I executed the wood-carving, bench-ends, etc., for Louth

Trinity Church. I declined to take the stone-carving ;
and as

my brother Edward could not come, his employer in Leeds sent

four stone-carvers over to do it.

My wife had been for a long time in delicate health, but not

unable to perform household duties
;

on Saturday evening,
the lyth February, 1866, whilst attending the children, she was

suddenly attacked with spasms of the heart, and although
medical aid was at once available she quickly sank, and died

twenty minutes after the first attack. I will not, dare not,

attempt to describe my feelings at this sudden and painful

event. I was ill and could not work for some weeks after. I

was left with five children at home, whose ages were from 4 to

18, and my eldest daughter engaged to be married. As I had

before me the warning of the oculist about my eyes, I did not

dare to work at carving as I had done ten years previously,
But after a few weeks I became more settled in mind and

resumed work at my best carving. My progress was slow, for

I found my right eye (which was my best) giving way.

Mr. T. W. Bogg, surgeon, called in May to say that he

was the secretary of a committee of townsmen who wished that

a piece of my carving should be purchased for the town, to be

placed in some public institution. ^100 was named as the sum

likely to be subscribed. I promised to submit a design to the

committee.

In the summer, the Volunteer Rifle Battalion prepared to

go into camp for drill. 1 went with Capt. Robson and Major
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Smyth to inspect the grounds at Thornton College where the
Battalion was to camp for a week. Capt. Robson and myself
experimented as to time in unpacking, fixing, striking and re-

packing a military tent
; the time was three-quarters of an hour.

The office I held in the corps imposed much work upon me in

camp, having charge of the fatigue party, etc. About 700 were
in camp. On the day of inspection about 12,000 spectators
were present. I still continued to give the lectures on
Theoretical Principles, etc., and had become a fairly good shot.
I was returned first in the Period Firing of the corps, and again
went to Wimbledon. I shot well enough to be published in the
first hundred for the Queen's Prize

; there were 2,058 scores
below mine. At Lincoln I won the ist prize in the Rifle Derby
(the second time), ^"15. I also won a cup and three money
prizes at our own annual prize contest

;
in all 23 155. So I

was reputed to be a good shot. I was entitled to wear three

stars and a medal.

A procession of volunteers and tradesmen was formed to

witness the laying of the foundation-stone of the New Market
Hall by the Mayor, S. Trought, Esq., on the 2nd August, 1866.

Mr. Waring, the manager of the British exhibits for the

Paris Exhibition to be held in 1867, was very urgent that I

should send some of my carvings he had already had my
name printed in the Catalogue. My decision was not to send

anything.

On the morning of the i5th November, 1866, from midnight
to sunrise there was a most brilliant display of meteors, or

falling stars, (Leonids from the constellation Leo). Many sat up
all night on the i3th and i4th, as the display was expected
then. The shower of meteors was continuous and was wonder-

fully beautiful. The period of their orbit is put at 33 years.

As I was collecting particulars of my family history I went

to Roos, in Holderness, York, and from my father's cousin

Edward Wallis, I learnt many details of my ancestors who had

lived at Roos for some hundreds of years. In Hull I dined with

my cousin, Richard Wallis, proprietor and editor of the Hull

Packet newspaper ;
he knew my name and fame, but did not know

he was related to me until I wrote to him.

For my son Henry, aged 14 years, I accepted a very good
offer from Messrs. Hyde & Son, London, (through Captain

Robson), to commence in their office with a salary of 50 per
annum. He is well qualified to give satisfaction.
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I attended a meeting of the subscribers for a carving of

mine for the town. The Committee guaranteed ^105, and

more if possible. The Secretary sent an article on the subject

to a county paper. I made a special study of a Cock Pheasant

for the proposed work. This was chiefly modelled in clay and

part carved in wood, I made a vigorous and spirited model,

rather sketchy, but true to nature. My design was lithographed
and published. I received a written order for this work from

Mr. Bogg,
" the Committee guaranteeing the remuneration of

one hundred guineas." Mr. Bogg added that he believed a still

larger sum would eventually be raised.

I continued to make the highest scores in " Class Firing,"

and again went to Wimbledon in 1867, to shoot for the Queen's
and other prizes. I shot well enough to tie for prizes, but lost

by the rule for " ties." At Lincoln I had won the first prize

in the Rifle Derby for three consecutive years, and in Period

Firing took all the first prizes, the silver medal and the three

stars, as the best shot in the company.

My eldest daughter was married on the 24th October, 1867,

to Alfred Kew, a master gunmaker ; leaving me with my two

younger daughters, Kate and Suey (aged 12 and 13) as house-

keepers. I had an obelisk-kind of headstone put down in the

cemetery to the memory of my late wife. Had to pay i6s 6d.

fees before it could be placed there. The mason charged ^"4,

which he wanted and received the same day.

I received the following letter :

"
SALTAIRE, BRADFORD, May 5th, 68.

Mr. T. W. Wallis.
"
SIR, Please say if you have any

"
wood-carvings

"

finished, and if so what subjects and prices. I want a

specimen or two. If you have not any on hand, how long

would it take you to execute one ?

Yours truly,

TITUS SALT."

I replied I had only a small subject, the "
Wagtail

"
on

on hand for sale. Mr. T. Salt purchased this for 15. I

informed him I could not do anything for him for more than

twelve months. He wrote :

" When you are open to receive a commission, will you

please give me the first chance ? In about twelve months I

may be in a position to give you an order.

Yours truly,

TITUS SALT, JUN."
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In 1868 I again went to Wimbledon. I shot very well,

but not good enough to come within the circle of prize winners.

It was a very hot summer. The thermometer in the shade was

100, but I suspect the shade was imperfect. All vegetation was
dried up ; sparks from railway engines set fire to the grass,

thorn-hedges and fields of wheat. For protection at Wimbledon
a large trench was dug round the ammunition stores. The
value of the prizes I won this year at the local and county
Rifle contests was -28.

After much persuasion I allowed myself to be nominated to

stand in the liberal interest as a candidate to fill a vacancy in

the Town Council, and was elected by a majority of 27. Soon
afterwards I met Mr. Bannister, Mayor of Grimsby. In our

youth we had been fellow students at the " School of Design
"

in Hull; Mr. Bannister was "glad the Louth people had

done themselves the honour of electing me."

I visited Hull and Scarborough ; and left my daughter
Susan at Miss Sollitt's Boarding School in Hull. On my
return I met James W. Wilson at an Exhibition at the Town
Hall. Some of his clever sketches were in the room. He
spoke about the carving I had in progress, and strongly advised

me not to let the town have it, unless they subscribed the full

amount of the value I put upon it, as I was under no necessity
to make a present to the town of Louth.

When in Hull early in 1869 I called upon Mr. J. L. Jacobs,

solicitor, a very learned Jew. He was about to give a lecture

on the " Talmud," but as I could not stay to hear it, he

promised to send the MS. to me, which I received and copied.
It was a most interesting essay.

I went to Dover with my son Henry to see the Easter

Review of Volunteers ; about 18,000 were present. We
witnessed a great storm and shipwrecks. At home in our

Target Practice I finally won (for the third time) the Ladies'

Challenge Cup.

In the summer of 1869, a great mania sprang up for

velocipedes ;
two wheels being called bicycles, and three

wheels tricycles.

In June 1869, I wrote to Mr. T. W. Bogg, Secretary to

the committee for " Wallis's Carving," to say that I had nearly

completed the work for the town ;
but it was larger, and more

elaborate than I could afford for 100 guineas indeed I put its

value at double that amount. If the sum already specified
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could not be increased, I must do a smaller, but equally good
work. The committee could not guarantee more than ^105,
and so instructed me to proceed with a smaller piece of carving
for that amount.

I was still occupied with Rifle Corps business. I went
with a fatigue party to stake out the plan of the camp at

Thornton Abbey. After the week spent in camp, Lieut. -Col.

Amcotts, commanding, in the presence of the Battalion, and the

Inspecting Officer, Lieut. -Col. Wombwell, publicly thanked

Quarter-Master Sergt. Wallis for the Efficiency Tables he had

prepared of the Battalion, copies of which were furnished to

commanding officers of companies, giving the percentage of

efficients, etc. Col. Amcotts sent the Adjutant to request that

I would go to his tent
;
and he particularly thanked me for these

returns. I again went to Wimbledon in 1869, but failed to take

a prize. Later I had to prepare, as far as the commissariat was

concerned, for our Corps being present at the Review of

Volunteers at Belton Park, near Grantham. There were 3,275
Volunteers on parade on "the 22nd July. The day was fearfully

hot, and there were several cases of sun-stroke, one man dying.

On the I5th July, 1869, my father died, aged 81. My mother

then lived with her daughter Ann. My parents had lived

together happily for 58 years, 10 months and 12 days, mutually

helping each other in all their trials through life. It was quite

touching to see the almost youthful affection that existed

between them to the last.

I read through Motley's seven volumes of the " Rise of the

Dutch Republic
" and " United Netherlands." It is a most

interesting history, much of it taken from MSS. that had been

buried in ruins for 300 years. In Good Words for January, 1870,
I read an article by Dean Alford, D.D., entitled "The

Christianity of the Present and of the Future." I was so much

pleased with his tolerant and broad views that I wrote a letter

to him on the subject of his article (enclosing a photograph of

my carving). By return I received the following kind letter :

"
January 3, 1870.

" My dear Sir, Pray accept my best thanks for your

autograph and photograph. I shall be richly rewarded if my
article, which was a lecture given in October last at Liverpool,
Leeds and Bradford, has had the effect of cheering and

encouraging independent searchers for the truth in Christ.

The question for such is, as it would in any other line of
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research,
' Have I within myself resources enough to be

able to cast aside human help, and stand on my own account ?'

This great question may be very differently answered in

different cases. For myself I am painfully conscious of

defects too serious to allow of any easy finding out divine

truth as an independent thinker, and am driven to take, as

the best thing for me, the system in which I was brought

up, so long as it does no violence to my conscience. For
another it may be different. But what I maintain is that we
have no right to scowl at one another on account of such

difference.

I have long known your name as the first wood-carver of

the day.
I am, dear Sir,

Yours truly,

Mr. T. W. Wallis. HENRY ALFORD."

About this time I visited Burgh and met two young ladies,

relatives of my late wife. We explored the interior of the

handsome Church there. The sexton showed us their oldest

Register book of births, etc., commencing in 1538. We
went to Spilsby Market, and explored the Church there. The
oldest monument we saw was dated 1582. I opened a church

book in Mr. Thimbleby's pew and found written in pencil the

following :
" Watch the effect, I am going to wink at Miss

Morris." No doubt a message from one youth to another in the

same pew. I returned home the same evening, and attended a

Council Meeting.

I received the following letter from Lt.-Col. Amcotts :

" WALCOT HALL, STAMFORD,
1 2th February, 1870.

"
SIR, Should it be your wish, as I know it to be that of

many of our brother Volunteers, and amongst them Qr.-Master

lies, I shall have much pleasure in recommending you for the

Battalion Assistant Qr.-Mastership. Please reply to the above

address.

Yours truly,

W. CRACROFT AMCOTTS."

Q.-M.-S. Wallis, Louth Volunteers.

I replied to this by thanking the Colonel for offering me a

commission in the Battalion, but felt it my duty to my family
to decline the appointment offered. I thanked the Colonel for

the great courtesy I had always received from him.
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I called to mind cases of men learning new themes late in

life : so I decided to commence a fresh study viz. : Land

surveying and engineering. I felt myself quite capable of

learning this, as I was familiar with the drawing and colouring of

objects, and was not a stranger to mensuration. The knowledge
might be of use to me in a year or two. At any rate it would
do me no harm. My one resolve was to stick to work, whatever

it might be.

During the winter evenings I studied " Mensuration of

Surfaces
"
and " Land Surveying" from Chambers's " Treatise

on Practical Mathematics," being a condensed abstract of the

doctrines of Mathematics. I also had recourse to the works of

my ancestor, William Emerson, in my own library. One book
treats of land surveying in a most scientific manner. I also

did a little field surveying. As I had done previously, I made

my own tools and contrivances, as far as possible. For instance,

I made an "
optical square," and a quadrant, twenty inches in

radius, from which I constructed a scale of natural sines to

four figures of decimals ; also a scale for longitudes, showing
the number of miles in a degree of longitude at any degree of

latitude. I also learned the use of plain trigonometry and

logarithms.

In the year 1870 the Government commenced working the

telegraphs, having purchased all the private ones. A message
of twenty words and the address was charged one shilling ; this,

with the grand change thirty years previously, of making the

postal charge one penny for ordinary letters, forms one of the

most beneficial revolutions ever effected in the social govern-
ment of any state.

I read Dean Stanley's Life of Dr. Arnold. It was to me

very good and cheering, and much accorded with my feelings

and views. The graphic account of Dr. Arnold's death I

thought was the most beautiful death-bed description it was in

the power of man to produce.

I visited my friend, French, at Grays, Essex, and had

a short 'lesson in levelling. The working is simplicity itself;

correct and keen eyesight is requisite (I thought I had that),

and very simple but correct arithmetic serves for all that is

required in keeping the levelling book ; the plotting is equally

simple.

Whilst in Essex a party of nine of us went to explore the
" Danes' or Denes' Holes," in Hangman's Wood, near Grays ;
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but never more than three persons went down at once. We
were dressed in old flannel gowns over the normal dress, with a
lantern to explore when down. Tom Seabrooke fitted up ropes
and pulleys to lower us into them, and lift us out again. They
are a mystery. The one we explored was about seventy feet

from the surface.

Section. Plan at bottom.

The above rough sketch shows their form. There are about

forty of these near Grays, and it is said that they have communi-
cation with each other cutting through the chalk all the way.
It is supposed they were made by the Danes (hence the name),
but for what purpose is not known. The shaft is about 4ft.

6in. in diameter, the galleries being a little more.

On my return home I proceeded with my reduced design
for the town. Not having found a customer for the larger work,

Autumn, (which had been in hand more than two years), I

decided not to offer it for sale until I completed the new work I

had commenced, so that if I died before finishing it, the

Committee could fall back upon Autumn.

With this work on hand, and still much engaged with the

Rifle Volunteers, I nevertheless made good progress with land

surveying, taking great pains with the work in the field and in

the office.

This year, whilst camping at Thornton Abbey grounds, I

made a survey of all the land upon which the Battalion camped
and drilled, and took drawings of all the buildings then standing,
and a ground plan of the Gate-house, the Church, and the

octagonal Chapter-house. I took careful drawings of both sides

of the Gate-house, said to be the finest old gateway in England.
I had my drawings and plans lithographed, and I published
them at 53. each. They sold very well. On the sheet was

given a brief history of the place.

My carving of Autumn I exhibited in my room for a

fortnight. Several hundreds of persons came to see it, paying a

small fee for admission.

In October, 1870, I attended a Council Meeting for the last
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time, as I decided to retire from this office. As I intended to

follow land surveying, etc., in the future, to the exclusion of my
old occupation, ambition prompted me to aspire to the Borough

Surveyorship. But I made good progress with the carving for

the town before the close of the year. I had an interview with

an engineer who was taking levels for proposed water-works for

Louth. I supplied him with a copy of my rainfall record, and

was employed by him to gauge the water at " Silver Springs,"
and also at Aswell and St. Helen's springs, either by weirs or

floats flowing with the stream in a given distance the time

being exactly noted. I sent weekly reports to Messrs. Shelford

and Robinson, the engineers in London.

A Sheffield man (Hurney) repaired the Lightning Con-

ductor, etc., on St. James's Church. He had to erect a scaffold

at the top of the spire. He climbed up the spire from crocket

to crocket (a distance of from 3ft. to 4ft. Gin.) Near the top
was a blank space, about five feet, to pass ; having thrown a

rope round the finial, he fairly sprang up to take hold of the

moulding, then lifted the cockerel-vane out of its socket, and

making a rope fast, lowered himself and the vane down by it ;

he afterwards fastened nine ladders together from the base to

the top of the spire, and at the top constructed a scaffold of

rods and planks screwed together. I made a drawing of this

when completed.

Here follow tables of income and expenditure for five years

ending 1870 :

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1866. 1867. 1868. 1869. 1870.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received as per
Cash Book .. 141 8 9 140 5 6 181 6 3 127 19 8 176 o 4

Domestic Expenses 104 13 10 118 14 10 102 13 9 117 4 8 125 7 o

Balance for

Business Purposes 36 14 n 21 10 8 78 12 6 10 15 o 50 13 4

Cash in hand, close

of the year .. i 6 n- 15 i o 3 14 9 067 o 12 3
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CHAPTER XV.

MY THIRD LIFE.

1871 1875. AGE 5 T0 54-

I now found myself looking forward with something of my
youthful energy and determination to surveying as a business

as a new profession, holding out new hopes and new prospects
in my life. I felt I must succeed. Whilst still engaged on

carving, several orders were given to me for surveying. And to

train myself in all the difficult parts of this art, I commenced
to make a survey of the parish of Louth, chaining four long
lines near the boundary, being well tied and tested, which

resulted in great accuracy when connected. Afterwards I sur-

veyed the whole of the south-west parts of the parish, including
all roads and streets, and the details of all buildings in those

streets up to and including S. James's Church. It was useful

practice, but too expensive for me to pursue to completion ; yet
it served the purpose for which it was undertaken. I plotted
the parish plan to the Ordnance scale of ^ = 25-344 inches

to the mile, and the town part to the scale 5̂
= 126-72 inches

to the mile. I knew these scales would be used if ever the

district was mapped by the Ordnance Surveyors.

In February, 1871, I wrote to Mr. Bogg, saying that the

carving for the town (to which reference is made in the pre-

vious chapter), was completed, and requested his instructions as

to placing it. The committee viewed it, and were well pleased
with it. It was decided to place it in the Reading Room of the

Mechanics' Institution, in charge of the Trustees
;
and if ever

that Institution ceased to be, then the work was to be

entrusted to the Mayor and Corporation of Louth. [See

Appendix C] .

I was now at liberty to sell the large work, Autumn. I

corresponded with Henry Cole, Esq., C.B. (the head of the

Kensington Museum), with reference to sending it to an

exhibition in the Albert Hall. Although the time for receiving
exhibits had expired, leave was given to me, and I accordingly
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sent it soon afterwards following in person to unpack it. Mr.

Redgrave, R.A., who was then present, exclaimed :
" What

beautiful grapes !

"
I had made a careful model in clay of

the vine and ripe grapes for the carving, and the effect told

upon his practised eye. This work did not find a purchaser in

London. My son William took what steps he could to dispose
of it

;
and had correspondence with the Earl of Yarborough,

who had written from Eglinton Castle, Irvine, N.B., 2gth

Sept., 1871, saying: "It is a most beautiful piece of work,
and I think ought not to leave Lincolnshire." The Earl

ultimately purchased it. So I sent it and the glass-case
to Brocklesby Hall, and in January, 1872, had an interview with

the Earl at the Hall. He had agreed to give 150 guineas for it,

but a London gentleman, Mr. Lamplough, offered 170,
if his Lordship would give it up to him ; this he would not do,

but at once offered to make the 150 guineas ^175, for which he

gave me a cheque, and an order for a pedestal for it. On send-

ing these particulars to Mr. Lamplough, he gave me an order

for a " Golden Plover
"
with carved base and back, for 50.

In February, I took the pedestal to Brocklesby, and fixed it

in the Entrance Hall, a valuable oil painting being removed for

that purpose. The Earl and Countess, who had just come in

from a drive, examined it and were well pleased. The Earl

said there was one thing wanting, my name, etc. I was to

provide a silver plate with my name and the date engraved upon
it, to be placed upon the top of the pedestal. They showed

me an equestrian portrait of the Countess by Mr. Grant, R.A.,

life-size, a grand picture. The housekeeper conducted me

through a magnificent suite of rooms, and the boudoir of the

Countess opening into a beautiful conservatory ;
it looked like

a very heaven itself.

Before commencing surveying I questioned myself as to

whether I could stand the change from a close sedentary life to

an active walking existence out of doors. I thought I could,

but when out for a long day I had severe knee-ache. However,
I was determined, if need be, to die in harness. At a dinner of

the " Amicable Society
"
Dr. Sharpley gave a toast "The Artists

of the Town," his remarks referring chiefly to me ; he said

" Mr. Wallis was a man of whom they all ought to be proud
that such an one lived amongst them, whose name would live

when they were all forgotten." In responding I referred to my
previous history, and said that I had made a drawing of Louth
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Church 25 years before, which I had shown to Alderman J. W.
Wilson and his wife, when Mrs. Wilson remarked that she

wished she had done it. This brought Alderman Wilson to

his feet saying that that was the most interesting incident of

the evening ; he made allusion to my turning my attention to

Surveying, and thought I showed that I possessed all the

qualities of a true Englishman.
Soon afterwards, when working on one of the main lines of

the Town Survey, taking several angles with my sextant, I had

a sudden attack of lumbago,. and was confined to my bed for a

month. During this enforced idleness I had my mathematical

books and field-book, papers and pencils brought to me ; and

the angles that I had taken I worked by trigonometry and

logarithms, and calculated the length of the sides of triangles
from the measured line

;
so all my time was not lost, though it

put my other work very much in arrear.

The works for the Louth Hospital and the Waterworks
Reservoir were commenced on the same day, i5th April, 1872,

each having one acre of land allotted to them.

In July, I met by appointment, Mr. Robinson, engineer to

the Water Company, Mr. Foster, engineer to the Corporation,
and Mr. T. F. Allison, the Town Clerk, to discuss the levels of

the Springs after my year's gauging. Mr. Foster declined to

come to any conclusion on the subject without further observa-

tions the making of which would devolve upon me.

During the summer I wrote an essay on "
Sanitary Reform

and Water Supply," first published as letters in the " Lonth

Advertiser," signed MERONES [Emerson] . Afterwards it was

published in pamphlet form. I sent a copy of this to the
"
Builder," and in the issue of that paper for the 25th January,

1873, the following paragraph appeared.
" A Few Thoughts on Sanitary Questions, by T.W

r

. Wallis, Sani-

tary Engineer, Louth, interest us mainly because they are the

work of one who some years ago made himself worthily known

by the production of some admirable carvings of dead game, for

which medals were justly awarded him. Mr. Wallis has

changed his profession and we are sorry for it. The letters here

put together doubtless woke some of the good people of that

district, and will do good elsewhere. Nevertheless, we regret

his loss in the practice of an art the difficulties of which he had

mastered."

Dr. Domenichetti sent a copy of this pamphlet to Dr.
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Parkes, a great authority on sanitary questions, who replied as

follows :

" SIDNEY COTTAGE, BITTERNE, SOUTHAMPTON,
ist June, 1873.

" MY DEAR DOMENICHETTI,
I am much obliged to you for sending me Mr. Wallis's

pamphlet. I have read it with great interest ; it is very clearly
and admirably done. I should like to keep it if you do not want
it back again.

Believe me, very sincerely yours,

E. L. PARKES."

I still continued to attend Rifle Drills and Target Practice.

At Lincoln I again won the First Prize of the Rifle Derby,
and having won this three times in succession I was looked upon
as a dangerous competitor. The value of the Prizes I won in

1872 was over 20. I found that I had so many different kinds

of work in hand that my ^"50 commission from Mr. Lamplough
was almost at a stand-still. Of course the Rifle Corps business

was treated as a pleasure. My surveying work occupied nearly
all my working hours, and I had the water-gauging to attend

to. By the direction of the Engineers I put down a weir at

Asvvell Springs about a foot above the normal level of the water,

for the purpose of measuring the quantity of water running in a

given time. A very remarkable result followed : these springs
ceased to utter any water ; the explanation being that the water

having been held up above the normal level, this spring water

had flowed over into some other channel and so dried the springs
at Aswell. On the removal of the weir the water flowed into

Aswell basin just as it had done before.

The Municipal Elections were conducted by the votes being
taken by ballot for the first time in 1872. The same year the

first Christmas Fat-stock Market was held in Louth. About
this time the great

" Alabama "
case between England and the

United States was decided at Geneva by arbitration. England
had to pay over 3,000,000, but that was a trifle compared with

warfare.

The Town Council invited the Local Government Board to

send an Inspector to examine and report upon the sanitary con-

dition of the town. Mr. J. T. Harrison, C. E., was sent for this

purpose, and in December, 1872, he sent in his report. In

January following Mr. Foster, C. E., of Manchester, was in-

structed to report upon a "full scheme" for the drainage of
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Louth, and I was directed by the Town Council to furnish the

levels and local particulars required.

Early in 1873 advertisements appeared for Health Officers

under the Public Health Act. I had sundry sanitary work at

my own house. I had found a large cesspool, long since covered

up, near the kitchen door. A cart load of sewage mud was
taken out. Doubtless in this (and in every town) there are many
of these cesspools which have been disused since the putting in

of public drainage, which took place in Louth about 1825.

In answer to the above-named advertisements there were

ten candidates for the. office of Inspector, and thirty-seven can-

didates for that of Medical Officer of Health. On the iyth

March, 1873, I was elected to the former, and Dr. Domenichetti

to the latter office. The Rural and Town Authorities joined in

the appointment of the Medical Officer, whose salary was 500,

the Town contributing ^125, and the Rural Authority ^375.

My salary was ^100 per year. Thus I entered upon a new stage
of life at an age when some retire from business altogether.

The Sanitary Authority adopted my recommendations in an

early report to provide the necessary staff for night work in

cleaning out all ash-bins and dry closets, which had hitherto

been left to private enterprise, resulting, in many cases, in

chronic nuisances. The system now adopted would revolu-

tionize all that. Further sanitary work was in consequence
undertaken by the Authority. The efficiency of such work can

only be secured by the frequent removal of all dirt from or near

the dwellings of man and the lower animals.

On the loth of May, 1873, tne new Hospital in Crow-Tree
Lane was opened by Mr. H. Chaplin, M.P. The Mayor, Mr.

Salah Cartwright, was present in his robes. He was the first

Mayor of Louth who wore insignia of office. I was one of about

250 who took lunch at the Town Hall in the afternoon. Prior

to the passing of the Municipal Corporations Act of 1836, a
" Warden and Six Assistants

"
constituted the Corporation of

Louth.

In June, Mr. William Allison instructed me to survey the

field and ruins of Louth Park Abbey. Excavations had been

made round the walls of the old Abbey, to the depth of about

four feet this thickness of soil having been formed from decayed

vegetation and from worm casts during the previous 300 years.

I was enabled to take detailed dimensions of the original

building, with many details of doorways and mouldings, which
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were afterwards published in the Annual Report of the Lincoln
Diocesan Architectural Society.

By request I accompanied Mr. Foster to inspect the town
and district for his scheme of drainage. He intended to embody
the general idea I had sketched out in my pamphlet. We met
the Mayor and the Town Clerk at the "

King's Head "
Inn.

The Town Clerk suggested laying a sewer in the bed of the
river Lud

;
and applying to Parliament for an Act to forbid

the making of W.C's. in Louth ! Both ideas were outside the

range of practical sanitary engineering.

I accompanied the Diocesan Architectural Society to

various Churches in the Marsh. I found some " Bench Marks "

x"F and on South Somercotes Church some ferns Asplenium
adiantum nigrum growing in the joints of the stone-work.
In the evening, there were lectures by G. G. Scott, Jun., M.A.,
on Village Churches, and by Precentor Venables on Louth
Park Abbey.

With reference to the town drainage, Mr. Foster estimated

that his scheme would cost ^"20,000. The opinion of another

engineer was obtained by inviting engineers to send in their

names for a competitive scheme
;
a premium of \Q was offered to

the author whose plan should be accepted. Fourteen engineers

responded and three were selected to send in schemes, viz :

J. E. Eachus, C.E., London
;
S. C. Gant, C.E., Nottingham ;

and Wilson and Jessop, London. The Town Clerk instructed

me to supply to the three engineers a copy of the Plan of

Louth, the levels, etc. Early in 1874 Mr. Eachus and Mr. Gant

inspected the town with myself ; they tested my levels and
found them correct. In February the reports and plans of

these engineers were submitted to the Committee, who accepted
those of Mr. Eachus, "

Experientia." I was instructed to open
and report upon the condition of the old sewers 65 openings
were made and the levels taken, and their condition was

reported. Then the Committee invited Mr. Tarbotton, C. E.,

Borough Engineer of Nottingham, to examine the schemes of

Mr. Foster and Mr. Eachus, and to report thereon
; and, if

necessary, to furnish his own scheme. In February, 1875, Mr.

Tarbotton's report and scheme for the sewerage of Louth were

laid before the Council.

I must now refer back to 1873. Without any instructions

I undertook to make a Sanitary Survey of the entire Parish of

Louth, and to compile a Register of such survey ; taking in
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every street, court, alley, or yard, and all the outlying hamlets

in the parish, under the following heads :

1. Name of Street or Road. 8. Closet accommodation.

2. Number of House. 9. Pigsties, No. of Pigs (1000).

3. Name of the Owner thereof. 10. The Public Buildings.

4. The number of Rooms in the n. The Noxious Trades.

House. 12. A list of Milk Dealers,

5. The number of Persons in Publicans, Butchers,
the House. Slaughter Houses,

6. The Water Supply. Bakers, etc.

This took several months to complete, and to make a fair

copy the streets, etc., being placed in alphabetical order. The
official population in 1871 was 10,500, taken one night, but mine

was less than this, being taken at intervals during three or four

months. As a matter of local history I here give a summary
of the Sanitary Survey made in 1873.

POPULATION.

~. , No. of Drv ,,- ,-, Rate per
Description. Houses. Closets.

^-Cs -

House.

Houses occupied ... 2541 2304 396 4-04 10,259

,, empty ... 156

,, used for Business 117

,, Building ... 5

Public Buildings ... 35 38 46

Totals ... 2854 2342 342 4'O4 10,259

There were 44 Milk-dealers and 158 Cows owned by them ;

29 Slaughter Houses ; 10 Noxious Trades
; 42 Steam Mills, 6

Water Mills, and 6 Windmills ; 55 Public Houses, including 5

Grocers, or Druggists, having licenses to sell wines, etc.
;
and

28 Bakers and Flour-sellers, employing 42 men. I subjoin the

following table of house accommodation :

No. of Persons
in one House.
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Amidst all this laborious work I had a piece of my best

carving on the bench, working at it when I could, but that was

very little indeed. I was also teaching Perspective Drawing to

a young gentleman who shortly afterwards passed an examina-

tion in London in this amongst other things.

Towards the end of the year 1873 I had much practice in

levelling, bringing the Ordnance Datum from Tetney Lock to

Louth, commencing at the B.M., which was cut on the fast Bridge
at Tetney Lock (June i8th, 1854), an<^ 1S 16-522 feet above O.D.

I again went over the main lines of my previous levels to check

that result, when providing levels to the competing engineers.

I re-levelled from my B.M. at the River Head to my B.M. at the

east end of S. James's Church, and the top of the County

Bridge at the west end of Westgate, with the following result :

S. James's Church. County Bridge.

ist Levelling ... 93'H feet. 95-*8 feet.

2nd Levelling ... 93-15 feet. 95-18 feet.

I was highly gratified at this proof of the correctness of my
work.

I took two shares in the Company formed for the con-

struction of a Railway from Louth to Mablethorpe as I had

done in the Water Works Company.
In April, 1874, a person calling himself " Parallax

"
lectured

in Louth, undertaking to prove that the Earth is a plane, not a

globe, as astronomers describe it ;
his premises were false, so all

he said was false. At the second lecture his views were refuted.

It was proposed to heckle him at the third lecture, but he took

alarm and did not appear. In the meantime I wrote to the

celebrated Professor Alfred R. Wallace, of Grays, Essex ;
with

whom, it was said that this " Parallax
" made and lost a wager on

the subject. In reply I received the following letter :

" THE DELL, GRAYS, ESSEX, April 2oth, 1874.

DEAR SIR,

Parallax, whose proper name is Rowbotham, is not the man

whose wager I accepted. He is far too clever for that ; Hampden

was one of his dupes. Parallax makes the boldest false

statements, and as the number of those who can contradict him

from actual experience is small, his assertions are believed by

thousands. As an example, in a recent correspondence with

him he maintained that it is a property of the Telescope to show

objects depressed below objects less distant, which are really in a line

with them ! This was to account for the admitted fact that in
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my experiment the centre signal appeared about 5 feet above the

distant one, although at the same height above the water.

Thus : (See diagram opposite.)

a,a,a, signal staffs, three miles apart, and 13 feet out of the water. b
t

the telescope ; c, the distant signal, 6 miles off, showing the appearance
seen in the telescope ; the lower disc in the middle signal was 4 feet

below the top enabling the observer to estimate the amount of de-

pression of the distant signal, which appeared as shown in the lower

diagram as at AA the visual line from the telescope b,b, the signals

being 3 miles apart. BB represents the surface of the water on the

EARTH.

The unprincipled character of the man is shown by his

admitting that in my case the middle signal appeared elevated,

and calling in the aid of a supposed property of the telescope to

account for it, while in his lecture he maintains that it does not

appear elevated. As to the Ordnance Surveyors, I have no doubt

there is a rule that they are to make no allowance for curvature,

because they are not allowed any but very short sights.* The
reason of the rule is obvious

;
if the surveyors were allowed to

think that, making allowance for curvature, long sights were as

good as short ones, they would be liable to great errors, especially

those arising from unequal refraction. I wonder at these lectures

his gross false statements are not exposed ;
but I suppose there

are always a majority present so ignorant as to believe that his

assertions are as good as any one's.

The Field newspaper for March 26, 1870, contains a full

report of my experiments, with diagrams, and for some weeks

before and after there are articles and correspondence on the

subject.
I remain, Yours very truly,

ALFRED R. WALLACE."

P.S. If you come to Grays I shall be happy to see you."

Sometime afterwards I called at the Dell, Grays, and had an

interview with Mr. Wallace.

I completed the carving of the " Golden Plover," ivy and

base, etc., and took it to London in August ; unpacked and fixed

it in Mr. Lamplough's house, 9, Highbury Park. He was well

pleased with it, and gave me a cheque for ^"52 IDS. He asked

me if I were open to take another commission. I replied that I

had entered upon a new profession, and did not feel at liberty to

*
Also, allowance for curvature is not required because the average

back-sight is equal to the average foresight, so that one corrects the other.

T.W.W.
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accept any further commissions for wood-carving. [See

Appendix B.]

Here I must note that I finally parted with that art which
had engaged my chief, at times my whole attention, earnest

study and loving labour for 40 years : and that I had advanced

step by step, until, by the testimony of all competent judges, I

had attained a greater degree of perfection, than any living man,
in that department to which I had, for the last quarter of a

century, devoted my patience and perseverance. It had brought
me honour, medals, and comparative wealth, though tempered
and modified with many trials

; for on the completion of every

piece of difficult work I suffered from mental depression, just as

Mademoiselle Leinard had said to me in Paris: " my father is

always poorly." Moreover, I had experienced the heavy trial

of a threatened loss of my eyesight, and the actual loss of the

mother of my children. But I struggled out of what appeared
to be the slough of despair, crying out "

courage, my boy,

courage ! work, work, work, put your trust in God, and meet>

with head erect, whatever God's Providence has in store for

you."

In 1874 I seemed to have entered upon a third
life.

In 1850
I closed my first life by passing away from a general trade that

had supported me for many years, to commence my second life in

a department of art-labour that I had mastered. I had found

myself suddenly famous amongst lovers of high-class Wood-

carvings, and now, when handing over my last work of carving
to its owner, the feeling came over me that I was suffering death

a second time, and was, with a new calling, commencing my third

life, trusting that God would give me strength, understanding,
and opportunity of living many years of an useful life.

At page 179 some particulars are given in reference to the

drainage of Louth. The expenses incurred up to date were as

follows :

s. d.

For opening sewers, Mr. Willoughby, Borough Surveyor 17 6 6

,, ,, and levels, T. W. Wallis, Asst. Engineer, 1872 28 7 6

Scheme of Sewerage and Plan, C. B. Foster, Engineer, 1872 47 o o

,, ,, (competitive) J. E. Eachus,

Engineer, 1872 40 o o

For Levels, &c., T. W. Wallis, Assistant Engineer, 1872 ... 7 10 o

Labourers at openings ... ... ... ... ... ... 17 o o

Scheme, Plan, and Report, Mr. Tarbotton, C.E., 1872 ... 112 16 o

270 o o
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In laying a new sewer at the east end of Holmes' Lane, the

labourers dug up two skeletons, which lay about one foot below the

surface of the ground ;
the bodies had been buried in their

ordinary clothes.

I here append tables for the five years ending 1875.

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1871. 1872. 1873. !874- l &75
s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received as per
Cash Book .. 178 18 2 309 17 o 168 10 i 311 9 6 156 i 10

Domestic Expenses 98 18 9 112 19 i 117 14 i 130 o 5 141 14 8

Balance for

Business Purposes 79 19



CHAPTER XVI.

NAVIGABLE CANALS. VOICE FROM THE DEAD.

1876 l88o. AGE 55 TO 59.

Mr. Daubney, solicitor, Grimsby, informed me that the

Tetney Drainage Commissioners required a person as clerk and

engineer, and asked if I were willing to undertake the duties. I

had the chance of being appointed ; the salary was only ^"25 a

year, but it led to other things. By appointment I met the

three Tetney Commissioners at the "
King's Head "

Inn on the

5th January, 1876, when the Chairman (Mr. C. M. Nainby)
informed me that I had been appointed their clerk and engineer.

Shortly afterwards I was sworn in at Mr. Daubney's office,

Grimsby. The three Commissioners and myself duly signed the

deed " this is my bond and seal." I was my own bondsman for

^"300, by depositing with Mr. Daubney the title deeds of my
house. The books and papers in the possession of the Chair-

man were handed over to me ;
but the principal books, etc., I

obtained some time afterwards from the late officer. His neglect
and mismanagement, in consequence of which he had been dis-

missed imposed extra work upon me, but I succeeded in getting

through it by the time of the annual meeting in May, although
arrears of rates, amounting to over ^"400, had to be paid into

the Bank
;
as well as a sum of -26 odd, which the late clerk

owed to the Commissioners.

A few years after being opened, the Navigation, or Canal

from Tetney to Louth, was, in 1777,''' leased to the Chaplin

family for a term of 99 years. The first meeting of the Naviga-
tion Commissioners had been held on the 28th January, 1760.

When the East Coast Railway was opened in 1848 the Great

Northern Railway Company took over this lease, agreeing to the

terms of paying to the proprietors 5 % upon the 100 shares.

This lease would expire on the 2ist June, 1876, and the

Commissioners required an engineer to report upon the condition

* In the same year the award for the Tetney Drainage was made, under

an Act, 14 George III., 1774.
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of the works of the Canal and the numerous buildings connected

therewith, in order to be able to claim from the G.N.R. a sum

equivalent to the estimated cost of reasonable repairs. The

Railway Company had offered a nominal sum of ^500, which

was not accepted. After various delays in engaging an

engineer, two professional engineers who had commenced the

work being found incapable of proceeding with it, the Com-
missioners, on the 3ist March, instructed me to make the

necessary inspection, report and plans to be delivered to them
on the ist June for the sum of one hundred guineas. I made
all haste in preparing for this laborious work including

levelling nearly twelve miles, taking numerous cross-sections,

and plans of the land and buildings. The weather was severely

winterly ; I had four labourers, two in a boat, one sounding with

the levelling staff for .the cross-sections, and two men with the

chain- on the banks. This work took me four days. On Easter

Monday, with my four labourers and the boat, I commenced at

the low end of the Canal to level and survey the various

buildings and land belonging to the Commissioners. For

levelling I commenced at the Government B.M. on the fast

bridge at Tetney Lock. I was seven days in obtaining the

necessary data for my plans and report ; and I proceeded to

draw, to a large scale, all the cross-sections, and also a

longitudinal section of the canal
;

as well as plans of the

buildings and land. Having done this I wrote my report, which

occupied forty folio sheets, and these were delivered to Mr.

James William Wilson, Clerk to the Commissioners, on the ist

June, as per agreement. When it had been read to the

Commissioners, I was complimented for having made so

exhaustive a report. A copy of this report, together with plans,

was sent to the G.N.R. Company. As I am not writing a

history of these transactions I merely mention the part taken

by myself. I prepared further reports of details, and I

accompanied four of the Commissioners to London to meet the

officials of the G.N.R. As they were unable to agree, I was

further instructed to meet one of their Engineers, each of us having
assistants, to go over the work again and to make an estimate

of the cost of repairs, and finally the Clerk (Mr. J. W. Wilson)
and myself went to London to meet the secretary of the G.N.R.,
the sum of ^"2,050 being agreed upon as a settlement of this diffi-

cult matter : about one-half of the cost I estimated for the work.

During all this time I was crowded with surveying work

and was preparing drawings and specifications for new sea-
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pointing doors, and other works at Tetney Drainage Clough.
The Tetney Drainage Commissioners accepted the tender of

John Goddard, of Grimsby, for this work, for ^"317 los. I left

the camp at Thornton Abbey to meet the Commissioners
and contractor at Grimsby, to have the specification and agree-
ment signed. Afterwards I wrote an epitome of the history of

Tetney Drainage and Embankment, from the commencement
in 1774 to 1876, taking the facts from the minute-books. When
the new Clough doors, etc., were finished, I cut upon one of the

tie beams : T. w. WALLIS, ENGINEER, 1876. ^ J 3'74 feet, O.D.

At Cleethorpes I set out, by instructions from the "
Working

Men's Building Society," a new road, and prepared plans and

specifications for building 54 houses upon the estate taken

by the society. I also had much work on the Tetney drains,

sanitary work at Louth, and land surveying at both places.

In September, trial-trips were made on the Louth' and

Mablethorpe Railway, and it was formally opened on the I7th

October, 1877. The Louth and Lincoln Railway was opened
on the ist December, 1876 through the Wold hills having
two tunnels, and the steep gradient of i in 54 in the Withcall

tunnel.

About this time I was appointed secretary to the Louth

Rifle Corps, and still found time for rifle shooting, but did not

shoot so well as formerly.

On the 30th January, 1877, I had to meet the Tetney Com-

missioners on the banks, to see the damage done by a great tide

and storm, and decide upon the repairs required. I prepared

plans and specification for buildings on Mr. East's premises in

Queen Street. J. M. Thompson's.tender of ^678 was accepted

and duly carried out.

As usual, I went to Thornton Abbey to stake out the Camp
for the Rifle Volunteers in 1877, after this to Hull; found my
mother well, though in her 94th year, but failing much in body
and mind. I could not spend all the week in camp, in conse-

quence of having to make a survey of about 400 acres of land

at Ludborough.
The Navigation Commissioners paid me ^"105 for my

report, etc., and '71 125. nd. for my subsequent charges.

On the 22nd August, I saw a full eclipse of the moon, the

earth's shadow commencing on the east side; when full, it looked

like a dull, coppery red, though not uniform ; moving

shadows were visible, supposed to be caused by the refraction of

the light through clouds on the earth's atmosphere.
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In September I surveyed the Torrington farm, about 860

acres, the largest work of the kind I had had to do. Amidst

great pressure of business a distressing domestic trouble arose
;

my youngest daughter, being in town and an invalid, was

seriously ill
;
her brother William took her to Dr. Wilson Fox?

who gave no hopes of her recovery. I went to London and

brought her home ; she recovered somewhat, and lived several

years after this.

Near the close of the year some letters of mine were

published in the local papers on " The Water we drink.
11

The Navigation Commissioners instructed me to prepare

drawings and specifications for two swing bridges across the

canal at Biergate and Fulstow. My estimate of the cost was

^262. The only tender sent in, and accepted, was for ^"261,

practically the same as my figure.

The Louth and Lincoln Railway having been made across the

rifle range at Hungry Spot, the target practice had to be dis-

continued there. The Committee of the Louth Volunteer Corps,
in 1877, instructed me to survey and take levels of a proposed

range on the west side of the town, in the parish of Hallington,
the property of H. Chaplin, Esq., who gave his consent to the

range being made and used. The whole work was placed in my
hands ; the earth-works were contracted for at 8d. per cubic

yard, which I finally measured up and allowed for. I made the

corps a present of my services.

After five years of active service as Inspector under the

Public Health Act, at a salary of 100 per year, the Town
Council in their wisdom reduced my salary to 60 because I

had done so much, there would be less to do in the future !

A curious result accrued from some levels I took for the

engineers, Shelford and Robinson, at two wells, Mr. T. Bell's,

and Mr. T. F. Allison's. The ground at the top of the wells

was 63 feet, and 95 feet O.D., respectively, but the running water

of the two was practically the same level above O.D. : it was like

a small river in the bed of the chalk.

Early in the year 1878 I received instructions from Messrs.

East and Hitchcock to prepare drawings and specification for

a large Hotel at Mablethorpe ;
and about the same time the

Commissioners of the Horncastle Navigation requested me to

examine and report upon their Canal. I agreed to make a

survey, and take levels, cross-sections, etc., and report from

Tattershall to Horncastle, for 40 guineas. I made detailed plans,
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elevations, and sections of the Louth Hotel at Mablethorpe.
The specification filled 33 pages of foolscap paper. Only two
tenders were sent in for this work, that of Riggall and Hewins
for ^2,536, being accepted.

My survey of the Horncastle Navigation was made during
terrible weather of hail, wind, rain, lightning and thunder. My
report resulted in the Commissioners instructing me to prepare

drawings and specifications for the needful repairs, but as they
" had no funds in hand," the repairs were to be made as slight

as possible. Messrs. Walter and Hensman's tender was

accepted. At the same period I had the work going on at the

two swing bridges over the Louth canal, and was completing the

work at the new rifle range. Some other similar work was
offered to me, which I declined to take, as I felt that I had on

hand more than I could find time to attend to.

On the i5th of June, 1878, my good mother died in her 95th

year ; she had been a wonderful woman, and a wise mother. I

requested that the funeral should be on the igth, as I was

engaged on the other days ;
her failing in body and mind for

some time, and her great age, rendered it false feeling to lament

her death.

In August, I purchased a cottage adjoining my house for

128. I was very much pressed for time to arrange my varied

work in suitable order of procedure. The only assistance I had

was from my son, Frank (aged 16), who copied all my reports

and specifications, and learned to plot plans from my field-book.

On the 28th September, 1878, there was a very high tide at

Mablethorpe. I levelled high and low water. [Datum 20 feet

below O.D.] High tide 33-24 feet, low tide 10-27 ^eet nearly 23

feet difference.

During my visits to Horncastle in connection with the work

on the canal, the contractor, Hensman, took me to the shoe-

maker's shop of Marwood, the common hangman ; when I was'

introduced to him as an engineer, he proceeded to show me the

improvements he had made to cause the noose to act with more

certainty, having a brass lining inside the loop, so that the rope

runs easily when the victim is hung. He showed us also

improved straps to pinion the arms and wrists ; these he offered

to try on me, but I declined the honour. He had followed this

ugly business for the preceding seven years, having had an

average of twenty victims in a year.

When in Hull with the contractor for the hotel, selecting
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grates and chimney pieces for that building at Messrs.

King and Co.'s, the principal man in that firm, Mr. Lacey, an

old friend of my sister's, on hearing my name, asked if I was
related to "

Wallis, the artist, at Louth !

"
I replied that I was

the man or used to be !

On looking back to the period that I am now representing,

I marvel how I succeeded in getting through so much work,
some of which was new to me, the technicalities of which I had

to learn. The following list of appointments and contracts will

give some idea of how fully my time was occupied :

1. Surveyor to the Louth Navigation Commissioners.

2. Surveyor to the Horncastle Navigation Commissioners.

3. Clerk and Engineer, Tetney Commissioners.

4. Inspector, under the Public Health Act, Louth Urban Sanitary
Authority.

5. Inspector, under the Canal Boats Act, Louth Urban Sanitary
Authority.

6. Architect for the Louth Hotel, Mablethorpe.

7. Architect for various buildings in Louth.

8. Architect to the Building Society, Cleethorpes 54 houses.

g. Contract : Walter and Hensman, Horncastle Navigation.
10. Contract : John Quinsey, Horncastle Navigation.

11. Contract : for the Drains, Tetney Commissioners.

12. Contract : W. Gray, to dredge the mud from the Louth Canal.

(760.)

13. Contract : W. Desforges, to dredge inud from the Top Basin.

14. Making Butts and Rifle Range : T. Clapham, at 8d. per cubic yard.

15. A. Ticklepenny, Cleaning out the river Lud. 45. per chain.

In addition to these, I continued hon. secretary to the Rifle

Corps, also Quarter-Master-Sergeant to the Corps, and hon.

curator to the Louth Mechanics' Institution
; last, not least, I

had my private practice as a land surveyor ;
and I still competed

in rifle shooting matches not always with success.

As it was not possible that I could spend much time on the

Horncastle Navigation, during the progress of the works, I

engaged, by consent of the resident engineer of the G.N.R.

Company, Charles Tatam, as clerk of the works ; he was fore-

man bricklayer on the G.N.R., and had been employed on the

Louth canal, so I deemed it safe if he remained until the brick-

work was done, with occasional visits of my own. All seemed

right when completed, but soon afterwards I was startled to

learn that the new brick-work had given way. Visiting the

works, I was informed by the workmen that they had had great

difficulty in getting the lower part built, in consequence of
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running water ; and had to use hot water in mixing the cement
to cause it to set quicker, but they did not know that

cement so mixed quickly becomes rotten. Had I known of this

difficulty at the time the mischief would not have occurred.

As it was, the foot of the wall (or casing of the old wall) gave

way, and practically destroyed the upper part. Having learnt

the worst, I directed that the new brick-work should be taken

down, and deep recesses cut into the old wall
; the wall should

then be rebuilt. Properly, the whole of the walls of Coningsby
Lock should have been rebuilt ; but I was urged by the Com-
missioners to do as little as possible, as they had very

scanty funds. This misfortune led to some difficulty, but in the

end all was settled without any law proceedings. As for myself,
I had long ago laid down a rule in my business, that I would
never go to law, holding the opinion that winners of lawsuits

were really losers
;
and losers in law cases are or may be

ruined.

In April I wrote an article,
" About Mablethorpe Sea-

shore," which was published in the local papers.

As I had much levelling to do, I purchased of Elliot and Co.,

London, the best kind of level, with Cushing's improvements,
for ^17. And having to test the work of cleaning out the Louth

canal, by contract, I again levelled from Tetney Lock to Louth,

bringing up the Ordnance datum. I spent five days in

September in doing this
; having a boat and four labourers,

I commenced at the B.M. on the fast bridge at Tetney Lock
with 16-52 feet, and closed at my B.M. at the Top Lock with

52-77 feet. As I re-levelled the whole of this in 1882, 1 will, later

on, give the result of this and other Bench Marks
;
and also with

reference to the levels of the Ordnance surveyors in 1881, when

they surveyed and levelled the district of Louth and neighbour-
hood.

On the loth September, 1879, the Navigation Tolls were

let by public auction to James Percy for ^"900. I found the

Commissioners required my services principally to see that the

lessee carried out the terms of his three years' lease. The

dredger belonging to the late lessees, Messrs. Gray and

Williams, had to be purchased by the Commissioners. The
lessees put ^1,020 as its price. Arbitrators were appointed to

decide the amount : Mr. W. Cooper for the Commissioners, and

Mr. Brennan for the lessees, who awarded ^"920.

I was instructed by the Alford Drainage Commissioners to

level some drains in their district ;
and afterwards to make a
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longitudinal section of the great drain from Mablethorpe to

Manby, a distance of nine miles, for a fall of six feet eight
inches per mile. I also took levels to a certain tree-stump in

the sea at Mablethorpe, at low water, from which I had cut off

the top in September, 1878. This was 7-18 feet below Ordnance

datum, and the sands near it 9-18 feet below that datum.

About the end of November, there appeared a series of

articles in the Builder, with reference to the school of wood-

carving at South Kensington, and there were letters signed

Anselmo, Meter, and George Alfred Rogers. I was induced to write,

and send to the editor of the Builder, the following letter,

which was published 6th December, 1879 :

WOOD CARVING : A VOICE FROM THE DEAD.

"The following communication will be read with interest :

" Several years ago while making a survey at a well-known

watering place, my chainman was asked if I were any relation

to the great Wood-carver, Wallis, of Louth, who, the

interrogator understood, was dead
;

and he could hardly be

convinced that the Wood-carver and the Surveyor were the

same person. For reasons that need not be given here, I

changed my calling about ten years ago, and may be regarded
as dead to wood-carving ! Will you admit my ghostly reflections

on this subject, a subject that has been freely discussed in your

pages in reference to the School of Wood-carving at South

Kensington, and permit me to call to mind a few scenes from

that world in which I formerly played a part ? I have been

permitted to follow the letters of Meter, Mr. Rogers, and others,

on the subject of Wood-carving ; but do not intend to specially

comment upon the details of what has been advanced, but

briefly to relate incidents of a life which occurred in a world

from which I am now a departed spirit, and my personal early

history may elucidate the points under discussion.

I trust your correspondents will acquit me of vain egotism
whilst I refer to pleasant incidents of my life, which led to, or

resulted from, the production of Wood-carvings that held a

prominent place in competition with the products of Wood-
carvers from all parts of the world, in the great gatherings in

London and Paris (being a medalist in 1850-1851, 1855 and

1862), considering that I no longer exist in that world to which

these incidents refer.

For many years I exclusively followed Wood-carving, doing
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my own special individual work, and employing first-class

London carvers to do my ordinary trade carving ;
but every

work I exhibited in London, Paris, Manchester, etc., was the

product of my own pocket, brains, and fingers, and thus " one

man did do it." Mr. Rogers's theory (and practice ?) that it

takes three men to produce wood-carving seems to me puerile in

the extreme. Perhaps it may be true as illustrating the cradle

in which he has been nursed, and which the necessities of

London life impose upon men who are engaged in the manu-
facture of goods Society is willing to buy. This recalls a scene

in the Fine Arts Court, at the Exhibition of 1851. Mr. G. A.

Rogers's father, Mr. W. G. Rogers, was a man of good taste

and clever business habits ; this, together with his cheery

geniality and admiration of Gibbons's carving, did very much
to promote or direct the public taste to Wood-carving. He was
dubbed the Queen's Carver a cradle carved in box-wood being
exhibited as proof. This was, I believe, a triple product : Mr. W.
G. Rogers was the capitalist, his son, Harry, was the designer,
and the actual carving was done by Mr. Perry, of Taunton ;

a fact which the last-named then and there publicly declared in

writing. This was known to be the practice. A foreman of

carvers in a London house bluntly asked me how much of the

work I exhibited was my own work. My reply was : the whole

from the idea, first sketch, models, studies from nature,

grouping, rough cast, to the last delicate finish. No other hand
or thought had been employed upon them. My original sketch

did not restrain me from making any and every variation that

suggested itself as I proceeded with the work ; bosting the

masses in rapid work, getting the general effect of quantity.
Details were supplied from my own studies from nature, in wood
or clay ;

in case of dead game, etc., being guided by my models

from the actual birds ; and wrought with a care, but by
different methods, equal to that with which a sculptor works his

marble from the plaster-cast from the original model, exercising
a free and playful manipulation in developing the minor masses,

so that, at the last, a few delicate finishing touches produced
that downy softness for which the plumage of my carved birds

was noted, and is yet so difficult for another to imitate.

It is not enough to justify this self-praise to say I was a

quadruple medalist ;
but I, as a stranger there, have stood, and

heard many as they rushed past Mr. Rogers's carving, say,
" this used to be our great carver, but his works are nothing

compared to these [which were close by] from Louth, by
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Wallis." Again, when I admired the fine carving of a French-

man on a beautiful chimney-piece (and the finest wood-carving
is supposed to be indigenous to France),

"
yes," replied the

lady attendant of the French exhibits,
"
yes, these are con-

sidered very good indeed, but are thought not nearly so good as

those by Wallis, of Louth." Having, you will remember,

departed from that world, I cannot be hurt for talking this

egotism.

Many past scenes crowd upon my memory, through which

I must draw a line, but just permit this. How did I acquire
the power to do by myself what, it is said, it now requires three

men to do ? Briefly thus : at thirteen years of age I was

apprenticed to a Carver and Gilder. My master, contrary to the

rule, was a carver in wood. Early in the present century he was
one of a few turned out by an Italian picture dealer in Hull,

who were skilled carvers. One, Mr. Loft, became a silver

medalist (of sculpture), and afterwards was, for many years,

curator at the Royal Academy. About 20 per cent, of my
youthful years were occupied in carving for my master. At

home I modelled, drew in pencil or crayon, read and thought,

my one object being to excel as a wood-carver. I pondered on

the best carvings I could find, and my natural vision enabled

me to see the delicate play of lines the forms of nature presented.

To my master I gave eleven hours' labour per day. I had four

hours per day at home, rising at 4a.m., and working until 9 p.m.
in summer.

For several years in Louth I earned my living and a little

more, by my ordinary trade, devoting part time to my special

work of highly-finished, original carving of dead game, fruit,

flowers, etc., until I exhibited at the Society of Arts in 1850,

when a special prize, and the commendation of Prince Albert, at

once lifted my work to a prominent place ;
that may suffice.

In 1854, Signer Monti, the sculptor of the well-known and

much admired veiled figures in marble exhibited in 1851, called

at my rooms, and thought my original studies from nature more

beautiful than my finished works. Of these studies in wood I

have boxes full, and many models of dead game in clay. My
method of proceeding with these models was as follows :

Having obtained the dead birds, one, two, or three as the case

may be, I suspended them by the leg or legs, and then

arranged them so as to form a well balanced mass as a whole.

When my eye was satisfied, I secured the wings, etc., so as to

retain their position until my model was finished. I then
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constructed a careful skeleton model of wood, brass-wire, etc.,
on which to build up my model in clay, using silver sand beaten
into the pipe-clay until it was finely tempered. The rest depended
upon the dexterity of my fingers, in being able to represent what
the eye could see. It was not a mere imitation.

I must crave your pardon for this lengthy letter, and must
leave it to you to use it as you think proper.

T. W. WALLIS."

*.,.*
" We well remember My. Wallis's beautiful works, and must

express regret that circumstances have led him to abandon the practice of
the art."

In the next issue of the Builder the following letter

appeared :

"
SIR, It is very pleasant in these last expiring days of

1879 to find that Mr. Wallis, the unrivalled wood-carver, and the

ideal for so many of us a quarter of a century ago, is not as we
all thought him dead and gone; but yet liveth. The general

impression was that study had brought on blindness, and that

this grievous affliction, to the deep regret of every lover of art,

had been succeeded by the lamented death of the artist in

question.
I am rejoiced that such is not the case, and would insist

that no man has more right to speak on the subject of wood-

carving than has Mr. Wallis. A good, old, and never-to-be-

forgotten saying runs :
" what man has done, man may do again,"

but I question very much whether any man has lived since 1851,
or is living now, who could carve a worthy companion

panel to Mr. Wallis's "
Spring," which some will recollect was

exhibited at the first Great Exhibition. It may be remembered
that the study in question consisted of a ram's head and

shepherd's crook hung against a wall, from which a wreath of

early flowers drooped down. The delicate workmanship, and

the thoughtful grouping of that specimen of wood-carving were

altogether astonishing. It admittedly stood without a rival in

the entire Exhibition of 1851, and this was but one of Mr.

Wallis's many works.

I have not the exceptional ability, nor the power to

produce, by the manipulation of the chisel, such delicate and

inspired representations of still life as every one of Wallis's

studies affords ; yet I can admire them with all the enthusiasm

of an artist, and am proud to confess that admiration of

"
Spring

"
in the Exhibition of 1851, first filled with the desire

to be a carver one who has, with no little fortune, thank God,
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followed that profession for very many years since, and who

signs himself
HARRY HEMS.

When I was about to commence Surveying I named the

books I studied. Some time after this I had Baker's " Sur-

veying," which confirmed the details of my practice. For two

years I was actively employed on this kind of work, before I

ever saw a surveyor at work in the field or in the office. About

this time I visited my son, Harry, at Brentwood, Essex, and

met a non-commissioned soldier in charge of an Ordnance

survey party ; they were taking contour levels for a twenty
miles' radius around London for military purposes. The officer

showed me their method of working contour levels. He brought
to my son's house Government Plans to further explain how

they took a part to be worked in conto'urs ;
this would then be

plotted on the large plans to show the altitude of the hills, by
lines to scale, at every ten feet, drawn on the map. He was
a very intelligent man.

Whilst in London I again consulted Dr. Bowman about

my eyes, as I had found them tender after close working. He

thoroughly examined them, and said my vision was as good as

it was when I was there twenty-two years before ;
he found,

however, that no glass improved the defect in the left eye, and

so ordered a zinc lotion to be used and number 14 spectacles.

Having made a report to the Navigation Commissioners as

to the dilapidations at Tetney Lock ; I accompanied them

(eleven in number) and their Clerk in a covered boat for the

Annual Inspection. They, with my printed report in hand, agreed
with my recommendations. On our return, dinner was served

in the boat. This was on the loth of June. Shortly afterwards,

I was instructed to prepare plans and specifications for these

repairs on various parts of the canal. The Clerk advertised for

tenders. Four were sent in, the lowest was from John Goddard,
of Grimsby, for ^"342. I explained to the Commissioners that

there would probably be much extra work, the charge for which
would be governed by the schedule of prices.

I had a full -week in camp, after staking out the plan as

usual, and taking charge of the fatigue party.
In 1880, there was a law case about the drainage of Marsh-

chapel, and I was instructed by Mr. R. Toynbee, solicitor,

Lincoln, to take levels from the Sea-gowts at Marshchapel to

the canal, near Fulstow four or five miles.

During one of my visits to Tetney Lock, I took a rubbing
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of a sun-dial, placed on the top of a stone pillar, having the

following inscription: "This pillar is part of the Antient Pharos
Tower in Egypt : brought here by John Maughan, A.D. 1807."-
Pharos Tower is said to bs ths earliest lighthouse recorded in

history.

In July,' 1880, I shot my period firing, making 58, 50 and

42, a total of 150 ;
this placed me best shot of the company.

The season proved exceedingly wet, which hindered the

work of the contractor at Tetney Lock and caused many
difficulties. As it was impossible that I could be at Tetney often

enough to see to the progress of the work, I applied to the

Commissioners to allow me to appoint a clerk of the works
;

as

they refused this, I sent my son, Frank, to stay there to

measure the work as it proceeded, and to send me frequent

reports. He was only 19 years old, but he rendered me good
service. On emergencies he wrote for me to go over. Continued

heavy rains added to the difficulties. In August and September
I accompanied some of the Commissioners to Tetney Lock and

much new work was ordered by them. Afterwards, I was not

satisfied with many things done by the contractor, and he had

to do them over again. The rain was so heavy that the canal

overflowed in some places on to the land; I never saw so much
land under water in this district before. Rain ! rain ! ! rain ! ! !

I wrote to the contractor; threatened to stop the work altogether

unless he put on' more workmen. Early in October came a

great storm ; fifty-eight vessels were wrecked between Grimsby
and Donna Nook, and about nine near Tetney. This proved a

further hindrance to the contractor's work. By letter I

cautioned him if he did any work, or used any new materials

that I had not ordered, I should refuse to allow for it, at the close

of the work. The Commissioners met in November and

December. I alarmed them by saying the extras were very

heavy. I had received the contractor's bill, but would not

present it until I had analysed it.

On the last day of the year I saw a partial eclipse of the sun,

as shown on the rough sketch annexed :

QMoos.-

"'-.(*S EARTH.

In the Times, readings are given from a Jordan Glycerine
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Barometer. If Mercury reads 29-8 inches, this glycerine reads

320-5 inches, about eleven times that of Mercury, (10-755

times.)

I now add my quintuple tables.

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1876. 1877. 1878. 1879. 1880.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received as per
Cash Book .. 268 3 n 455 16 i 412 7 4 448 3 7 330 4 n

Domestic Expenses 145 n i 207 2 8 171 14 ii 164 7 o 159 13 5

Balance for

Business Purposes 122 12 10



CHAPTER XVII.

BOROUGH SURVEYOR.

l88l. 1885. AGE 60 TO 64.

On the 1 8th January, 1881, which was called Black Tuesday,
a tremendous snow-storm occurred, blocking roads, railways,

and, in some cases, so far burying houses that an entrance could

not be effected without digging away the snow. Many
passengers had to remain in the trains all night. It was one of

the most fearful things that have occurred in this country in the

memory of man. In London the Thames overflowed flooding
the lower parts of Lambeth and the river-side district. This,
with frost, snow, and fierce east winds produced pitiable effects.

Places of business were closed for two or three days. I visited

Tetney amidst this storm. Ice was piled up to eight feet high
on the foreshore in layers one over another it was like an Arctic

scene. I was alone amidst all this ice
;
was very cold, though

well wrapped up.

In consequence of instructions received, I went to Driffield

on 27th January. It appeared that a new Act of Parliament had
been obtained by the joint-commissioners of the Navigable
Canal and of the Barmston Drainage. The main object was to

lower the water in the canal. Mr. John Wolfe Barry was the

engineer for the Barmston Drainage Commissioners, and I was

appointed consulting engineer to the Driffield Navigation Com-
missioners, Mr. Jennings being the clerk to that body. Mr.

(afterwards Sir) John W. Barry, C. E., was a great railway

engineer, and the chief designer of the Tower Bridge across the

Thames. His assistants had been long employed on this work,
and had left a spike-nail in an oak post, at Hempholme Lock,
as the level for the water in the canal according to the Act, i.e.

10-87 feet above O.D. I had taken my son Frank with me, and

my best level (Cushing's). At the clerk's office we found an

Ordnance map, 6 inches to the mile, and on it a B.M. given on a

coping of a bridge over the Barmston drain, about a quarter of

a mile from the Lock ; the reduced level of this ^ being 14-4

feet above O.D.
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Next day four of us were driven down to Hetnpholme Lock.

We found the masses of snow melting, but a heavy fog rested

on the land. From the B.M. on the bridge I had to level to the

mark, or nail, left to test the agreement according to the Act of

Parliament. In taking sights with my level I could not see more
than half a chain at once, and went on as directed by Mr.

Walker, Inspector of the canal, and finished at the mark left by
Mr. Barry's assistants, with io'8a feet, only a difference of -05
= inch from the intended new standard ; and by my
subsequent levelling to Mr. Barry's datum-point this difference

was reduced to '02. This was so close an agreement of the two

levellings, done in the presence of one of the Commissioners,
the Clerk, and Inspector of the canal, that they were highly

pleased, and not a little surprised at such a result, and I thus

gained their confidence. According to the Act, the Drainage
Commissioners had to do all the alterations required at the

Locks ; but all drawings and work were to be approved by me
before being accepted by the Navigation Commissioners. This

led to several journeys to this canal. On the yth of April, I met

Mr. J. Wolfe Barry at Hempholme Lock, and we agreed as to

the fixing of the brass standard which was to be let into the

wall. The following note was entered in each of our books :

"Position of Standard Mark to be 11-30 feet measured as a

chord from the centre of the recess above the upper gates of

Hempholme Lock to the edge of the coping, a spot marked
thus : x*s

; top of Standard Mark to be 3-73 feet below the coping
at spot marked s**Z as above.

J. WOLFE BARRY.

T. W. WALLIS, April 7, 1881.

The work proceeded very slowly, and as the workmen did

not know how to make the pointing doors, or lock gates, fit

properly, I took Mr. Wray, a skilled workman in this branch,

to the works, and left him there ;
not to work, but to tell the men

how to do it. Whilst he was there I again met Mr. J. W. Barry
and Mr. Bainton, clerk to the Drainage Commissioners. Mr.

Barry and myself agreed to accept certain work as completed.
I must mention an incident that reflects great honour upon this

notable engineer, Mr. Barry. Men of less calibre are often

guilty of disregarding the skill displayed by men working out

their designs ; but Mr. Barry made a point of conversing with

my clever Navigation carpenter, and concluded with the remark :

" we are all indebted to good workmen." Small professional men
have not the heart, the candour, to say that.
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I made numerous visits to the works at these canal-locks ;

my last visit being as late as September, 1885, with a view to

remedy a mistake made by the engineer of the Drainage
Commissioners.

The case between the contractor for the works at Tetney
Lock, and the Louth Navigation Commissioners developed into

a law suit. The contractor's bill was ^1,271 2s. lod. I made an
elaborate analysis of this under four heads: (i) the original
contract ; (2) the extra work ordered by resolutions of the

Commissioners
; (3) extras ordered by me in writing ; and (4)

extras ordered by me verbally. Everything not included under

these heads I struck out of the bill, these additional items

amounting to ^273 135. zod. By my valuation of the work, the

Commissioners were liable for ^"997 95. od. The Commissioners
visited Tetney Lock several times to inspect the works and to

see the extensive repairs that were being made ; on one of these

occasions one Commissioner estimated that it wouldcost two years'
income (about ^2,000) ;

another (Mr. S. Cartwright, a good man
of business), said, no, not so much as that, but probably ^"1,000.

This proved almost identically the same as my final valuation.

After preliminary law proceedings, such as printed interroga-

tories for the law Courts, and answers given thereto, the opposing
Counsel agreed to accept my valuation as a final settlement,

which was fair and just to both sides. So the dispute was

settled without going into Court, each side bearing their own

expenses.
Several minor matters in connection with both the Louth

and Horncastle Navigations remained unsettled for a long time ;

but were finally disposed of without difficulty. And at Driffield

the antagonistic interests of the two bodies of Commissioners

were ultimately settled in a satisfactory manner. Navigation
interests require the water to be kept at its maximum.

Drainage interests are best promoted by a minimum level of

water.

The annual meeting of the Tetney Drainage Commissioners

was held on the i7th May, 1881. The three Commissioners

rode their horses along the North Fitties' bank for two or three

miles ; I was driven in a gig. On returning, the driver got out

to lock the gate we had passed through ; just then the

three Commissioners rode quickly past the gig, and startled our

horse
;
we were on a narrow bank, the Navigable Haven on one

side, and a ditch, 15 feet deep, on the other side. Our horse

became uneasy ; one of the wheels got over the bank-side, and
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horse, gig, and self, fell down the steep bank into the water. I

kept my presence of mind, and remained cool and seated ; smash
went some trays, then both the gig shafts ; the traces (almost a

miracle) became disengaged from the crooks ; my head went
under water. Quickly lifting my head, I saw one of the hind

feet of the horse on my thigh. In less time than it takes to

mark a dot, I pushed it off, before the horse could put on his full

strength, and I lay still until it struggled from me. I thus

escaped with whole bones, no joints damaged, but bruises

in many places, and a flesh wound on my thigh, cut

through my clothes with the horse's foot. My neck was not

broken, but the muscles were so injured that for days after I

could not move my head without great pain. Having 'climbed

the side of the ditch, I had a mile to walk to the Inn, where I

obtained a change of clothes, and had the damaged thigh rubbed

with brandy, a very painful operation. I transacted the annual

business with the Commissioners, dined, rode four miles to the

railway station, and then home in a first-class carriage. Was
very lame, went to bed at once, and then realised how nearly

my life had been lost, and how severely my nerves had been

shaken. I was some weeks under the doctor's care ; before I

had quite recovered, Mr. James W. Wilson induced me to go to

Lincoln with him to see the County Surveyor, J. S. Padley,

(aged 89), on some legal business. This did harm to my head

and nerves : after six weeks of medical attendance, I was so

reduced that my doctor said I must have a month at the sea-side,

and have some one with me. I could not comply with the

latter condition
; but at once went to Sutton-on-Sea (24th June).

My daughter left me there; I was much depressed, and avoided

company. The next day, J. W. Wilson and James Wood, both

solicitors, came over to Sutton for my signature to an affidavit,

in re
" Potter v. Topham," a Navigation case. I had left word that

if anybody wanted to see me, they must come to Sutton. J. W.
Wilson always took with him his sketching materials, and, after

making a sketch of the Hills, he kindly left his colour box and

materials with me. Their use contributed much to my recovery.

Although I had done nothing of the sort for the previous thirty

years, I set to work, and found I could draw easily, but in

colouring. I had all to learn. During my six weeks' stay I made
about sixty sketches, poor as they were, the occupation
interested me. A small comet was visible near the North Star

in June and July, 1881 ; it was very bright on the 5th July.

Finding my stay was a matter of weeks, I prepared to keep
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a record of the tides. For this purpose I had a series of stakes

prepared on which I painted scales ; these were driven into the

sands 50 feet apart, so as to be available for all the high tides

and all the low tides. On the hotel wall was a Government

B.M., 10-30 feet altitude. From this I levelled all the tops of the

stakes, which were numbered, using 100 feet below O.D., so that

at low water 1 should not be below the datum. By this means
I took all the high and low tides (in the day-time) during my
stay, recording 84 observations of 42 tides. The average of

mean water was 1-827 ^egt above O.D. On referring to the more
elaborate notes of the Ordnance Surveyors, made in 1859 on 16

tides, at Grimsby, I found that the mean water was given as

1-814 feet above O.D. so that my results were in practical

agreement with the Ordnance records. And as mean water at

Liverpool is -068 feet below O.D., the mean water at Grimsby and

Sutton is above the mean water at Liverpool 1-882 feet

(i ft. io in.) and 1-895 fee*
(
l ft- Iol in

-} respectively. The

making of these records and sketching kept me pretty well

employed, and were beneficial to my health.

On my return home, I resigned the hon. secretaryship of

the Louth Rifle Corps. The captain of the corps forwarded to

me the following :

"The officer commanding grants permission for T. W.
Wallis, late Quarter-Master Sergeant in D Company, to be borne

on the roll of that company as an Honorary Member without

payment of any subscription.

2fth August, 1881.

FRANCIS C. KENNEDY, Major and Adjutant."

I bought two old stock (^25) Gas shares, gave 52 each for

them. On Monday, 5th December, I saw a partial eclipse of the

moon it commenced at 3 p.m., middle, 5-8, and ended 6-49 p.m.

As Mr. Percy's three years' lease of the tolls of the Louth

Navigable Canal would expire in 1882, I was instructed by the

Commissioners to examine the works and canal and to report

thereon. This involved taking cross-sections and levelling the

whole length of the canal. I was four days on this work and

had a firm tripod-foot put down at every point at which the staff

was held. I had a boat with two men in it, and two chain-men

on the banks ;
I used my best level. The results of the

recorded altitudes agreed so closely with the altitudes determined

in 1879, that I append a few of the Bench Marks I worked to,

giving the altitude in feet above Ordnance Datum.
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The measured distances, in miles and chains, commenced
on the south bank of the Haven, opposite the White Gate, as

that is the point at which the canal is defined to commence.

DISTANCES. SEPT. 1879. APRIL, 1882

LOCAL NAMES.
Miles. Chns. FEET. FEET.

Opposite White Gate o oo

B.M. Tetney Lock Clough 70 16*52 16-52

Land Door Cill 71 i'37 i'37

B.M. Thoresby Culvert 2 60 io -8o 10-81

B.M. Top of Hudson's Post 3 60 9-30 9-31

B.M. Fire Beacon House 4 60 I 5'3 I I 5' 29

B.M. Biergate Bridge Pile Head 5 55 8-95 8-95

B.M. Out Fen Lock (7lks.) 7 60 i5'4 15*06

B.M. Foot Bridge (2 Churches) 8 40 17*04 I 7'3
B.M. Alvingham Lock (4lks.) 9 18 21 '64 2i'6i

B.M. Salter Fen Lock (5 ,, ) 9 65 26-26 26-24

B.M. Willows Lock (5 ,, )
10 37 3 I-7 3 J '73

B.M. Ticklepenny's Lock (5 ,, )
10 65 37'7 37'73

P.M. Keddington Lock (5 ,, ) n 20 44'52 44'55

B.M. Top Lock (5 )
ii 51-92 5277 ! 52'77 !

Total Rise from Cill of " Land Door" 51*4 5 r4

All the Bench Marks at the Locks are from 4 to 7 links

from the top hollow quoins. This unique levelling, nearly
twelve miles, over the same ground, at the dates given, resulting

in precisely the same altitude, may be equalled but not surpassed.
It will be again referred to when I name the levelling of the

Ordnance Surveyors in this district.

As my son, Frank, was engaged by Mr. Neale, surveyor of

High Oakham, Mansfield, as clerk of the works for a great

drainage scheme, I took my grandson, Harry Wallis Kew,

aged 14, into my office for a short time. I had correspondence
with Mr. Jukes Brown, the Government Geological Surveyor
in this district, and supplied him with some of my plans and

levels, which he made use of in his reports, making the usual

acknowledgment in a foot-note.

As usual, I went to stake out the plan of the Camp for the

Rifle Volunteers at Thornton Abbey, taking a fatigue party of

three men. I visited but did not stay in camp.

Finding that the Navigation Commissioners required my
services chiefly to ascertain that the lessee acted up to his

contract, and learning that they intended working the canal

themselves, and being myself ill, I decided to send in my
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resignation as their surveyor which resignation took effect on
the 2gth September, 1882.

During the period since 1865, ! have kept a daily

meteorological register, taking the monthly averages, and supply-
ing copies of them to two county, and two local, newspapers, as

well as sending the annual returns to Mr. Symons, London, for his

Annual Rainfall.

In November, 1882, there appeared a notable comet, Enck's,
which is subject to a known period in traversing its orbit, 1,210

days. I got up about 4 a.m., and saw it near Regulus. The
nucleus was about 30 degrees above the horizon, and the tail

about 30 degrees long. On the lyth, there was a remarkable

display of electrical phenomena in the atmosphere, affecting all

the telegraph wires
;
and at night the Aurora Borealis was very

bright.

I bought 5 shares in the Corn Exchange Company for

^43 2S. 6d. not a very good speculation.

In December, I went to London with Mr. James W. Wilson
to meet the arbitrators in re the Marshchapel and Fulstow

Drainage : Mr. Maughan for the latter, and I for the former

parish. Each of us had taken levels of the district, which were

given in evidence. Mr. J. C. Lawrence, Q.C., M.P. was the

arbitrator. Mr. Graham, Q.C., was for Marshchapel, and Mr.

Bruce, Q.C., for Fulstow. A large map of the district was

produced, dated 1595.

About this time I read some of Ruskin's works, and did

much in water-colour painting ; having good subjects from

Girtin, Turner, Copley Fielding, W. Hunt, J. Varley, and David

Cox. As a present on my birth-day, my sons sent me a proof

engraving by Cousans, R.A., otCherry Ripe, by J. E.Millais, R.A.

I had frequent notes from Alderman J. W. Wilson, often

written in a joking strain ; the following may be taken as a

sample :

" LOUTH, loth July, 1883.
" DEAR SIR, Whether you are in Louth, or in the moon

I know not, but it is a long time since I have seen or heard of you.

If you have been in the top quarter, this fine weather may
account for it. I don't mean that you had to do with the storm

we have lately had, you are too pacific for that.

When you can find your way to the shadow of the church

[his house being near] ,
be so good as to bring with you my pet

drawings by Carter, with your copies, and any other of your late
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productions, for your master will be glad to see how his pupil
has improved of late.

Yours truly,

J. W. WILSON."

Mr. Wallis, Inspector of the World, and of mortals

generally, Gospelgate, Louth."

In painting matters, I always called J. W. Wilson my
master, sometimes dubbing him R. A.

In November, in reply to my application, I received from

Mr. Eastlake, R. A., secretary and keeper of the National Gallery,

a Student's Card, which would empower me to enter and draw

and paint at the National Gallery on any of the Student's days.

Their rule was that intending students must submit a sample of

their work with the application ;
if approved, a card was

issued. I wrote in reply that I was a hoary-headed amateur

(aged 62), who had been well-known as a sculptor in wood : this

sufficed.

I would here give some details with reference to Joseph

Hurney, a "
steeple jack

"
from Sheffield, who climbed Louth

Church spire in 1884, as he had done in 1870. I made sketches

of this at the time, but, as I cannot reproduce them, I will give a

brief description : Hurney was a tall, active man, wearing a

leather belt with a strong hook on it
; having ropes on his neck,

and other ropes in his hand, he climbed the spire by the

crockets, which project about seven inches, and near the base

are three feet apart, gradually increasing, until at the top they

are 4 feet 6 inches apart ;
from the top crockets to the collar at

the base of the finial, 5 feet 10 inches
;
and from this to the top

stone of the finial, 5 feet. As he climbed, he slung a rope over

the next higher crocket, then pulled himself up ; at the top he

had to spring up. At the collar he lashed a rope and pulley,

having a rope down to the bottom of the spire. Then from the

base he fixed ten ladders, each about 20 feet long, lapping over

each other 5 or 6 feet, and lashed or screwed together. At

these points he drove large spike nails into the joints of the

masonry and secured the ladders to these ; he thus reached

up to the gilt cross. He then mounted on the cross, twisting

his legs round it, and, using both arms, lifted the vane or

cockerel out of the socket. This he tied on his back and

descended by the ladders to the base of the spire. Afterwards

he repaired the lightning conductor and the spire. At my
request he took some measurements for me, at an elevation

beyond my reach. When down, the vane was re-gilded, and
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the pivot well greased, so as to work easily in the socket. On
the 25th July, Hurney ascended the spire by the ladders, with
the cockerel-vane on his back

; he walked to the top of the spire
in three minutes, replaced the vane in the socket, and took
the measurements I asked for. Afterwards he fixed a scaffold

round the spire near the top, just as he did in 1870. [See
Appendix D.]

The summer of 1884 was remarkably hot ; on the I2th of

August the record was 92 degrees in the shade. At the Crystal
Palace 97-5 degrees.

In September I went to London, to make use of my
Student's Card at the National Gallery : to copy Turner's
Temeraire. I found two artists copying this, who said it was a

very difficult subject. The copy I had partly sketched at home
was one half of the size of the original (4 ft. x 3 ft.) I worked
in my pencil drawing as close as I could on the following day,

using coloured crayons for colour and effect, not aiming at a

finished work, but putting in notes of details, for the water-colour

drawing I proposed to do at home. I worked very hard to get in

my crayon colours before closing time (5 p.m.)

At the Government Standard measures in Trafalgar Square
I tested several of the prepared measures I had with me,
with the temperature at 62 degrees.

Having made enlarged copies of three small chromo-litho-

graphs in the South Kensington Museum Catalogue, viz.: Copley
Fielding's Ship in Distress, William Hunt's Brown Study, and

David Cox's Windsor Castle, I visited the Museum to compare

my copies with the originals, and was surprised to find how
successful I had been. Visited the Natural Histor)' Museum,
a unique display of birds' nests, etc., and the "

Healtheries,"

with its old London street, rooms and workshops in ancient form.

From my standard five-feet rods I laid down in front of my
house, and nouses adjoining, marks (^ )

for o, 17, 33, 50 and

66 feet, and afterwards for 100 feet, using brass plates for the

marks. I proceeded with my finished water-colour copy of

Turner's Temeraire. The colour was difficult ; first, I gave it a

wash all over with yellow ochre and cadmium, and gently

worked at it, to gradually get the effect.

There was a total eclipse of the moon on the 4th October,

EARTH.'

,MOON.
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which began at 8-15 p.m., and ended 10-48 p.m. I made
sketches of it ever)' quarter of an hour to 9-15.

An old plan of Louth, by Thomas Espin, having been

presented to the Corporation, very much torn and injured, I was
instructed to repair it, and have an oak frame made for it. I

put a little carving on the frame.

My business of life at this period, which was carried on under

fairly happy conditions, I regarded merely as supplementary to

the principal business of my previous occupation. Still, many
interesting episodes arose from time to time, which called for

judgment and discretion. My sanitary work was less engrossing
than it had been ten years previously. To fill up my time I

sketched and painted a great deal.

Mr. W. L. Mason, the Mayor, gave a public dinner on the

occasion of the 2ist birth-day of Albert Victor, son of the

Prince of Wales, on the 8th January, 1885. It was said to be the

grandest affair, as a dinner, ever seen in Louth. The Mayor
alluded to the writer of this when he managed the procession
on the loth of March, 1863, when the young Prince's father and

mother were married, and his (the Mayor's) father was the then

Mayor of Louth. Rather notable to have at age the heir of the

heir to the throne.

The Ordnance Surveyors levelled through the town in

January. I spoke to the chief officer, he showed me his field

book, which combined a survey with the levels of the roads

the entries being made in the same manner as we do. Their

book is larger, to give more room for sketching in details. Their

levelling is checked as they proceed by a method, a description
of which would be too technical for these pages. When
possible, they take back and fore sights three chains from the

instrument. So that it may be said that the correction for the

earth's curvature, minute though it be in 66 yards, is made at

every sight taken.

In February, 1885, I was informed that the Borough
Surveyor had resigned. I sent in my application for the

appointment, and was elected out of three candidates, by the

Town Council on the loth March. The day after this I had to

go to the Driffield Navigation about some defect at Snakeholme
Lock. On my return I received many congratulations on my
appointment as Borough Surveyor. It was reported that the late

surveyor had had an unhappy time with some of the committees;
so I entered on the first page of my note-book the following as
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my motto from Proverbs, xix. n. "The discretion of a man

deferreth his anger: and it is his glory to pass over a transgression /"
This was to be my rule in dealing with any unreasonableness I

might meet with from individual members of the committees, or

of the Council. At the same time I intended to, and did, assert

myself as master in my own department, subject, of course, to

any instructions given by the Authority. This I found to work
well and harmoniously at all times.

The Ordnance Surveyors engaged me to perambulate the

parish boundaries on the north and west sides with Corporal
Russell, and on the south and east sides with Mr. Tear. They
were both skilful draughtsmen, and very intelligent in parish

plans and surveys.

In June, I was elected a member of the " Association of

Municipal Engineers and Surveyors," so that I should be in

communication with the best class of men in my department. In

the same month I went to London to be present at the annual

meeting of this association, and spent three days, visiting

important works in progress. On the 26th, seventy of us went

to the Lord Mayor's reception at the Mansion House, and had

luncheon with him. The next day to Putney to see the new

granite bridge then being built over the Thames, by Sir Joseph

Bazelgette, C. E., C. B. He explained the work that had been

done, and displayed all the drawings. Afterwards he gave us a

champagne lunch. I wrote an article descriptive of this visit,

which occupied a column of the newspaper in which it was

printed, but it is too lengthy for insertion here.

On the 23rd July, the Mayor, Mr. W. L. Mason, gave
another grand entertainment, the occasion being the wedding of

Princess Beatrice and Prince Henry of Battenberg. The

Mayor and Mayoress held a public reception at the Town Hall;

the rooms were beautifully decorated, the floors were carpeted ;

there were about 20 tables of dessert, and wine ad libitum.

There were garden parties, school feasts, etc., so that the town

was pretty well occupied in gaiety.

During the summer I made several visits to the Driffield

Navigation ; the workmen did not understand making the lock-

gates to fit properly, but my man, \V. Wray, advised them how
to proceed ; so that, when I again met Mr. J. Wolfe Barry, C.E.,

we were able to agree to accept the work as completed.

In August, the " Orme Alrnshouses," on the site of the old

Louth prison, were opened. They are intended for old men,
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who are members of the Church of England. Major Orme, the

founder, was the son of the late Dr. Orme, formerly Head
Master of the Louth Grammar School.

Although I take no part in controversial politics I do not

refrain from giving attention to a General Election for Members
of Parliament. In November such an election took place in

the Louth (County) Division ; the result being :

F. Otter (Lib.) 4,805

J. Lowther (Con.) ... ... 3,598

Majority ... 1,207

When my Municipal duties were increased by the appoint-
ment of Borough Surveyor, I hand on hand two important
water-colour paintings Lake Nemi, and the Fighting Temeraire,

both the originals being by J. M. W. Turner, R.A. During the

Autumn I finished these paintings as far as I could without

having further reference to the originals that of the latter being
in the National Gallery.

Here follow the usual quintuple tables.

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.
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s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

TOTAL 69, 05 51 12 3 58 i ii 55 i 3 57 4 o

Clothes and
Boots .. 31 16 i 19 19 3 10 ii o 16 14 ii 16 18 2

Coals ..656 4186 646 562 800
Gas .. ..443 337 384 3 ii 9 3196
Servant & Char. 5 12 6 1063 9120 1106 9106
Drugs and Dr. 6 12 2 2 15 10 i 10 5 3 14 9 5 13 2

Rates & Taxes 9114 854 7 19 3 6 17 6 6167
Mch. Institute 0180 156 1110 140 0136
Stationery ..237 164 257 241 204
Books ,.ioo 130 ooo 1038 37
Furniture .. 10193 3 *5 4 849 491 397
House Repairs 6 ii 10 3 12 i 20 14 2 7 18 8 13 2 3

Lodge ..1150 180 180 180 180
Chickens,
Garden, &c. 200 1811 1119 100 1130

Incidentals ..1164 100 0181 1170 2 19 8

Totals /i6o 6 3 116 o 2 134 o 9 132 ii 4 136 15 3

Wkly. average 3 i 5-3 2 4 56 2 ii 4-5 2 10 9-7 2 12 5
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CHAPTER XVIII.

ORDNANCE SURVEY.

r886 1890. AGE 65 TO 69.

My public duties kept me fully employed, and I had

daily anxiety about my invalid daughter ; the doctor gave no

hope of improvement. After many delays I engaged a nurse-

housekeeper to come on the i6th January, 1886, but, alas, my
daughter died before the nurse arrived. The previous night, her

sister, Mrs. A. P. Kew, sat up with her : I had but little sleep.

Near the last she gently said "hush," it was her last word. It

would be unbecoming to describe my feelings at this great

sorrow ;
to see the strong spirit, in a worn frame, gently lie

down to sleep ! All my children were present at the funeral,

and left the next day : I was left alone in the world ! None can

realize what this means unless they have gone through a similar

trial. My daughter was in her 3ist year. The nurse I retained

as housekeeper, the servant leaving soon after.

In March, the Ordnance Survey outline of the parish plan
of Louth was on view at the Town Hall, in charge of an

officer, inviting corrections. 1 figure thereon as " T. W. Wallis,

meresman." I compared this outline plan with copy of the

Award plan, and, as Borough Surveyor, certified that the

Ordnance outlines were correct. The next day I went to

London to compare and correct, if need be, my copy of Turner's

Temeraire, with the original in the National Gallery, making use

of my Student's Card. I found my drawing true, but I made

improvement in the shadows. Next day to Burlington House,
where there was an exhibition of Old Masters. One room was
full of Turner's water-colour paintings. Those who have not

seen some of Turner's best works, do not know what water-

colour painting can produce. There was one grand picture,

Chryses worshipping the Rising Sun. Sky, sea, shore, trees all

very fine. / called it
" Turner worshipping the sun." It was

said to be the only worship he indulged in, and it served him to

the end of his days. Turner's greatness as an artist is beyond
description. I was ill in London during this visit.
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I was not a great traveller, but even my limited journeys
furnished curious incidents. I have met ladies who have given
me an epitome of their life's history. On my return home in

March, I found myself alone in a carriage at King's Cross
; just

before starting I saw an old nun and servant-like girl coming to

my compartment. The nun did not enter, but she put the girl
in the carriage with me. During our journey to Peterborough,

one and a half hours she told me a tale surpassing anything
I had ever read in a novel. Briefly as follows : she had been

expelled from a reformatory at the east end Finchley, an
establishment entirely upheld by nuns, titled ladies, etc., there

being about 300 women there under supervision. It was
a large laundry ; where all had to rise at 5 a.m., and all had
to work hard. It was a Roman Catholic establishment, having
strict social and religious regulations. Mv fellow traveller, who
showed me her horny hands as evidence of hard work, was an
Irish girl ; she had made a friend of a little girl, A, who, in her

opinion, was being "put upon" by another girl, B. On the

previous day her "
Paddy's" temper was roused, and she made

an attack on the tyrant, B, and was still so moved about the

matter that she said :
"

I would have killed her if four strong
women had not dragged me away." She was sorry afterwards,
for then she was expelled. The old nun had taken a ticket for her

to Liverpool, and had given her 3d. I pitied the poor creature. She
had been at this place fifteen months, and was then going to her

father and mother. She said :
"
they are queer people, and I

am a queer girl." I advised her to abstain fron strong drink ;

rum used to be her beverage it made her good humoured.
" But I am a devil when sober and in a temper," she added, showing
me how she struck the girl and made the blood fly ! bringing
her hands.in a savage, sweeping semi-circle rather too near my
head. I talked to her in a manner to do her good, and gave her

a shilling to get some coffee when she arrived at Liverpool.

She said "
I can only pray for you ;

1 cannot do anything else."

At Peterborough we took different trains.

Although ill and off duty the Town Council unanimously

re-appointed me Borough Surveyor.

The 25th of April, 1886, was Easter Sunday : it was

remarked that this St. Mark's Day is the latest date at which

it can occur. The last time that it so fell was in 1736 (old style);

the next time will be in 1943, following in 2038, 2190, 2258,

and 21 times after falling on the 25th of April would bring it to
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.A.D. 6855. The earliest date Easter can fall is the 22nd

March.

This year, the combined Northern and Southern Battalions

of Lincolnshire Rifle Volunteers encamped at Belton Park, the

seat of Lord Brownlow, near Grantham. By appointment I

met Lt.-Colonel Preston and Major Kennedy, the Adjutant, at

the Park, to select the site for the camp. Heavy rain all the

time. Then across country to Mr. John Hardwick's, Rose

Cottage, he being a cousin of my late wife. He is steward to

Sir John Thorold, of Syston Hall. Next day he took me over

this beautiful Hall
;

the gardens and park comprising about

500 acres in area. Through the library of 15,000 books (about

4,000 books had been recently sold by auction for "28,000 ;

the auctioneer taking 12^% for his fees ^3,500.) A few days
after this I took a fatigue party to stake out the camp.

The Ordnance Surveyors took angles all over the town of

Louth to map it out in triangles, before chaining the details.

They had a long staff like a ship's mast having top-masts,
with stays, 40 or 50 feet high, so that sights could be taken from

high ground over house-tops.
In September I accompanied the Mayor, Corporation, and

Borough officials to London to see the Indian Exhibition
;

all

much pleased with it. Seventeen of us dined at Spiers and

Pond's a-la-carte a grand dinner. In October I had three

days' hard work at surveying land at Huttoft and Hogsthorpe ;

one day amidst thunder, lightning and rain. During this

survey (on the 4th) I witnessed the opening of the Willoughby
and Sutton railway. On the i6th, was the anniversary of the

opening of the Louth and Mablethorpe railway (1877). Near
the end of October I had another bad accident

; examining a

wall at an inn, going along a dark passage, before I could hear a

warning, I stepped into space
" black hole

"
it is called, and

fell headlong down a flight of 12 or 14 stone steps, utterly
unconscious where I was going. I was badly bruised, but no

bones were broken, nor were there any flesh cuts. A little

brandy kept me from fainting. I was taken home in a cab and
was under the doctor's care for the next fortnight, as I had only

just recovered from an illness.

1887 was the Queen's Jubilee year ; on the 2oth of June she

had reigned 50 years. A new set of Postage Stamps was issued

to commemorate the event, and there were great rejoicings all

over the country. Early in the year, the Mayor gave a dinner

to commemorate the Jubilee of the Louth Municipal Corporation.
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About this time there was a considerable contention about

an ancient pew, or chapel, in Louth Church, belonging to

Thorpe Hall. At the restoration in 1868 the old pew was done

away with by consent of the owner of Thorpe Hall, on condition

that another pew should be allotted to him. At this time the

owner, Mr. Henry, afterwards Sir Henry, Bennett, a non-

resident, claimed this as a right. The churchwardens, Dr.

Fawssett and Mr. Alfred Ingoldby, disputed it. The case was tried

without a jury at the Court of Queen's Bench before Lord Chief

Justice Coleridge. I was subpoenaed as a witness. As the

ancient pew or "
chapel

" was shown in my published lithograph
of the interior of Louth Church in 1849, my evidence was to

the effect that the ancient pew or chapel was in existence at

that time. I was the first witness examined, and cross-

examined by Sir W. Phillimore ; I had to go on the platform
close to the Judge's desk to explain my drawings, and other

drawings put in. Evidence of dates and particulars having
reference to the residents in, and owners of, Thorpe Hall, was

given. At the time of the Parish Award :

1805 In possession of Colonel Birch.

1822 ,, ,, Rev. William Chaplin.

1833 ,, ,, Wilson, owner, maternal uncle to John
Lewis ffytche.

1837 John ffytche, owner, given to him by Mr. Wilson.

1856 John Lewis ffytche, owner.

1885 Henry Bennett, owner.

In 1867, when new seats were put in all over the church,

except in the chancel, which had been re-seated in 1860, the vestry

and churchwardens agreed to give a new seat to the owner of

Thorpe Hall, in lieu of the old seat, or chapel, then removed.

The trial at the Queen's Bench took place on the i5th and 22nd

January, and on the 5th and 6th July, 1887. Verdict for

plaintiff (H. Bennett) ; the defendants to pay costs.

The Ordnance Surveyors proceeded with the survey of the

details of the town ; there were six men with two chains ; they

worked without flags or pickets, and the leader of the chain set

the chain by the back-sight ; with us the follower of the chain

sets the line by a forward sight. Other men took, by the

theodolite, the detail angles of every street. They told me that

they allowed for error, in plotting, 2 links in 10 chains for field

work (scale TTVo) '>
but did not allow that for town work

work (scale ^). They also said that two sets of officers

would follow the party then at work to various places, to test
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and check their survey. The principal lines are computed by

trigonometry, but the chainmen do not know the length of these

lines, and have to send in their chain measurements of them. If

they do not agree they have to go over the lines again.

In trying to find the date of the great cutting through

Julian Bower Hill on the Spilsby Road in an old book at the

Borough Treasurer's office, I found only one entry, from

September gth, 1836, to December yth, 1837, a total payment of

^"400 1 8s. gd.

At the annual meeting of the Tetney Commissioners in

May, a dispute arose with reference to grazing the North Fitties

banks, which led to a lawsuit.

In September one of the Ordnance Surveyors called upon
me with six sheets of tracings from the plotted survey of Louth,

asking if I could suggest any correction. I pointed out one or

two omissions. They were then checking the first survey, and

had to insert many details that had been omitted. They are

fined if errors are discovered afterwards. Another set of men
was yet to come, for a second checking partly by projection,

i.e. producing lines so as to see if they intersect any other part

of the plan correctly. The outline plan had errors purposely

inserted, so that the work might be severely tested afterwards.

Mr. Simons, the post-master, applied to me for information

with reference to the pillar-post letter boxes put down in Louth

streets ;
I replied Gospelgate pillar, 8th May, 1888 ; Upgate

pillar, May gth ; Ramsgate pillar, May loth
;
and Bridge Street

pillar, June 6th. Total cost, ^"3 45.

Early in this year 1888, a serious epidemic of small-pox broke

out in Louth. As there was no infectious hospital capable of

dealing with the many cases, the patients were isolated at their

own homes as much as possible ;
the Corporation supplying

them with food, etc. The messenger came to my house,

twice daily, for instructions ; resulting in my housekeeper

taking the infection. The poor messenger died. I was re-

vaccinated at the outbreak of the epidemic and escaped, but in

consequence of my housekeeper taking it, my house was treated

as an infected centre. I telegraphed for a London nurse. I

had an attack of my old complaint, colic. As soon as we were

well enough, my housekeeper and myself went to Ipswich for a

fortnight, to recruit our health. We visited Felixstowe,

Harwich, etc., and went to Orwell Park, the seat of George
Tomline, Esq., to see my carving of Spring, and other works I
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had done for Mr. Tomline, about 38 years before. In Ipswich
there are many fine old buildings, with over-hanging upper
storeys, and much decorative carved work about them.

After my return home I set out what is called the Jubilee

Ground, near the Church, from which several old houses had been
removed. This was levelled and sown with grass seeds, and
enclosed with iron pillars and chains, and surrounded with
stone curbing and flagged foot-paths.

On the 22nd May, 1888, I attended the annual meeting of

the Tetney Commissioners, and informed them of my intention

to resign the appointment I held under them. They requested
me to remain in office until the wretched lawsuit with C. West
was done with. On the 8th of June I went to York to be

present at the annual meeting of the Association of Municipal

Engineers and Surveyors ; it was a very instructive and

interesting meeting. I remained over Sunday, going to the

service at the Minster. Next day to Hull and home.

The railway from Mablethorpe to Sutton was opened for

traffic on the I4th of July. The same day I went to Lincoln to

give evidence in the trial Nainby and others v. C. West, before

Mr. Justice Hawkins. I lodged at 3, Castle Hill, and sketched

some ancient buildings opposite. On Sunday I went to the

service in the Cathedral. The trial did not come on until the

igth. Messrs. Dugdale and Graham were for the Com-
missioners, and Messrs. Lawrence and Hetherington Smith for

the defendant West. The case was gone into, evidence given,
but could not be then decided, not until November.

On the ist August, my brother Edward died, aged 58, and
on the 26th September, my son, Frank, was married to Mrs.

Lizzie Jackson, a widow with two children.

In October, 1888, a Liberal Bazaar was held in the Town
Hall, Louth, opened by the Marquis of Ripon. The receipts

were about 710.

About this time I invested ^262 os. 2d. in Gas shares, one

old share, and four B improvement stock.

Early in 1889 I was elected a member of the " Association

of Public Sanitary Inspectors," and shortly afterwards attended

a meeting and dinner of the Association at the First Avenue

Hotel. There was a large company of invited guests, in addition

to the officers
;
Dr. Richardson was in the chair, supported by

the Earl of Aberdeen, Sir Lyon Playfair, Sir Richard Owen,
Mr. Wylie, artist, and last, but not least, the veteran sanitarian,
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Edwin Chadwick. It was announced from the chair that the

Queen had created him a K. C. B. Sir Edwin Chadwick ; he

was very old and infirm, in his ninetieth year ;
his friend, Lord

Fortescue, read the paper he had prepared.

Early in my practice as Louth Borough Surveyor I decided

to refuse all applications made to me to prepare plans that had

to be approved by the Borough Surveyor and the Council. I

could not be guilty of the farce of submitting my own plans to

myself for approval. So I went minus a few guineas as the least

inconvenience.

When I resigned my appointment under the Tetney Com-

missioners, the Municipal Authority, on my application, made

my salary ^130 instead of ^"120 a year. I remained connected

with the Tetney business, at the Chairman's request, until the

law-suit was concluded, when two of the then Commissioners

would resign. The case was argued in Chambers, before Mr.

Justice Hawkins, on the i5th & i6th April, the judge giving his

decision the following month, in favour of the Commissioners

the defendant to pay all costs. He was advised to appeal. In

November I was instructed by the Commissioners' solicitor to

attend the Court in this appeal case. The judges in the Appeal
Court were Lord Esher, Master of the Rolls, and Lords Justices

Lindley and Lopes. It was clear they were against hearing the

appeal : Lord Justice Lindley, interrupting Hetherington Smith

in his speech, asked him if he expected that court to reverse

the judgment Justice Hawkins arrived at without a jury. Lord
Esher left the Court, declining to hear the address for defendant.

And next morning he, waving to Mr. Dugdale that he need not

speak, announced that the Court dismissed the appeal
" with

costs." The total costs were ^504. The taxed costs paid by
defendant, only ^251 43. 3d. so that the winner in this case lost

^"252 155. gd. : a result, I suppose, common in most cases
;

confirming my opinion that the winners in a law-suit are losers,

and the defeated ones may be ruined.

I found myself well in health, and gradually increasing in

weight, until I was over 12 stones ; when in Leeds in 1842,
I had weighed only 8 stones. I took no active part in politics, and

in religion I never could subscribe to a " cut and dried
"

set of

dogmas, as the truth, because that would at once, in my view,

lead to bigotry and intolerance ;
for against those differing from

such dogmas of assumed truth, the feeling would arise that evil

would result by permitting them to hold different views, or

adopt other practices, in reference thereto. Hence it is easy to
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understand how a predominant sect may become persecutors of

their weaker brethren. In face of all this we are compelled to see

that the very minute atom of knowledge we possess of God's
laws only enables us to realize the vastness of our ignorance.

I have already given some particulars of my levelling from
a Government B.M.

( xfs )
at Tetney sluice, and the remarkable

agreement of my two sets of levelling, from 16-52 feet at Tetney
to 52-77 feet at the top lock at Louth, which may be equalled for

accuracy, but cannot be surpassed. From this 1 had, for

drainage purposes, determined the altitude of numerous B.M.'S

all over the town. I had been in communication with the

Ordnance Survey office at Southampton from time to time. After

the Ordnance levellers had been through the town in 1886,

making many new B.M.'S, as well as using some of mine, I, on the

1 3th December, applied to the office for the altitude of their

B.M. at the West end of Louth Church, and had reply that the
" Bench Mark on buttress in South-west angle of St. James'
Church Tower, Louth, was 94-5 altitude in feet above mean sea

level at Liverpool." On the 2oth December I wrote again ask-

ing for the full decimal figures, and received the following

letter :

" ORDNANCE SURVEY OFFICE,

SOUTHAMPTON, 24th December, 1886.

"
SIR, In reply to your letter of the 2Oth instant, I am desired

by the Director-General of the Ordnance Survey to inform you
that our levelling in the town of Louth has not yet been finally

closed. The unequated altitude of the Bench Mark on buttress

in South-west angle of St. James' Church Tower is 24-486 feet,

but this figure is subject to slight alteration for the reason stated.

The variation will not, however, it is believed, be more than

015 feet. I am, Sir, Your obedient Servant,

T. W. Wallis, Esq. G. R. HUSSEY, Capt. R.E."

After the survey of the town was completed, and plans pub-

lished, I wrote again to the office, asking for the equated

altitude of this B.M., and received the following letter :

" ORDNANCE SURVEY OFFICE,

SOUTHAMPTON, i6th August, 1889.

SIR, In reply to your letter of the i2th instant, I am desired

by the Director-General to inform you that the equated altitude

of the Ordnance Bench Mark on buttress in South-west angle
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of St. James' Church Tower, Louth, is 94-435 feet above the

mean level of the sea at Liverpool.

I am, Sir, Your obedient Servant,

T. W. Wallis, Esq. M. E. BISSETT, Captn. R.E."

This was a reduction of '051 feet instead of '015 as expected.

My levelling to this B.M. was 94-46 feet ;
this was almost ex-

actly mid-way between the un-equated and the equated figures

of the Ordnance office. That is to say I did not differ more
than -025 [T

3
^ of an inch] from the Ordnance figures.

It cost the country ^"30,000 to determine the scales that

should be used on the Ordnance plans ;
the following is a com-

parison of the four principal scales used for these plans :

in. in. in. in.

Lineal Measure ... i x 6=6 x 4-224=25-344 x 5=126-72=1 Mile.

Fractional Parts ... ^^ ^o ^ TJo

Area Sq. Ins. on Plan i 36 642-318336 16057-9584=1 sq. Mile

or 640 Acres.

In February, 1890, I resigned my appointment under the

Tetney Commissioners, thus terminating duties which I had

fulfilled for over fourteen years a large slice of a man's life

commencing at the age of 55 years.

I had two Rain-gauges in use, one 3-inch, the other 5-inch
diameter. The area was 7-0686 and 19*635 sq. ins. respectively;
the proportion very nearly as follows : 19*64 : 7-07 :: 50 : 18.

I constructed a scale, so that if the measuring-glass of either was

broken, the other glass could be used for both gauges ;
and as

half-an-inch of water in the 5-inch gauge weighed 5-664 ounces,
AREA OUNCES

then as 50: 18 :: 5*664 : 2-039.

My public duties in connection with the Typhoid Fever

epidemic in the town pressed so heavily upon me that I decided

to obtain assistance for a time in my office. I was preparing a

Report for the Sanitary Authority on the flushing and ventilat-

ing of the public sewers, corresponding with Mr. Mawbey,
Borough Engineer of Leicester, on the subject. In addition I

was ill and partly lame with the extra work. I therefore asked

for and obtained a month's holiday which I spent in Scarborough.

This rest improved my health
;

I made the acquaintance of

all the Borough Officials there, and examined their system of

sewerage and inspection of nuisances ; made many sketches,

and formed some intimate, if short, friendships. I stayed at

Swift's Hotel, and had many opportunities of seeing works in
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progress. In my sketches I was powerfully impressed with the

magnitude of some of the rocks that had at some time rolled

down the Castle Hill. I measured one and computed it to weigh
30 tons. I sketched one large rock which was resting upon
another, touching only in places, as though it would topple over,
like some of the gigantic rocking stones in Derbyshire. The
Hotel was crowded with visitors

;
at the dining table I had a

very lively vis-a-vis in Mrs. Devereux, who insisted that she

always enjoyed her dinner with greater relish when she sat

opposite to me ! Whilst sketching the Castle I noticed a young
lady painting nearly the same view as I had taken. She asked

my advice about her drawing and painting, which I gave. I

showed her my coloured sketch of the Castle
; she said that it was

quite beyond her powers of drawing and colouring. I made
sketches of a near view of rocks at the Hillhead, and though I put in

a fair amount of detail, much was omitted. Just before I left

Scarborough (24th August) there was a slip of these rocks,

probably thousands of tons of rock falling into the sea. I had
time to take another sketch of this part to show the change.
The fallen cliff disturbed the bottom of the sea, and produced a

series of most beautiful coloured rings, about 1000 yards in

diameter : the colour was reddish near the cliff : beyond, they
were various shades of bright green.

At the Aquarium I attended a concert given by 13 Austrian
ladies : the conductor dressed in black, all the rest in white,

with red sashes. I joined a party of 28 for a drive through

Forge Valley, a delightful trip. One of our party, Miss Gilbert, was

versed in Palmistry, and told our fortunes : she read in my hand

that "
I was a flirt

;
did not marry my first love

;
fond of music,

was all brain, etc., etc." With Dr. White I visited St. Mary's

Church, in the yard of which we saw the tombstone of Anne

Bronte, who died in Scarborough in 1848, aged 28.

After I had made a full report to the Sanitary Authority on

the ventilation and flushing of the sewers, I was instructed to

prepare a specification for cleaning out the river Lud. I allowed

six weeks for completion of the work : this was carried out,

although the weather was very wintry. The Contractor to find

all barrows, planks, etc., and carry out the work for 5 per week.

The length of the four mill dams, from Paper-Mill bridge to

Baines's Mill is 2,600 yards ; and I computed the quantity ofmud
taken out of the river at 2,905 tons : or 5,810 cart-loads, each

= half a ton.

When the pond was empty above Barton's Mill, Idetermined
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the bottom to be 57-61 feet, O.D. The work was finished on the

day before Christmas Eve and a supper was given to the men at

the Masons' Arms, 35 in all. The total cost was ^279 IDS. 5d. In

1884 the River was cleaned out by my predecessor at a cost of

489 6s. gd.

In accordance with instructions from the Authority I

prepared a Report for an intercepting sewer from the west end

of Westgate to Barton's Mill
; my draft filled six pages of

foolscap paper, omitting technical details.

I now enter the usual quintuple tables :

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.
1886.



CHAPTER XIX.

DRAINAGE SCHEMES. ASTRONOMY.

iSgi 1895. AGE 70 TO 74.

As I had received instructions from the Municipal Authority
to report on the Drainage of Louth, I corresponded with several

Engineers on the subject Mr. Mawbey of Leicester, Mr. Mac
Brier of Lincoln, and Mr. Pritchard of Birmingham. I took

more levels, so that I might make use of all that I required,

checking my work by comparison with my previous altitudes at

the B.M'S, and with those of the Ordnance levellers the altitudes

of which I knew. Altogether I made a section for a Main
Sewer i mile, 3 furlongs and 18 yards long ; this was for a

part scheme, the sewage still to enter the River Lud. My
Report, with coloured lithograph, was presented to the

Committee in February. This intercepting sewer was intended
to be from the Bridge in James Street, to the West end of

Westgate. I made various diagrams to enable the Committee
to understand the state of the old sewers, and the proposed new
one. The sectional areas of circular culverts, of the given
diameter are as follows :

Diameter 9 inches 64 sq. inches.

ii 12 113
16 ,, 201

18 254
24 > 45 2 >

ii 39 i "95
This Report was favourably discussed by the Committee, and

ordered to be printed and circulated amongst the members of the

Town Council. I estimated the total cost of the work at

-2,000. But as the Local Government Board would not

sanction a loan for my drainage scheme, unless the sewage was

purified before entering any water-course, nothing further was
done with this "

part scheme." I was further instructed to

make a. full scheme for the sewerage of the whole town, with

means of purifying the sewage in its transit to a water-course.
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This was to be special work, and paid for as such. The

preparation for this involved much labour in levelling, and in

calculating the discharging capacities of the proposed intercept-

ing sewers, at the rate of fall obtainable. I prepared a plan and

sections of all the sewers, giving the altitudes in figures, and notes

of inclination in every case. This was lithographed and coloured
;

and a detailed report made ;
the whole, with an addendum, was

printed and circulated amongst the members of the Council. This

scheme provided for the drainage on both sides of the river.

But it was too large a work to be carried out. So I was
instructed to prepare a third report of a part of this large scheme,
from James Street Bridge to the West end of Chequergate. I

estimated the cost would be ^1,372, including engineers' charges,
the work to be executed in the best known manner ; to form a basis

for any future sewerage operations. My report was laid before

the Committee early in 1892. But no action was taken, beyond

sending a copy of the report to, and at the request of, the Local

Government Board. Here the matter rested for a while. This

part scheme of my third report was partially carried out by my
successor, Mr. T. Rowland, but either he, or the Committee,

quite murdered the design I had made, viz. the sewers to be

constructed at such depths that at a future time the short

low level sewers could be connected with it.

During my term of office as Borough Surveyor, I had to

deal with three public wells the water from which had been

condemned as unfit for drinking purposes. I succeeded in

constructing such works as to entirely cure the imperfections and
restore the supply of water to a wholesome purity. These three

wells are known as the " Fish Shambles Pump
"

the "Market-

place Pump" and the "James street Pump."
I attended a course of Oxford University Extension

Lectures on Astronomy by Mr. W. E. Plummet, M.A.,

F.R.A.S., ist Lecture,
" Ancient views the Telescope"; 2nd,

"
Gravitation, Tides

;

"
yd,

" The Moon ;" $th,
" The Sun

;

"

$th,
" The Planets ;

" and 6th,
"
Stars, Comets, Meteors, etc."

He gave a very good epitome of the whole subject, as far

as it is known at the present time.

Although I commenced the year 1892 in good health, I was
soon afterwards ill and had to be off duty for a month. During
my convalescence I had many meetings with the Town Clerk at

my hosse, preparing a case for the Government Inspector, Mr.

Thomas Codrington, M.I.C.E., who was appointed arbitrator

with reference to a claim made by the Louth Corporation against
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the County Council. This led to much writing and long
calculations. When the arbitrator attended (i5th March), the

whole matter was gone into, and finally (three months afterwards)
the award was in favour of the Corporation.

Hitherto all the sanitary cases ordered by the Council, or

recommended by me, had been carried into effect without having
recourse to compulsion by law proceedings. But a case arose

with reference to a drain in the Quarry which led to a law-suit.

I made plans and a model in plaster to submit to the Court.

But after much correspondence between the solicitors and the

London agents, etc., and after the case had actually been taken

into Court, before Mr. Justice Hawkins and a jury, with four

Queen's Counsel, two solicitors and fifteen witnesses present
the two leading Counsel agreed to settle the matter without

further occupying the Court. Justice Hawkins considered the

case so trivial that he said he thought it folly ever to have

brought it before the Court.

After my return home I had an attack of bronchitis and

lumbago. I had to advertise for a housekeeper and had 64
applications.

During my membership of the " Association of Municipal

Engineers and Surveyors," I attended the meetings in London,

1885 ; York, 1887 5 Hull, 1888
;

and Peterborough and Scar-

borough, in 1892. At these meetings many interesting papers
were read, and works visited, referring to Borough Surveyors'

special work.

Towards the close of the year I decided to resign my office

of Inspector under the Public Health Act, and also that of

Borough Surveyor to terminate 2fth March 1893, having held

these offices twenty years and eight years respectively. I made

arrangements from that time which would enable me to

live as I had been in the habit of doing.

By appointment, Mr. J. Ruston, (ex-M.P. for Lincoln),
called to see me in March ;

he warmly invited me to visit him at

his house, Monk's Manor, Lincoln, and be entertained, but he

died before I could accept the invitation.

After I resigned my public offices my time was much

occupied in drawing and painting, and in going through several

thousand pages of MSS., from which the chief part of this

autobiography has been composed. I also wrote an epitome of

Astronomy, compiled mainly from Dr. Ball's works and Sir John
Herschel's " Outlines of Astronomy."
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When I went from home I took my sketching materials, and

made full use of them.

Mr. W. V. Hardvvick (cousin to my late wife, and great

nephew to Thomas Espin) decided to present to the Louth

Corporation a portrait of Thomas Espin, a noted antiquary,
architect and artist, and schoolmaster in Louth from 1792 to

1822 painted by Jones. I negotiated the transfer and went to

Grantham to fetch the picture in January, 1895 ;
before passing

it on to the Corporation I made a full sized copy (36in. x 28in.)

of it in oils, which was said to be very successful.

Amongst other things I copied all the sheets of the

Ordnance Survey of Louth the scale 25-344 feet to the mile,

and mounted them on canvas ;
and completed the parish plans

I had commenced 25 years before.

Here follow the usual Tables :

TABLES OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE.

1891. 1892. 1893- J 894. l %95-

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d.

Received as per
Cash Book .. 187 8 9 250 14 6 233 17 4 136 i 10 123 7 3

Domestic Expenses 11631111889 93 19 7 99 19 o 82 19 4

Balance for

Business Purposes 71 4 10 132 5 9 139 17 9 36 2 10 40 7 n

Cash in hand, close

of the year .. ig 12 9 17 12 9 ^13 2 4 3 n o 2 16 o

DETAILS OF DOMESTIC EXPENDITURE.

1891
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Food & Drink s. d.



CHAPTER XX.

ACTIVE LEISURE IN RETIREMENT.

l8g6 1897. AGE 75 TO 76.

In 1895, I received a silver medal " for long service in the

Volunteer force," having been Quarter- Master Sergeant in the

D. Company, Louth Rifle Volunteers from 1860 to 1880.

I constructed several charts of the starry heavens, the Sun,

Moon and the Planets, etc.

Practically for the purpose of my working life I wish to regard
its termination in theyeari873. For reasons already given I could

not continue to work at the fine carving by which I had, for more

than twenty years, earned my living and reputation. The

following twenty years, as an official of the Louth Corporation,

may be put in a parenthesis. It is true I was engaged in many
useful works, but if my whole life had been occupied in this

manner these pages would never have been written.

Since my resignations in 1893, I successfully practised, as to

the employment of my time, in addition to what I have already

indicated, all sorts of trades in connection with household work
in my own house,* gardener, bricklayer, painter, carpenter, joiner,

plumber, glazier, upholsterer, etc.; indeed my recent exercises are

similar to what every young man should go through if he intends

to emigrate to partially formed colonies
;
that is, to master at

least one trade, and to be able to turn his hands to any kind of

work that may come in his way.

In 1897 1 took water-colour sketches of the mills and bridges

over, or connected with, the river Lud, in the parish of Louth,

24 in number ;
these I mounted in a suitable manner, as small

panels, and had them framed and glazed.

A small garden, full of fruit trees, is an endless source of

interest and amusement. After the death of winter amongst them,

*
Carlyle, the sage of Chelsea, said " Work alone is noble : work earnestly

at anything ; you will by degrees learn to work at almost all things."
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it is most exhilarating to watch the gradual swelling of the buds
and then to see them burst into life again.

I also painted in oils three portraits of myself on half-length
canvases (44-in. by 34in.), and did other paintings in oil-colours.

I would conclude in the same spirit as that of Leigh Hunt,
when he closed his Autobiography in these words :

"
I hold there will be a great advance in Christianity itself.

Now I feel it my duty to be explicit on the subject ;
and the

reader will see at once how "unorthodox" is my version of

Christianity, when I declare that I do not believe one single

dogma, which the reason that God has put in our heads, or the

heart that he has put in our bosoms, revolts at. For though
reason cannot settle many undeniable mysteries that perplex us,

and though the heart must acknowledge the existence of others

from which it cannot but receive pain, yet that is no reason why
mysteries should be palmed upon reason of which it sees no

evidence whatever, or why pain should be forced upon the heart,

for which it sees grounds as little. On the contrary the more

mysteries there are with which I cannot help being perplexed,
the less number of them will I gratuitously admit for the purpose
of perplexing myself further

;
and the greater the number of the

pains that are forced upon my heart, the fewer will I be absurd

enough to invite out of the regions of the unprovable to afflict me
in addition. What evils there are, I find for the most part

relieved with many consolations. Some I find to be necessary
to the requisite amount of good ;

and every one of them comes to

a termination, for the sufferers either are cured and live, or are

killed and die
;
and in the latter case I see no evidence to prove

that a little finger of them aches any more.

" This palpable revelation, then, of GOD, which is called the

Universe, contains no evidence whatsoever of the thing called

" Eternal punishment "; and why should I admit any assertion

of it that is not at all palpable ? If an Angel were to tell me to

believe in eternal punishment, 1 would not do it, for it would

better become me to believe an angel a delusion than God
monstrous

;
and we make him monstrous when we make him the

author of eternal punishment, though we have not the courage

to think so. For God's sake let us have piety enough to believe

him better, I speak thus boldly, not to shock anybody, which it

would distress me to think I did, but because opinions so shock-

ing distress myself, and because they ought, I think, to distress

everybody else, and so be put an end to. I would entreat others
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to reflect how far that creed can be in the right, which renders it

shocking in God's children to think the best of their Father!
"
Nothing again will ever be universally taken for Christianity

but the religion of loving duty to God and man ; to God, as the

divine mind which brings good and beauty out of blind-working
matter ;

and to man, as God's instrument for advancing the

world we live in, and as partaker with his fellow-men of suffering,
and endeavour and enjoyment. "Reason," says Milton, "is

choice," and where is to be found a religion better to choose

than this ? Immortality is a hope for all, which is not just to make
a blessing for any less number, or a misery for a single soul.

Faith depends for its credibility on its worthiness
; and without

" works "
is " dead." But charity, by which lovely Greek word

is not to be understood any single form of moral grace and

kindness, but every possible form of it conducive to love on earth,

and its link with Heaven, is the only sine qua non of all final

opinions of God and man.
" Behold I give unto you a new commandment, ' Love one

another.' " In this ye fulfil the law and the prophets."
" By

their fruits ye shall know them." " God is love."
" Such, and such only, are the texts upon which sermons will

be preached, to the exclusion of whatsoever is infernal and

unintelligible. No Hell, no unfatherliness, no monstrous

exactions of assent to the incredible. No impious Athanasian

creed. No creed of any kind but such as proves its divineness

by the wish of all good hearts to believe it if they might, and by
the encouragement that would be given them to believe it, in the

acclamations of the earth. The world has outgrown the terrors

of its childhood, and no spurious mistake of a saturnine spleen
for a masculine necessity will induce a return to them. Mankind
have become too intelligent ; too brave, too impatient of being

cheated, and threatened and "
put off," too hungry and thirsty

for a better state of things in the beautiful planet in which they

live, and the beauty of which has been an unceasing exhortation

and preface to the result. By that Divine doctrine will all men

gradually come to know in how many quarters the Divine spirit

has appeared among them, and what sufficing lessons for their

guidance they have possessed in almost every creed, when the

true portions of it shall hail one another from nation to nation,

and the mixture of error through which it worked has become

unnecessary. For God is not honoured by supposing him a

niggard of his bounty. Jesus himself was not divine because he

was Jesus, but because he had a divine and loving heart
; and
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whenever such greatness has appeared, there has divineness

appeared also, as surely as the same sunshine of Heaven is on

the mountain tops of East and West.

" Such are the doctrines, and such only, accompanied by
expositions of the beauties and wonders of God's great book of

the universe, which will be preached in the Temples of the

Earth, including those of our beloved country, England, its

beautiful old ivied turrets and their green neighbourhoods, then,

for the first time, thoroughly uncontradicted and heavenly ; with

not a sound in them more terrible than the stormy yet sweet

organ, analogous to the beneficent winds and tempests ;
and no

thought of here or hereafter, that can disturb the quiet aspect of

the graves, or the welcome of the new-born darling.

" And that such a consummation may come slowly but

surely, without intermission in its advance, and with not an

injury to a living soul, will be the last prayer, as it must needs

be among the latest words, of the author of this book."

It is with great diffidence that I add any of my own

imperfect phrases to this eloquent peroration of Leigh Hunt's

Autobiography ; but I feel impelled to say that it is an universal

belief that God's power is unlimited ;
and if He thought it

necessary, he could make known the simple, necessary truths

that should pervade all religious beliefs, with creeds, or without

creeds, with the same unerring certainty as we find in operation
in such of His laws as we are capable of observing and partially

understanding ;
for instance, the laws of gravitation, which are

uniform according to known conditions of all matter in the

universe, and never depart from universality. This should teach

all men to be charitable to one another, howsoever widely they

may differ in opinion in those things which originate through
human agency. And thus I end the tale of a working
man's life.
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FULL DETAILS OF GROCER'S BOOK (2 Persons).

1896.
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APPENDIX A.

MARCH, 1894.

Quantity of Food taken in 24 hours by T. W. WALLIS, aged 73.

MEALS. TIME.

Breakfast 8 a.m.

Lunch

Dinner

Tea

10-30

i p.m.

5 p.m.

THE KIND OF FOOD.

OZ.

Milk and Cocoa
Bread 2^
Bacon or Egg i

Bread ... ... ... f
Stout i gill

Mutton (generally) ... 3

Bread i oz., Vegetables 3 oz. 4

Pudding : Rice, Oatmeal, &c 5

Water

Milk and Cocoa ...

LIQUIDS,
MILK,

SOLIDS. &C. TOTAL

OZ. OZ.

10*

Bread i

Supper y p.m. Milk soz., Oatmeal i oz....

Night cap 9-30 Whiskey ^oz.

Water

Totals i8
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APPENDIX B.

THE PRINCIPAL CARVINGS EXECUTED BY T. W. WALLIS
IN LOUTH :

Description, &c. s . d.

1844 Poppy Heads, Elkington Church ... ... 826
1846 Flowers, J. H. Tuke, York ... ... ... 200
1848 Cornices, Bland, Halifax ... ... ... 9110

,, Dead Game, G. Tomline, Esq. ... ... ... 1600
,, Drawings Church, G. Tomline, Esq. ... ... 10 o o

1849 Antique Chairs, J. Hardwick ... ... ... i 2 10 o

1850 Golden Plover, G. Tomline, Esq. ... ... 25 o o

,, Group of Game (3), G. Tomlrne, Esq. ... ... 100 o o

,, Wedding Present, A. Tennyson ... ... ... 3 13 6

Society of Arts and Silver Medal ... ... 300
,, Punch Library, J. Brooks ... ... ... 14 13 5

,, Vine Branch ... ... ... ... ... 500
1851 Golden Plover, Sir J. S. Hippesley ... ... 30 o o

Ditto J. Webb 30 o o

,,
"

Iris," Lord Carrington ... ... ... 550
,,

"
Spring," G. Tomline, Esq. ... ... ... 200 o o

1852 Golden Plover, Sir John Cathcart ... ... 35 o o

,, 3 Trusses, Fulljaines & Co. ... ... ... 15 o o

,, Golden Plover, J Earle ... ... ... 30 o o
Vine Branch Ditto ... ... ... 28 o o

Golden Plover, W. Gott, Leeds ... ... ... 35 o o

,, Group of Game (3), Russell Gurney ... ... 65 o o

1853 Autumn, H. R. Smith, Troy, America ... ... 45 o o

Oak frame, Boston, America ... ... ... 17 5 6

Group of Game (3), S. Ashton, Manchester ... 73 10 o

Golden Plover, J Earle ... ... ... 26 5 o

,, Heron, etc., Lord Beauchamp ... ... ... 194 5 o

,, Truss, Corn Exchange ... ... ... ... 5 5 o

,, Statuette Plover, A. Vardon ... ... ... 63 o o

1854 Woodcock, Marquis Ailsa ... ... ... 40 o o

Snipe, J. Carlton, Manchester ... ... ... 21 o o

,, Wagtail, Miss Daniels ... ... ... ... 12 12 o

Poppy Heads and Pulpit, Whadpole Church ... 15 8 o

,, Jewel Box, Sims Reeves ... ... ... i 10 o

1855 Statuette of Birds (3), A. Vardon, London ... 120 o o

1856 Wagtail, W. Carritt, Birmingham ... ... 10 10 o

Wagtail, H. W. Eaton, London ... ... 10 10 o

Woodcock, R. Napier, Glasgow ... ... 35 o o

,, Holly, Hon. Mrs. Grame ... ... ... i 10 o

,, Mural Monument, W. Loft, Trusthorpe Church ... 18 18 o
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1857 Partridges and Ferns, J. Carlton, Manchester ... 120 o o

,, Wagtail and Fly, Ivy, T. Heywood, Manchester ... 1600
Glass Case, Carved, G. Tomline, Orwell Park ... 44 14 6

Apricots, Hon. B. F. Primrose, Edinburgh ... 3 16 6

Statuette group (3), J. A. Turner, M. P., Manchester 100 o o

1858 Group of Game (3), Sir H. H. Campbell ... ... 60 o o

,, Group of Flowers, R. Philips, Weymouth ... 17 o o

1859 Two Wagtails, Mr. Carritt, Birmingham ... 25 4 o

,, Two Box-wood Boxes, Dr. Sharpley ... ... 600
Wagtail, Hon. Mrs. West ... ... . 12 17 o

1860 Group of Game, Mr. Carritt ... ... ... 50 o o

Bird, 2 Brackets, Mr. Carritt ... ... ... 18 15 o

1861 Poppy Heads, Pulpit, etc., Louth Church ... 113 80
Oak Screen, Middle Rasen ... ... 60 o o

1862 Child's Head, C. B. Carruthers ... ... 31 10 o

Wagtail and Fly, C. B. Carruthers ... ... 52 10 o

Fruit and Flowers, C. B. Carruthers ... ... 10 10 o

1863 Dead Game and Ferns, S. Armitage, Manchester 150 o o

,, Ferns, etc., Fordham ... ... ... ... 15 15 o

1864 Child's Head, C. B. Carruthers ... ... ... 31 10 o

Stone Tomb, C. French, W. Theddlethorpe Church 18 o o

1865 Wagtail and Fly, South Kensington Museum ... 1800
Two Prizes, Society of Arts ... ... ... 15 10 o

1866 Wagtail & Fly, base & back, J. Graham, Birkenhead 24 4 o

,. Chancel and Pulpit, Trinity Church ... ... n o o

1867 Four Gargoyles, Market Hall Tower ... ... 400
,, Snail and Tree Stump, Mr. Howman, Hull ... 3 15 o

1868 Wagtail, Titus Salt, Saltaire ... ... ... 1500
1871 Partridges, Ferns, etc., Public Subscription ... 105 o o

,, Group, "Autumn," Earl of Yarborough ... 175 o o

1873 Dead Game, Mr. Lamplough, London ... ... 52 10 o

1887 Frame,
"
Mayor's Board "

... ... ... 10 10 o
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PROPOSED SUBSCRIPTION FOR A CARVING BY T. W. WALLIS.

LOUTH, 1866.

" A Committee has been formed to collect subscriptions with the

view of engaging Mr. T. W. Wallis to execute some adequate specimen
of his skill in Wood-Carving, and of placing it in one of the Public

Buildings of the Town as a Memorial of his genius. The Committee
desire to raise 100, and trust that all in the town and neighbourhood
who admire artistic talent will aid them in obtaining that sum, that a

work may be procured worthy of the artist and adapted for the

decoration of a Public Room."

COMMITTEE :

Rev. A. S. Wilde, Rector. T. F. Allison, Esq. L. R. Lucas, Esq.
S. Trought, Esq., Mayor. A. T. Rogers, Esq. C. E. Lucas, Esq.

Major Smyth. W. Dunn, Esq. T. W. Bogg, Esq.,
Hon. Sec.

Subscriptions will be received at the Banks, by Mr. T. W. Bogg,

Hon. Sec., and by the principal Booksellers in the town.

LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS of io/- and upwards, 1867.

s. d. s. d.

Allenby, Capt. ... i i o Ditchett, W. D. ... i i o

Alington, Mr. ... o io o Dunn, W o io o

Allison, W. G. ... 5 East > w o io o

Allison, T. F. ... 220 Emeris, W. R. ... 200
Amcotts, Lieut.-Col. io o o Eve, J. B i i o

Atkinson, Mrs. ... i o o Falkner, H o io o

Bell, J.
i i o Flowers, F., London i i o

Bettinson, G. ... o io o Gray, W. H o io o

Bogg, T. W i i o Gresswell, Dan ... o io o

Bogg, Mrs o io o Hewson, John ... o io o

Bogg, J. S o io o Hodgkinson, Rev. W. o io o

Bowmar, J
220 Hoff, E o io o

Brotherton, E. ... o io o Hyde, W i o o

Browne, G. H. ... o io o lies, J. G i i o

Byron, Miss o io o Jackson, J. H. ... i i o

Brackenbopough, Mrs. 200 Jackson, Thos. ... o io 6

Carritt, B o io o King, Miss o io o

Cartwright, S. ... o io o Kirkham, T o io o

Colbridge, M. ... 35 Larder, W o io o

Cooper, Mrs., Brid- Locock, Miss ... o io o

lington ... ... o io o Locock, E. ... ... o io o

Cusworth, J
o 15 6 Lucas, L. R i o o

Disbrowe, Rev. H. S. i o o Lucas, -Mrs. F. R. ... o io o
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LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS (continued).

s
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LOUTH CHURCH : SPIRE.

When Louth Church spire was completed in 1515, a

contemporary entry in the Churchwardens' Account Book states

that its height was 18 score (360) feet, with reference to which
statement Thomas Espin (1807) said " Here must have been a

flagrant mistake in the first copy." Espin made it 280 feet to

the top stone, and 8 feet more to the top of the iron cross,

288 feet in all. But in 1884-5 during repairs, a new metal Vane
was added and a crocketed finial. As I learnt that various

figures were given for the total altitude I constructed an

instrument, which I call a Quadrate Theodolite, by which I have

determined the altitude to a very small fraction of a foot. I fixed

a central point of the tower on the floor of the Church, which

was assumed to be vertically under the top point of the Spire ;

from this an exact measure was taken, for a given distance, with

a standard gauge of 100 feet chain, and having levelled to a

point to determine how much the eye of the observer was above

the Church floor, angles were read off for the tangent, as shown
in the diagram annexed. So that the question resolved itself

into a right-angled triangle, the length of one side and the

angles from the ends of this side being known : then by Plane

Trigonometry or by
" Mensuration of heights and distances,"

worked by Logarithms, the problem was solved. And taking
the mean of several observations made from two different

points of view (S.E. & S.W.) which varied only a few inches,

I determined the altitude to be 294 feet i inch from the Church
floor to the top of the metal Vane, and 287 feet 6 inches to the

top stone of the finial from the same base. The floor of the

Church is 94-02 feet above Ordnance Datum
;
hence thet op of

the Vane is 388 feet i inch above O.D.

Several years ago when levelling from Louth to Kelstern

at a point three or four miles from Louth (though only a 'little

over 2-5 miles in a straight line) I found my exactly levelled

instrument coincided with the top of the metal Vane referred to
;

and afterwards computing the allowance to be made for the

rotundity of the Earth I made the altitude of the Vane above

the Church floor to be 293-64 feet (about 293 feet 8 inches). So

that if the decimals were omitted, it would, by the usual rule in

such cases, read 294 feet ; practically the same as now
determined by the method stated above.

Louth, 27th July, 1898. T. W. WALLIS.
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Floor of the Church.

To find C E in triangle C D E.

To find the altitude of the spire and metal vane : Measure the line

A B from a point vertically under the top of the spire=345 feet. D E
is parallel to A B and 4-90 above the floor of the Church, being the

height of the eye ;
the angle of elevation C D E=3958.

Radius C E=io-
Tan. 3958= 9-9233004
D E 345= 2-5378191

C E 289-15 = 2*4611195

Height of eye 4-90

vane 294*05 feet.

To find the height of the top stone of the finial :

Radius F E=io-
Tan. 3922= 9-9140444
D E 345= 2-5378191

F E 283-05 = 2-4518635

Height of eye 4-90

top stone 287-95 feet.
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METEOROLOGY : Observations taken by T. W. Wallis, at

Louth, at 9 a.m.; in feet above Ordnance Datum. Latitude

,5322. Longitude Meridian of Greenwich. The following

particulars are extracted from my 33 years' unbroken record :

Barometer.
Inches.

Maximum, igth January, 1882 30*92

Minimum, 3rd November, 1886 27-95
Mean of 33 years 22*93

Readings of the

Thermometer (in the shade)
Degrees.

1 8th August, 1893 93
xoth Feb., 1895 6

RAINFALL :
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than when at rest) varying from a gentle breeze to a furious

gale. If additional water were in the air, water being 773 times

heavier than the atmosphere, the Mercury would rise, instead of

falling before rain. The tube of Mercury, with a vacuum at the

top, is strictly an instrument of balance a pair of scales weighing
the Atmosphere, and all that is in it. In point of fact it always
rains in the different strata of the air the exceedingly minute

particles of water keep falling by gravity, and rising by
radiation. The blue sky is produced by an intermixture of

invisible small atoms of water and dust
;
and when, by the

action of a strong wind these tiny particles are made to coalesce

and form larger drops they fall to the earth by gravity as rain,

snow, or hail.

When the Barometer shows the Mercury at 30-65 inches

there is a pressure on the earth of 15 Ibs. on one square inch
;
in

other words this represents the force of gravity ;
and on one

square mile this pressure is nearly 27 million tons. The extreme

variation in these latitudes is about three inches
;
one inch,

which is an ordinary variation, is equal to a pressure of

^77'5^7 tons upon the square mile
; and two inches difference in

the reading is equal to about ij millions of tons pressure on
such an area. One inch of Rain upon the same area would be

equal to 64,837-76 tons.
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BOTANY. The text book I used was " A Compendium of the

English Flora of Sir J. E. SMITH, M.D., F.R.S.," by
W. J. HOOKER, LL.D., F.R.S., etc., published in 1844. Our
Botanical Class commenced in 1854.

On an analysis of this work I found that there were sixty

names ending in Wort (A.S. for plant) as follows :

Awlwort
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My pursuit of Entomology was limited to LEPIDOPTERA
Butterflies and Moths. The former are termed RHOPALOCERA,
insects having a club-like termination of the antennae. In Great

Britain five families (out of several) are found, and sixty-six

species ;
I collected fifty -five species out of the total, and

placed them in order in my Cabinet.

Moths, from the antennae not terminating in a club are

termed HETEROCERA. Of these there are nine groups out of

forty-one families, and 431 species enumerated in " Stainton's

Manual "
as being indigenous to Great Britain. I collected

about 160 species of day and nocturnal moths, principally

stout-bodied, and classified them in my cabinet. Being so

much more numerous than Butterflies the difficulty of naming
them was much increased.

GOULDING AND SON, PRINTERS, LOUTH.
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